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Preface

The International Conference CICT 2021 is a major multidisciplinary conference
organized to provide a forum for researchers, educators, engineers, and government
officials involved in the general areas of computational intelligence and commu-
nication technology to disseminate their latest research results, exchange views on
the future research directions of these fields, exchange computer science, integrate
its practice and application of the academic ideas, improve the academic depth of
computer science and its application, and provide an international communication
platform for educational technology and scientific research for the universities and
engineering field experts and professionals.

Nowadays, globalization of academic and applied research is growingwith speedy
pace. Computer, communication, and computational sciences are the heating areas
with lot of thrust. Keeping this ideology in preference, Janardan Rai Nagar Rajasthan
Vidyapeeth, Udaipur, Rajasthan, India, has come up with an event—International
Conference on Computational intelligence and Communication Technology (CICT
2021) during October 29–30, 2021.

This is the sixth time the International Conference on Computational Intelligence
and Communication Technology (CICT 2021) is organized, with a foreseen objec-
tive of enhancing the research activities at a large scale. The Technical Program
Committee and Advisory Board of CICT 2021 include eminent academicians,
researchers, and practitioners from abroad as well as from all over the nation.

A sincere effort has been made to make it an immense source of knowledge for all
and includes 41 manuscripts. The selected manuscripts have gone through a rigorous
review process and are revised by authors after incorporating the suggestions of the
reviewers.

CICT 2021 received around 290 submissions from around 842 authors of 6
different countries such as American Samoa, Estonia, Greece, Iran, Taiwan, and
Vietnam. Each submission has been gone through the plagiarism check. On the
basis of plagiarism report, each submission was rigorously reviewed by at least two
reviewers with an average of 2.9 per reviewer. Even some submissions have more
than two reviews. On the basis of these reviews, 41 high-quality papers were selected
for publication in this proceedings volume, with an acceptance rate of 14.1%.
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vi Preface

We are thankful to the keynote speakers—Prof. Andrew K. Ng, SIT, Singapore,
and Dr. K. K. Mishra, MNNIT Allahabad, India, to enlighten the participants with
their knowledge and insights. We are also thankful to delegates and the authors for
their participation and their interest in CICT 2021 as a platform to share their ideas
and innovation. We are also thankful to Prof. Dr. Janusz Kacprzyk, Series Editor,
LNNS, Springer, andMr. Aninda Bose, Senior Editor, Springer Nature, for providing
guidance and support. Also, we extend our heartfelt gratitude to the reviewers and
Technical Program Committee Members for showing their concern and efforts in the
review process. We are indeed thankful to everyone directly or indirectly associated
with the conference organizing team leading it toward the success.

Although utmost care has been taken in compilation and editing, however, a few
errors may still occur. We request the participants to bear with such errors and lapses
(if any). We wish you all the best.

Udaipur, Rajasthan, India Xiao-Zhi Gao
Shailesh Tiwari

Munesh C. Trivedi
Pradeep Kumar Singh

Krishn K. Mishra
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Abstract Voice assistants became an important feature in the current smart device
world. Taking instructions from human and providing services to them has increased
the data traffic in the IOT systems due towhich telecomplayers are getting benefitted.
However, these devices are connected to the network all the time and without proper
security measures will cause security breaches in the voice assistant systems like
Alexa, Siri, Google Now, Cortana, etc. Alexa Amazon’s smart speakers enabled with
AI rapidly is adopted by households and inculcated in various daily life activities.
Though the technology is innovative but with its dark side and its challenges of
security vulnerability. The case study highlights major cybersecurity attacks on the
voice assistants and the challenges which Alexa and other voice assistant devices
are facing for their market expansion. This study enables to critique the security
vulnerability in Amazon Alexa AI voice assistant and other such products. It helps
to have profound understanding of key market and industry-based challenges in the
current markets.
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1 Introduction

Amazon Alexa is a well-known digital voice assistant, enabled with AI and used
as smart speakers launched in 2014 by Amazon. Various enhanced versions came
into market till now and reached to large households for various tasks. Alexa can
be engaged in our daily life routine works, viz. controlling the home appliances,
getting infotainment, scheduling our daily tasks, shopping, and many more. Alexa
can play an effective role in home automation and to control various smart devices
and merely by using voice. The Alexa system consists of Echo products identi-
fied as—the hardware and software that directly communicate with consumers and
the cloud modules—that have most of the “smarts”: automatic speech recognition,
understanding natural language, and response. The working architecture of Alexa
has been shown in Fig. 1. Third-party services through applications can also provide
some responses via “skills.” The third parties who write and publish those skills are
responsible for the behavior of their skill. To demonstrate the working of Alexa, we
are presenting an example to obtain weather information by simply requesting Alexa
by speaking “Alexa, what is the weather.” We can see how request flows which are
caught by Echo and how it is interpreted, acted, and finally responded by Alexa.
Amazon Alexa works on natural language processing which records the words and
interprets the sound by using computational power. It then identifies words with
matching in the database, makes sense of the tasks, and carries out corresponding
function.

Fig. 1 Alexa working architecture [14]
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Amazon Alexa was launched in 2014, and it is available for general public in
2015. Alexa’s API availability to developers helps in expanding its market due to
integrating it with non-Amazon products. This feature is amazing and exciting other
brands to inculcate Alexa in their products. But at the same time, it also questions the
quality of these third-party products. It may impact on the brand image of Alexa. But
experts say that unless and until there are some products with good quality available
there is no adverse impact on Alexa’s brand image.

Why is AmazonAlexa so important?Alexa is successful in setting up a benchmark
up to some extent for inaction machine learning with artificial intelligence as an
effective consumer-based implementations.

Systems such as Alexa are an early sign of a significant shift of communication
between humans and computers.

Who has affected by AmazonAlexa?Customers are primarily affected by Amazon
Alexa who are using it in terms of positive as well as negative aspects. If we say
positive, they ease their life by exploiting the services of it. If we see the dark side
of it, then definitely security concerns and data ownership are the primary anxieties
of it. Alexa also affects its rivals like Microsoft, Google, and Apple; all have digital
assistants pushing Amazon to play catch-up.

After discovering that Amazon stores your audio recordings for Amazon
employees to review, Alexa users grew even more alarmed. All this has made people
a little bit cautious of using Alexa, and it is facing a major challenge of reaching
different households. These privacy concerns are keeping people hesitating from
using Amazon Alexa.

2 Evolution of Alexa

With the enhancement of digitalization, the market is seen to be demanding a more
convenient and on the touch lifestyle. Amazon Alexa is one such digitally revolu-
tionized AI-based product introduced by Amazon. As per January 2019, over 100
million Alexa devices have been sold [1].

Initially, Alexa was introduced with few utilities in the market but with the time
these utilities are increasing. Alexa can perform various daily life tasks such as
setting alarm, informing about weather, preparing list, scheduling task, accessing
informative articles, etc. One of the interesting skills of Alexa is to listen live sporting
events, National Geographic quiz, big sky as well as news stations [2]. Alexa also
has built in support for Spotify and Pandora accounts.

As far as concern to technological advancements, in April 2019, Alexa-enabled
devices could support the download of over 90,000 functions which wasmerely 1000
functions in 2016 [3]. The home automation feature was launched in April 8, 2015
[4]. Developers are able to create their own smart home skills using the Alexa Skills
Kit. Alexa also emerged into the field of food delivery. Starbucks used Alexa for
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placing pick up orders, but very few Alexa owners used these services for placing
the orders [5, 6].

According to research conducted by Consumer Intelligence Research Partners
(CIRP), in 2018, 69% of the US smart speaker market is captured by Amazon Alexa.
And it is increased by 1% in 2019. As far as concern to virtual market, Alexa and the
other competitors like Siri, Google Assistant, and Cortana had their market shares—
25%, 36%, and 17%, respectively [7].

However, we see due to poor digital knowledge in India as well as a few other
countries, Amazon Alexa is finding it difficult to reach out to the majority of the
crowd. As of November 2018, Alexa is available in 41 countries. Also, Amazon
Alexa is seen to have been facing strong competitions over the years which is one of
the major hurdles faced by Amazon Alexa.

3 Challenges to Retain Household and New Market
Expansion

3.1 Investigation of Security Vulnerabilities in Voice
Assistants like Alexa

The reason for selecting these HDVA devices like Amazon Alexa is manifold.
Amazon Alexa is flagship device in HDVA devices. There are 5 million devices
being sold since its launch in 2014 within 2 years. Secondly, there are 10,000 skills
(Alexa voice services) available for Amazon Alexa. Moreover, every smart device
is equipped with voice assistant system, right from smart speaker to connected cars.
Hence, exploring the security aspects of these devices will be helpful in finding
out problems and advancement of these HDVA devices. Currently, Amazon Alexa
takes voice commands from humans and performs some action. The actions include
playingmusic, shopping online, checkingweather, scheduling appointments,making
payments, and controlling smart devices like garage doors, plugs, and thermostats.
Basically, these HDVA devices have a feature like (always listening mechanism)
which helps users to talk to the devices continuously so that users need not hold some
button and pass commands but this will expose them to security vulnerability. In past
there were several incidents came across which breached the security agreements.

3.2 Design of Voice Support Systems

Before understanding the security breaches of Alexa, let us understand the voice
service model of Alexa. To control a smart device, a user can speak voice command
to Alexa after waking up with a voice called “Alexa.” Alexa then sends a command
to the remote cloud for authentication purpose using Wi-Fi. Once the command
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gets authenticated, then the command is forwarded to the server called smart home
skill adapter, which is maintained by Alexa in cooperation with third party. Later,
the command is sent to another cloud which is used to control the corresponding
devices.

3.3 Security Vulnerabilities in Alexa—False Authentication

The voice service facility in Alexa enables it to listen to users’ commands [8].
However, it can respond and act to the commands during the absence of humans
which is a security breach. When Alexa was designed, its design considerations
were limited within the room and only home members can access it, but there can be
some exceptions like the sounds accepted by Alexa can come from outside surround-
ings also which can lead to the compromising of security. Since there is no second
factor authentication in these devices, it will lead to trust issues. After careful study,
we observed that these kinds of issues are occurring when victims are not at home. If
HDVA devices stop taking commands when users are not in the surroundings, then
the fraudulent commands can be restricted. Alexa works on the scenario that when a
user stands nearby, it takes commands from him/her and provides services. Now, we
will exploit this feature by sending commands to Alexa using a Bluetooth speaker.
We have used a Bluetooth speaker controlled by a smartphone at significant distance
(within 8 m) from the Alexa. Interestingly, Alexa responded to such commands from
the speaker.

Validation: Even though when a false command is passed by an unknown person to
Alexa, it can be overcome by the Alexa authentication system, but the authentication
system can be easily bypassed by generating commands using text to sound (TTS).
There are many Web sites present that can be used to create mp3 sound of a speech;
thereby, any device (mobile, Bluetooth, laptop) can be used to play audio and get
access to Alexa.

3.4 Dolphin Attack Through Inaudible Voice Commands

Till now, we have seen cases where the HDVA devices can be activated without the
human presence. In this regard, another attack has been explored on HDVA devices
called Dolphin attack. Dolphin attack is basically injecting a sequence of inaudible
voice commands (modulating human voice on ultrasonic carriers) that can lead to
unnoticed security breaches to the voice-controlled systems. This is a technique
to exploit ultrasonic sound channel (ultrasonic channel is the frequency channel
which is greater than 20 kHz). Human’s voice system is designed to listen voices
up to 20 kHz. Mobile phones adopt audio sampling techniques lower than 44 kHz
in which they deploy low-pass filter so that any signal greater than 20 kHz will
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not be passed through it. Even though ultrasonic sounds are received and correctly
sampled, they cannot pass through the sound recognition system of HDVA as they do
not belong to the human tone. Dolphin attack overcomes all these issues and performs
attacks. Dolphin attack may be imposed on Google, Siri, Cortana, and Alexa through
sequence of inaudible voice commands. But all the hurdles like accessing malicious
Web sites, spying, getting fake information, denial of service, concealing the attacks,
listening the inaudible voice (>20 kHz), greater intelligence of inaudible sounds
than speech recognition system, etc., can be overcome by dolphin attack and activate
audio hardware of the device.

Any voice assistants will be activated using 2 commands: 1. activation commands
like “Alexa,” “hey Siri,” etc., and 2. recognition commands like “Call 123456,” etc.;
Alexa uses speaker-independent algorithm thatmeans it accepts “Alexa”word spoken
by any individual as long as the word is clear. Whereas Siri gets trained only by a
human, viz., it uses speaker-dependent algorithm. The speaker-dependent algorithm
works on a local server, whereas the speaker-independent algorithm works on cloud
server.

3.4.1 Attack Design

Dolphin attack is carried in 3 steps

1. Voice command generation
2. Voice command modulation
3. Voice command transmission

Voice command generation: The voice command generation is basically generating
the activationwords. Creating activation commands is different unless the user speaks
“Siri.” Here, the experiment will generate activation commands by two methods: 1.
Attacker cannot find owner (stolen cases). 2. Attacker can obtain few recordings of
owner. When attacker cannot find owner, TTS-based brute force technique is used
which means we get recordings of human voices from TTS Web sites and then use
them for activating. There are different TTS sources that provide human voices like
Selvy Speech, Baidu, Neo speech, acapella, etc. Also the casewhen attacker obtained
few recordings of victim. In this case we will use concatenative synthesis technique
to extract the activation words. Let us say that the attacker got the recordings of
victim like “City and Carry.” So, sampling can be done to extract the word Siri like
CIty+ ca RRY= Siri. So, like this we can get activation commands in the first step.

Voice commandmodulation: Here, themalicious commands can bemodulated over
suitable carriers, while modulating select carriers of ultrasonic range so that they are
inaudible. Then, amplitude modulation of baseband signal and ultrasonic signal has
been obtained. The amplitude modulation parameters are like 1. modulation dept., 2.
carrier frequency, 3. voice selection. Firstly, the modulation depth is set to 0.5 here
whichmeans the carrier amplitude varies 50%above andbelow its unmodulated level.
Secondly, the carrier frequency is depending on many factors like frequency range
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of ultrasounds, the cutoff frequency of low-pass filter, and the frequency response
of the microphone. The lowest modulated frequency has to be 20 kHz to ensure
inaudibility.

To impose successful attack for base signal of 6 kHz carrier signals, frequency
must be of 26 kHz to ensure the lowest frequency is larger than 20 kHz.Also, different
voices vary in terms of baseband frequency ranges. Let us say female voices have
wideband than male voices due to which there is a probability of frequency leakage.
So, it is preferred to select narrowband voices for the attack.

Voice command transmission: The voice command transmission consists of signal
source, modulator, and speaker. Powerful transmitter is used with signal generator
and portable transmitter with a smartphone. The first one is we are used to validate the
dolphin attack and the second one is for walk-by purpose. The powerful transmitter
uses all powerful equipment to generate,modulate, and send. The portable transmitter
uses a smartphone to transmit the modulated signals. In the smartphones, we have
low-pass filter that attenuates the higher frequencies in order to overcome these
problems; narrowband ultrasonic transducers are used as speakers and amplifier to
amplify them. In order to find howmuch the TTS-generated voice differs from a voice
played by a smartphone, a method called Mel Cepstral dispersion may be used. It is
observed that the MCD factor is less than 8 and hence is preferred for the attack.

Recognition versus activation: Various devices exhibit different results in terms
of attack distance considered. In addition, if we append the controlling command
to the recognition command, the chance of success is higher due to the fact that
the activation commands are trained by speech recognition systems that are always
on mode. The length of command matters when it comes to the activation of voice
assistants. For example, “Call 12345/open abc.com” is harder to recognize than “Turn
airplane mode” or “What’s new today.” In first case the word “open” and “call”, has
to correctly recognize for execution and in the second case only “turn” and “What”
has to be recognized for execution. So, the attack can be successful if the attack word
is short and commonly recognized by speech recognition system.

4 Implementation Issues

With the rise of voice-controlled AI-led voice assistants in the ICT ecosystem, there
are still serious issues regarding the inhibitions about the same. Organizations are
also looking into the business aspect of this technology and are considering an AI-led
voice assistant ecosystem into their enterprise management to increase the efficiency
and reduce the turnaround time (TAT) of the system. We will now look at some
of the challenges [9, 10] for Amazon Alexa and its rivals which pose to business
organizations for implementing the same.

• Against Popular Opinion
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Fig. 2 Consumer Intelligence series voice assistant survey, 2018 [13]

It is a well-established fact among the general workforce that whenever anything
automated is introduced into the system, there is always a fear of loss of jobs among
the masses. Voice assistants are no exception. There is widespread fear that the
introduction of AI will eventually cut our jobs.

• Knowing the Real Areas of Action

Even after your organization has finalized to go with an AI-led voice assistant (VA),
the real challenge becomes to choose which vertical to implement and direct your
R&D department to work upon and increase your productivity and efficiency. The
verticals vary from HR, finance, technology, etc. Since there is very little informa-
tion available about any known use cases of AI-led AI, it becomes a challenge for
organizations to come up with one. A consumer survey was conducted in 2018 to
check the usefulness of voice assistant in human’s life as shown in Fig. 2.

• On boarding and Integration of your Voice Assistant into the System

Just like with any integration, your voice assistant (VA) will also have to be on-
boarded and integrated into the system which is not just loading them with informa-
tion or giving them access to all your resources. To be really efficient, your AI-led
VA must know your entire flow-of-work as well as access to your databases and
resources. This is a continuous and gradual task and does not happen overnight.
Moreover, the real challenge [10] is to determine how much access you are going
to give your VA so that you are not putting your organization at a business risk.
Figure 3 shows a survey conducted among several consumers in 2018 to check the
satisfactory rate of voice assistant device.

• Handling Data

The major unique selling proposition of an AI-led voice assistant is to process and
analyze huge chunks of data and store aswell as tomake sense out of this data for later
use. The main challenge is what to do with this huge database of data and how your
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Fig. 3 Consumer Intelligence series voice assistant survey, 2018 [13]

AI engine handles this data without being a security risk. There is no standardized
data handling framework existing as of now and are puzzled organizations to use
voice assistants [8].

AmazonAlexa has practically 59% of the piece of pie in India followed byGoogle
Home to 39%. Yet, it is very much deprived of arriving at each house in India. As
indicatedby the InternationalDataCorporation (IDC)’s IndiaMonthlySmart Speaker
Device Tracker, a sum of 753,000 units was dispatched in 2018 in India. This number
is very less if we consider the total Indian population. The consumer segment added
to most of the keen speaker deals in the nation. In any case, the acquisition of
brilliant speakers by ventures likewise saw a flood during the celebration or festive
time, basically for gifting purposes, while the real endeavor reception for vertical
explicit use cases stays at an incipient stage. With regard to the favored channel
for savvy speakers, online channels comprehensive of e-trailers and merchant’s own
sites commanded brilliant speaker deals with 55% of the shrewd speakers sold in
this channel. Current Web-based business infiltration in India stands at 28%, so we
can clearly estimate the room for improvement.

At a public interview in NewDelhi, theWeb-based business mammoth said Alexa
now coming with Hindi, a language verbally expressed by generally a large portion
of a billion people in India, as the organization hopes to grow its compass in the
country. To bring support for Hindi in Alexa, the company was working on it over
a year. Users can now be able to ask Alexa their inquiries in Hindi, and the digital
assistant will have the option to react in a similar language. The component, which
will start turning out through a product update to Alexa gadgets beginning today, as
of now just backings one voice type for Hindi. (For English, Alexa offers numerous
voice types.) In the months to come, Amazon said it intends to include support for
multilingual families, which will empower individuals from the family to associate
with Alexa in the language they each like [9].
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In view of its most current review, the firm said: “the US introduced base of smart
speaker gadgets is 76 million units, up from 70 million units in the March 2019
quarter and 50 million units in the June 2018 quarter.” Other studies contend there
are in excess of 100 million units in American homes [11]. So, from these stats we
can easily estimate that America being the less populated country is getting a huge
number of Alexa shipped than India almost 10 times more than India.

5 Evaluation and Conclusion

5.1 Defense Mechanisms

The primary solution is concerns about today’s microphones’ sensing capability
which can sense acoustic sounds, i.e., >20 kHz. Thus, a microphone has to be
designed in such a way that it should suppress frequencies that are of ultrasonic
range. This is called microphone enhancement.

Secondly, we can add a module before low-pass filter (LPF) to detect modulated
baseband signal and demodulate them to obtain baseband signal. This process does
not spoil the normal operation of microphone since there is no relation between
captured voice signals and noises of ultrasonic range. This is called inaudible voice
command cancelation technique. The voice recognition should not be passed through
a random voice command.

Thirdly, we can use software-based defense mechanisms. This feature uniquely
identifies modulated voice commands to the genuine ones. In this, we take a demod-
ulated voice and genuine voice which both indicate a difference of 500–1000 Hz
that means if we detect a signal in the range of 500–1000 Hz then we can detect
the dolphin attack. To be specific, a machine learning-based model shall classify the
voices. This method is called support vector-based technique which can be used as
a defense mechanism against dolphin attacks.

Support vectormachine (SVM) is a supervisedmachine learning algorithmmostly
used in classification issues in which each element of data is plotted as a point in
n-dimensional space (where n is the number of features you have) with the value of
each function being the value of a particular coordinate.

5.2 Discussion and Analysis

In [12], authors discussed dolphin attack and they also presented hardware and soft-
ware defense solutions. Our paper presented and discussed the challenges for Alexa
which might be hurdle to get expansion in the market for voice assistant products.
The study also discusses the impact of different attacks and the solutions presented
for them. The research study enables to critique the security vulnerability in Amazon
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Alexa AI voice assistant and other similar product which helps to have a profound
understanding of key market and industry-based challenges in the current markets.

6 Summary and Recommendations

Voice assistants are becoming an important feature in the current smart device world.
Taking instructions from human and providing services to them has increased the
data traffic in the IOT systems due towhich telecom players are getting benefitted due
to heavy traffic. However, these devices are connected to the network all the time and
without proper security measures will cause security breaches in the voice assistant
systems like Alexa, Siri, Google Now, Cortana, etc.; hence in this case study, we
have highlightedmajor cybersecurity attacks on the voice assistants. First one is false
authentication in which the Alexa system is activated without sending human voice
commands rather than sending the same through a recorded voicewhich indicates that
a voice assistant system can be activated without the presence of humans. Secondly,
we have discussed dolphin attack inwhich the ultrasonic frequency range is exploited
by VAwhich is inaudible to humans. The modulation process of the ultrasonic sound
on a high frequency carrier wave is discussed which can be used as an attack channel
on victims’ voice assistant system. We have also discussed how baseband signal can
be generated in the form of several TTS systems and synthesis techniques, thereby
generating activation commands from them. Several methods have been discussed,
viz., how to prevent such attacks by modification of a voice assistant system like
support vector machine algorithm which is a software-based firewall that can avoid
dolphin attack and other physical changes of the system. We did analysis of voice
assistant markets in the current position and the challenges like natural language
processing, unable to process commands at every time,AI-based challenges, knowing
the real areas of action, and handling data which became latest market challenges
now.

Many other competitors in the market are into this same segment of the voice
assistant. As discussed above in the case study, only 753,000 units of Alexa sold in
the year 2018 which is very small concerning the total population of India. Here,
the biggest challenge comes that how to increase this number in the coming years.
Alexa should look at how to modify itself with the growing technology, and only
voice assistant service is not enough to stand out in front of the competitors. Alexa
can be integrated to control the IOT-enabled devices with the help of voice assistants
run by mobile data provided by telecom operator, and it can increase the mobility
of Alexa. This feature will make Alexa a more modified device which the Indian
consumer can find worth buying.
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Fake News Detection Through ML
and Deep Learning Approaches
for Better Accuracy

Anil Kumar Dubey and Mala Saraswat

Abstract Social media form a very frequent podium to people to freely express
their opinions and easily communicate to others. Nowadays, it plays a vital role for
spreading the news headlines, and it became most applicable news sources globally
as easily accessible, but also risky as exposure of “fake news” misleads the people.
The extensive spread of suchmisinformation deploys negative impacts on people and
society and becomes recently a global problem. Several issues already rise in worlds
during elections process, due to huge spread of fake news. Therefore, the detection of
it on social platform transforms into an emerging research that is exciting enormous
concern. Problem to identifying the fake news has concentration to public as well as
government organization. Such propaganda probably affects the opinion of people
and malicious parties involved to manipulate the conclusion. Due to the majority
of society opinion impact changes, fake news detection is an important challenge
to researchers. The detection of misinformation is not an easy task for anyone, but
quite is a complex for people. Here, we analyze the different fake news detection
approaches followed in current scenario and compute the detection process through
machine learning and deep leaning algorithms for better accuracy.

Keywords News · Social media · Detection · Classification · Accuracy

1 Introduction

Several misinformation spread on society through social media and lead to change
the opinion of people. The detection of this distinguishes from fact in it and is very
important task for society. Researchers of several areas are investigating themounting
production aswell as diffusion ofmisinformation that rapidly infects the society. “The
news that is purposely and certainly false and is able to mislead the readers” is known
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as fake news [1]. According toMerriamWebster Online Dictionary, fake news is “the
news reports that are intentionally false or misleading” [2]. Generally, we can say
that fake news is unauthenticated information that circulates or propagated on any
platform for misleading to human brain, and it includes rumors, propaganda, and
satire [3].

Basic
The mounting curiosity to detect the fake news fascinated to researchers due

to the circulation of fake information through social media platforms. Such misin-
forming content is quickly spreads on social media and gains popularity. As people
received the content from social media, they easily can believe on it and interpret
their minds for it as reliable source of information to get trust. Due to blind trust and
easily acceptance of people for fake news information, several solemn and unenthu-
siastic impacted fake articles get viral and observe on society and people leads to a
disparity of news ecosystem [4]. Nowadays, social media (i.e., Facebook,WhatsApp,
and Twitter) have covered most of the developing countries worldwide to become
the major resource for news. It is essential in economics, social developments, and
politics for motivated human brain and influences the process of these in negative
impact and finally targets to damage to public figures and agencies [5].

Several active researchers are enduring to detect the fake news from social media.
The detection process is estimating the misleading information of any news/topic
whether it is planned or accidentally affected to society. In most of the cases, the
detection process deploys the machine learning algorithm to filter the news, whether
it is fake or not [5]. The detection of such things is very difficult task due to slight
differences between fake and real news [6]. Current scenario ofmessaging shows that
the fakenewshas becomeanordinary thing for it.Noone can refute the contents easily
as it may fake; still their meaning depends on view of person [7]. The identification
of fake news is an imperative subject for both public and society. The amplifying
social media interaction has led the increment in number of people to unfair [8].

Problem
From past few decades, social media cover globe as they become the major

resource of news information, due to the accessibility, minimum cost. Other perspec-
tive illustrates the danger to expose “fake news” aimed to mislead and manipulate
the readers. The extensive spread of such misinformation deploys negative impacts
on people and society and becomes recently a global problem. One major issue rises
in U.S 2016 presidential elections due to huge spread of fake news. Therefore, the
detection of it on social platform transforms into an emerging research that is exciting
enormous concern.

Objective
The main objective of this work is accurate detection of fake news using machine

learning algorithms.
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2 Related Work

Researchers’ enduring valuable contribution in this era is to distinguish the fake
news from facts. Kaur et al. study and evaluate the superior supervised algorithm to
detect the fake news. Author concerns about to superior learning classifier ofmachine
learning on the basis of diverse conditions for detection, and appropriate model that
gets best detection in particular condition is elaborated. Due to fake news getting
viral on social media related to Covid-19 will impact society because our prediction
will be based on data set collected from fake viral news. Similarly, a fake video
was spread few years before on social media related to Kerala battling for floods,
and it became so much viral. The news claims that the Chief Minister of Kerala
state was forced to Indian Army to stop the rescue operations in state of flooded
regions. One of the famous fake news was viral through WhatsApp groups in India
in 2019 during national election was impacted to India’s ruling party [4]. Harita
Reddy analyzed several approaches to detect the fake news through text features.
Author gets the 95.49% accuracy in detection through combo of stylometric and text
features [9]. Nicollas et al. elaborate the analysis to detect the fake news through text
extraction of social media, using the natural language processing. Author uses news
data from Twitter as 33,000 tweet and distinguished the real and fake news among
them. Approx. 86% accuracy is received through dimension reduction of original
features [10]. Rubin et al. discuss about the details of fake news as stated that it can
be divided into three parts as: pure fraudulent nature target to confuse the readers,
rumors, and sarcasm and irony [11].

According to Peining Shi et al., malicious social bots are spreading the misin-
formation to mislead the society, therefore, wish to detect and remove these bots
from social networks. Generally, this detection uses the easily imitated quantitative
features for behavioral analysis and receives the low accuracy of detection. Author
presents the joint approach as transition probability-based feature selection and semi-
supervised clustering for detection [12]. Ghafari et al. discuss the trust concept for
social networks and trust-related challenges to prediction process. Author classifies
the trust prediction through addressing the challenges and invites the contributor for
this era [13]. Day to day the emerging technologies arise, a need of viral reduction
methodology is acquired for fake news to control the misleading of society. Shrivas-
tava et al. present a model to evaluate the fake news propagation and describe how
fake news spreads among several groups. Authors considers the current pandemic as
COVID-19 for viral fake news [14]. Umer et al. discuss a fake news detection stance
model based on headlines and news body. Author used the principal component
analysis, chi-square for quality features extraction and also concerns to dimensional
reduction approach for better result. PCA is used for noise removal and discusses
model gain approximately 97.8% accuracy [15].

Domenico and Visentin discuss the marketing-related fake news and studied
their details as consumer behavior, marketing ethics, future avenue, and strategy
for fake news from eighty-six scientific articles and five managerial reports [1].
Ajao et al. present the fake news characteristics related to sentiments and process of
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fake news detection. Author analyzes the text-based fake news detection considering
both included and excused sentiments on Twitter dataset [3]. Elhadad elaborate the
systematic survey of fake news detection on social media till 2017. Author discussed
different types of fake news and presents general overview of summarization of news
documents with different features that are extracted from news. Author notices that
as spreads of fake news in social media, the detection system is not sufficient and
its shortage invites researchers for more contribution in this era. Several prospec-
tives are vacant for detailed contribution in big data of fake news [5]. Kuai Xu et al.
highlight the continuous growth in fake news on social media that impacted the
society. Authors target to analyze the differences between real and fake news based
on their status and domain uniqueness. Kuai et al. used neural network for distin-
guishing the text in high-dimensional vector space for analysis [6]. Wenlin Han and
Varshil Mehta discuss and evaluate the performance to detect the fake news in social
networks through machine learning as well as deep learning algorithm. The fake
news spreads rapidly in society leading to misguide the opinion of people, due to the
fasted and easiest medium to transmit the information. The misleading information
creates major impact on reader’s brain for manipulated aspects. Authors use naïve
Bayes, hybrid convocational neural network, recurrent neural network algorithm for
it [16]. Hanz and Kingsland discuss about a news that is real or fake in details. As
in presidential election 2016 at the USA, it created lot of information to mislead the
people and impacted their brain. One workshop was organized to discuss the hole
and flaw of viral information for election and analyzed the tweets to compute the
reality and compared from previous [17]. Rajesh et al. discussed about a classifier
to predict reality in viral news slice. Authors used the several years’ news head-
lines to compare and for prediction process of news reality through natural language
processing to mine the text [7]. Correia et al. focused to detect the fake news with
new feature extraction, and analysis for practical application, and also concern about
offers as well as challenges for it [18]. Day to day, the fake news identification
becomes most popular issues for society, due to growth of social network users.
Vereshchaka et al. stated that the fake news becomes the issues of not only for indi-
viduals but also as societal issues due to continuous people growing interaction on
social media and technical challenges to distinguish the fake and reality of news. As
per statistics of research, more than two millions of users deleted every month by
famous social media as WhatsApp to stop the spread of the misleading information
[8].

As several researchers already contributed in this era of fake news detection, but
still some more efforts are required for detection as day to day grow-up in the social
media users, so researcher is continuing to work in this era for more accurate and
advance detection of fake news.
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3 Proposed Approach

We collect data from Kaggle and preprocess the data for missing and unwanted data.
After preprocessing, the different ML algorithms will perform one by one and check
the accuracy of fake news detection. The algorithm which gains higher accuracy
is pointed out. Decision tree algorithm and XGBoost provide the best accuracy in
prediction of fake news. Author also applied the long short-term memory (LSTM)
algorithm to predict the higher accuracy for ideal condition of acceptance.

Data Preprocessing

Before applying the classification techniques of decision tree, it is required to prepro-
cess the data, for a definite alteration as shuffle, stop word and punctuation removal
from text, grouping, lower casing, word clouds, and tokenization. The preprocessing
process optimizes the data as per requirements fromoriginal size. The general prepro-
cessing techniques are used to remove punctuation and non-letter typescript; after
that, the lowered casting is performed. In addition, word cloud is used to represent the
words in graphical way, and tokenization is done to count number of tokenized data
frame. Stop words are irrelevant words normally used in sentence for their structure
formation and generate the noise during classification. These words are removed
from original data, and processed data is stored for next step (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Proposed approach
for fake news detection

Data set Pre-processing
the data 

Feature 
Extraction 

Train Classifier 

Test Classifier 
content  

Prediction 
Accuracy  
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Features extraction

Several terms, phrases, and words may present in the data that show the extra load for
computational to the learning process, and also some irrelevant features impact the
classifier performance and accuracy. Therefore, its feature reduction is very important
task that reduces the features size in feature space dimension.

Train Classifier

Select the appropriate classifier as decision tree for classification and split the data
into two parts as training and testing. The target plan for classifier training is up to
eighty percent of text data using random state.

Test Classifier

After training process of text data, the testing phase continues with target plan up to
twenty percent of text data using randomstate. PredictionAccuracy. The decision tree
ismost popular technique for prediction and classification. The decision tree classifier
accuracy for false news prediction will be computed with considering parameters.

4 Experiments

In this section, we demonstrate the detection through decision tree as best machine
learning algorithm for prediction with Kaggle datasets for accuracy of detection.
After that, we applied XGBoost algorithm and LSTM algorithm for better accuracy
[19, 20]. In considered data, the shape is (44,898, 5) defined, in which (23,481, 4)
fake news and (21,417, 4) true news shape ordered.

Figure 2 illustrates the graphical representation of word cloud data in database for
fake and real news. The first part of figure as (a) represents the fake newsworld cloud;
similarly, (b) represents true news world cloud. This operation performs through
preprocessing of data, in which the world counted and word text-based cloud are
formed. Decision tree is the supervised machine learning algorithm for continuously

Fig. 2 a Fake word cloud, b true word cloud
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Fig. 3 Confusion matrix of
decision tree for fake news
detection

splitting data based on certain parameter. This classifier is used to divide and conquer
approach to split data into subsets and again subsets as required. Therefore, author
considers this algorithm for prediction of fake news. By applying the vectorizing the
text in pipeline of vector count with maximum depth of tree considered as twenty
and random state up to forty-two for transformer, gain of the confusion matrix is as
illustrated in Fig. 3.

After applying the decision tree algorithm, ninety-nine point six seven (99.67%)
percent for prediction of fake news is captures.After successfully applied the decision
tree, author processes for best accuracy and applies decision tree-based ensembleML
algorithm (XGBoost) where a gradient boosting framework is used. Author is also
applying the LSTM on dataset. LSTM is the type of recurrent neural network that
has the capability to learn order dependency in sequence prediction problems. After
processing both, author compared the result as mentioned in Table 1.

After applying the XGBoost algorithm, ninety-nine point seven (99.7%) percent
for prediction of fake news is captures, that is, greater than the decision tree algorithm.
Finally, the accuracy ninety-nine point nine (99.9%) percent for prediction of fake
news is captures from long short-termmemory.As it is near about to ideal condition of
prediction as hundred percent, author did not check another algorithm for prediction.

Table 1 Comparison of performance of ML and deep learning approach for fake news detection

Method Accuracy Precision Recall F1-score

XGBoost 0.997 0.85 0.85 0.85

LSTM 0.999 0.87 0.87 0.87
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5 Conclusion

The digital age of technologymotivated people to interact with social media for news
and messages. Due to high interaction of population of society, people post, transfer,
and gain the news aswell asmessages from this. And, some illegal group is disturbing
this phenomenon of accepting the news via posting the illegal information. As the
human brain mostly faiths on it, it cannot distinguish the viral fake news and accept
the viral news as real news and society as well as individual’s brain is changed for
that. Therefore, it is very important task for organization to control such rumors to
spread from society and also detect the fake news. Author contributed in this era is
targeting to accuracy for better prediction. As decision tree classifier is providing the
best solution in most of the cases of prediction, therefore, applying this algorithm is
to predict the fake news and gain most acceptable accuracy of prediction. After that,
author also applied XGBoost and LSTM algorithms for better accuracy and received
ideal condition of acceptance to accuracy. In the future, author plans to use different
type of complex data and big data of fake news for classification to be capture with
the best accuracy.
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Blockchain Technology Concepts,
Applications and Issues—A Survey

Amrita Jyoti, Rashmi Mishra , Vandana Kumari, and Shweta Chauhan

Abstract Blockchain is a growing technology that is particularly evident in the
division of local power, persistence, anonymity, and auditing. The amount of data
generated at these sites is huge, and the size of the blockchain is growing slowly
as data transactions are maintained. To address this backwardness, blockchain tech-
nology needs to be translated, especially in relation to size. Certainly, afterward a
limited age of process, the Bitcoin and Ethereum blockchains previously consider
more than 200 GB, making it unbearable to accomplish partial devices. Several solu-
tions have been suggested, each with a different approach. BC includes consensus,
before the series was reviewed, the traditional procedure of proof of work (PoW)was
used for consensus, we all know that it uses high power, and by using high computa-
tional power, it makes unsuitable for WSNs when given that they send data at a fast
rate. Proof of work procedure is not able to handle this heavy load. Therefore, we
can go to the advanced procedure of stakeholder evidence (PoS) or another popular
consensus procedure such as Practical Byzatine Fault Tolerance (PBFT) and proof of
authority (PoA). We also plan to adhere to a single (BS) station with multiple gate-
ways that performs BC renewal after contract based on the material obtained from
the nodes. Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) stereotypically encrypt thousands of
sensors reserved for investigation, data collection, and communication on remote
servers for unremitting procedure.
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1 Introduction

Blockchain technology with dispense structures provides a new resolution for the
dispense WSN scheme. In this paper, a validation program based on the WSN veri-
fication blockchain is planned. WSN nodes are split up into base channels, cluster
head nodes, and nodes, where nodes are divided into multi-level such as normal
node, advance node, super node, super advance node, which are built into a sequen-
tial network. A blockchain network is built between a variety of nodes to form
a hybrid blockchain prototypical, counting a local chain and a social network. In
this hybrid model, authentication of the identity of the node in several announce-
ment environments is visible, the normal functionality of the node authentication
is achieved by the local blockchain, and authentication of the cluster head identity
is visible in the public blockchain [1]. The safety and presentation analysis shows
that the system has complete security and better presentation. Sensor nodes in wire-
less sensor networks (WSNs) are known for fast data transfer, so there is a need for
authentication authority enabled for the function of secure and translucent migration
of data from global locations across the network. We, therefore, need a blockchain
(BC)-based network that includes transactions that can be duplicated and dispense
over multiple notes to a peer-to-peer network that allows data reliability and flexi-
bility. It is also protected from the network failure if nodes get compromised or die
due to the heavy power feasting [2].

2 Blockchain

Blockchain is a data structure or ledger that stores information about any transactions
that occurs (not just Bitcoin). Anything that is stored once cannot be changed or
modified. This feature of blockchain makes it the most secure. It is decentralized and
establishes a peer-to-peer network thus eliminating any middle-men.

Blockchain is made up of blocks that are stored in a chronological order. Each
block has a capacity of around 500 transactions on an average. Thanks to the cryp-
tography involved, these blocks are extremely secure [3]. Each block will a unique
“hash” value attached to it which is calculated based on the data stored in the block.
Every time a new block is added to the chain, the new block contains the hash of the
previous block aswell. So,modifying the contents of any previous block is practically
impossible (and would destroy the whole chain). This makes blockchain immutable
[4]. Some advantages of blockchain are.
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2.1 Blockchain is Immutable

It means once information has been printed to a blockchain, no one, not even an
organization manager, can modify in it. The blockchain can be transformed in attach
only style. In other words, transactions can only be appending in the blockchain.
Alterations and erasures are not permissible.

2.2 Blockchain is Decentralized

It means that it does not rely on a dominant theme of regulator. Everything is spread
over. Those make the system fair and secure.

2.3 Smart Contracts

These are a set of protocols or more like a computer program that are stored in a
blockchain and are executed when certain conditions are met.

2.4 Consensus Protocols

These are a set of protocols that keep all the nodes in the network synchronized with
each other. It stops any solitary object from regulatory the whole blockchain scheme.
The goal of consensus protocols is to assurance a solitary chain that is rummage-sale
and shadowed.

2.5 Hashing

It is process in which the data stored in a block is converted into a fixed length output
through a mathematical algorithm (e.g., SHA-256 is used by Bitcoin). The value of
hash is unique for the same data, and it is impossible to produce the same hash using
different pieces of data.
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2.6 Wallet

A Bitcoin wallet is like a physical wallet. It contains your private key which can be
used by you to store/spend Bitcoins on the blockchain.

2.7 Private Key

It is similar to the passwords we use to initiate a transaction. Likewise, using these
private keys, we can spend Bitcoins from our wallets using a cryptographic signature.

Blockchain technologies concepts come to remove the centralized authority for
the authentication process and add the transparency to everyone in the BC. Open
permissioned BC typically follows to this value of transparency even nevertheless
rather central in symbols its information and might be valuable for requests such
as individuality schemes, hypothetical guarantee schemes, anywhere anybody can
recite its information, but only a sure set of members is advantaged to inscribe the
information into blockchain [5]. Closed permissioned BC is completely central and
also not translucent to anybody, dismantlement the crucial perception of a blockchain.
Consequently, these blockchains can be substituted with dispersed record schemes
with limitations applied on the highest of it.

3 Digital Ledger

Blockchain is a moral digital ledger of financial communications that can be invol-
untary to record not just economic communications but practically the whole thing
of worth. There are many definitions which are defined by many authors, such as
blockchain is a type of data structures in which blocks are managed in chronolog-
ical manner with the timestamp. Blockchain is the dispersed numerical ledger of an
unchallengeable community greatest of numerical dealings [6, 7]. All novel greatest
is authenticated crossways that the dispersed system beforehand it is stowed in a
chunk. Every material once kept on the ledger is demonstrable and auditable but
not editable. Each block is recognized by its cryptanalytic signature. The primary
block of the blockchain is recognized as the genesis block. Figure 1 shows the digital
ledger.

To access data of the first ever created block, one has to decussate from the last
block created to the first block. The main feature of the blockchain is to overcome
the challenges faced by the current system such as user has to pay the transaction in
the present scheme (e.g., banks and other tertiary revelries take fee for moving cash);
in the present scheme, the smallest applied contract scope is partial; wounding off
the option for minor unpremeditated contacts, economic connections are unhurried
and scheme is impervious and absences slide and justice. Also, the chief expert in
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Fig. 1 Digital ledger

Fig. 2 Blockchain network

switch can overemployment the control and generate cash as per their own will. So,
to overwhelmed the overhead contests, we essential such schemes which remove the
essential of traders or tierce parties, thus creation contract charges nil or negligible,
improves the contract implementation speed and can enable prompt settlement, is
see-through and interfere hardy in command to circumvent operation or misappro-
priation, safeguards that money formation is not in the regulator of any dominant
expert, is controlled to preserve the worth of the cash. We can say that the distributed
system is the solution for all the problems [8, 9], which says the distributed system
allows a system of mainframes to uphold cooperative accounting via the net. The
distributed scheme is that this is exposed and is not in the regulator of any one gath-
ering, and it is obtainable in one register which is entirely disseminated transversely
the system. In distributed system, scheme where binary or additional nodes effort
composed in a synchronized style to attain a mutual product. It is demonstrated in
such a way that end operators see it as a solitary rational stage.

3.1 Working of Blockchain

As shown in Fig. 1, suppose Kevin wants to send the data to the Paul, then both
have to be the part of the blockchain network. All the user needs to have public and
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private key pair, and the user is identified in the network by using the public key.
To view the transaction in the blockchain, user uses their private keys. Now, Kevin
initiates the genesis block including the address of its own and the address of the
receiver, timestamp, token, hash value, transaction information, etc. [10]. The block
is validated by all the nodes in the network, then only block generated by the Kevin
is added into the chain. Therefore, the block is received by the Paul. Paul decrypts
the transaction using cryptographic algorithm (SHA-512). To ensure the security and
the safety in a digital relationship, blockchain works in three main principles, such
as distributed ledgers, authentication, public key cryptography [11].

Distributed Ledgers: In the distributed ledger, there is no central authority who
maintains the ledger. All the updating is done in real time basis by all the nodes
in the network. This process hardly takes few seconds to reflect the changes in the
ledger.

Authentication: Figure 3 shows the authentication of transaction process in the
blockchain. Before adding any block or transaction in the chain, the block needs to
be authenticated bymeans of validated or verified by the users using some algorithm;
therefore, this transaction is considered as the genuine. As soon as the transaction
is validated by the user, it is encrypted, signed, and stored digitally. Contract is
disseminated in the method of a digital communication. Just like your name and
signature deliver the resistant of possession on the article, the digital signature affords
the proof that the transaction is unaffected. Unlike a handwritten password, the digital
signature is single for each business [12]. After the contract is fashioned, it broadcasts
in a disseminated system.

PublicKeyCryptography: Public key cryptography is also identified as asymmetric
key cryptography. PKC uses the different key for the encryption and decryption
process. The key pair is known as public key or private key. Private key is similar

Fig. 3 Authentication of transaction
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to the passwords we use to initiate a transaction. Likewise, using these private keys,
we can spend Bitcoins from our wallets using a cryptographic signature [13, 14].

Currencies in Blockchain: With the implementation of Bitcoin, blockchain tech-
nology application was founding on decentralized currency. These currencies are
known as cryptocurrencies and divided into coin and tokens. Token runs on the top
of the blockchain, whereas the coins run separate on the blockchain. For example,
Ethereum is a separate coin and a cryptocurrency which turns on Ethereum’s
blockchain where as there are many cryptocurrencies which run on the existing
Ethereum blockchain, examples of these algorithms are ERC-20 tokens such as
Binance Coin, Tether USD, Maker, and Basic Attention Token are cryptocurren-
cies [14]. Alike to fat moneys, cryptocurrencies likewise connected value originated
on the trust people devour on the detailed cryptocurrency. Smooth though vicis-
situdes typically assistance the energy of a currency, tokens are characteristically
representation of a benefit for a formation, capability, an advantage, or smooth a
precise. Well-documented cryptocurrencies are open source, and novel coins are
produced from a computational procedure distinct with an agreement instrument
putative by its public starting the unchallengeable blockchain of the specific cryp-
tocurrency [15]. These apparatuses safeguard the truthfulness and immutableness of
the blockchain-based cryptocurrency ledger short of dominant authority regulatory
its administration. Table 1 shows the types of cryptocurrencies used in blockchain.

Table 1 Types of cryptocurrencies in blockchain

Year Cryptocurrency Mining methods Technology used

2008 Bitcoin Proof of work SHA-256

2011 Litecoin Proof of work Scrypt, Fork of Bitcoin

2012 Ripple NA Ripple

2013 Ethereum Proof of work Ethash

2014 Tether NA Issued by Tether Limited

2014 Steller NA Steller Development Foundation

2014 NEO Proof of stake Smart contracts to issue and manage digitized assets

2015 Cardano Proof of stake Ouroboros proof of stake

2017 EOS NA ERC-20, EOS mainnet

2017 Binance Coin NA ERC-20

2017 Bitcoin Cash Proof of work SHA-256, Fork of Bitcoin to increase block size

2018 Bitcoin SV Proof of work SHA-256, Fork of Bitcoin cash with different block
size
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4 Applications of Blockchain

Blockchain was familiarized with Bitcoin whitepaper to determine the double-
spending problematic of electric money in a dispersed setting. The primary and
greatest thrilling submission of blockchain is electric money [16]. Persons rapidly
understood the unchallengeable dispersed ledger knowledge, and dispersed notions
behindhand blockchain can be extra modified and rummage-sale for numerous other
requests like smart contracts, possessions label registries, digital voting, SCM, indi-
viduality management, Internet of Things, wireless sensor networks, digital posses-
sion managing, and numerous additional. Consequently, a substantial quantity of
investigates and growth has since been ongoing on requests of blockchain, and
additional new investigates are developing every day on conceivable upcoming
applications [17].

4.1 Blockchain Used in WSN

Traditional wireless sensor-based network uses the centralized authentication
method, and this method required trusted third party for the authorization process.
Due to single point of authorization, these methods are under the threat of single
point of failure [18]. Blockchain is the new way to provide the decentralized authen-
tication process for the wireless sensor network. Table 3 shows the blockchain used
in wireless sensor network to improve the energy efficiency of the network. We
have summarized four core technical elements that enable the blockchain to provide
trusted and secure services:

The first point is the distributed ledger that contains the particulars of the trans-
actions dedicated on the blockchain. The transaction facts include speech of the
receiver of the transaction, moved quantity, the timestamp, smart contract code, and
its implementation effect. The transaction catalog is finished by construction mani-
fold nodes at dissimilar places. Each node in the blockchain preserves pathway of
the comprehensive ledger that does not permit the ledger information to get inter-
fered. All the other nodes are official to screen the authority of the transactions
[19]. The second is asymmetric encryption and authorization mechanism. All the
transaction evidence stored on the blockchain is public. To safeguard the informa-
tion security and individual confidentiality, the explanation individuality evidence is
kept encoded and can be retrieved after the providing expert of the data proprietor
[20]. The third part, called consensus mechanism, in which the effectiveness of the
blockchain transaction in terms of stopping meddling is single minded by how all
secretarial nodes spread consensus. The common consensus algorithms are proof
of work (PoW), proof of stake (PoS), proof of authority (PoA), delegated proof of
stake (DPoS), and proof of capacity (PoC) [21]. The last procedural division is the
smart contract, which has roots in reliable and non-tampered data and is accom-
plished of automatically execution predefined codes by a blockchain miner. The
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ledger standing on the blockchain system gets efficient by the results executed by
smart contract. These fluctuations in the ledger cannot be interfered once they are
established with a fixed consensus instrument as the gratified has been combined on
the blockchain network [22]. The routing material can be learned by directing node
which is not imperfect to its national routing node, and this can be done in an open,
reliable, and distributed blockchain network. The proper usage of this routing infor-
mation can improve the efficiency of the routing. The dynamic network is introduced
with the concept of strengthening knowledge by some direction-finding structures.
Reinforcement learning is a kind of machine learning procedure and characterizes
as Q-learning which stretches response into the assortment of each step with prize
and sentence apparatus [23]. The perception of reinforcement algorithm consists
of five parts: environment, agent, state, action, and reward. An agent is capable of
networking with the environment with the help of movements achieved. The condi-
tion of an agent is specified by the state constraint. Each state contains of numerous
sets of movements that a manager can indicate. The agent can indicate one state
achievement at a time and gets the reward results in the feedback on the achievement
or failure of the act.

4.2 Blockchain in Agriculture

The use of data and statistics tries available to be increasingly crucial for the agroin-
dustry zone to recover effectiveness and supportability. Walter in 2017 says informa-
tion and communication technology (ICT) meaningfully enlarges the competence
and efficiency of meeting, tapping gone, dismembering and employing material in
cultivation. As per paper [22], horticultural authorities and humanizing systems to
smoothly obtain update-to-date data and hence relax on healthier selections in their
ordinary humanizing. For instance, Brown and Yousefi and Razdari, 2015, detected
information on soil circumstances container provision agriculturalists’ harvest orga-
nization cell phones reduce statistics price and therefore raise agriculturalists arrival
to commercial subdivisions and economic assistance, and the progression of global
positioning system (GPS) inspires logged preparation and computer hardware course
and harvest traveling. For example, usual observant material is by and great super-
vision by united administration rudiments that consume their own benefit. They can
operate the executive connected to information. The blockchain novelty helps to
stock material and information that dissimilar performers and associates make all
finished the entire value comprised process, after kernel to contract, of bringing an
agricultural article [24]. Its assurances that thematerial and information are forthright
to the comprised performers and associates, and each solitary documented data point
is unchanging. A blockchain is a folder that covers timestamped bunches of connec-
tions andmovements recognized with an article. Storagematerial in waiters centrally
achieved by managers is additional at danger to damage and misrepresentation than
allocating them to waiters on the Internet. The folder is unintelligibly valuable for
making material ambitious moveable requests that assistance improves humanizing.
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In calculation, the blockchain speeches the contest of creation an unfriendly accom-
plishment protected groundwork for Internet of Things and with various novelties
exploited in ICT e-farming.

5 Conclusion

Blockchain is the technology used for the authentication and required to achieve
digital currency. Blockchain has become very popular due to the extensive use
of cryptocurrencies used to achieve digital currencies. Many of the applications
are using blockchain to achieve streamlining processes, to achieve the efficiency,
distributed security, data security, smart contracts, for the data sharing, health care,
and manufacturing domains. In this paper, author established area and advantages
of using blockchain in wireless sensor network and blockchain in agriculture. We
have summarized four core technical elements that enable the blockchain to provide
trusted and secure services. Still there are many limitations of blockchain in an open
area including security, reliability, scalability, integration. Researchers have focus on
these areas, but there are many practical and operative industrial applications.
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EEG and ECG-based Drowsiness
Detection: A Review on State of the Art

Asmita Sen Gupta, Monika Kumari, Shivanshi Shokeen, Anju Mishra,
and Archana Singh

Abstract In this paper, we have collected, analyzed and presented a review of some
of the latest research in the field of physiological signal-based drowsiness detection.
The paper specifically focuses on presenting the state of the art in this direction by
utilizing electroencephalogram (EEG) and electrocardiogram (ECG) signals. These
methods are used for tracking and recording wave patterns of the brain and heart
signals of an individual to find their drowsiness level which can further be used in
developing many applications. One such application is in development of automated
systems for identifying driver’s drowsiness level while driving a vehicle. This work
presents a thorough analysismethod that has been implemented to find the drowsiness
level of the person by recording the EEG and ECG signals of a person and what all
solution have been proposed in the literature by different authors.

Keywords EEG · ECG · Drowsiness · Automated systems

1 Introduction

EEG and ECG are used for detection of drowsy behavior of the drivers. Also, it
is used for those people who do repetitive tasks, that is, they work at both the day
and night hours which are generally in occupations like traffic controllers and in the
military environment. The most important use of this detection methodology is to
prevent accidents to take place because of the drowsiness of the drivers which has
taken place in recent years at a large scale. A person who is driving an automobile is a
perplexing work which needs bodily and psychological consideration for awareness
and give performance adequately and in most effective way. Work in shifts is present
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in many businesses (e.g., land transportation, manufacturing, military and maritime)
to keep up 24 h activity. Broadened attentiveness for the duration of the evening late
hours can create disruption between natural capacities and sociological needs, which
thusly prompts drowsiness.

The term drowsiness normally alludes to a condition of laziness, tiredness and
detachment that prompts the possibility that the person can get into a sleepy state.
The essential arrangement is a state of mindfulness where an individual is absolutely
prepared and can perform physical and mental endeavors while keeping up readiness
and remaining on track. The ensuing class, NREM, is isolated into three stages; stage
one is related to languor, while stages two and three are connected with light rest and
significant rest (e.g., profound rest) states, separately. Tiredness is in the middle of
state between awake and drowsiness. It is an advancement of psychophysiological
state from alert toward rest causing issues in center, along these lines growing the
reaction time. Consequently, this is the reason that laziness is unsafe in driving
conditions, where a driver’s deficiency of thought and extended reaction time can
cause some serious driving incidents achieving veritable injuries and passing.

2 Literature Review

Detection of the Excessive Daytime Drowsiness in Resting State Electroencephalo-
gram Recordings: Machine Learning Approach using EEG Sub-Bands and Chan-
nels by Breitenbach et al. [1] constructed a successful excessive daytime sleepiness
(EDS) algorithm that basically divided many levels of the performance of people
which depended on the experiment done of 8-minute unseen dormant state EEG
with eyes in an open state. Random forest had 86.9% of accuracy. These outcomes
were achievable via the blend of the sub-bands of EEG and a RF classifier. This
model is a less-cost model and is quick in various medical field. Because of the
subsequent low event of subjects with an ESS-score above the official threshold in
the dataset, only patients with as light inclination to EDS could be compared with
patients who are healthy which can be considered as a limitation.

EEG-based Internal Stress Observation: An overview of methods involved from
EEGacquisition to systemdesign by Jegan et al. [2] presents the planned investigation
for building up anEEG sensor-based human inner stress perception framework.Here,
we surveyed the strategies received for smart EEG signal obtaining from EEG sensor
and have recorded the important features for identification of stress dependent on
intellectual changes of brain action.

Novel Wearable EEG and ECG Measuring System for Stress Evaluation by Ahn
et al. [3] was a study that presented a novel wearable gadget which can quantify EEG
and electrocardiograms (ECG) all the while was intended to empower persistent
stress levels in everyday life. The created framework is effectively worn by the two
ears, is lightweight (i.e., 42.5 g) and displays an amazing noisy sound performance
of 0.12 µVrms. Noteworthy time and recurrence highlights of EEG and HRV were
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found in two distinct stressors, in particular the arithmetic mental tests and also
Stroop color word, utilizing 14 subjects.

On-board Drowsiness Detection using EEG: Current Status and Future Prospects
by Majumder et al. [4] study gave EEG examination for studies on drowsiness,
current discoveries and future bearings of this domain which are quickly surveyed.
Power spectral density (PSD)-based highlights are discovered to be themost normally
utilized highlights for EEG-based studies on drowsy behaviors. EEG low- recurrence
groups (alpha, delta and theta), particularly alpha band, exhibit an expansion in
band power during the sleepy state contrasted with ready state. Conversely, high-
recurrence groups (gamma and beta), explicitly beta band, exhibit a reduction in
band power during tiredness. As far as cerebrum areas, occipital, parietal and frontal
are intriguingly instructive, particularly, alpha from occipital and beta from frontal
are two possible pointers groups which will assist with lessening the quantity of
electrodes needed to build up a viable EEG-based recognition.

Effective mixture replica used for EEG-Based Drowsiness Detection by Budak
et al. [5] study gives an effective strategy which proposed EEG-based laziness
recognition. The proposed strategy utilizes three element extraction systems for
hearty portrayal of the sleepiness EEG signals. In doing as such, power as well
as nothing intersection distribution, ethereal entropy also, momentary recurrence
highlights are separated in one of the first removal systems. The second compo-
nent removal machine takes bottomless highlights as of pre-prepared AlexNet also,
models VGG16. At last step, the measurable highlights of quick recurrence of
the TQWT-decayed electroencephalogram signals be taken into the third element
removal machine. The highlights are after that either arranged separately by LSTM
network or the yields of everyLSTMnetwork be consolidated on amajor vote system.

Drowsiness recognition utilizing pulse changeability examination dependent
on microcontroller unit by Hendra et al. [6] shows studies for detecting drowsi-
ness utilizing HRV examination dependent on microcontroller part. ECG signal is
acquired via AD8232 unit and prepared inmicrocontroller part. ECG can be recorded
for the duration of the topic utilizing dynamic test system. Remove highlights as of
HRV and utilize neural network and radial basis to group between drowsy and alert
state.

Real-Time Driver Drowsiness Detection SystemUsing Eye Aspect Ratio and Eye
Closure Ratio byMehta et al. [7] which presents a continuous framework that screens
and identifies the deficiency of recognition by people driving is proposed. The drivers
have been identified by catching face aspect ratios, and caution is given to the driver
to maintain a strategic distance from continuous accidents.

A Review on EEG-Based Automatic Sleepiness Detection Systems for driver by
Balandong et al. [8] study gave more secure conditions in land transportation, which
has been thoroughly investigated in laboratories. Any detoriation in the process is
removed by identification of the drowsiness. Discoveries show that mind action as
evaluated from scalp EEG can be used for estimating drowsiness levels. Consistent
improvement to locate the best blend between scalp zones, EEG-based highlights and
classifiers is utilized to improve electroencephalography-based sleepiness detection
system (ESDS) classification and application in the various fields.
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Abnormal EEG signals automated identification through a Deep Convolutional
Neural Network Model by Yıldırım et al. [9] is an examination, another profound
convolutional neural network, that is, one-dimensional in nature and is also referred
to as 1D-CNN model is recommended hugely for the measurement of EEG signals
that is specific as well as unusual in nature. The recommended model which without
the utilization of any component extraction orders the EEG signals and also has
an end-to-end arrangement. In this experiment, the EEG signals from transient to
occipital (T5-O1) are single-channel (TUH) EEG abnormal corpus (v2.0.0), that
is, EEG dataset from Temple University Hospital to build up 1D-CNN prototype.
The created model has resulted in 20.66% rate of errors in grouping the typical and
unusual EEG signals.

ECG and EEG Signals used for Correlation Analysis between Cardiac and Brain
Activity by Kerwin et al. [10] presents an examination inspects of the correla-
tion between cardiovascular capacity and mind action during occasions of physical
furthermore, mental pressure. Eight subjects took an interest in the lead of the anal-
ysis comprising of 4 girls and 4 boys andwere given assignments, for example, sitting
without any movement, running along with watching exciting video cuts, while ECG
and EEG sensors were worn by them. The outcomes indicated an expansion in pulse
as well as mind action (alpha waves, beta waves, delta waves, as well as theta waves)
upon boost initiation. The investigation recommends that some cerebrum action that
is related with a specific stimulus is revived by various different types of operations.

Hybrid approach for detecting Drowsiness of drivers using physical signals for
improvement in System execution and Wearability by Awais et al. [11] study gave
utilization of feature extraction used for recognition of basically languor of drivers
which actually had been implemented in 22 subjects where a test system-based
driving condition was created. The ECG recordings were measured which includes
time space complexity, power which is relative characteristics were taken and were
approved by video data. Moreover, EEG frequency-domain investigation indicated
basic languor-related changes in absolute power in the delta, theta and alpha groups in
the central, parietal and occipital zones. Power which is relative exhibited immense
changes in the alpha band in occipital and parietal zones. The results revealed an
immense expansion in both supreme and relative forces during the transitory stage
from the alert state to the sleepy state (Fig. 1).

Detecting drowsy behavior using heartbeat rate variableness by Laguna et al. [12]
is a study that showed 9.9–29.9% street casualties identified with driving in a sleep
state. The sluggishness location dependent mostly on the natural and signals from the
various automobileswhich are concentrated for the vehiclewellbeing. Self-governing
sensory system movement, mostly, is estimated without putting tools into the body
taken from pulse inconstancy and features got by using ECG gives adjustments
mostly in tension, outrageous weakness, sluggishness scenes. They guessed that
these adjustments show on HRV, and in this way, it is utilized for distinguishing
languor of drivers.
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Fig. 1 Simple EEG process
for drowsiness detection
where from signals, data is
extracted by various
algorithms and then it is
deduced whether the person
is in drowsy state or awake
state

Detection of drowsy driving by Analysis Using Electroencephalogram, K-Means
Clustering,Wavelet transformationbyGurudath et al. [13] builds programmed frame-
work for driving in languor state identification and investigating brain signs. Trans-
formation in the wavelet a powerful device used in giving an analysis of the time just
as frequency parts covered up in such non-fixed signs. In genuine driving situations
where calculation of EEG signal manually is unfathomable what is more, absurd,
the K-means grouping method is a solid gadget to conclude which is laziness-related
state: (i.e., alert, tired or resting) every model has a spot.

It is assumed that classes procured by bunching the data difference give the best
of gatherings when obviously evaluated.

Electroencephalogram based Detection of drowsiness for driving safely using
Chaotic characteristics and Tests based on statistics by Mardi et al. [14] study gave
a simple procedure for accumulation of EEG information from drowsy drivers. A
recording of EEG information was done in virtual driving circumstance, a domain
that is made dependent on the real world. This virtual driving circumstance was a
laboratory circumference. Members were not allowed to sleep for 19.9 h before the
actual examination was to be conducted. Subsequent to measurement of signals and
furthermore imaging signals, simultaneously, preparing were done on databases, and
extracting the features was done for the subsequent stage. The accuracy is above 83%
in this process. This new convention would be an appropriate and straight easy path
for information collection in virtual driving condition.

EEG Signals classification regarding Detection of drowsiness in Computer Inter-
face and brain by Kumar et al. [15] is study about that drowsiness detection system
depends on distinguishing reasonable to related to driving potentially related to auto-
mobile factors which corresponded to degree of the languor. Mind PC framework
empowers management of gadgets and correspondence w.r.t different people, just by
brain movement, and not utilizing muscles. Primary implementation regarding brain
computer interface is an innovation mainly involving debilitated people. Models
encompassing gadgets which are constrained using brain computer interfaces are
counterfeit appendages, gadgets for spelling, condition management frameworks.
Framework utilizes EEG.
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Fig. 2 Simple ECG process
for drowsiness detection
which from signals, data is
extracted by various
algorithms and then it is
deduced whether the person
is in drowsy state or awake
state

Electrocardiogram Sensors for detecting Drowsiness of drivers by Gromer et al.
[16] gives a solution of Android for the calculation for driver’s sleepiness. Progress
depends on a custom PCB plan that catches the ECG. PCB is to be connected for a
module to an Arduino used in quick analysis. Accordingly, it is conceivable to say
something about exhaustion of the driver. On account of a sensor combination, this
can add to a quantified articulation of the driver’s condition (Fig. 2).

3 Methodology

• Gathered various research papers on our topic and analyzed them.
• Found out various algorithms like K-means clustering, CNN algorithm and

random forest classifiers.
• Analyzed them by defining some parameters.
• Parameters that were used were no. of electrodes used, dataset used, no. of

participants and the recording time.
• We took the research papers from the year 2020, 2019, 2018, 2017, 2016, 2014

and 2011.
• On the basis of our analysis, we deduced which methodologies are better.
• The summary and analysis are presented in Table 1. From the table, we can

summarize that many methods have introduced in for detection of drowsiness.

4 Conclusion

This research paper has presented an analytical review of various research papers.
Our main objective of this paper was to find the best technology which would be
useful for drowsiness detection by taking into consideration various parameters like
no. of participants, datasets, recording time, no. of electrodes used. We have also
studied about EEG and ECG.We have seen in our research that the no. of participants
in the research on abnormal EEG signals automated identification through a deep
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convolutional neural network model, i.e., 2717. Also, the recording time for each
participant is just 60 s. So, we can see in here that as participants are high, so the
accuracy is also gradually increasing. The created model has resulted in 20.66%
rate of errors in grouping the typical and unusual EEG signals which are quite less.
Also, the TUH EEG dataset used in this research can also be used for further studies
regarding this topic. Also, 1D-CNN is one of the best methods used for anomaly,
motor-error detection and many more. Also, it is less expensive as compared to
other techniques as it has easy and strong configuration of 1D. Other methods were
also quite effective and took less time, but this method after our research has been
concluded to be most effective. By our study, we can say which method is the most
useful ones and can make more development on the pre-existing procedures.

5 Future Scope

The use of EEG and ECG for drowsiness detection has always played a vital role.
So far, EEG and ECG have helped a lot when we wish to check the drowsiness level
of the individual. The only change required is the use of no. of electrodes. Use of
electrodes for EEG and ECG detection is one of the most important techniques. The
amount of the electrodes used should be less. Also, a better framework for placing
the electrodes should also be kept in mind. This framework may be a cap or a helmet.
The accuracy levels for all the methodologies have also been studied. Work should
be done toward increasing the accuracy levels of the entire process. Working with
new algorithms is also needed to be explored to check whether these algorithms may
take the accuracy level at a much higher rate. Also, new features should be added to
provide more assistance to people. These features may include chatbot which may
help people to talk to the doctors when they require some assistance regarding their
health issues. If these requirements are met in the future, a lot more help can be
provided to the health care industry.
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Attendance Management System Using
Face Recognition

Vivek Mishra, Rashmi Mishra , Rupa Rani, and Irfan Khan

Abstract Face recognition has been a hot topic of research for a long time. Face
recognition is a difficult problem to solve and that is what attracts researchers toward
it. Automated attendance system is a practical application of face recognition tech-
nology. As we know, we can identify any person by just watching his face, so we
are trying to develop automatic attendance system based on face recognition. In this
paper, we have used high-definition camera, and video captured by camera is being
used by our model to detect and recognize human faces. With this approach, we are
able to recognize students in the class, and their attendance is being marked in a
database. In this paper, we are providing a user interface which will help the faculty
to mark the student’s attendance from their computer screen.

Keywords OpenCV · LBPH · Face recognition · Eigenfaces · Fisherfaces

1 Introduction

In this modern era, where everything is on the way of being digitalized attendance in
schools/colleges is still recordedmanuallywhichmakes this task very outdated, time-
consuming, and tedious. Manual way of marking attendance also faces problems like
proxy and wastage of paper. With the advancement of technology, different methods
to replace the manual attendance system have been used. These methods include
RFID-based system, IRIS recognition-based system, and fingerprints-based systems.
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These systems have their own drawbacks as they are based on queue which is time-
consuming. IRIS and fingerprints-based system are considered as privacy threats. In
our paper, we have used face recognition approach for our attendance system. There
are various approaches for face recognition such as neural network, artificial neural
network, CNN. These are some of deep learning methods. In our paper, we are using
OpenCV-based approach which is based on machine learning.

Face recognition is a difficult task due to varying lightning condition, movement,
and pose variation. In this, we are using LBPH algorithm for face recognition which
gives better results in different lightning condition.

2 Literature Survey

Objective of our paper is to develop an automated attendance system which will
replace the traditional way of marking attendance in classroom. Automated atten-
dance system is a practical application of face recognition technology which solves
the real-world problem.

Face detection and recognition are two main components of automated atten-
dance system. There are basically two techniques for face detections: feature-based
and image-based. Feature-based approach uses different types of features such as
skin color-based features as suggested in [1], grayscale-based features described in
[2], and edge-based features described in [3]. Skin color is an important feature of
human face. Colors are easy to process as compared to other facial features. Gray
information of a face such as eyebrows and lips which generally appears darker is
important features. Many algorithms use these features. Sakai et al. 1972 introduced
face detection based on edges. Basically, it was based on analyzing line drawings
on human faces from images to locate facial features. Image-based approach uses
mainly neural network and statistical methods.

In this system, we have used Haar cascade classifier for face detection which is
based on Viola-Jones [4] framework which was proposed by Paul Viola and Michael
Jones in 2001 and is available in OpenCV. LBPH algorithm is being used for face
recognition. LBPH algorithm was first described in 1994 since then it has been used
extensively.

Kawaguchi in 2005 [5] proposed a lecture attendance system. They used contin-
uous monitoring method for face recognition. In this method, they used two cameras,
one for taking images and other for recording the position of student in the class.
In 2012, another paper [6] proposed student attendance system based on face recog-
nition. They used PCA for face recognition and maintained a log for student in
time and out time. In [7], author has proposed a smart attendance system based on
facial recognition. This method uses LBPH algorithm for face recognition which is
provided by OpenCV library. In [8] this paper, author has used face recognition in
real-time background world for their attendance monitoring system. They have used
PCA algorithm. The main problem with this technique is background subtraction
from image which is still a challenge. In [9], author performed comparison among
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KNN, CNN, and combination of LBP and CNN. Combination of LBP and CNN
gives out 90% accuracy, while KNN and CNN give 77.27% and 80.303% accura-
cies, respectively. In [10], author has suggested automated attendance using Haar
classifiers, KNN, CNN, SVM, generative adversarial networks, and Gabor filters. In
[11], author has proposed automated attendance system using LBPH algorithm for
face recognition and has recorded 77% accuracy in live video. We have also studied
about the existing attendance system which is as follows:

2.1 RFID-Based System

In the research paper [12], author has suggested RFID system in which student has
to show his RFID card in front of RFID reader to mark his presence. The drawbacks
of this system are that it is time-consuming and also it creates disturbance in the class
during attendance.

2.2 IRIS Scan-Based System

In [13], author has described IRIS scan-based system in which the uniqueness of
IRIS is being utilized for creating attendance system. It is quite efficient method.
But, the drawback of this system is that IRIS scanning-based system is considered
as privacy invasion, so many people tend to avoid it.

2.3 Fingerprints-Based System

In [14], author has described fingerprints-based system. Each individual has different
fingerprints, and attendance systemsbasedonfingerprints are already inuse in various
schools/colleges. It also has same drawback as IRIS-based system, it also violates
privacy of individual. It is also time-consuming, and it does not support as contactless
system. Table 1 shows the comparison of existing systems.

Table 1 Comparison of
different approaches

Feature RFID-based IRIS scan Finger prints

Privacy violation No Yes Yes

Contactless No Yes No

Fraudulent access Possible No No

Queueing Yes Yes Yes
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Table 2 Comparison of OpenCV algorithms

Criteria Eigenfaces Fisherfaces LBPH

1. Principle of dataset generation Component-based Component-based Pixel-based

2. Basic principle PCA LDA Histogram

3. Background noise Maximum Medium Low

4. Sensitivity to light High High Low

We have also studied about the algorithms available in OpenCV for face recogni-
tion. There are three algorithms available in OpenCV which are Fisherfaces, eigen-
faces, and LBPH algorithm. Fisherfaces use linear discriminant analysis (LDA) tech-
nique, eigenfaces use principal component analysis (PCA), while LBPH algorithm
uses histogram as basic principle. Table 2 shows [15] study of these three algorithms.

So, conclusion of our literature survey is that existing attendance systems have
some drawbacks associated with them, so we have proposed an automated atten-
dance system which has following merits over current system: Proposed system is
contactless, time-saving and secure, and no disturbance during attendance in the
class.

3 Proposed Methodology

Figure 1 shows that our automated attendance system works in the following steps.

3.1 Image Acquisition

During registration of student, he will have to face a camera dedicated for registra-
tion purpose only. These images will be stored along with student’s details. Around
50–60 images will be taken per student for training the model. During attendance,
images will be taken from video recorded by cameras installed in classes. We will
record video of short duration 2–3 times so that no student will be missed from face
recognition.

3.2 Face Detection

Faces will be detected from the recorded videos. Our system uses Viola-Jones algo-
rithm for face detection. This algorithm adapts Haar-like features for face detec-
tion. Figure 2 shows Haar-like features. AdaBoost algorithms help this algorithm to
become a strong classifier.
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Fig. 1 Steps in
implementation

Fig. 2 Haar-like features

3.3 Image Preprocessing

In this step, images are resized according to the requirement. Images from RGB
format will be converted to grayscale. Grayscale images are easy to process and
extract features. Figure 3 shows results of this step.
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Fig. 3 Cropped face images in grayscale format

3.4 Feature Extraction

LBPH algorithm uses LBP operator for feature extraction. LBP operator is a simple
but very powerful texture operator. LBP operator has following parameters as
discussed in [16]:

Radius: It is the radius around central pixel, and it creates circular local binary
pattern.

Neighbors: It represents the number of sample points to build the circular binary
pattern, and more the number of neighbors, more will be computational cost.

Grid X: It represents number of cells in horizontal direction. It is generally set to 8.
Higher number of cells gives finer grid with increased dimensions of feature vector.

Grid Y: It represents number of cells in vertical direction. It is generally set to 8.
Higher number of cells gives finer grid with increased dimensions of feature vector.

LBP Operation: [17] Eq. (1) gives the formal description of LBP operator where
(XC , YC) is central pixel intensity. IP and IC are being intensity of neighbor pixels.

LBP(Xc,Yc) =
P−1∑

p=0

2ps
(
i p − ic

)
(1)

S is the sign function given by Eq. (2). It is used for creating binary matrix with the
help of central value.

S(x) =
{
1, x ≥ 0
0, x < 0

(2)
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For a given point (XC , YC), the position of (XP, YP), p ∈ P, neighbor is calculated
by Eqs. (3) and (4).

X p = Xc + RCos

(
2πp

P

)
(3)

Yp = Yc − RCos

(
2πp

P

)
(4)

where R is the radius of circle and P is sample points. In [16], author shows LBP
operation. In LBP operation, the original image is converted into a transitional image
which will outline the facial region. Figure 6 shows the working steps of LBP algo-
rithm. LBP operator creates 3 × 3 window which is described by Fig. 4. Each cell of
window represents pixel intensity. We can represent window as 3 × 3 matrix. Each
cell represents intensity of each pixel in the range of [0, 255]. A binary matrix is
created by comparing the central value with all neighbors. If the value of neighbor
is greater than central value, then it is converted to 1 else 0. After this binary value
is concatenated to give 8-bit binary number, this binary number is then converted to
decimal representation which gives the central value of matrix. Figure 4 shows this
process [18]. After appending the binary numbers line by line, we get (10,001,101)
which is equivalent to 141. It represents the central value of matrix which is a pixel
value of original image.

This process continues for every position. At the end, we get a new image which
represents better characteristics. After this step, we extract histogram of each region.
Now, we have image in grayscale, so values of histogram will range from 0 to 255
representing occurrence of every pixel intensity. Figure 5 shows [18] calculation of
histogram. Now, all the histogram will be combined to give a new histogram which
will represent the characteristic of original images.

Fig. 4 LBP operation
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Fig. 5 Histogram calculation

Fig. 6 Flowchart of LBPH
algorithm during training

Face Recognition: After training the algorithm, we are left with histograms corre-
sponding to each face. When a test image is given to system, its histogram will be
created in the same way as described above.

This histogramwill be compared with all existing histograms, and the output from
the algorithm will be the ID of closest matching histogram.

We can compare two histograms by using different method such as Euclidean
distance, chi-square, absolute value. In this paper, we will be using Euclidean
distance. Equation (5) represents Euclidean distance formula.

D =
√√√√

i=n∑

i=0

(hist1i − hist2i )
2 (5)

Distance D is the distance between two histograms. It is also called confidence.
Lower the D, closer are two histograms.
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Fig. 7 Flowchart of model

Mark attendance: This is the final step in our system. In this step, recorded video
will be given to our system, faces of students will be recognized, and they will be
marked as present. Our application will enroll new student with his name, enrollment
number, and images and then model will be trained. Figure 7 shows the flowchart of
our model.

4 Results

We have implemented the above proposed approach for automated attendance
system. We have created an application by using Python 3.6. Figure 8 shows the
interface of our model. GUI has been created by using Tkinter library of Python.
Our system detects face of student recognize it and then marks his attendance in an
Excel sheet. The application has different modules for capturing images, training
model, and for taking attendance. Figures 9 and 10 are showing how attendance is
being marked of an individual person and group of persons, respectively. Figure 11
is showing the results. Figure 12 shows the confirmation of attendance by GUI
pop up. Table 3 shows the results of our experiment. While using static images for
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Fig. 8 Interface for face recognition-based attendance system

Fig. 9 Marking attendance of single person

Fig. 10 Group attendance
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Fig. 11 Group attendance marked in Excel

Fig. 12 GUI showing student’s detail whose attendance has been marked

Table 3 Accuracy comparison of LBPH, eigenfaces, and Fisherfaces

Dataset LBPH (%) Eigenface (%) Fisherface (%)

Recognition accuracy (static images) 93.33 91.66 90

Recognition accuracy (live camera) 79.16 62.5 58.33

testing, accuracy of our model using LBPH algorithm was 93.33%; on the other
hand, accuracy decreases to 79.16% when we performed this experiment in uncon-
trolled environment using live camera. Similarly, we have performed experiments
with eigenface and Fisherface algorithms, and results are given in Table 3.
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5 Conclusion and Future Scope

From our experiment, we found out that LBPH algorithm outperforms other two
algorithms in terms of face recognition rate. LBPH algorithm is more robust than
other two and performs better in in different light condition. Real-time face detection
is very difficult task to performdue to varying background,moving faces, and changes
in light condition. With advancement of the face recognition technology, automated
attendance system is a solution of real-world problem. Our paper shows that it is
possible to record attendance by using face recognitionmethod. It can be a very useful
tool for any school/college or any institute which has manual system of attendance.
It gives us a secure and time-saving tool. This application gives use an idea how
automated system will work. Efficiency of the system can be increased in the future
with more efficient algorithms. This application can be integrated with a database
and can be used to generate reports of student’s attendance.
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Recommendation System: Posts Filtering
in a Women Empowerment Platform

Devansh Devagya, Harsh Kumar Goel, Harsh Saxena, and Akash Punhani

Abstract The women empowerment platform develops a medium, which would
help the women in the society get more job opportunities and an equal stand in the
society as compared to men, to get inspired from success of other women and find
the right way to work on their weak sections as well in getting the job. The portal
also helps to explore the different crime zones in the society by encouraging the
women to post about any sort of harm they felt at their workplace or any other place,
so that police departments can work on them thus building a safer place for women,
where with the pillars of support and safety, women can work with the peace of
mind. In this system, the women are allowed to participate in the discussions and
help the topic in an open environment. The system also suggests the post the other
users based on the content-based recommendation system. The main advantage of
using the content-based system is that it does not map the user to user, instead it will
map the content to the user. The mapping of the content helps the user to focus on
the exactly the post that is required as they may be chance of getting the post liked
by the other may not exactly to the other user choice.

Keywords Women empowerment · Recommendation system · Job portal · Crime
alert · User-friendly application

1 Introduction

Women empowerment is mandatory for the overall development and growth of the
nation. The women empowerment is a very serious issue in India, and they constitute
the high proportion of workforce that is low skilled. The low skill in turn means that
women will be involved in low-productive and low-paying works. It can be observed
that these jobs are highly insecure [1]. It can be observed that from 2005 to 2018,
the participation of the women has also decreased by 10% approximately due to
socio-economic issues [2]. The various factors like less job, insecurity, and crimes
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against are always a point of concern for the society. The various governments have
also taken various steps to overcome these issues like “operation durachari” started
by Chief Minister of Uttar Pradesh Shri. Yogi Aditya Nath. All these factors have
motivated as to design the platform for the women, where they can talk freely, get
aware about the various issues going the society, and explore the better opportunities
for themselves. The portal will be exclusively for women, and they can speak freely.
This will also lead to the special group among themselves that could work on its
own by helping each other. The portal will have information related to the various
jobs, crimes, frauds, and important information like pandemic-related, and these all
information will be posted by the member of this portal. As the members are going to
post the information, there will be flood of the posts on the portal. As large volume of
post will be there, it will be difficulty for candidate to read all the post; hence, there is
the need of specialized recommendation system to capture the needs of the portal. In
general cases, the user-to-user mapping is done to perform the collaborative filtering
for the recommendation; however, this may lead to some unwanted suggestions that
may result wastage of time and diminishes the interest of the users.

The paper has been organized into four sections. In Sect. 1, the details of the
portal where this recommendation system is required have been suggested, Sect. 2
discusses the various recommendation systems that are available to use. In Sect. 3,
the proposed approach to deal with the recommendation has been stated. In Sect. 4,
conclusion has been discussed.

2 Literature Survey

Recommendation filtering plays a crucial role in the latest online services. The basic
flow of the recommendation system has been described in Fig. 1. From Fig. 1, it can
be observed that initially all the records on the portal are residing on the web server
or Internet. A recommender system gets the statistics from the server about the post
and reports the same to the user. Based on study [3], the recommendation system can
be classified into four categories. The classification has been described in Fig. 2.

Fig. 1 Describes the
component of the
recommendation system
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Fig. 2 Describes the various types of recommendation systems [3]

As from Fig. 2, it is clear that there are four different approaches to provide the
recommendation.

2.1 Content-Based Model

Content-based model uses the user behavior based on the past activities of the user
on the portal or that may be provided by the user in the past. In this technique, the
profile contains the details about the likes and dislikes about the specific feature that
is recorded. At the same time, the product or item for which the recommendations
are to be generated is also profiled based on the feature. While recommending the
particular item, the user profile of features is compared with the profile of the features
[4, 5].

2.2 Collaborative Filtering (Cf)

In collaborative filtering, instead of creating the items profile individually, the profiles
of the users are generated based on the behavior they are performing or selecting the
things. The logs of these behaviors are kept and then used to compare the behavior of
the users. This mapping of user to user creates the cluster for related categories. This
kind of technique is helpful for the recommendations when there is large dataset in
consideration. We tend to find similar users and suggest what they want in collabora-
tive filtering. We do not use the item’s functionality to recommend it in this form of
recommendation system; instead, we group users into clusters of related categories
and recommend each user based on the preferences of their cluster [6]. The neural
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attention mechanism enables the neighbor model to acquire an adaptive nonlinear
weighting function, with the more related users contributing higher weights at the
output module. By piling several hops, we later expand the model to a more complex
architecture [7]. Sensing and tracking data, such as in mining extraction, environ-
mental sensing over vast fields, or several sensors, financial data, such as financial
service organizations that incorporate several financial sources, or electronic transac-
tions and online apps where the emphasis is on customer data have all been subjected
to collaborative filtering methods.

2.3 Knowledge-Based Filtering

The knowledge-based filtering works based on knowledge about the underlying
problem and identifies the best the solution based upon it. The major advantage
of this type of technique is that it helps in exposing the solution that might not be
explored due to lack of user profile related to the specific feature [8].

2.4 Hybrid Filtering

It has been observed that the collaborative and content-based filtering have their own
constrain, which leads to low performance, and this can be improved if both the
techniques are combined together to achieve higher accuracy. This combination can
be weighted or any other approach leads to the recommendation system termed as
hybrid recommender [8].

Based on the various studies proposed, it can be observed that there is the provision
of performing the filtering based on content, collaborative, or knowledge-based or
the hybrid of the above. In this article, the posts are tagged using the user choices;
however, the study investigated the use of different distance parameter which is not
used most oftenly.

3 Proposed Solution

In the proposed approach, the data is collected in the form of post. The posts are
having the tags and locations related to the post. The tags are provided by the user
that may be appropriate to the content. This information is collected in the database.
The data from the database is retrieved, and each of the posts is converted into the
vectors X. The various components of the X vector are represented as descried in
Fig. 3.

Similarly, the user vector is created based on the requirement filled by her or the
post she has liked as described in Fig. 4.
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Id Location Tag 1 Tag 2 Tag 3 … … Tag n

1 Agra 1 0 0 … … 1 

2 Delhi 1 1 1 … … 1 

… … … … … … … … 

… … … … … … … … 

K Kanpur 1 1 1 … … 1 

Fig. 3 Describes the representation of the post with tags

UId Location Tag 1 Tag 2 Tag 3 … … Tag n

1 Agra 1 0 0 … … 1 

Fig. 4 Describes the vector of the tags for specific user

In the next step, the cosine similarity is used to compute the idea post based on
the vector. The cosine similarity is the kind of the distance metrics that is help full in
identifying the similar object. This type of technique is ideally used for computing
the similarity in the text [9]. The mathematical representation of the same has been
described by Eq. (1) as stated below [10]:

Sim(X, y) = X · y
‖X‖‖y‖ (1)

Once we got the similarity, the distance is computed using the relation

D(X, y) = 1 − Sim(X, y) (2)

This distance is used to identify the K-nearest neighbors. The flowchart repre-
senting the same has been described in Fig. 5.

4 Result

In the study, we have compared the two different distance metrics to compare the
tags of the different posts. In the proposed approach, the cosine similarity is used
to estimate the difference, and similarly, the most popular distance metrics are also
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Start

Read the User choices y

Create the matrix X containing the tags and loca on details related to the post 

Compute the cosine similarity and distance for each X corresponding to y

Compute Distance from the similarity

Sort the post according to descending order of distance and Select k post

Recommend K post

Stop

Fig. 5 Describes the flowchart for the proposed recommendation

used for the analysis of the result. In order to analyze the results, three different
user tags were generated, which are described in Table 1 along with the best four
recommendations based on expert choice.

Table 1 Describes the details of the results obtained

User tags Cosine similarity Euclidean distance Expert choice

“Carrier”

“Work”

“Carriers”

“Jobsearch”,
“jobseekers”

24, 7, 41, 3 0, 46, 41, 35 7, 41, 24, 3

“Workfromhome”

“Workingathome”,
“carriers”

33, 39, 16, 32 33,39,16,32

“Jobsearch”,
“empowerwomen”

2, 19, 21, 4

“Life”, “Healthcare”,
“COVID-19”

9, 26, 43, 47 36, 47, 30, 9 9,26,43,47
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Comparison of the distance evaluation by both the metrics has been represented
in Fig. 6a–c that represent the distance computation for the three user tags.

5 Conclusion

From the results obtained, it can be observed that the recommendation generated
using the cosine similarity is better in comparison to the recommendations gener-
ated by the Euclidean distances. The results also state that the cosine similarity and
Euclidean distance are total difference metrics and have to be selected based on
the problem. It can be observed that the K-nearest neighbors estimate is better with
cosine similarity. In different studies, the KNN has always being associated with the
Euclidean distance. However, as we can observe that here the posts are tagged and
for the language processing, it would be better to use the cosine similarity which
is not actually the part of KNN. The application of the same has been presented in
portals for women empowerment that are necessary for the upliftment of the society,
and there is the need for portals. Here, the post of different women will be mapped
according to the tags and will help in identifying the better posts for the users.
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(a) 'Carrier','Work','Carriers','Jobsearch’ 'Jobseekers'

(b)'Workfromhome ','Workingathome',’Carriers','Jobsearch','Empowerwomen'

(c) 'Life  ','Healthcare','Covid19' 

Fig. 6 Describes the comparison of the distance
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Evoting Using Blockchain Technology

Amrita Jyoti, Rashmi Mishra , Rupa Rani, and Ravi Kalra

Abstract Voting is the fundamental right of each and every citizen in a democracy.
Perhaps, it is the very basis of a democracy. Democracy means a government for the
people, of the people, and by the people. This means many rights such as freedom of
speech, right to information, to name a few. But the right that defines a democracy
is voting. It means that those who are willing to form a government and serve the
people stand as candidates, and the people are allowed to choose, who they wish to
be served from (i.e., the government). Looking at how imperative voting is, it is also
essential that all citizens are able to cast their votes during the election. Now here
comes the problem, especially in countries like India. Some people are not available
in the city at the time of voting, they may be traveling, etc.; for the others, the voting
center might be very far away from their houses. And in India, with the vast multitude
of population, a large fraction of people is not even able to receive their voter ID
cards (Barański et al. in Appl Sci 10:7606, 2020 [1]). Also, some people may be
handicapped and hence are not able to vote. There is a one clear solution to all this,
“Evoting,” a concept that will be elaborated in this paper, stating how it is done, what
technology it uses, and its advantages over the currently used voting methods.
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1 Introduction

The problems stated in the abstract are prevalent all over the world, with the system
that is used for voting. Currently, voting is carried out in 2 ways:

1.1 Paper Ballots

Here, the voter needs to select/mark the party he/she wants to vote for on a piece of
paper and then put the paper in a box. This results in lots of paper usage, thereby
making this method very less eco-friendly due to the carbon footprint it has. Also,
since the votes are cast on paper, the process of counting takes place manually [2].
This has some problems associated with it.

Manual Errors: The process of counting such a large number of votes is tedious,
and the people can get lethargic while counting the votes which can result in the offi-
cials’ losing track of the counting. So, the counting loses its reliability and credibility,
which is so very important in voting.

Cost Of Voting: Manual counting means the counting will be done by humans.
And this human labor will be needed to be paid some wage. This may sound a little
easy in countries like India and China (where the cost of labor is very less), but in
countries like theUSA the cost of labor is extremely high; this does not seem feasible.
With the labor comes a cost, and this cost becomes a disadvantage in ballot-based
Evoting.

1.2 Less Eco-Friendly

Also, since this method of voting uses paper, it has lots of carbon footprint associated
with it, directly proportional to the paper produced in making the ballots, and then
resource consumption in printing the ballot on the paper.

1.3 Time Taken to Announce Results

Now, since the counting is manual (which it is in most cases), the time taken to
announce the results is also very high. And, even if we consider the time taken to
count the votes using machines, it would still be considerably high.
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2 EVMMachines

EVM is an initialism for electronic voting machine. In this case, the voter needs to
go to the voting center and press the button of the party of the voter’s interest, and
the vote is cast electronically [3]. In this case also, the following problems arise:

2.1 VVPAT

VVPAT is an initialism for Voter-Verified Paper Audit Trail. This is a system inwhich
the cast vote of the voter is printed on a piece of paper, which is displayed through
a transparent screen to the voter. This allows the voter to verify whether his/her vote
has been correctly recorded. Now, this VVPAT system (which is mostly employed
with the EVM, except for some rare cases) brings with it certain issues. First, it
brings back the carbon footprint that was also an associated problem with paper
ballot voting system. Second, it necessitates the integration of a printing device with
the display system of the EVM, thereby increasing the consumption of electricity
and other resources [4].

2.2 Increased Cost

The EVMs are operated electronically and also require other devices such as printers
integrated with them. This leads to costs such as electricity, printer inks, paper
procurement for the VVPAT paper slips, and also a very big cost which is called
the maintenance cost of the machines. Also, keeping the machines secure is a cost
(the storage cost).

2.3 Danger of Tampering

In the recent elections, there have been claims by some political parties that the EVMs
can be tampered and hacked. If the EVM is hacked by any means, there would be no
credibility and reliability of the voting conducted; hence, the essence of a democracy
is lost.
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2.4 Time for Result

Onemore problemwith EVM voting is the tedious process of vote counting. Though
electronic, this method also takes some time in vote counting as all the EVMs from
the different locations would be collected at one central place, and then the results
of the different EVMs would be added up. Now, one major issue arises at this point.
If, at the time of vote counting, there is a dispute, then the EVM total would have
to be matched with the VVPAT paper total, and for this, the VVPAT paper ballots
would have to be counted, thereby resulting in the EVM voting degrading to the
cumbersome paper ballot voting task.

3 What is Blockchain

A blockchain is a collection of blocks, each of which stores some information. A
block in a blockchain takes its reference from the previous block in the chain to
verify and perform changes to the data in the previous block that are reflected in the
current block. Each such change in a blockchain, wherein a new block is added to
the chain, is called a transaction. Now, this chain of blocks is distributed to everyone
in the world and hence is known as a public distributed ledger (Fig. 1).

Now, there are some agents who add new blocks to a blockchain, called “miners.”
These miners have to solve a complex mathematical problem to add a block to the
chain [6]. This is called “proof of work.” After the miner has solved the problem, the
block gets added to the chain (this is called “mining”), and the miner gets a reward

Fig. 1 How blockchain works [5]
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in the form of cryptocurrency. All cryptocurrencies (e.g., Bitcoin, Ethereum, etc.)
work on the concept of blockchain.

4 How is Blockchain Used in Evoting

Let us see how the above-discussed blockchain technology is used in Evoting. This
concept is implemented in a different type of web called the distributed web (d-web).
The difference between normalweb and d-web is that theweb is centralized in nature,
whereas the d-web is distributed in nature. In the case of the web (which is currently
being used by everyone), we follow the client–server paradigm. In this case, the user
is the client and the entity where the actual data stored is called the server. When
the client requires any information, a request is sent to an entity in the network that
contains that information (i.e., server). The information may be anything such as a
web page, a pdf, a document, and an image. Now, if the server has the information,
it sends that information to the client [7]. But in this case, there is always the risk of
central failure, as all the information resides in the server, and failure of the server
would mean failure of the entire system. Enter the d-web. In d-web, there is no
central entity governing everything. But anything and everything a user may require
is distributed among all the nodes in the network. This acts more like a peer-to-peer
network. So now, if a node requires some information, then its request can be served
by all the other nodes in the network. These other nodes have either full copies of the
document or parts of it (in this case, the client’s request can be fulfilled by multiple
nodes having the copies). This enables the big, combined computing power of the
different nodes to be utilized in the most optimum way [8]. It also eliminates the
need of depending on a central authority for running the show. Also, we will not
have to give ownership of any document to any entity (as in case of a cloud). And
the publication process becomes much easier. There is no need to own a server in the
d-web. Taking all the above facts into consideration, the process of Evoting would
be carried out in this distributed web. The voter may access the online polling booth
in two ways, either through an application that accesses the d-web (i.e., a d-app or
a distributed application) or through their web browsers using an interface to access
the d-web (e.g., MetaMask, etc.). Now, at the side of the organizer, there is the task
of maintaining the database of the eligible voters, the creation of an election, and the
maintenance of the vote blockchain (a blockchain that is a record of the votes cast).

Before the election, the election organizer will create an election. On the election
day, the voter will go to the voting app (in case of d-app usage) or would log in to
the voting portal (in case of web browser usage). For verifying the identity, the voter
would need to enter credentials such as mobile number and Aadhaar number. Then,
an one-time password (OTP) would be sent to the voter’s mobile. Upon validating the
OTP, the voter will be directed to the Voter Registration Page. Here, upon requesting
for registration, the voter credentials would be sent to the organizer, who will verify
whether the voter is eligible to vote from the voters’ database. If the voter is found to
be eligible, the voter’s details are added to voters’ blockchain (a blockchain storing the
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registered voters’ details and also the votes cast by them) and a smart contract will be
issued to the voter in the formof an electronic ballot. The voterwould then cast his/her
vote on this electronic ballot and submit the vote. On pressing the submit button,
another OTP would be sent to the voter’s mobile number to confirm submission
of the vote. The voter will enter this OTP and log out of the voting page. This vote
would also be added to the voters’ blockchain. Since the voters’ blockchain is a public
distributed ledger, the voter can audit the votes any time, while also maintaining the
privacy of other voters. Hence, fair results are ensured. Also, the results can be
immediately declared after the voting with no manual counting process required,
thereby completely eliminating the chances of errors due to counting. This process
has no carbon footprint as no paper ballots are used in the voting process. Also, there
is no cost of running the heavymachinery and no consumption of expensive resources
and the costs associated with them. And most importantly, this method eliminates
the need of physically going to a polling booth for voting. All that is needed is a
stable Internet connection, and the job is done, sitting at home, hassle-free [9].

5 Phases of Evoting Using Blockchain (Explained
with the Help of Flowcharts)

The entire process of Evoting using the blockchain technology can be divided into
the following two phases.

5.1 Registration Phase

In this phase, the following events occur: The electionorganizerwill create an election
on the election app. The voter will download an Evoting app or would use the
voting portal over the distributed web through web browser. He/she will log in using
credentials like mobile number and Aadhaar card number on the app for registration.
An one-time password (OTP) would be received on the voter’s mobile number. Upon
entering the correct OTP, the voter will be directed to the registration page. The voter
would request for registration. Now, the election authority would validate whether
the voter exists in the voters’ database. If yes, the voter’s details would be added to
the voters’ blockchain and a smart contract will be issued to the voter in the form of
a ballot, on which the voter can cast his/her vote on the election day, using their app
(see Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2 Registration phase in evoting [10]

6 Voting Phase

First, this phase takes place on the day of the election. Secondly, the voter opens
his/her app and requests to vote. Then, the election authority checks whether the
user is valid and if this is their first vote. If the above details are verified, the voter
is allowed to vote. The voter then casts his/her vote. Then, an one-time password
(OTP) is sent to the voter’s phone for confirming the vote submission.On successfully
entering the OTP, the vote gets added to the voters’ blockchain (see Fig. 3).

Fig. 3 Voting phase in evoting [10]
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7 Tools and Technologies Used

This systemof Evoting can be implementedwith the following tools and technologies
(as explained in this section in the form of a classification of hardware and software
requirements):

7.1 Hardware Requirements

For implementation of the proposed voting method, the organizer of the election
would need a personal computer (Windows 7 onward). It needs to be a 64-bit
machine. As far as the voter side is concerned, the voter can vote in two ways.
Using a personal computer (laptop, desktop, etc., Windows 7 onward for Microsoft
users and all versions of operating systems for Mac users; the machine needs to be
64 bits) either in case of voting using the web portal [11] or in case the voter wishes
to use the d-app, he/she may use a smartphone (Android or iOS both would work).

7.2 Software Requirements

This section only concerns with the software requirements of the election organizers.
Since this voting method would be implemented on the distributed web, the orga-
nizer would require some advanced tools and technologies to create and host the
elections, and accept votes in the blockchain, keeping them secure and maintaining
the reliability and credibility of the elections.

The following are the tools required to conduct election using the blockchain
technology.

NPM: NPM is an initialism for Node Package Manager. NPM can be used in
two ways, as an online platform and as a command line tool. As an online platform,
NPM allows one to publish and share tools made using the JavaScript language [12].
These tools can be used in browsers (i.e., in front end), servers (i.e., at the back end),
or even the command line. As a command line tool, NPM enables users to interact
with the aforementioned online platforms. So, one can do the following things with
NPM as a command line tool:

It enables one to install and uninstall packages. A package is a tool someone
created and uploaded to the NPM online platform. One can think of a package as a
building block of an application or an even bigger package.

NPM can also be used for version management. Every package has a version.
As the package grows and improves, the version of the package also changes. With
NPM, one can easily keep the packages in one’s project up to date. It even lets one
switch to another package version, whenever one wants.
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It is used for dependency management. Many packages that people create are
built on top of other packages. Dependencies are packages on top of which other
packages are built. Instead of the developer searching for each and every dependency
and installing them one by one, he/she can use a single command to install a package
with all its dependencies. This means that NPM does all the hard work for the
developer.

Truffle framework: Truffle framework is a very powerful tool that is used to
work with Ethereum smart contracts. It is used for deploying, compilation, and
linking of smart contracts, manages networks and packages, and also, provides a
testing platform for automated contracts, etc.

Ganache: Ganache was previously known as testrpc. It can be used in two ways,
as a command line and as a user interface. It uses a virtual blockchain, and then, it
establishes ten standard Ethereum addresses with all the blocks in the chain along
with private keys. Ganache then preloads them with hundred ether each (theses
are simulated ether). There is no mining required in Ganache. Instead, the task is
made much easier with Ganache automatically confirming every transaction. It is
convenient to use with a vast variety of operating systems like Windows, Linux, and
Mac.

MetaMask:MetaMask is an open-source tool. It is extremely user-friendly tool.
It has a graphical user interface (GUI) and performs all transactions in the Ethereum
cryptocurrency. The common web browsers (like Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox,
and the like) are not capable of running or one can say, accessing the distributed web
(d-web) on their own.

They need a support for that, and MetaMask is that support. MetaMask allows
Ethereal DApps to run on one’s normal system browser without the user node having
the need to become a complete Ethereum node. One can say that MetaMask is a
bridge between the normal system browser and the distributed web.

Solidity: Solidity is a language that uses JavaScript style syntax for contracts.
It is used to generate EVM (here, EVM stands for the Ethereum Voting Machine)
machine level code and then further convert it into simple instructions. It works with
four value types. These are address, integer, string, and Boolean. Solidity uses the
same operators as those used in JavaScript. It is a high-level language.

8 Advantages of Evoting Using Blockchain Over Other
Systems

The advantages of Evoting using blockchain are:
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8.1 Auditability

The voter can audit all the ballots in the chain, while maintaining the other voters’
privacy. This becomes possible because the voters’ blockchain is a public distributed
ledger, granting access to all the voters in the voters’ list.

8.2 Transparency

Maximum people, in the current voting system, think that their vote is not considered
due to some fraudulent practices that may be taking place at the time of vote count.
But this problem is tackled properly by themethod proposed in this paper. The voters’
blockchain is transparent, and the voter comes to know whether or not his/her vote
is counted. All this becomes possible due to the distributed nature of the blockchain.

8.3 Immutability

Now, in everything that involves the web, there is always a risk of changing the data
contained in the data repository. Switch to blockchain. The blockchain is immutable.

8.4 No Risk of Hackin

In the proposed system, wherein everything is shared in public, there is always a
risk of hacking and altering of the data. The voters’ blockchain cannot be altered by
hackers owing to the encryption applied to every block in the chain. Also, if at all the
data of one block is changed, the hacker will need to change all the previous blocks
in the chain.

8.5 Secure and Hassle-Free

The main problem with offline voting systems was that the voter had to physi-
cally go to the polling booth for casting his/her vote. But now, one can sit in the
comforts of one’s home or anywhere in the world and vote for one’s desired candi-
date. Also, no security concerns owing to the blockchain technology. Just a stable
Internet connection leads to an extremely secure and hassle-free method of voting.
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8.6 No Cost of Resources

There is no need for the organizer to procure expensive machines or paper and pay
for the heavy amount of electricity and other resources consumed for voting. All
the organizer needs are a voting d-app, a setup to host the voters’ database and the
voters’ blockchain, and an OTP generation equipment. And all the voter needs are a
mobile app and an Internet connection to vote.

8.7 No Need to Go to Polling Booths

The most concerning issue with offline voting systems was that the voter had to
physically go to the polling booth for casting his/her vote. But now, one can sit in
the comforts of one’s home or anywhere in the world and vote for one’s desired
candidate. The voter can vote from any part of the world.

8.8 Reliability

Since every vote is stored in the voters’ blockchain, every time a voter casts his/her
vote, the d-app checks the voters’ blockchain for a vote cast by the voter. If no vote
from the particular voter is found, it means that the voter is voting for the first time.
Only then is the voter allowed to vote. Otherwise, he/she is rejected. Hence, every
voter can vote only once.

8.9 No Fraudulent Practices

Since the blocks in the blockchain are encrypted, hence no one can tamper them.
Also, the blocks are distributed in public. So, there cannot be any manipulation in
the counting of the votes. In short, there is no fraud in voting.

8.10 Immediate Result Declaration

The voting results are announced immediately after voting is completed. There is
no requirement of manual counting (as in the case of paper ballot voting) or even
machine counting (as in the case of EVMs). So, it is very time saving.
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8.11 Environment-Friendly

In this system of voting, no paper is used (which are used in both, paper ballot voting
and EVMs). Also, there is no electricity consumption, which is very high in the
case of voting using EVMs. Therefore, this method is more environment-friendly, as
carbon footprint is negligible. Since there is no need to go physically to the polling
booth, there is no use of vehicles, no traffic jams at the polling centers, and hence no
fuel consumption (something that contributed largely to environmental pollution).

8.12 No Labor Cost for Voting

Since no manual counting of votes takes place, and also, no vote totaling is done (as
in the case of EVMs where the votes of the individual machines are totaled), there
is no dispute in the vote count (as happens sometimes with EVMs), and there is no
need of any human labor to count the votes [13].

9 Conclusion

Hence, we have a hassle-free system of voting, more secure than anything the world
could ever imagine. Extremely, user-friendly voting environment, no problems of
going to any polling booths physically, more transparent than ever, no frauds, voting
from the comforts of your home, or even while traveling to some other city or
abroad, what else does a voter want. There cannot be an easier way for a voter to
exercise his/her rights. This practically feasible voting system comes as a boon to all
handicapped people who face extreme difficulties in voting and prefer not to vote.
Also, in this time of the COVID-19 pandemic, where it is very unsafe to step out of
one’s house, this system of electronic voting comes to a voter’s rescue. Apart from
this, Evoting also provides immediate election results. This paper provides a deep
insight to the basic concepts required to understand Evoting using the blockchain
technology, and also, how it can actually be carried out on a large scale [14]. Apart
from a government election, it can also be used to carry out elections in offices,
colleges, and any places requiring choosing representatives through an election.
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Conversion of Sign Language
into Devanagari Text Using CNN

Vimal Gaur , Rinky Dwivedi, Pankhuri, and Shivam Dhar

Abstract Sign language is an increasingly valuable interactive medium for both
deaf and hearing disabled individuals. These languages are considered as a group of
predefined languages that use the visual–manual mode to communicate knowledge.
These languages are considered to be unitary for deaf people. This paper proposes
a useful hand motion picture recognition design method to provide a simple way
to interact with the visually impaired and the average person. This is accomplished
by considering Devanagari Sign Language finger-spelling comprehension in real
time. In this paper, authors have created dataset of Devanagari Sign Language by
capturing the gestures through the Web camera. From these captured images, we
found the region of interest (ROI). Convolutional neural network has been used for
classification as it eases the process of feature creation. For training this network, a
hand signal has been used as input and the resultant output produces character when
a suitable match is found with an accuracy of 98% and testing accuracy of 99.59%.

Keywords Deep learning · Convolutional neural network (CNN) · Devanagari
sign language · Region of interest (ROI)

1 Introduction

India is the second-most populous nation in the world with over a population of
billion people. More than a million people are now suffering from hearing prob-
lems and vision loss. According to a survey, it has been calculated that one percent
of people are deaf and twelve percent have hearing problems. With the introduc-
tion of artificially intelligent computers combined with the availability of big data
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and vast computing tools, there has been a massive rise in healthcare, robots, auto-
mated self-driving cars, and human–computer interface (HCI) [1]. HCI is used in
augmented reality systems, face recognition systems, and hand gesture recognition
systems. This paper aims to identify different alphabets of the Devanagari family
which is surely a part of the human–computer interface. The main aim is to deal
with the difficulties faced by deaf and dumb people in communicating with people
in their day-to-day life. For effective communication, some signs are required. In
this paper, these signs have been gathered together to construct a sign language that
differs from one region to another [2, 3]. Nearly, 466 million individuals around
the globe experience the problem of deafness (upwards of 5% of the global popu-
lation). Of those 34 million include children, as per the World Health Organization
(WHO) [4]. These estimates are expected to rise bymore than 500million by the year
2050 [9]. Moreover, in several cases, severe deafness disease is a global clumped in
lower and middle-income nations. There has been a lot of work in this area in the
past using sensors (like a glove sensor) and other image processing techniques (like
edge detection, Hough transform,), but these have not yielded satisfactory results.
However, with new deep learning techniques such as CNN, productivity in this area
has skyrocketed, and opening up many new possibilities in the future [5]. People
with hearing disabilities remain back at Internet conversations, workplaces, infor-
mation sessions, and classes. They mostly use text messages to communicate with
others, which is not the ideal tool. Only with the growing acceptance of telemedicine
services, deaf individuals can interact spontaneously via their healthcare systems,
friends and coworkers, irrespective of how much the other person is familiar with
the sign language. Hand gesture recognition systems can be generally grouped into
two categories: the first one is the hardware-based system and the second one is the
technical vision system. In hardware-based systems, individual needs certain instru-
ments to extract the characteristics that describe the signal of the hand gesture. The
cyber glove is an extraction device that is used for extracting the characteristics like
orientation, gestures, and color of the hands. It is commonly seen in the recognition
of sign language. Vision-based devices use optical imaging systems that extract the
lines and interpret the signal. The model demonstrated in this paper is a vision-based
solution where no special device has been worn by the consumer. This paper has
been structured as: Sect. 2 presents literature review. Problem statement has been
presented in Sect. 3. Based upon this problem statement, objectives of research have
been formulated and described in Sect. 4. Section 5 presents methodology. Section 6
presents results and discussions, and Sect. 7 concludes and presents future scope.

2 Literature Review

As per theWorld Health Organization (WHO), the estimates of having to hear people
have finally hit 400 million. It is due to this fact that current findings have been
intensified to make it possible for people with disabilities to interact. In recent years,
several researches have been carried out. Few of them have been listed as below:
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In [1], the authors have created smartphone SLR software for the identification of
Indian Sign Language (ISL) gestures. In this research work, they have used the selfie
mode continuous sign language capture method and CNN model for image recog-
nition. In [2], the researchers have proposed a sign language recognition system
that converts sign language in real time, thus allowing people who are not familiar
with sign language to interact effectively with having to hear people. American
Sign Language has been taken as input, and convolutional neural network has been
trained on the dataset by Massey University, Institute of Information and Mathemat-
ical Sciences (2011). After the network has been trained, the network model and
network weights have been stored for the real-time recognition of sign languages.
Also, they have used certain frames for the determination of skin and for the hand
gesture determination they used a convex hull algorithm. In [3], the researchers have
focused on creating vision-based software that includes the text-based interception
of hand gestures, thereby promoting contact between signatory and non-signatory.
The dataset used by them is American Sign Language (ASL). The proposed model
accepts the video frames as input and removes spatial and temporal information
from them. In this research, they have used CNN to identify the spatial features and
RNN to train on the temporal features. In [4], the authors have used the strategies for
segmentation of images and identification of features. They have employed FAST
and SURF algorithms to establish a relationship between image segmentation and
object detection. The system created by them goes through multiple phases, such as
capturing the data using theKINECT sensor, performing the segmentation of images,
feature detection and extraction of ROI. The K-nearest neighbors (KNN) algorithm
has been used to distinguish images. Text-to-Speech (TTS) conversion has been
performed for the audio output. In [5], an Indian Sign Language translator has been
created using a convolutional neural network algorithm by the researchers to iden-
tify the 26 letters of the Indian Sign Language into their corresponding alphabetic
characters by taking a real-time representation of the gesture and translating that to
its identical. In the implementation, a database has been generated using different
image preprocessing methods to make the database available for the extraction of a
feature. After the features were extracted, the images were sent to the CNN model
using the Python program. In [6], a sign language finger-spelling alphabet detection
system has been proposed using different image processing methods, supervised
machine learning, and deep learning. The histogram of oriented gradients (HOG)
and local binary pattern (LBP) characteristics within each symbol has been derived
from the input image, and afterward, the multiclass support vector machines (SVMs)
were used to train such collected features, and the end-to-end convolutional neural
network (CNN) architecture was employed in the training set for the comparison. A
Bangla Sign Language to text translator device has been made [7] by the researchers
through customized region of interest (ROI) segmentation and convolutional neural
network (CNN). They used customized ROI segmentation to allow the system person
to change the pre-loaded boundary box on the display screen to the deaf person’s
hand area and thus only the area inside the video frame would be forwarded to
the CNN prediction model. The model has also been incorporated with the ARM
cortexA53 embedded Raspberry Pi, which provided durability and portability to the
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system. In [8], the authors of the paper have designed an American Sign Language
translator app Using OpenCV. They have used a ResNet-34 CNN Classifier for the
classification of American Sign Language (ASL) hand gestures. “Firstly this appli-
cation extracts the signs from the input video, this video then converted into frames,
later ResNet-34 CNN classifier has been used for classifying frames and finally the
text corresponding to the sign is displayed as an output on the screen”. In [9], the
researchers carried out a consistent study of the numerous methods used to trans-
late sign language to text/speech form. Later, they have employed the best possible
method to create an android app which can convert the ASL signs to text or speech
in real-time.

After doing a thorough analysis on these studies, it has been analyzed that there
is a requirement of real-time software for detecting hand gestures so that they can be
converted into Devanagari script. Table 1 shows the methodologies that have been
adopted by different researchers.

Table 1 Methodologies by different researchers

S. no Author Dataset Accuracy (%) Algorithm

1 Rao et al. Real-time images 92.88 CNN

2 Taskiran et al. Massey University,
Institute of information
and mathematical
sciences

98.05 CNN

3 Bantupalli et al. American sign
language dataset

Created a vision-based
application for sign
language to text
conversion

CNN(spatial
features)
RNN (temporal
features)

4 Andewale et al. Images are collected
using Kinect sensor

78 Unsupervised
machine learning
algorithms

5 Intwala et al. Real-time images 87.69 CNN

6 Kania et al. Exeter University
Dataset and Massey
University web pages

93.3 Snapshot learning
model

7 Khan et al. Custom image dataset 94 Implemented in
Raspberry Pi

8 Kurhekar et al. Real-time images 78.5 A ResNet-34
CNN classifier

9 Tiku et al. Real-time images 98.82 SVM
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3 Problem Statement

In this paper, a real-time software has been developed for detecting hand gestures
and converting them into a Devanagari script, using a deep learning approach (CNN).
The results are required to be compiled using 25 alphabets of the Devanagari script.

4 Objectives of Research

• To generate a dataset that is skin tone independent using a webcam.
• To apply appropriate image processing and preprocessing techniques for

achieving better accuracy and to obtain region of interest (ROI).
• To design the model and building CNN to train raw images and achieve optimal

precision.

5 Methodology

5.1 Dataset Generation

Due to non-availability of datasets on Devanagari script, we instigated to create the
datasets with 200 images from different angles. For the creation of the dataset, we
used thewebcamof personal computer. Thewebcamused for data gathering purposes
is of 2.1 Megapixel and relative illumination is greater than 40%.

Steps to create dataset: OpenCVmodule has been used to produce dataset. Nearly
600 images of each alphabet of Devanagari script have been captured for training
purposes and 200 images for testing purposes. When the frame of the camera opens,
it displays everything in RGB values, but a specific region of interest (ROI) has
been created inside that frame only, in the form of a small rectangle, which has
videos displayed in the form of adaptive Gaussian filter. The small rectangle in our
frame converts RGB into grayscale and finally applies an adaptive Gaussian filter in
real-time [10, 11].

5.2 Gesture Classification

We have used one algorithm for predicting the final symbol displayed by the user.

• Applying an adaptive Gaussian filter and threshold to the frame, take using
OpenCV, to extract features and then result in the processed image.

• Image after processing is passed through CNNmodel for prediction, and if a letter
is recognized by the system, it is printed.
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• In case more than one letter shows a similar result, we tried to increment the
number of distinct positions

A. Layer 1: CNN model:

• First Convolutional Layer: The input picture is first passed through the
convolutional layer. This layer uses 32 filter weights.

• First Pooling Layer: The pictures are down sampled using max pooling. The
resultant output is a 2 * 2 array.

• Second convolutional layer: This array is then processed using 32 filter
weights. The output of this layer is reshaped to an array of 30*30*32 =
28,800.

• Second Pooling Layer: This processed image is then down sampled again
and reduced into images with less resolution.

• First Densely Connected Layer: These less-resolution images along with an
input array of 28,800 are send to first densely connected layer having 128
neurons. The output of this will be used in the second densely connected
layer. A dropout layer with a value of 0.5 has been added to avoid the
overfitting of the model.

B. Layer 2: Activation Function:

• Rectifies layer unit has been used in every layer (convolutional as well
as fully connected neurons). For each input pixel, max(x, 0) is calculated
by ReLu. This adds non-linearity to the formula and trains the model on
more complicated features. Due to this, vanishing gradient problems is also
eradicated and the training process also fastens.

Layer 3: Pooling Layer: Max pooling layer has been applied to input image with
a pool size of (2, 2) with ReLu activation function. This lessens the number of
parameters and ultimately leading to reducing computation cost and overfitting of
the model.

Layer 4: Dropout Layer: The problem of overfitting has been resolved by tuning
the weights of the network. So, in dropout layer a random set of activations sets these
weights to zero. Thereby network helps in providing accurate classification even if
some activations are dropped out.

Layer 5: Optimizer: For updating the model in accordance with the output of
loss functions, an Adam optimizer has been used. It adds benefits to the system by
combining extensions of two stochastic gradient descent algorithms, namely adaptive
algorithm (ADA GRAD) and root mean square propagation (RMSProp).
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5.3 Training and Testing

Initially, the input images in the colored form have been converted into grayscale
images and then passed under an adaptive Gaussian filter for removing unwanted
noise. The complete dataset is divided into 70% training and 30% testing. The input
images after preprocessing have been fed to the model for testing and training. The
prediction layer estimates how likely the image will fall in which category. So the
output is normalized between 0 and 1 such that the sum of values in every class
sums to one. We have achieved this using the softmax function. The result of the
prediction layer varies as compared with the actual result. That is why the model has
been trained under labeled data. Classification uses cross-entropy as performance
measurement, which is a continuous function with assigns positive values to those
which are not the same as the labeled value and zero value to thosewhich are the same
as the label.We adjusted theweights of neural networks such that the cross-entropy is
minimized to zero. An in-built function to calculate cross-entropy is already present
in TensorFlow. After identifying the cross-entropy function, we have optimized it
with Adam optimizer.

6 Results and Discussions

While training the dataset without augmentation, the CNN model achieved high
training accuracy up to 98% and 99.59% testing accuracy, demonstrating real-time
environment results. As discussed, region of interest has been demonstrated in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 Demonstration of region of interest (ROI)
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Figures 2 and 3 shows the snippets of the model. As shown, accuracy varies from
95.13 to 99.59% when the number of epochs increase from 1 to 5.

The difference in accuracy is because hand gestures in real-time are not in the same
position. Also, the pixel position and shapes of the images are different. Additionally,
the background is scrambled. The comparison of accuracy of the CNN model with
the current state-of-the-art have been shown in Table 2.

Fig. 2 Snippet 1 of the model

Fig. 3 Snippet 2 of the model
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Table 2 The accuracy
comparison of the CNN
model with the current
state-of-the-art methods

Method Accuracy (%)

CNN with Gaussian filter 99.59

CNN [1] 92.88

CNN [2] 98.05

7 Conclusion and Future Scope

The study shows that Devanagari script used in India, Nepal, and Tibet includes 25
different letters and is written from left to right. Hence, 600 different images were
collected as training set and 200 for testing test. From this collection of images, a
database of twenty-five different signs were used. These set of images are subjected
to batch segmentation, detection of each alphabet is done, and region of interest is
extracted from specific bounding box. The combination of adaptive Gaussian filter
and CNN showed that the gesture classification could determine the best matched
feature. This is achieved by comparing it with existing database. The accuracy
percentage while training the model comes out to be 98%, and testing accuracy has
been calculated as 99.59%.We have achieved higher accuracy even in cluttered back-
grounds and build a model which is comparatively less dependent on light. In future
work, we will try to improve accuracy by removing background and performing
heavy preprocessing on the images.
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1 Introduction

With the rapid growth of e-commerce, giant companies like Amazon, eBay, Flip-
kart, and Rakuten have listed millions of products on their Web sites which are
sold by thousands of merchants. From the perspective of a customer, e-commerce
means buying products from the comfort of their home To organize products so
that customers navigation becomes easy through the searches, building product
taxonomy is equally important. “mobile’s accessories>> mobile accessories>> car
accessories>> mobile holders>> adroitz mobile holders>> adroitz premium phone
socket holder for htc one” is an example for such category trees. With billions of
global digital buyers offering countless numbers of products across a wide range
of categories, it is required to categorize the products according to their taxonomy
by proposing an efficient algorithm to be customer centric and engage into more
businesses through the online market. A product taxonomy puts the products into
a systematic structure according to the information about products and their use,
making it organized while presenting to the users. This standardized arrangement
is also valuable for data presentation and storage. Accurate product categorization
helps users quickly find the set of products they are looking for. Product catego-
rization in a hierarchical manner helps users get the right results while browsing a
category. It also refines the result when a user is doing a keyword search; the product
taxonomy helps clarify or disambiguate a search result set based on the categories.
Before the advent of machine learning techniques in NLP, merchants and companies
were required tomanually assign each product to their respective categories, which is
a tedious and time-consuming task with error-prone results. Moreover, manual cate-
gorization may not be accurate while assigning products to categories as a product
can be listed in different ways by different merchants, making this approach incon-
sistent. Automatic categorization with machines using a consistent algorithm helps
to solve these problems. In general, a product taxonomy makes the data collection
process more efficient, ensuringWeb sites to support features like search refinement,
category browse, and specifications while displaying and comparing products which
eventually maximizes conversions and profits.

The next question is: How do you improve automatic product categorization
models? This question has troubled researchers for a long time, but the best way
out we can get is to use machine learning in analyzing and pertaining to the needs of
automation. At this scale, even a small increase in the volume of products can result
in large calculations to reclassify everything. The investment intomore efficient algo-
rithms for product classification is rising every day with the increasing adoption of
e-commerce platforms. Newer solutions are trying to determine categories based on:

• Rough product titles and description
• Images of products
• Parsing metadata.
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1.1 Our Contribution

To the best of our knowledge, this paper deals with the first kind of product catego-
rization using product titles and its descriptionwithout explicit training, which can be
used even with a smaller dataset or with less information. There are two commonly
used approaches; one is the single step classification method which considers all
the subcategories as one category, and the other is called the stepwise classifier,
which treats different subcategories as different levels. The latter involves a recur-
sive approach to get every subcategory, respectively. Separatemodel calls are initiated
to predict every level of taxonomy in a hierarchical manner. Despite a better accu-
racy given by the model, it increases the number of times model training has to be
performed.

In the past, Kozareva [1] proposed a product categorization approach with derived
features such as linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [2],N-gram,Bi-gram, etc. In cate-
gorizing the products, the authors experimented with two algorithms: one-against-all
(OAA) and error correction tournament (ECT). Recent experiments had been evalu-
ated on a large-scale dataset with as many as 18 million product titles and an exten-
sively larger category list [3]. In our experiment, we have used a transfer learning-
based feature extractor to get the most similar words from the product description
and a pre-trained vocabulary, starting with product title as the lowest level. We have
noticed that the product description contains words that are either in the category tree
or words similar to it are present. Hence, our proposed approach of extracting similar
words from the description or from the pre-trained vocabulary has proved efficient,
giving breakthroughs even with relatively smaller data containing less information
as compared to past researches. Besides this, there are problems that hamper fair
comparisons with other proposed approaches; most of them do not have publicly
available implementations with an evaluation done using private datasets.

2 Related Works

Numerous single-step classifiers have been introduced in the past to use them for
product categorization. Yu et al. [4] examined a large number of word-level features
using several primitive techniques (e.g., n-grams) and did classification through
support vector machine (SVM; Cortes and Vapnik [5]). In the paper [6], Sun et al. use
primitive classifiers (e.g., Naive Bayes, k-nearest neighbors) and reduced the errors
via crowdsourcing manual labor. Ha et al. [7] and Xia et al. [8] used deep learning to
produce word vectors from the product attributes (e.g., product title, product image,
merchant ID) and utilized their representation in product categorization.

To improve the categorization results, several stepwise classifiers have also been
used. Shen et al. [9] used primitive classifiers such as Naive Bayes and k-nearest
neighbors and assigned the product to a leaf node via SVM. Similarly, Das et al. [10]
used gradient boosted trees [3] with convolutional neural networks (CNN) for it.
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Cevahir and Murakami [11] used deep belief networks [12] and k-nearest neighbors
(KNNs) in their approach consisting of two steps.

The paper [13] was among the first to use supervised learning to categorize prod-
ucts into known categories. Their approach simply grouped the product into a partic-
ular categorywith similar products given their informational details (e.g., description,
name). They analyzed product information considering information distribution to
build features to give input to the classifier. Their results showed significant improve-
ment on results obtained throughmanual labor. Substantially, theywere certainly able
to pioneer automation in the categorization of products.

Kozareva [14] introduced a categorization technique with a error correction tour-
nament (ECT) and one-against-all (OAA) OAA reduced the multi-classification
problem into multiple binary classification tasks by iteratively classifying each
product title for a category and comparing it against all other categories. ECT also
reduced the problem to binary classification but employed a single-elimination tour-
nament strategy to compare a set of K players and repeated this process for O(log
K) rounds to determine the multi-class label.

In this paper [15], the authors proposed a different paradigm via machine trans-
lation. In their model, they translated a product’s textual description into a sequence
of tokens representing product taxonomy in a root-to-leaf path. They did the exper-
iments on two very large real-world datasets and concluded by showing that their
approach was better than traditional classification-based models.

In the study [16], researchers at WalmartLabs compared hierarchical models with
flat models for categorizing products. The team deployed deep learning to fetch
features from each product to build a product impression. They applied a multi-CNN
and multi-LSTM-based approach for this stepwise classification task.

Despite various breakthroughs in the field, there has not been much considera-
tion in improving the models to produce state-of-the-art results with considerably
reducing computational complexity even with smaller datasets as compared to the
existing approaches.

3 Dataset

The dataset used is a Flipkart e-commerce sample consisting of 20,000 products with
their corresponding features, listing the product description and resulting categoriza-
tion tree in a comprehensive CSV document separatingmultiple product features.We
took a relatively smaller dataset to prove our model’s consistency without extensive
training.

The dataset includes several other features, but most of themwould not contribute
to the accuracy of our prediction but could increase the complexity and inefficiency
of the task. We removed duplicate product listings leaving us with Flipkart product
titles and descriptions which are related to their multi-level category labels. As
inferred from the data of most e-commerce sites, the product description and titles
contain most of the words present in the category tree of the respective products.
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Subsequently, we took product name and description as the features in our approach
containing the information required for the prediction of the taxonomy tree. During
training and evaluating our approach, we had split the data into a training set of
16,000 samples and a test set consisting of 4000 samples. We predicted the product
taxonomy up to five hierarchical levels.

4 Methodology

We explored various approaches for the tasks and looked more closely at the corre-
lation between the features and the target. We found that the correct extraction of
words from the features is the key in predicting the product category.

This section deals with the methodology of our model, starting with prepro-
cessing and selecting the important features; our proposed model first preprocesses
the textual features by removing punctuations and numbers and converting words to
their lowercase. After conducting experiments with other preprocessing techniques
such as stemming and lemmatization, we saw a relative decline in the final accuracy
of our model; it might be because the predicted product categories were losing their
local context.

4.1 Preprocessing

In our proposed approach, we applied preprocessing steps on product title and
description. This is done to extract most of the information about the product and
to increase the materiality of the texts describing it in order to predict the taxonomy
tree, which may be lost without this step.

Number removal: On noticing the features describing the products, we realized
that numbers had very little relevance to a given product category, so we decided
to remove them, considering that the discrete distribution of numbers would only
adversely affect the given categorization results. We believe that it is not possible
to fully capture the information the numbers try to pursue for a given category.
For example, 1–9, 3, 6, 0.3, we expect the fact that for certain products, specific
numbers may show up more relevance, whose inconsideration will eventually affect
the categorization. But to get the vectors of the word, number removal is a necessary
step.

Removing punctuation: It was done as a result of manual examination of the data
through which we noticed that humans have various options for choosing words and
phrases, as a word may have multiple accepted forms. Also, there are punctuations
in between the phrases, including commas, parenthesis, question mark, exclamation
points, and others. Also, in most cases, concatenated words are used in different
senses. Ex: won’t, wont, 2D, 2-D, good., good? Removing punctuation resulted in
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being one of the most effective feature normalization techniques used to get a clearer
context of information through words.

Lowercasing: According to the standards of the English language, sentences
should have the first word capitalized. Humans, while writing, often capitalize some
words ambiguously, depending on their intent, interpretation, or choice of capital-
izing acronyms. Precisely, this cannot always be a useful scaling technique, as it can
be contradictory, especially when dealing with product names vs. generic objects
at the same time—e.g., Home, home, CD, cd, Windows, windows. As observed,
lowercasing does not help much, most likely because of the shift in meaning caused
by lowercasing occurrences such as “Schools are good” to “Schools are good” are
offset by “Windows XP” to “windows xp”, which have very different meanings.

4.2 Feature Selection

As our dataset contains a comprehensive set of features to describe products and their
usage, not all of them will be useful to be applied for classification or differentiation
between categories. We only considered those features which contain most of the
information about the product, so we decided to use feature selection to achieve this.
We first looked at the distribution of words of subcategories of the product category
tree in every feature using the Jaccard index [17] and prioritized the features which
could be considered as important for the task. The value of the Jaccard index was
maximum for the following features: description (0.31) and product name (0.42).
Therefore, we conducted our experiments using these two features, i.e., description
and product name.

Using the product description as the most informative feature increased the accu-
racy of our model. When we also use the least informative features, the accuracy
drastically reduces to get halved. This might be because the mutual information
would not be capturing the least informative feature due to the lack of distribution
of information of categories in them.

The product name feature refers to the name of the products, which is crucial in
determining the taxonomy tree as it will fill the lowest level in the product taxonomy
tree. Product name will be used in the extraction of other subcategories as it will
initiate the recursive extraction process from the product description and a pre-trained
vocabulary.

The target feature for our dataset is the product category tree. It is divided into
hierarchical sublevels (subcategories) with the use of “ >> ”, punctuation which got
removed in the preprocessing step. The uniqueness of our proposed model is that
it predicts the taxonomy tree just by modifying the extraction of words from the
description and a pre-trained vocabulary with finer accuracy even without explicit
training.
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4.3 Predicting the Taxonomy Tree

This section will introduce our proposed method for extracting the taxonomy
tree to get a hierarchical level-based categorization of products, starting with the
product name as the first level(subcategory) and recursively searching its most
similar(suitable) words from the product description and a pre-trained vocabulary.

4.3.1 Feature Representation

There is a need to get the vectors of words to be used in any machine learning model;
in our paper, we usedWord2Vec [18], GloVe [19], FastText [20], Paragram [21] word
embeddings for the purpose. Themethod used transfer learningwhere the pre-trained
embedding model was used to get the vectors of texts without explicitly training it
for the task.

Word2Vec: Word2Vec [18] being a very popular pre-trained word embedding
model was developed by Google. They have also been applied to various tasks such
as recommendation systems, knowledge extraction and discovery, and different prob-
lems related to text analysis. Word2Vec model architecture contains a feed-forward
neural network with one hidden layer. Therefore, it is also known to have a shallow
neural network architecture. For the purpose of vector conversion of words, we
pre-trained the Word2Vec [18] model, producing a sequence of 300-dimensional
embeddings for various words and phrases.

GloVe: GloVe [19] is an unsupervised learning algorithm used for word vector-
ization. While training, a co-occurrence matrix is created which represents the linear
substructures of the word in its vector space w.r.t. the occurrence of other words. The
objective for training is to minimize the difference in dot products of word vectors
and the logarithm of the probability of co-occurrence of those words. Subsequently,
the ratio in a logarithm is same as the difference of the logarithms, so this objective is
ultimately the ratios of co-occurrence probabilities with vector differences in a space
of vectors. Because of this, the word vectors perform extraordinarily on tasks related
to word analogy and correlation. For the purpose of word vectorization, we pre-
trained the GloVe [19] model producing a sequence of 300-dimensional embeddings
for words and phrases.

FastText: Abovementioned methods ignore the morphology of words, while
creating vectors for each word in the vocabulary. The main limitation comes with
syntactically rich languages as these kinds of languages have larger vocabularies
and a relatively complex syntax, yielding lower-quality representations. Bojanowski
et al. [20] in 2016 introduced a model on this principle of Skip-gram called FastText
which perceives each word as a bag of n-gram characters. It learns the embeddings
for each word by taking the sum of its corresponding n-gram embeddings. For text
vectorization, pre-trained FastText [20] model was used which produced a sequence
of 300-dimensional embeddings for each word and phrase.
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Paragram: Proposed by Wieting et al. [21] is a model for word embedding for
learning with pairs of paraphrase from PPDB [22] database. Precisely, this method
encodes phrases to a vector space by minimizing the difference in the cosine simi-
larity in the space with the scores of pairs of paraphrase phrases. For text vector-
ization, pre-trained Paragram [21] model was used which produced a sequence of
300-dimensional embeddings for each word and phrase.

Thepre-trainedmodel used inwordvectorization is able to produce a large vocabu-
lary, which is used in refining ourmodel’s accuracy in predicting the product category
tree.

4.3.2 Weighted Word Embeddings

This section deals with the approach devised to find text embeddings for product
names. Most of the product names are not in the form of words but are represented as
texts containing words, and to treat the product name as the first level in the product
category tree, we have to represent it as a single vector.

To calculate the text embeddings, our model takes the term frequency-inverse
document frequency (TF-IDF) [23] mean of word embedding. For each product
name, we calculated a weighted mean of the word vector obtained using the
Word2Vec [18], GloVe [19], FastText [20], and Paragram [21], where the weights
are the TF-IDF value of the word.

4.3.3 Evaluation Metric

We have used cosine similarity to measure the similarity to recursively produce the
product taxonomy tree by extracting the most similar words. Cosine similarity [24]
is chosen as the measure as it gives accuracy based on the contextual as well as
semantic relations between the input vectors. It measures the similarity between two
vectors by taking the cosine of the angle to determine the degree of closeness. For
NLP tasks, it is mainly used to measure similarity in textual data. The similarity
score ranges from -1 to 1, with the latter being a perfect score.

To select a word (from the description or the pre-trained vocabulary) as the next
subcategory in the taxonomy tree, the similarity score between the vectors of the
previously predicted subcategory and the product description should be greater than
a predetermined threshold value. We also marked the words so that no subcategory
gets repeated. Searching from the pre-trained vocabulary over the product description
is introduced to tackle the unavailability of similar words.

If our algorithm is not able to search for any word in the text (description) whose
similarity score tends to be greater than the predetermined threshold value, then we
took the most similar word from the vocabulary, which is not equal to any of the
preceding subcategories as the next level in the taxonomy tree.

On exploring, we found that most of the product category trees were having five
subcategories on average. So we repeated the above steps 5 times to get the product
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Fig. 1 Comparison of
predicted against given
product category trees

taxonomy consisting of five hierarchical levels, which predicted efficient results with
relatively fast execution and low complexity (Fig. 1).

5 Results

This section describes the results for the sets of experiments conducted. As the
product taxonomy tree should be evaluated both on semantic and syntactic similarity,
the final evaluation was done on both cosine similarity [24] and F1-score. The model
training is done to predict taxonomy tree which shall minimize the loss of product
names, so a combination of both the scores gives a better scheme for evaluating the
method.

The comparison in accuracy for different feature representations techniques
(Word2Vec [18], GloVe [19], FastText [20], Paragram [21]) was done based on the
cosine similarity [24] and the F1-score, and the results are shown in Table 1.

While evaluating, we noticed that the precision is always higher than recall which
means that the result does not contain out of context words.

Table 1 Results comparing paragram, Word2Vec, GloVe, and FastText embedding techniques

Feature representation Cosine similarity Precision Recall F1-Score

Paragram 0.78 0.77 0.71 0.74

Word2Vec 0.83 0.79 0.71 0.75

GloVe 0.86 0.85 0.74 0.79

FastText 0.86 0.88 0.79 0.83
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6 Conclusion

In the paper, we have presented a product categorizationmodel on the basis of extrac-
tion of sub categorical levels from the product description and a pre-trained vocab-
ulary of about 3 million words and phrases with their vectors, which significantly
improved the accuracy correlating the predicted and given category tree. We classi-
fied products into a five-level taxonomy. Our experiments showed that GloVe [19]
and FastText [20] embeddings-based extraction of product taxonomy lead to the best
performance reaching 0.86 and 0.82 in cosine similarity [24] and F1-score, respec-
tively. We also manually examined the produced categorization outputs and found
that often our predicted results are more specific and fine-grained in comparison with
those provided manually.

As the word vectors created were pre-trained on general text corpus extracted
from the web, so in some cases they were not able to grasp the context of the words
in the product names specific to the e-commerce industry. Pre-training these word
embeddings on task-specific text corpus might help in improving the vectorizarion
of given texts and thus the model performance.
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Readability of Websites for the Novel
Coronavirus Disease (COVID-19):
A Case Study of India

Diksha Dani and Gaurav Agrawal

Abstract The World Wide Web has become one of the most important resources
for the large part of the population in searching healthcare information. The avail-
able COVID-19 information on Websites should be reliable and accurate in order to
spread awareness. This has become all the more important in times like COVID-19,
pandemic situation when it is necessary to create awareness about the disease to large
population in a country like India and also provide updated information and status of
the situation. However, readability poses barrier for many people. In this paper, read-
ability of online information related to the novel coronavirus disease (COVID-19) is
evaluated using online readability tool. It was found that the readability of content
addressing COVID-19 is satisfactory. But the absence of multilanguage option in
majority ofWebsites under study forms another barrier in information dissemination.

Keywords COVID-19 · Readability · WebFX tool

1 Introduction

India is a country with the second largest population in the world. The COVID-
19 disease that has brought the world to its knees is highly contagious, and social
distancing has been suggested as one of the measures to prevent its spread. Owing
to India’s large population, it is difficult to maintain social distancing; consequently,
the disease has a higher probability of spreading faster. Also, due to social media
platforms, false information and rumors may spread fast. So, communicating the
correct updated information about preventive measures to the maximum possible
people is a massive task. The Internet has proved to be quite a boon in such situations.
But, there is another issue with this task. India is a land of diverse languages and
dialects, and themajority of the population lives in rural areas. Therefore, it is equally
important that the information available online on highly communicable disease like
COVID-19 is to be conveyed in such a manner that the majority of the population
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understands. Since, due to the spread of digital information deep even in remote areas,
the Internet has become the primary source of information regarding awareness and
treatment of patients, it is essential to evaluate the readability levels of the information
presented by the onlineWebsites. This study evaluates the readability of information
available online related to the COVID-19 pandemic in Indian Websites.

2 Related Work

There are many studies on the readability of healthcare material available online.
Grose et al. [1] evaluated the readability and quality of online information on septo-
plasty. The authors concluded that most online education materials on septoplasty
have significant quality and reliability issues and severely high reading levels. Like-
wise, in another study [2], online education materials on congestive heart failure
for patients were evaluated for readability. Out of 70 Websites, only 5 met the
recommended sixth-grade readability level.

However, there are not many papers explicitly about the COVID-19 pandemic
on the Internet. The authors of the paper [3] assessed the readability of information
available over the Internet about the novel coronavirus disease (COVID-19) to deter-
mine compliance with reading level standards. They found that online content about
COVID-19 is complicated to read and understand, as advocated by the American
Medical Association (AMA) and theUnited States Department of Health andHuman
Services. Kruse et al. conducted another study linked to COVID-19 reading [4]. The
researchers assessed the content of theWebsite, readability of the text present on site,
and quality ofWeb-based PEMs fromU.S. academic medical centers on COVID-19.
They discovered that the mean readability was greater than the suggested sixth-grade
reading level set by theNational Institute ofHealth and theU.S.Department ofHealth
and Human Services.Worral et al. [5] evaluated the readability of COVID-19-related
online information of four countries, namely: Canada, The United Kingdom, Ireland,
and the United States, and compared the readability of Website source origin and
geographical origin. Only 17.2% of Webpages were found to be widely accessible.
Vishala and Dexter [6] assessed the readability of COVID-19-related online content
given by the government and public health agencies and departments. They discov-
ered that all 18 Websites under study were easy to understand and had the reading
level of grades 6 through 8.

3 Methodology

In this study, the readability of COVID-19-related Websites in India was evaluated.
TheWebsite orWebpage was searched byGoogle using the keywords: like “COVID-
19-related Websites in India” or “COVID-19 information in India” or “COVID-19
resources in India.” A total of 38 Websites belonging to various cities, states, and
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centers were evaluated. The choice was toward selecting the public health Websites
of the COVID-19 pandemic as of mid-May 2021. The evaluation was conducted on
the English language of the homepage of every Website. If the Website was in any
other language, it was translated to English before applying the test.

COVID-19 is a pandemic that has spread over both rural and urban areas. There-
fore, it was required that the information be disseminated quickly to all the people,
so it was essential to evaluate the reading ease of the text written on the Website.
Readability is a metric for determining how easy or difficult a text is to read and
comprehend. Since human evaluation is prone to errors and inconsistencies, so to
ensure consistency and avoid errors caused by humanly limitations, the readability
scores were computed using an online readability tool. There are various online tools
available for computing readability. The online readability calculator [7] was used
to calculate the readability of Websites to avoid human evaluation errors. The tool
takes URL as an input, or plain text can also be copied and pasted into the tool to
evaluate the readability score. In this paper, the URL of the Website under study is
given as input to the online tool.

The various readability parameters, along with the definitions and formula, are
taken from the WebFX tool as follows:

Flesch Kincaid Reading Ease (FKRE) test measures how easy or difficult the text
is to understand. The measure is based on a score between zero and a hundred. A
lower score indicates that the text is difficult to understand, while a higher score
indicates the ease of understanding the text. The measure uses formula 1 to calculate
the reading score.

FKRE score = 206.835 − 1.015 ×
(

Words

Sentences

)
− 84.6 ×

(
Syllable

Words

)
(1)

Flesch Kincaid Grade Level (FKGL) test: The Flesch Kincaid Grade Level is used
to assess a text’s approximate reading grade level. The score obtained indicates the
grade level. For example, if the grade number is six, an average student in the sixth
can read and understand the content with ease. It is calculated using the formula 2:

FKGLScore = 0.39 ×
(

TotalWords

Total Sentences

)
+ 1.8 ×

(
Total Syllables

TotalWords

)
− 15.59

(2)

Gunning Fog (G.F.) score: The Gunning Fog Index is a metric that determines
the number of years of education required to comprehend a passage of text on first
reading. The Gunning Fog algorithm yields a grade level score ranging from 0 to
20. The grade level is determined by the score received. A score of 6 indicates that
the text is appropriate for a 6th grader. It is a weighted average of how many words
per phrase and how many lengthy words per word are there in the sentence. It is
computed using formula 3:
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Gunning Fog Score = 0.4 ×
[(

Total words

Total Sentences

)
+

(
ComplexWords

TotalWords

)]
(3)

Coleman Liau Index (CLI) is another index of readability measured using the
average number of characters and sentences per 100 words. The grade level is the
floor and ceiling values of the score obtained. For example, if the score is 9.3, it
is understood by 9th and 10th students. It is mainly used to assess educational text
material but can be used for other text too. It is calculated using formula 4:

Coleman Liau Index(CLI) = 5.89 × (
characters

words
) − 0.3 ∗ (

sentences

words
) − 15.8 (4)

Automated Readability Index (ARI): The automated readability index is a read-
ability test to measure how easy it is to comprehend the text. A score of 1 means it
can be understood by Kindergarten grade students of age 5–6 years old while a score.
Similarly, a score of 12 means 12th-grade students can understand it, while the score
of 18–24 can easily be understandable by the college student. The professor-level
people can comprehend a score greater than 24. It is calculated using formula 5:

AutomatedReadability Index (ARI) = 4.71

×
(
characters

words

)
+ 0.5 ×

(
words

sentences

)
− 21.43 (5)

SMOG Index: SMOG, a readability index, stands for “Simple Measure of
Gobbledygook,” which estimates how many years of education the average person
needs to understand a text. It is calculated using the formula 6.

SMOG Index = 1.0430 × (

√
30 ×

(
complex words

sentences

)
) + 3.1291 (6)

4 Results

The results indicated that 52% of the Websites fell under the easy to read category,
while 48% of Websites had a reading level of high school and above. The mean
readability score for FKRE, FKGL, G.F., SMOG, CLI, ARI was 58.97, 7.04, 6.9,
7.25, 8.9, 2.9, respectively. Table 1 shows the statistical results of readability scores
of theWebsite under study. Figure 1 shows the score of the various readability indices
applied on theWebsite under study. Themean FKRE score of 58.97 indicates a “fairly
difficult to read” score and is readable by 10th -11th-grade students. The highest FKRE
scorewas reportedwas 101 by theWebsite https://covidinfo.rajasthan.gov.in. A score

https://covidinfo.rajasthan.gov.in
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Table1 Descriptive statistics of the readability indices of the websites

N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. deviation

Flesch kincaid reading ease 38 6.50 101.50 58.97 21.37

Flesch kincaid grade level 38 0.70 31.60 7.04 4.83

Gunning fog score 38 2.80 31.80 6.91 4.85

SMOG index 38 3.40 18.80 7.26 2.68

Coleman liau index 38 −9.50 18.90 8.97 5.87

Automated readability index 38 −13.10 27.60 2.99 6.29

of 100 or more means the text is very easy to read and can be understood by 11 year
old.

The public health professionals recommend a 6th-grade reading level to be a
universal reading level [8]. Table 2 shows the result of FKRE score on Websites
under study. The lowest FKRE score reported was 6.5 by https://covid19.assam.
gov.in/ Website, which is interpreted as very difficult to read and can be understood
only by college graduates. The mean readability was found to be of 6th and 7th
grade.

But another issue in India regarding online content dissemination is the informa-
tion should be presented in native language. Table 3 shows the result of presence of
multi-lingual option on Website.

In one of the studies, it was found that Website languages may severely limit
Website access by users who are not provided with information in their native
language [9].

In a country like India, where there are 33 different languages and 2000 dialects
[10], out of 38Websites that were evaluated, 19Websites were only in English while
15 had multilingual support, 3 Websites were in Hindi as well as in English while
one Website was in English and a regional language. Figure 2 shows the result of
readability indices of Websites under study.

5 Threat to Validity

Many of these tests are based on English language text, and the result may not be
significant if the text is in a language other than English. Also, the scores obtained
indicate the U.S. school level required by a person to understand the text. Howmuch
valid they are in the Indian context is another question to ponder. Also, different
readability index gives different score and grade for the same text. Additionally,
readability does not consider the meaning and context of the text. Low literacy levels
in India are another barrier to online health knowledge.

https://covid19.assam.gov.in/
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Fig. 1 Bar chart showing representation of readability indices

6 Conclusion

A large population of India uses the Internet for healthcare information. This is
due to the digital revolution, which has made the Internet accessible even in remote
areas. There is a vast amount of COVID-19 content available online. In the study, it
was found that the readability of content addressing COVID-19 is satisfactory. But
language forms another barrier in information dissemination. Research is needed to
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Table 2 Number of websites
falling in different categories
according to FKRE

Score School level Interpretation No. of websites

90.0–100.0 5th grade Very easy to
read

2

80.0–90.0 6th grade Easy to read 0

70.0–80.0 7th grade Fairly easy to
read

13

60.0–70.0 8th and 9th
grade

Plain english 5

50.0–60.0 10th to 12th
grade

Fairly difficult
to read

5

30.0–50.0 College Difficult to
read

9

0.0–30.0 College
graduate

Very difficult
to read

4

Table 3 Number of websites
in different language

Total sites 38

Only English 19

Hindi/English 3

Multilingual 15

Regional 1
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make the readability measures adapt to multilingual pages focusing on context and
its meaning in the language.

The pandemic nature of COVID-19 requires adequate and effective communi-
cation and dissemination of reliable information from the healthcare people to the
general public. This can be done by creating online material written at the recom-
mended reading level and comprehensible to help the public take informed decisions
about risk mitigation measures.
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ReMeDi: Secure Electronic Health
Records Sharing Using Blockchain

Pooja Tripathi, Rohan Yadav, Shruti Pancholi, Vivek Singh,
and Nishtha Singh

Abstract The following paper introduces a web application using blockchain tech-
nology that put forward an effortless solution for sharing sensitive medical records
in a secure way. With the fast pace life involving work and degrading environmental
conditions, we are subjected to various health issues. These health issues generate a
lot of health records. Health records store a lot of critical information that is private
to individuals. Medical records are currently handled manually by individuals which
have security and efficiency-related issues. Thus, theweb application provides instan-
taneous tracking of medical records which improves security, increases efficiency,
and reduces overall cost. It will help infrequent distribution of information among
health care providers, insurance companies, pharmacists, researchers, patient fami-
lies leading to ease in data sharing, improving decision-making for medical care,
and maintaining accessibility and authenticity. This paper highlights this application
as it works on two different levels: patient and the doctor levels. While patients can
use it for uploading their records, granting access to the doctors, and viewing their
records, doctors can use it to view the records of the patients who have given access
to them.

Keywords Accessibility · Blockchain · Confidentiality · Doctors · Electronic
health records · Patients · Privacy · Security ·Web application
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1 Introduction

Blockchain emerged as distributed technology after Bitcoin white paper was
published [1]. Blockchain is decentralized and has all the transactions in a sequential
manner which can be referred to by the users at any point in time without any hassle
of a central governing body [2]. This technology assures security of knowledge,
regulation of susceptible data between patients and medical field. Various benefits
associated with this technology are it is immutable, maintains integrity, is hassle-
free and transparent [3]. All these features were possible because of cryptography
concepts and various protocols which include digital signature and hashing.

Blockchain has its foot in every possible field including health care. In health care
formanaging records, as is simple and safe due to the different features of blockchain-
like transparency and data integrity [4–6]. It makes patients the sole owner of their
data and has full control of their access rights [7]. This technology can also be used to
perform various medical and clinical researches as this process breaches the integrity
and privacy of patient’s medical information [8]. And in such cases, blockchain can
work as a solution for all such problems [9].

Health care researchers are working hard to dispose of all such troubles asso-
ciated with the traditional technology. Blockchain has taken the entire industry by
storm health care will be further progressed if accompanied by machine learning and
artificial intelligence [10, 11].

It can further be used for fraud detection in the supply chain of medicinal drugs.
It is a crucial issue to protect these drugs from any fraud as most people depend on
them for life. Any settlement made on this can affect the health. These chains are
prone to such fraudulent activities as it involves a lot of people [12, 13].

Blockchain terminatesmost of the problemsof traditional systems that can provide
a safe platform; every record in blockchain can be authenticated via smart contracts
as and updating blockchain is not easy.

In this fast-paced life, health has been demeriting rapidly, and to get rid of them,
it requires various tests and medical records. Always when we visit the doctor, we
always have to put forward the reports which include medical records, MRIs, X-rays,
previous prescriptions. It is one of the biggest tasks to keep all such records together.

Health records are very sensitive information, and it is required to be divided
among insurance companies, doctors, pharmacists, and researchers; this also is very
challenging as patients’ history keeps on updating. Someone who has a serious
disease such as cancer or HIV, they have a history of treatment rehabilitation and
post-treatment [14, 15]. Having a complete history is very important for correct
treatment, for instance, knowing the dose of chemotherapy for further treatment is
very important as the patient can visit several medical facilities for consultation,
or they can be transferred from one hospital to another. Traditionally, if a patient
wants to share their clinical information for research purposes or even if they want
to transfer them from one hospital to another, they have to sign a declaration stating
that what data they are agreeing to share with the recipient.
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Collection of data for research purposes also requires patient’s consent unless it is
anonymous. Relying on a single authority that stores data can have a single point of
failure and can collapse the backbone of the entire framework. Existing traditional
systems have various loopholes such as integrity, privacy, security, and single point
of failure as those were centralized. Our paper aims to suggest a framework that
proposes a decentralized system that stores patients’ medical records, and they can
even give access to records to particular doctors or researchers. We even tried to
solve the problem of privacy for patients. We even solved the problem of blockchain
scalability by using IPFS technology which is an off-chaining method, for storing
patient’s data.

The paper is divided into different sections. Section 2 summarizes literature
review. Section 3 narrates preliminaries like technologies used. Sect. 4 shows the
design of the framework and methodology. The last section denotes conclusions and
future works.

2 Literature Review

Several such applications have been developed keeping in mind the secure sharing
of medical resources. All the applications that used technology to their pre-eminent
clarify this problem of secure sharing of medical records. A company in Estonia,
Gaurdtime also uses the framework based on blockchain to secure the records of
convalescent. An applicationMedRec [16] built on Ethereumwith its smart contracts
is to create a brilliant presentation of medical records within nodes of networks. It
was an outline by Massachusetts Institute of Technology Research Laboratory in
collaboration with BIDMC. It explains the distributed approach for managing access
rights authorization and exchange of medical records among health care systems.
Blockchain gives the patients complete rights over their data, and the permissions
are with patients only. MedRec project has worked fine for medical data, and now,
the developers are working to add more scope.

The author presents the Medicalchain framework which eases exchange of
health history across medical institutions [17]. Another project Healthcoin directs to
construct an EMR system globally. Some other players in this field are Patientory,
Factom, IBM Watson, Bowhead, Nuco, SimpleVital, HealthCombix, and QBRIC.

One other framework Ancile [18] also utilizes smart contracts in Ethereum-based
blockchain for increased access control and modification of data; it even uses cryp-
tographic techniques for improved security. Healthchain [19] is a framework based
on Hyperledger that works on the preservation of privacy. Zhang and Lin moved
toward seclusion and put forward seclusion maintaining scheme which used private
blockchain to store health records [20]. This framework focuses on asymmetric
encryption and also implements procedures for testing of performance to ensure
system availability. Another arrangement was suggested via Google platform that
offers Google app script a programming facility that helps to integrate wallets and
data repository.
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MedBlock [21], BlockHIE [22], FHIRChain [23], MeDShare [24],
HBasechainDB [25] are other frameworks that are based on blockchain. The
authors proposed a platform that is seclusion preserving MediBchain engaged
cryptographic functions to identify patients’ history in a blockchain system [26].
Yeu proposed Healthcare Data Gateway (HDG) [27] an application that allows
patients to control and choose how to share their data by preserving seclusion.

A similar architecture was proposed for sharing and managing medical data on
diabetes patients using blockchain contracts using multi-signature to improve data
privacy and access control [28]. Griggs, he demonstrated how smart contracts on
the Ethereum platform can support an automated secured environment that moni-
tors patients in real time [29], while Liang presented a Hyperledger-based frame-
work [30] for data collection and sharing among different stakeholders in mobile
healthcare interface [31]. The proposed framework is flexible to overcome technical
issues. In the future after creating a reliable heath network, we could open other
frontiers to health management by integrating pharmacists, insurance companies,
and researchers.

After surveying various papers and reading about all the different applications,
we conclude that in all the mentioned applications, patients are not even considered
the owners of their medical records, which is very personal and delicate. Since the
patient is the sole owner of the data, they should only have permission to give access
to anyone. Mainly, our paper focuses on making patients the sole owners of their
medical records. All the powers regarding the data are in their hands. ReMeDi uses
the access control mechanism throughwhich patients can give access to their medical
records, and later, the access can easily be revoked, and this makes ReMeDi different
from already existing applications. ReMeDi incorporates a cryptocurrency wallet,
which will directly consolidate the transaction cost deductions, making it unique,
highly scalable, and efficient.

3 Methodology Used for Framework

Designing of the Framework

ReMeDi does not store the patient’s records directly into the blockchain, but it stores
the patient’s records on IPFS, and the cryptographic hash is stored into the blockchain.
Thus, for storing records, the off-chaining technology is used that is accomplished
through IPFS. It is the hybrid approach because files are not stored on the blockchain
directly, but the metadata of the record is stored on the blockchain that can be used
to access the records. The overall working of the framework is defined in Fig. 1.

Implementation of the Framework

The framework is divided into two main components:
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Fig. 1 Working of framework

Doctor Component

For his part, the doctors can register themselves and then sign into their personal
dashboards. Only once the particular medical practitioner is given access to the
records by the convalescents, then only, they will be able to see the patient’s records
alongwith theMetaMmask account address of the patient in their dashboard. Figure 2
briefly explains the workflow of the doctors component.

Patient Component

In this part, as depicted inFig. 3, the patients can register by providing theirMetaMask
information and sign into their respective dashboards. Later, the patients can upload
their medical records, then those files will be uploaded on to the IPFS, and the hash
generated will be then stored on to the blockchain. Then, the convalescent can give
access to their data to a particular medical practitioner.

Fig. 2 Working of doctor
component
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Fig. 3 Working of patient
component

Requirements

The basic requirements for the framework to work effectively are processor recom-
mended 1 GHz and RAM of the system as minimum 1 GB, but recommended is
to have 4 GB. The storage required is advocated to be 400 MB. It will require the
users to have a web browser installed on their systems. Along with the web browser,
it is necessary to have a MetaMask account in order to facilitate the transaction
cost incurred in the framework. It will also require photographs/media/file access to
upload the medical record into the framework.

4 Performance

In this section, we will be evaluating the developed framework. By testing its
performance, we can overcome various risks associated with the framework.

To test the performance of framework, we conducted experiments using following
arrangements Intel Core i5 CPU @ 1.10 GHz, 8 GB memory, and Windows 10 64
bits.

We developed the framework using solidity a programming language used towrite
Ethereum smart contracts.
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In order to evaluate the performance, we will need some data to gage the
performance of the framework; later, we will discuss the parameters or metrics.

Data for evaluation based onwhose value various performancemetrics will decide
the performance:

Transaction Deployment Time (tx1): It can be explained as time when the trans-
action gets deployed. In Ethereum, smart contracts are deployed using transactions,
and this time refers to that.

Transaction Completion Time (tx2): It can be explained as time when the
transaction gets completed and confirmed by the chain.

Now, the performance metrics for evaluation is:

Execution Time: It is the difference between confirmation time and execution in the
blockchain.

To check if the framework works fine, we would perform all the capabilities of the
framework to test the real-life scenarios.

Average Execution Time: The time of execution increases as the number of trans-
actions increases. When a single user uses this framework, the function Add Patient
Record takes 37 s, View Patient Record takes 2 min 45 s, and Grant Access takes
around 1 min. The time will increase as the number of users in the framework
increases.

For every transaction, the fee or cost is associated. In Ethereum, the transaction cost
is calculated in ETH which is the currency associated with Ethereum; some smaller
units are wei and gwei.

The formula to calculate transaction fees is represented as:

Transaction Fee = Gas Consumed × Gas Price

We can calculate the transaction cost by using the recommended figure for Gas
Consumed that is 11000 and is 11 gwei for Gas Price.

Transaction Fee = 11, 000 × 11 = 121, 000 Gwei.

And, 1 Ether = 1000, 000, 000 Gwei.
Then,
for 1 Ether, Transaction fee = 0.000121 Gwei.
Following Table 1 shows some basic functions that are used in our ReMeDi

application. We can distinctly see that each function equates some quota of data and
transaction emolument. All the functions that change or modify the smart contact
state when they are called usually incur some gas fee. The currency associated with
Ethereum are Wei and gwei.
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Table 1 Basic functions of
ReMeDi application

Transaction Size Fee

TxnRegister patient 100 bytes 0.000111 ETH

TxnRegister doctor 100 bytes 0.000103 ETH

TxnUpload file 324 bytes 0.000252 ETH

TxnGrant access 164 bytes 0.000398 ETH

TxnRevoke access 164 bytes 0.000137 ETH

Comparison with different framework

We will be comparing our application with present frameworks in this domain on
various parameters without compromising on privacy as well as security.

Scalability

Scalability can be defined as the ability of the system to perform different func-
tionalities, in situations when system storage increases or decreases. After several
advancements, blockchain lacks scalability. Our proposed framework works even if
the storage volume increases or decreases as we are using IPFS.

As the patient’s information is stored in company with the hash of IPFS file, this
renders the scalability issue associated with blockchain. Even if patients’ data size
increases, as the data on blockchain will still be quite less, thus, the transactions will
work faster. IPFS uses hash which is stored in a decentralized manner.

Access Control

This framework makes sure that no third party can access the system who is not
sanctioned to have access to the system. It provides security using certain safety
mechanisms to keep itself secure from third-party incursion.

Content Addressable Storage

Content addressable storage refers to IPFS [33] used for the storage mechanisms.
The patient’s record is stored on IPFS which generates the hash. It ensures secure
storing of patients record.

Integrity

The integrity of any system is defined by how much it can be trusted by its users. It
should be genuine and inviolable. Since it is blockchain-based, it does not compro-
mise on this. The information stored is safe and cannot be tampered with by unau-
thorized access. Patient is the only owner of their data; no second person has the
right to modify the data. The use of IPFS locks the security of medical reports.

In Table 2, [35] we have compared our framework ReMeDi with two other frame-
works which are FHIRChain and HBasechainDB based on various parameters which
include scalability, integrity, access control, and content addressable storage.
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Table 2 Comparison of proposed framework with related work

FHIRChain HBasechainDB ReMeDi

Blockchain-based Y Y Y

Scalability Y Y Y

Integrity Y Y Y

Access control Y N Y

Content addressable storage N N Y

5 Conclusion and Future Works

In this paper, we have presented the working of our application-ReMeDi. It provides
efficient management and easy accessibility of medical records for hassle-free
sharing of health records. It is a boon to all the users who fear the long queues,
extended waiting hours, and less secure sharing protocol. Our proposed system is for
secure records as well easy access. The system is easy to use and understand. Also,
the system ensures to confront the data storage problem as it uses IPFS [32, 34].

The application has transcended the features of existing applications. Later, these
features can be added:

• Integrating other actors of the medical field including insurance companies,
pharmacists, researchers.

• Integration of consultation to the patient’s dashboard.
• Incorporate the payment system.
• Integration of health accessories like Fitbit for health monitoring system.
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Identification of 5G Network Complexity
Using SDN

Neetu Faujdar, Ruchi Agrawal, and Ankush Agarwal

Abstract The massive increase in communications technology creates a distributed
network, which will be creating a massive quantity of data in billions of network
devices.Digital and broadband networks are a significant contributor to this transition
which calls for different technological paradigms in a resource-driven world that
provides low latency with high efficiency. The full IP-based application launch is
planned for 2020. There is, still, no framework for 5G technologies developed, and a
standardized 5G specification is being sought out. In the same way, the best choice is
changing infrastructure, for instance, software-defined network (SDN). The unified
control board is used to separate SDN from the data plane and tomonitor the network.
This paper provides a state-of-the-art analysis of 5G deployment for the SDN.

Keywords Software-defined network · 5G · Cellular networks · Integrated cellular
SDN

1 Introduction

Exponential advancement toward development plus networking creates a hyper-
connected ecosystem with millions in linked products. The new cellular innovations
like 3G/4G are introducing IP networking that assures to delivery of fast broadband,
interactive technology, and a wide variety of facilities with better capacity, versa-
tility in delivery, and lower cost impact. Though, the market for connectivity and
the traffic habits of globalization is increasing exponentially, with an unprecedented
mobile network increase of 4000-fold over the past decade and membership of 150
million in the first quarter of 2016, with 1.2 billion wired smartphones in the third
quarter of 2016 [1].
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Owing to this increasingly growing number of network/submission and inter-
connection tools, the existing wireless 3G/4G network is not adequately satisfying
the planned demands of the 5G wireless system/mobility network for convergence,
low latency, and high capacity. The 5G offers user-centered networking, including
connections to different devices easier, greater bandwidth, and a 1 ms delay. 5G is
an essential tool for the Internet of Things (IoT) framework that connects billions
of users as it supports low cost, low power communication machine to machine
(M2M), guaranteeing high service quality (QoS). The standardization attempts for
5G are only at an early level, nevertheless, and 5G is expected to be completely
realized in “2021 in South Korea, Japan, China,” and the USA [2].

To incorporate and operate the 5G wireless networks, current networking and
network infrastructure will be reconfigured. That is because of the current 3G/4 G
system. We cannot have farsighted stability and cost savings in handling billions of
wired devices. In the light of the M2M networking, vehicular access, smart grids,
and industrial automation, as anticipated from the 5G IoT network framework, the
current spectrum is still inadequate to fulfill planned improvements and efficiency
criteria. The software-defined networks (SDNs) and network function virtualization
(NFV) allowed innovations are included [3].

The SDN redefines network design by the isolation of the control plane and
offers protection for heterogeneous network relationships with constantly evolving
complexities through the use of programmable planes. Around the same time, NFV
provides many applications effortlessly linked with the network free of the inherent
complexities and sharing of capital. SDN network convergence facilitates creativity
more efficiently and versatility in delivery resulting in faster connections to emerging
IP-based networks [4].

Yet the nuances of 5G, cell network specification and deployment are continuing
to be abstracted an active issue in the telecom network. Therefore, the numerous
current cellular network structures are envisaged in the sense of SDN and argue for
the likelihood of an SDN-based cellular infrastructure reshaping cellular commu-
nication. This article highlights different studies that include a cellular SDN-based
cellular IoT development approach, in particular, the implementation of 5G in SDN
background. Between 2010 and 2016, we review the literature, concentrating on
various cellular systems utilizing the freedom of the SDN core router [5].

2 SDN-enabled Wireless World

SDN innovation is a unique methodology into network executives that empower
automatically effective organization structure. It is an advanced organization model,
in which separation of the control plane from the information plane offers seller
freedom, user autonomy, and protection for diverse networks. SDN is normally
related to network filtering and functions as a network-level control orchestrate. SDN
control airplane is technically a hierarchical organization with a regional network
perspective. Networkmaintenance and setup on the control plane are carried out. The
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network supporting the switching system is separated from software and customer
facilities. In the data center and cloud infrastructure, SDN is the most commonly
used architecture [6].

2.1 SDN Architecture and Protocol

SDN is essentially a three-network architecture. (1) Stage of data plan, (2) stage of
pilot and plane power, and (3) stage of operation. Data plane consists of dumb trans-
mittingmachines, i.e., routers, which only transmits data on the controller directions.
The controller functions as a brain and controls the network from a global network
view. Customer specifications are decoupled via applications that, for example,
through northbound APIs, are transmitted to the dispatcher. API for RESTful. The
manager administers the entire system and has a regional network vision. Many
modern sensors, like OpenDaylight, Floodlight, NOX/POX, are on the marketplace
from their inception. For incoming data plane flows, the SDN controller determines
the law. Northbound interface (NI) API and southbound interface (SI) API enable
SDN layers to connect over accessible APIs [7].

The SDN system delivers configuration and adaptive monitoring for the propa-
gation of the meditative state on the regional level with a regional network vision.
To satisfy the increasing requirements of customers, SDN will provide high data
transmission spectral performance, capital allotment, and management of data for
IoT equipment. Many monitoring programs are often meant to operate on the unified
device for cell phone networks like the self-organizing networks (SON) program.
By tuning the control plane using the SON algorithm, SON generates an efficiency
advantage in the RAN [8].

The SDNarchitecture offers a national network framework for setup and proactive
control for the dissemination of the meditative mind. SDN can include fast data
transfer, spectral efficiency, capital assignment, and datamanagement for IoT devices
tomeet the growing requirements of customers [9].Many control schemes for cellular
networks such as the SON software are also configured to run on single devices. SON
produces a performance benefit within the RAN system by adjusting the control
plane using the SON algorithm [10]. The SDN architecture consists of two types of
networks, namely SDN-enabled wireless network and SDN-based cellular network
architecture [11].

2.1.1 SDN-Enabled Wireless Network

Wireless networking and SDWN-based optimized SDN wireless networks have also
been accomplished with SDN advantages. The wireless network operation is enabled
in an economical and fine-grain channelingway via the unifiedSDNcontroller design
with a strong data rate,with lower latency. The SDWNfrequency control is associated
with baseband virtualization. A wireless data plane control system is resented to
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Fig. 1 Mobile wireless network architecture based on SDN [12]

decouple the data plane of the MAC protocol. Data plane management is carried out
through proclaimed and flexible programmable device and network protocol (Wi-Fi,
LTE) refactoring. To configure the MAC and PHY layers of the data transmission
plane, a code application framework is used. Mobile flow is a system with the user
modeling the transport grade delivery for the cellular network and the construction
of test beds plus the central controller offers security, permission, and the delivery of
QoS services. Figure 1 shows a general framework for SDN-based handheld wireless
[12].

2.1.2 SDN-Based Cellular Network Architecture

QoS for hyper-wired network wirelessly linked over a wide spectrum of networking
environments, and cellular network evaluations from first generation (1G) to the fifth
level (5G) seek to test the cellular network. A broadband network with a differing
spectrum and building a heterogeneous network with various areas including Wi-Fi,
LTE, WiMAX, and 3G/4G are the key ingredients of the mobile network. The other
approach is to utilize the 4G and 5G networks rather than operator-driven, namely
the specifications for infrastructure and standards are different and need production
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Fig. 2 SDN-based cellular network [12]

and scalable design and installation of the new networks. The hyper-connected 5G
network M2M modules involve the convergence of current and new technologies
[12].

5G systems comprise the device interface and a varied array of radio access
network (RAN) and independent networks. The RAN applications are connected to
the outside Internet environment over an Ethernet interface which is handled with a
control device policy center. A general cellular network design is presented in Fig. 2.

2.2 Architectural Characteristics of 5G

The expected dreams of 5G organization innovation are centered around a few
forecasts, including developed traffic limit, more prominent information rate for
every client, diminished inertness, and higher versatile application. Heterogeneous
organization sending in 5G is a fundamental plan with a uniting network also.

2.2.1 5G Data Volume and Route

The estimated volume of data from cellular data users is 30.6 exabytes and is aver-
aging 3Mbps link levels up to 2017. This data load is 1000-fold greater than the
current level of traffic and 100-fold larger. Therefore, the 5G network’s capacity
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management aims to revamp the PHY technology and bandwidth performance. 5G
manages all oncoming traffic with a single unified system. The SDN theory relates
to flow change and control. The software is built with network computation and a
genetic algorithm. Flow uses the identical node assets, and this division of labor in
this design optimizes the system.

2.2.2 Reduced Latency in 5G

The decreased latency called 1 ms latency, particularly in M2M networking, is an
essential feature of 5G technology.The5Gappswill cash localmaterial, e.g., products
via EPC, and eNBs decrease reaction time throughout the 5G network. However,
eNBs small storage space are not enough to cache and constantly update information,
thereby growing the cache impact ratio as opposed to a missed ratio and increasing
overall link latency.

2.2.3 Improved Energy Efficiency

As energy-constricted machines, M2M connectivity is generalized. Therefore,
energy usage management is important for the higher and longer existence of the
energy restraining network. Sleep/wake processes and timing for idle channels may
be used as energy-saving nodes.

2.2.4 Key Points of 5G Architecture

In the direction of outlining the essential advantages of the 5G mobile network,
dynamically integrated applications that can offer high rate, low latency as well as
versatile and configurable software will meet the following criteria. The SDN and
NFV definitions will be used for the design of the 5G technology/cellular network.

3 Cellular Network Integration in SDN

Boundary functionality in the telecommunications network is challenging to obtain
the intended effect and will actively interfere with radio technology, despite the
enhanced sophistication and combined technology. Differentiated control efficiency
will improve network output by offering program control and radio control.
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3.1 SDN-Based Cellular Network Architecture

Li made the primary suggestion toward an SDN-based mobile network [13]. Wrong
and. In s. S, they named it cell SDN, in which the rules for specific LTE network
consumers dependent on characteristics are established and the network is managed.
Local agents conduct deep packet inspection on-turn in cell SDN and reduce
unnecessary controller load [14].

As the transmitter set in which cross-functionalities is challenging to achieve
owing to centralized communication algorithm, radio access network (RAN) is
managed independently as the network. Different control functionalities can improve
network efficiency by offering technology-based radio modulation.

S. is indicated by Soft-RAN. Throughout, Tomovic et al. utilized the 4G LTE
network SDN concept. The entire RAN is resumed into the geographical region
through a hierarchical control plane. In a grid of three dimensions, a wide base station
with centralized power, i.e., size, time and bandwidth slots, is allocated resources.
In the field of size, time, and energy, the planner determines to assign capital. Radio
aspects/BS wants to tackle disruptions at the local stage [14].

3.2 SDN-Based Cellular Network Management

It is incredibly challenging to set up, redefine, distribute the capital, and also to use
the inter-communication model. When controlling the heterogeneous network, SDN
has a significant function to play.

D Wu et al. introduced UbiFlow that offers powerful flow management and
flexibility administration in urban multi-network via centralized SDN controls.
Throughout UbiFlow design, a dynamically dispersed SDNdevice is used to separate
IoT systems into tiny network fragments/clusters. For various data demands, the IoT
devices of each partition may be linked to a separate entry point [15].

M. Boussard et al. suggested an IoT system monitoring and control structure
based on SDN in an intelligent world. In order to require consumer facilities, the
control system, dubbed software-defined LANs (SD-LAN), organizes systems and
classes. In order to explore and build a computer topology for device specifications,
the Universal Plug and Play (UPnP) and the Standard Network Discovery Protocol
(SSDP) architectures are used [16].

4 Proposed Methodology

5G organization comprises of three gatherings of administrations whose necessities
ended up being the justification improvement, i.e., massive machine type commu-
nication (mMTC), helping bunches of IoT gadgets with inconsistent activity and
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correspondences of little information bundles. Expanded circumstances contain a
large number of gadgets, robotization of cycles, similar to transportation, shrewd
removal of waste, resource following, and so forth. These facts when considered
provide a very likely idea that will help us to design the beyond 5G (B5G or so-
called 6G) architecture that is seen as ultra-dense networking (UDN) implying a
density of hundreds of nodes per square kilometer. To offer improved coverage for
every user, a UDN is used which works based on the implementation of moving or
static, flying radio access (RA) nodes or ground. To bemore precise, the transmission
distance is lowered in the UDNs, which results in a better quality in linking and leads
to the reusing of frequency to be maximized and increased capacity. For instance, in
a crowded event (Fig. 3a), like a trade-fair or a music festival, surplus connectivity is
necessary, specifically at remote locations that are not near central areas; typically,
the access network nodes are not able to cope with the excess amount of connections
by the event watchers.

A strategy to build a network office for helping such occasions can be dispersal of
robots, put deliberately for better-quality organization and additional transfer speed

Fig. 3 Fifth-generation network demanding typical use case scenarios: aCrowded event; bMoving
users; c Network recovery after a natural disaster
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to the space, and simultaneously the transmission of fast associations, the versa-
tile information traffic between center organization and the clients. Moreover, edge
content reservingmight have the option to facilitate the tension on backhaul connects
and further develop client experience.

Looking at a similar situation, several outdoor dwellings of attention for clusters
of visitors remain located to some extent outside the range of outdated telco arrange-
ment, comprising of trips on the sea toward coasts, site visits to historical places
by individuals, jungle safari trips to view the animals and vegetation, etc. Network
coveragemay be provided to individual sight-seeing (Fig. 3b), using radio-controlled
drones, hovering over places of tourism. The connection among the main network
and aerial random access (RA) nodes will need a type of medium to long-range
network transmitting equipment. A few RA nodes would be following visitors for
the duration of their visit. Lastly, after huge calamities, for instance, hurricanes and
earthquakes, network connectivity may be lost, resulting in the isolation of people
and leaving disaster management teams without proper communication with the
outside world. In these situations, some type of network providing equipment must
be set up immediately (Fig. 3c), concentrated on the affected regions, allowing the
disaster management teams and individuals in the region to be able to communicate
and enabling them access to the Internet or other resources, like voice. The deployed
network needs to be mobile for it to follow the disaster management teams, recog-
nizing signals and noises coming from the rubble by using FLIR cameras or other
sensors. Consequently, it develops superficial from the overhead that many external
challenges can recognize the development of mobile 5G networks, based on real-life
usage. The presence of multiple usages with varied abilities leads toward the harmo-
nized practice of connectivity nodes, to provide services and network connectivity
for the other facilities, with clashing goals on quality of service (QoS) and freedom
of movement for the sustenance of the different networks. Henceforth, the handoff
is further complex, so it needs additional study. Finally, impedance organization can
be viewed as more troublesome and not reachable by the current clarifications given
in the writing. The air of portable hubs, stable BSs, and gadgets/clients produce a
complex meddling model which would be further equivalent to a wireless sensor
network).

5 Discussion and Open Issues

SDNmodelmaybeused onmultiplemobile network levels.But, theWSDNcurrently
is still in the early stages, and several concerns remain unresolved. Low-cost systems
are resource controlled; those need a service cycle to allow reserve resources commu-
nication, long-range communications through several hop communications, data
accumulation, and optimization of cross-layers. The proposed implementation is,
therefore, not completely implemented using SDN, and a complete design specifica-
tion has not been developed till date. Few initiatives are genuinely exemplary such
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as software-defined radio access network (Soft-RAN), software-defined networking
architecture (SoftAir) open road, and mobile flow.

TheSDNoperatormust be able to accommodate compact networknodeversatility,
self-setup, and flow management. The traffic management of every system absorbs
bandwidth and thus degrades the spectral efficiency of the cell network. Due to low
latency namely the latency of 1m in the network of 5G routing and flowmanagement
is needed through in-network storage that does not yet knowwhat flowwill except for
the hierarchical control. SDN unified control aircraft can often profit from operation
assaults and mid-attack denials. Data protection is a big concern because of the large
amount of data generated inside the IoT cellular network. The enormous scope of
hyper-connected networks renders it impossible to build the SDN-based wireless
network effectively.

6 Conclusion

In 2021, 5G is a technology priority to include modern networking and communi-
cations standards that allow an intelligent ecosystem. It affects the way we think of
connectivity in an object and increases the quality of life in our community. In any
case, 5G conditions have still not been perceived, even though genuine exploration
is being taken on to produce an intelligible 5G foundation that can oblige monstrous
amounts albeit solid data transfer capacity given by the cell organization. On account
of the huge number of associated gadgets and information produced, a cell network
needs completely programmable, versatility, assurance, and information preparation.

Tomeet consumer desires, scripting and unifiedmanagement are strongly awaited.
In this article, the latest mobile network development system for the SDN control
plane has been checked.

The core aspects of the 5G network and attempts to reach fast wireless data
speeds are being addressed in this article. Finally, SDN will flexibly alter mobile
network types and gain consistency in reshaping the wireless infrastructure to meet
the required features for the 5G mobile network.
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Estimation of Dynamic Fault Currents
of Microgrids Using Generalized
Regression Neural Network

A. Ananth, P. Mohan Babu, and C. Vaithilingam

Abstract Microgrids are paving way to accommodate the distributed generation
units (DGs) in the power systems. Besides the technical advantages such as enhanced
voltage regulation and reduced power losses, implementation of micro girds faces
few challenges also. Differentiating between the normal operating condition and the
fault condition is one of the technical challenges. The fault current of microgrids are
the function of mode of operation of microgrid like grid-connected or islandedmode.
The weather conditions also play a major role in the power generation level of PV or
wind energy generation in turn fault currents.As the fault currents varywith respect to
many operating conditions, the conventional electromechanical relays or static relays
cannot be used for the protection of power systemwith microgrids. Numerical relays
findwide applications in the protectionofmicrogrids. Theprocessor-based relayswill
be programmed using machine learning or artificial intelligence-based algorithms to
estimate the fault current values at a given operating condition. The objective of this
paper is to develop a method to estimate fault currents of sample microgrid operates
at different operating modes and conditions, with the help of artificial intelligence
(AI) techniques. Supervised learning in general regression neural network in which
the neural network has been trained with the help of various irradiance values and
its corresponding fault current value. The fault currents obtained are compared with
the values obtained using conventional Simulink model.

Keywords Microgrid · Neural network · Reinforce learning · Irradiation · Fault
current

1 Introduction

Microgrid is an electricity distributed system that can operate in grid-connectedmode
by connecting to the traditional grid or in islanded mode by disconnection from
the central grid. It consists of load and distributed energy sources such as storage
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devices, distributed generators and some controllable loads. Usage of renewable
energy sources such as biomass, bio gas, solar energy and wind energy in microgrids
leads to lower environmental impact and increase in stability of supply. When a fault
occurs in any part, we can disconnect the faulty part by changing to islanded mode.
Due to variable generation and load, the fault current value changes dynamically
which necessitate adaptive protection scheme for the microgrid.

Microgrid consisting of distributed generators in the power system emerged in
recent years [1]. The conventional unidirectional distributed network can be easily
protected as the fault current is not dynamic. Themulti-source present in the networks
leads to multidirectional power flow in the grid which requires the need of adaptive
protection systems as an alternative for traditional protection systems. Presence of
distributed generators in microgrids impacts the change in fault current magnitude
and direction.

In this paper [2], the coordinated protection using overcurrent relays is consid-
ered to be simple. By using real-time values, the artificial neural network (ANN)
model is trained to analyse the status of fault conditions in the network. Another
ANN model is made with same measurements further to estimate the fault loca-
tion. To enhance the reliability of operation towards various operational situations,
modification of settings of relays is performed by reconfiguration.Accurate and intel-
ligent modification is done to the protection setting using the assistance of estimation
models.

This paper [3] proposes a reliable, accurate and adaptive method for protection
of microgrids with the help of fault current measurements of the system at different
operation modes, different types of loads and with the dynamic nature of distributed
generators. In this system, monitoring is done continuously by the central protection
unit using communication devices and the fault current settingswill be changed based
on the instruction of the CPUwhenever a fault is detected. Accurate operation is done
by estimating the current values under various operating conditions of microgrid
instantaneously, and the circuit breaker will be operated accordingly. This makes the
protection scheme adaptive, and it can avoid human interferences.

This paper [4] proposes an intelligent secondary controller based on neural
network for microgrids to handle faults and uncertainties in the system dynamics.
This adaptive neural network controller is based on multilayer perceptron network
(MLP).The performance of this controller is analysed based on the simulation results
of microgrid with fault condition and disturbance which includes transition from
grid-connected mode to islanded mode.

In the journal [5], the author has used an ANN for data analysis. It was found
that for the DGA method, ANNEPS takes advantage of both artificial intelligence
and human expertise by integrating the results from an artificial neural network and
expert system. Further, better results are obtained by using evolutionary programs for
optimal coordination of the DOCR system compared to the conventional method for
pick up current, TDS and operating time. [6] does a vast discussion on the existing
AI techniques for analysis of different network configuration and finds that the
existing ANN, fuzzy logic, genetic algorithm, SVM and wavelet-based techniques
are successful but are too few. The paper also suggests that there is a huge scope of
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research in AI-based techniques which can simplify the complex non-linear systems
with proper modifications in machine learning methodology. In paper [7], a method
is proposed using multi-agent for the protection of transmission lines.

In [8], the author suggests that field programmable gate arrays can be used for
the faster detection and correction of microgrid protection. It is also suggested that
modern FPGA is very fast and hence can reduce the time taken for fault detection.
Further research is required in the field of microgrids for the development of a
sophisticated robust network.

In paper [9], the effects of DER and topological changes on microgrid protection
are discussed. A digital relay-based protection scheme is proposed. The proposed
method is designed using pre-calculated settings which are automatically updated
by the central controller. Relay settings are pre-calculated using off-line studies.

From the literature review, it is inferred that the ability of protective relays to
differentiate between normal operating condition and fault current is very much
important for adaptive protection schemes. The efficiency of microgrid protection
system primarily depends on the ability to discriminate the currents. The accurate
estimation fault currents under various operating conditions is essential to develop
the AI model for adaptive protection. These factors necessitate the need for a method
which comprehensively covers all possible operating conditions of the systemandAI-
based method which estimates the fault current accurately with lesser computation.
This paper proposes an efficient method for the estimation of fault currents using an
artificial intelligence-based generalized regression neural network (GRNN) method.

2 Estimation of Dynamic Fault Currents

2.1 Block diagram

As shown in Fig. 1, a dataset consisting of irradiance value and presence/absence
of alternator is sent to the trained artificial neural network (GRNN is the model we
use, not ANN) model which processes the data and gives the corresponding current
value as an output.

Fig. 1 Workflow diagram
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2.2 Model Explanation

For the analysis, the Simulink models in Figs. 2 and 3 were used. The designed
microgrid consists of five renewable resources. Islanded mode is given in Fig. 2.
The grid-connected mode is given in Fig. 3. The alternator indicates whether the
microgrid is connected to the central grid or isolated. If the alternator is present,
the system is in the grid-connected mode (Fig. 3); otherwise, the system is in the
isolated mode (Fig. 2). The fault current estimation was done first for the microgrid
in islanded mode and then for the microgrid in grid-connected mode.

Figure 2 represents model without alternator, and Fig. 3 represents model with
alternator analysis that was done for the model which consists of five renewable
energy sources. A model was designed for a line voltage of 11 kV. Hence, the
inverter’s phase-to-phase voltage was set as 16 kV. A sampling time of 2.5 microsec-
onds was chosen for modelling. The model was designed for a load of 10.5 MW. The
designing of RLC circuit for the inverter was done using the equations,

Cfmax = (0.05 ∗ P)/(2 ∗ pi ∗ f ∗U 2) (1)

L f = (0.1 ∗U 2)/(2 ∗ pi ∗ f ∗ P) (2)

Fig. 2 System without alternator (islanded mode)

Fig. 3 System with alternator (grid-connected)
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RLf = Lf ∗ 100 (3)

Rlf: series resistance.
Lf: series inductance.
Cfmax: parallel capacitance.
P: power rating of the load.
f : 50 Hz.
U: inverter phase-to-phase voltage.
RLC componentswere used in order to remove higher harmonics and to soothe the

waveform from the inverter. A PWM generator was used for switching the inverter.
The parameters for the distribution line were designed considering the charac-

teristics of aluminium cable steel reinforced conductors. The resistance per length,
inductance per length and capacitance per length for designing the distribution line
were obtained from Characteristics of Aluminium Cable Steel Reinforced Conduc-
tors (ACSR) data. Each distribution line was designed for a length of 14 kms. Two
purely resistive loads, one of 5 MWs and another of 5.5 MWs were introduced at
two locations. Thus, a total of ten busses were introduced. Alternators were attached
at buses where bus voltage was dropping.

3 Methodology

Data Collection
Three phase fault blocks were introduced at five locations in the model. The five

locations are indicated in Figure 4 as locations: A, B, C, D and E. Fault currents for
LG, LL and LLL faults were measured at these five locations. The estimation of fault
currents was done for two cases. The first case was with an alternator, the system
is in grid-connected state. Distributed generation such as power generation using
solar panels, wind energy can be used to generate electricity. In the model, five PV

Fig. 4 Model with fault locations marked
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sources are connected as distributed generators. All the distributed generators were
connected to the grid during the analysis. During the grid-connected state, alternators
were connected at all the five locations. The normal current at locationAwas obtained
using Simulinkmodel. Then, a line-to-ground (LG) faultwas introduced at locationA
of the model. The LG fault current was measured. The same procedure was repeated
with alternators attached at all the five locations. The normal currents and LG fault
currents were noted for all these operating conditions. The power generation of all
the PV sources were varied. The different power generation was obtained by varying
the irradiance values. The normal current and the LG fault currents at different PV
generation were also obtained using simulation models. The irradiance values are
varied from 100 to 1200with a step increase of 100. All the four datawas recorded for
the set of irradiances. The second case was without alternators connected (islanded
mode). The same procedure was repeated for microgrid in islanded mode also. The
irradiance values and corresponding values of normal current and LG fault currents
are used as training data to develop AI-based protective relaying model.

Training the data and validation

The method of supervised learning was used in order to train the data for neural
networks. The value zero indicated the absence of alternator and one indicated the
presence. This value and irradiance were used as inputs to train the ANNmodel. The
output is normal current and fault current. The network was trained in MATLAB
Simulink. After training the network, it was tested for different values of irradiance
values as inputs which were not in the training. The current values thus obtained
were compared with the values obtained for the same sets of irradiance using the
Simulink model.

Table 1 is the data obtained from the Simulink model, the neural network and the
error for normal current obtained for islanded condition.

Table 2 shows the data obtained from the Simulink model, the neural network and
the error for fault current obtained for islanded mode.

Table 3 is the data obtained from the Simulink model, the neural network and the
error for normal current with the alternator.

Table 4 is the data obtained from the Simulink model, the neural network and the
error for fault current with the alternator.

Table 1 Without alternator
(islanded mode)—normal
condition

Irradiation(W/m2) Simulink GRNN Error(%)

140 50.84 48.34 4.91

225 53.62 53.08 1.007

360 53.53 55.35 0.32

730 57.66 57.54 0.208

980 58.56 58.566 0.01

1020 58.57 58.567 0.005
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Table 2 Without alternator
(islanded mode)—fault
condition

Irradiation(W/m2) Simulink GRNN Error(%)

140 197.31 198.24 0.46

225 202.47 202.26 0.10

360 207.92 208.28 0.17

730 213.43 213.38 0.16

980 215.34 215.755 0.19

1020 215.55 215.758 0.096

Table 3 With alternator
(grid-connected)—normal
condition

Irradiation(W/m2) Simulink GRNN Error(%)

140 49.15 48.51 1.08

225 50.16 50.42 0.515

360 51.47 51.57 0.193

730 52.84 52.76 0.151

980 53.36 53.34 0.037

1020 53.348 53.351 0.0056

Table 4 With alternator
(grid-connected)—fault
condition

Irradiation(W/m2) Simulink GRNN Error(%)

140 2089.12 2075.35 0.659

225 2219.58 2206.5 0.589

360 2266.61 2268.64 0.089

730 2314.02 2313.13 0.038

980 2325.45 2325.77 0.013

1020 2326.02 2325.95 0.003

4 Result

Using the general regression neural network, the current values for irradiances which
were not in the training data was found. The acquired qualities were confirmed by
reproducing for a similar irradiance in Simulink. It was found that the error between
the values obtained from the neural network and actual values was minimal. It was
also found that as the irradiance value increases, the error between actual value and
the value from the neural network decreases. That is, a neural system indicated higher
accuracy for higher estimations of irradiance. It was also found out that the network
was better for grid-connected system than for the isolated system.
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5 Conclusion

The protection schemes of power system with renewable energy sources or stan-
dalone microgrids require adaptive methods. The protective relays should be able to
discriminate between the fault currents and current in normal operating condition.
Because same value of current may be a fault current in one operating condition
and normal current in some other operating condition. Hence, an adaptive protection
scheme is suggested in this paper. The proposedmethod can be developed and imple-
mented for the protection of a microgrid during any system dynamic uncertainties
and disturbances in both the modes of operation. The proposed model is rescalable
and replicable to suit any power system irrespective of number of buses or type of
energy sources. The simulation results show that the proposed model can be imple-
mented for microgrid protection. The proposed methodology can be deployed in any
microprocessor to control the protective setting intelligently during disturbances.
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Enhanced Video Articulation
(EVA)—A Lip-Reading Tool

M. Sri Geetha, M. Sujay Sudharshan, S. Sunderesh, P. Aruna,
and M. Sanjana Sri

Abstract Lip-reading depends much on the context and the knowledge of language
as it does on visual clues and is notoriously challenging. Human lip-reading is a
tedious task that requires not only the knowledge about the language but also the
visual evidences to approximately or appropriately predict the spoken words. Even
the speech recognition in the noisy environment can be made possible through the
lip-reading technique. The accuracy achieved through manual lip reading is 40%
which can be improvised usingAI deep learning techniques. To improve the accuracy
of predicting phrases from the low-resolution videos. Enhanced video articulation
(EVA) is an articulatory lip-reading technique determining the labial movements
of a person. The face of the person is recognised and is segmented for the labia.
The process counts on neural networks, AI algorithms comprising many simple
computing components coupled together that learn and process information in a way
similar to the human brain. As a result, we infer that the deep learning architectures
perform similarly to the traditional methods but will improve the word recognition
rates.

Keywords Video enhancement · Labial segmentation · Lip reading · Audio-visual
speech recognition · SegNet

1 Introduction

Enhanced video articulation (EVA)- a lip reading tool is an AI based tool that is
used to predict/generate the words spoken by the speaker from the input low-clarity
video. This model can be used to develop a variety of applications, such as a voice
replacement for people with laryngectomies. This would also help the people with
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hearing disorder to easily recognise the spoken words instead of manual methods
of lip reading. EVA does this by converting the movement of the labia to text in
real time with enhanced accuracy. This model can also be used to provide quality
of experience [1] to the users or the audience of live stream watchers and the online
video streaming applications, and the ambiguity and difficulty of the task might be
used to replace/overdub genuine speech. Enhancement of the input video does not
alter the original size of the file to a greater extent which helps us to overcome the
problem of space complexity.

2 Related works on lip-reading

2.1 Video Resolution Enhancement

The study suggested super resolution (SR) methodology that retained more features,
resulted in a better super resolved video sequence. Studies on a number ofwell-known
video sequences revealed that the suggested method outperformed both traditional
and state-of-the-art approaches.

3 Lip-Reading

There are many research works on lip reading using pre-deep learning techniques.
Convolutional neural network (CNNs) have been employed in a number of articles
to anticipate phonemes or visemes [2–4] from still pictures, rather than recognising
entire words or phrases. A viseme is the visual equivalent of a phoneme, “which is
the smallest recognisable unit of sound that makes up a spoken word”. Petridis et al.
train an LSTM [5] classifier using a discrete cosine transform (DCT) and profoundly
deep bottleneck features to perceive the entire word.

Wand et al. [6] identified brief words using an LSTM with HOG input features.
The persistent use of superficial characteristics is most likely due to a lack of training
data in lip reading. However, because the word boundaries must be known ahead of
time, the environment is still remote from the real world, as it is with any word-level
classification assignment. To determine labelling, it employs a CNN and LSTM-
based network and connectionist temporal classification (CTC).

4 Audio–Video Speech Recognition

“Lip reading and audio–visual speech recognition (AVSR) are strongly correlated
issues.Using a huge non-public audio–visual dataset,Mroueh et al. conduct phoneme
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categorization using feedforward deep neural networks (DNNs). HiddenMarkovian
models [7] works well with manually created or pre-trained visual features and
encodes input images using database records; few researchers used discrete cosine
transforms (DCT) and pre-trained convolutional neural networks (CNN) to charac-
terise phonemes; and every one of the three joins these elements with HMMs to
group spoken digits or segregated words. As with lip reading, there has been little
work put into developing AVSR systems that generalise to real-world situations.

Earlierwork canbe arranged into two.Themainkindutilises connectionist fleeting
classification(CFC), in which the model predicts outline-by-outline marks prior to
deciding the best arrangement between the casing-by-outline forecasts and yield
succession. The output labels are not conditioned on each other, which is a flaw.
Sequence-to-sequence models, on the other hand, read the entire input sequence
before attempting to predict the output phrase.”

The above-mentioned papers predicted the spoken word/phrases from a low-
resolution video which was a major drawback; this resulted in low test data accuracy
of the models.

5 Dataset Description

For training and testing of EVA, we have created our own dataset. Unlike MIRACL-
VC1 dataset [7, 8], which consists of each ten words and phrases spoken by five
men and ten women, our dataset consists of both words and phrases uttered by three
women and two men. The speakers were positioned against the camera and were
instructed to utter the words and phrases as in the table given below. Each dataset
instance is composed of a synchronised sequence of colour photographs. Each words
and phrases are further decomposed into frames of each 30 and are arranged in the
folders for further processing. The EVA dataset contains a total number of 1250
instances (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Description of EVA
dataset

ID Words ID Phrases
1 As 1 But I do really know
2 Simple 2 But I didn’t like you
3 That 3 But I don’t know
4 Know 4 It’s that simple 
5 No 5 It’s simple 
6 You 6 As simple as that
7 Really 7 As it is
8 But 8 It’s time
9 Well 9 All is well
10 Time 10 All are welcome 
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Fig. 2 Structure of EVA
dataset and detailed structure
of the dataset

The structure of EVA dataset and its detailed structure are given in the Fig. 2. The
words and phrases uttered by each of three women and five men are put into their
respective hierarchical structure.

6 Proposed model

Enhanced video articulation (EVA) takes low-resolution video with poor or no audio
quality as the input. Video super resolution is still an issue which is not solved and is
being researched in full capacity. EVA is dissected into three modules, namely video
enhancement, labial segmentation, and articulation of the spoken words (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3 Architecture of EVA (enhanced video articulation)
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7 Video Enhancement

There has been great progress in the field of image resolution in which the image is
enhanced from low resolution to high resolution using convolutional neural networks
(CNN). The first step is to process the low-resolution videos and convert them into
sequential frames. To overcome these problems, we came up with a solution which
helps us to convert a low-resolution video to a high-resolution video using deep
learning neural networks (DLNN). Hence, the frames of the video are put as the
input for our model which uses residual network (ResNet) CNN which enhances the
resolution of each frame and stores it into another file. This file is later used as an
input file for our final part which converts these HR frames to a video. Thus, the
proposed model focuses on enhancing the video at lesser computational cost and
consuming lesser time as compared to previous trivial models [8]. The transformed
high-resolution frames are then fed into the labial segmentation module where the
face is detected using Haar classifier and labial part is cropped using mouth points.

Our model is based on super-resolution convolutional neural networks (SRCNN),
but after tonnes of research on various research papers [9], we figured that residual
network CNNwas a better model as it gives a better image quality with the minimum
time complexity. This model uses six residual blocks and 2X upscaling which is
a refined version of its parent model SRResNet uses 15 residual blocks and 4X
upscaling.After training themodel,we tested themodelwhich changed the resolution
and the quality to a great extent. Figure 4 depicts the work of super-resolution CNN.

This model can be used in many aspects of work like it can be used to convert
low-resolution CCTV footage into high-resolution video which might turn out to be
a very important evidence to put criminals behind the bars. It can be used in the field
of medicine to convert the videos taken to capture the interiors of the human body
with tiny cameras (Figs. 5 and 6).

Sum = X(C) + X(A) − X(B) − X(D) (1)

Fig. 4 Super-resolution CNN
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Fig. 5 Finding the sum of
the shaded rectangular area

Fig. 6 Input image and enhanced image

where A, B, C, D are the points belonging to the integral image X.

8 Labial Segmentation

“The precision of the segmentation findings has a direct impact on the identifica-
tion rate in visual lip-reading systems, hence labial segmentation is crucial. Labial
segmentation strategies include the MAP-MRP framework, a clustering method,
and an active contour model (ACM). Because of its benefits over traditional image
segmentation approaches, the LACM model is adopted. ACM can acquires object
boundary precision down to the sub-pixel level, energy minimization and accurate
outcomes.

Active contour model (ACM) is a vital part image segmentation and computer
vision. ACM is classified as edge-based model and region-based model. An image
gradient is frequently used in edge-basedmodels to drive the active contour tomigrate
towards the object’s intended bounds. The suggested models were not employed for
labial segmentation since they had an incomplete convergence problem due to weak
object boundaries and picture noise. The active contour model’s scope is limited to a
particular region, which limits the effects of unrelated elements. The localised area-
based active contour model (LACM) is proven to be capable of creating superior
segmentation results where ACM fails.

The labial segmentation is done with the help of a local active contour model,
which generates the initial contour automatically. The evolving curve in LACM
divides the local neighbourhoods into two areas: the local region that lays inside and
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the local region that lays outside. The limited energy for advancing and separating
would then be able to be done. However, with LACM, incorrect parameters such as
high radius or long-evolving curves cause incorrect prediction. According to studies,
the labial is generally of an elliptical region.As a result, the labia can be approximated
by various elliptical outlines based on their particular structure. The min-bound oval
shape as the underlying developing bend is of critical significance to separate the
labial shapes. To track down the base bouncing oval of labial district, the identification
of labial corner specks is required. In particular, X(x, y) address a pixel esteem at
arrange (x, y), m and n are the most extreme upsides of lines and sections. The left
corner, right corner, upper corner, lower corner is signified as L a, L b, V a, and V,
individually (Fig. 7).

The steps involved in the extraction or segregation of labial contour are,

• Locate the labial area;
• Acquire the min-bounded oval shape;
• Proceed and develop iteratively;
• Segregate the labial contour area.

SegNet core trainable segmentation engine comprises of networks that actually
encodes and decodes and a layer that does the classification pixel-wise. The decoder
network maps the low-resolution encoder feature to full input resolution feature.
SegNet’s distinct quality is that it provides uswith the low-resolution featuremap that
serves as input and it has been decoded too. To conduct non-linear up-sampling, the
decoder leverages pooling indices obtained in the matching encoder’s max-pooling
step.”

Fig. 7 Standard deviation of column and rows
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9 Articulation

The feature-extracted enhanced frames are applied to RNN with LSTM architecture
to predict the words in the respective frames. RNN and LSTM, as well as their varia-
tions, require time-based sequential processing. Unlike neural turning machines, its
design saves all prior representations in memory. This can be inefficient: consider
saving the representation of each frame in a movie; most of the time, the represen-
tation vector does not vary from frame to frame, thus we are holding an abundance
of absolutely similar pictures.

RNN and LSTM necessitate memory-bandwidth-bound computation that will
restrict the relevance of neural networks solutions. Long short-termmemory (LSTM)
with long storage unit acts as an agent that used reinforcement to educate its
parameters and to memorise the letters for predicting the term.

The articulation part is structured into three:

• Labial localisation system to locate the labia in the digital input.
• Feature extraction system, which evaluates the appropriate labial features.
• Classification system, which maps feature vectors to terms.

Labial localization: We took an unconventional approach to labial localisation.
The primary components were computed using a series of digitised labial pictures.
The fixed portions of the image were compressed using these primary components.
The labia will be in the region with the least amount of information loss since the
major components were fine-tuned for labia.

Feature extraction: A normalised rectangle comprising the labial segment is fed
into the feature extractor. For the rectangular input frame, principal component anal-
ysis is employed to build a feature vector. A single-layer feedforward neural network
is used to estimate the main components.

Translation to words: Words (visemes) must be categorised from the feature
extractor’s feature vectors. A time-delay neural network was utilised to categorise
the feature vectors in order to incorporate temporal features into the classification
process.

10 Result

Recurrent neural network with long short-term memory (RNN with LSTM) is used,
and the model is fine-tuned with L2 regularisers with value 0.1 and 0.5. Optimizer-
SGD with learning rate 0.005 is set. The model shows result in 80th epoch with
training accuracy as 93% in the end for L2= 0.1. The validation accuracy gets better
result (51%) when epoch is 21 and L2 = 0.1.

In Fig. 8, Female-I uttered the phrase “But I do really know”. Our model predicted
the phrase as “But I don’t really know” (Fig. 9).
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Fig. 8 Clip that contains the phrase “But I don’t know” by Female-1

Fig. 9 Predicted output

11 Application

This model can be used to create different application that can be proposed such as an
alternative voice for laryngectomised patients. This would also help the people with
hearing disorder to easily recognise the spoken words instead of manual methods of
lip reading. The output of EVA can be taken for spying purposes, that is, to generate
the words spoken in an audio-less video from CCTV cameras with low/poor quality.
This can be integrated with the live videos to generate subtitles for that instance
accurately. This acts as a valuable communications tool for deaf and hard of hearing
people.
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12 Conclusion

In this work, we proposed a novel feature approach utilising an enhanced version
of SRResNet CNN to convert low-resolution to high-resolution videos. Our experi-
mental results demonstrate a supervised learning approach that recognises ten self-
curated phrases. EVA (enhanced video articulation) is a model which performs the
labial articulation of enhanced video. SegNet and LACM are used to extract the
labia from enhanced frames. These enhanced frames are applied to RNNwith LSTM
architecture to predict the words in the respective frames.

This work leads to a fundamental understanding of existing models and over-
coming their drawbacks. Future work can be developed that is independent of
speakers’ phoneme by creating larger dataset, increasing the number of phrases
uttered by the speakers.
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Technology Applications in Education,
Applications of Accelerometer Wearable
Sensor and Internet User Gender
Prediction—and FDI Attraction
for Digital Sector

Dinh Tran Ngoc Huy, Nguyen Thi Hang, Trung-Hieu Le,
Nguyen Dinh Trung, and Nguyen Thanh Hoang

Abstract According to statistics by the Department of Telecommunications
(Ministry of Information and Communications) in November 2016, the total number
of broadband Internet subscribers’ fixed broadband reached more than 9 million
subscribers and mobile broadband subscribers reached more than 12.6 million
subscribers. Besides, according to the statistics of “wearesocial.net,” in January 2015,
Vietnamese people Nam is ranked fourth in the world in terms of time spent using the
Internet with 5.2 h per days, just behind the Philippines at 6 h, followed by Thailand
with 5.5 h, and Brazil is 5.4 h/day. So we use quantitative methods and use methods
of meta-analysis, comparative statistical methods, survey methods, qualitative and
quantitative analysis methods to conduct a study to explore the advances of tech-
nology applications into modern education because applications such as accelerom-
eter wearable sensor or Internet user gender prediction can be applied on to online
teaching or e-learning process well. In addition to that, FDI attraction is helping
provinces in Vietnam such as Thai Nguyen to develop local economic strengths,
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creatingmore employment and income for the public in the globalization era, expand
productivity and quantity for digital sector.

Keywords Technology applications · Digital transformation · Digital sector ·
Wearable sensor · Internet user gender

1 Overview

First technology application in education: In online teaching or e-learning, espe-
cially, during COVID-19 time, we can use some computer programs to help to
improve education services for learners. Among these, solutions and applications
are prediction of gender of internet users. The sex determination method to classify
Internet users is implemented performed using machine learning techniques, using
user information of known gender and information about their Web browsing history
to train the receiver know the gender of other users when we only know the access
history of the site and directory data of interest to the person.

Second technology application direction: In a few recent studies, to observe human
activities to increase recognition efficiency, people are simultaneously observed by
environmental cameras while still wearing accelerometers as studied by Tran [1].
Even so, such amultimodal information acquisition system still faces difficulties such
as installation cost, field of view, and difference between viewing angles. Recently,
image sensors have been widely used to track the journey/daily activities of people in
a number of sports and health monitoring applications. In these studies, the camera
could be worn in several different locations on the body such as on the chest, wrists,
and head. The combination of wearing multiple sensors has also been conducted by
a number of research groups, but currently, the methods are not geared toward user
convenience (each sensor is worn in one position), so it is only suitable for specific
applications (care and monitoring of health progress and assessment of recovery)
that are not yet aimed at general users.

Next, Nguyen Phu Tu and Huynh Cong Minh tested the two-way relationship
between FDI and economic growth in 64 provinces and cities of Vietnam. The results
of the study show that the relationship between FDI and economic growth manifests
itself in many aspects, including positive contributions to economic growth, job
creation, technology transfer, and negative effects related to social problems. On the
other hand, the way investments are allocated will yield different results. The impact
of FDI is also evident in the mobilization and transfer of technology to modernize
and improve production capacity and technological level for the investee country
itself.
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2 Research Approach and Methods

First of all, this study conducts SVM method, gender determination using data from
Twitter messages and regression method in order to address implications of tech-
nology applied in education based on two applications: first, technology application
in education with prediction method of Internet user gender (learners gender from
distance) and second, technology application with accelerometer wearable sensor.
Several papers are the base of this work including: study of accelerometers by Tran
[1] and a study of accelerometer wearable sensors by Avci et al. [2].

The article conducts an overview of the research works of domestic and foreign
scholars, then from there, evaluates the effectiveness of FDI attraction activities to
promote economic growth in the digital transformation period.

Authors use meta-analysis aims to synthesize collected and searched documents
to systematize theories related to technology applications, combined with survey,
synthesis, and inductive methods.

Authors also analyze the fundamental theoretical issues as the basis for making
judgments and analyses. And compared to existing similar studies, this work will be
different in an aspect of technology application in education with prediction method
of Internet user gender (learners gender from distance) to help tailoring e-learning
courses, and stated the need for FDI attractions and its efficiency in private sector.
There will come the novel of this work.

3 Research Results

3.1 Technology Application

Technology application in education with prediction method of Internet user gender
(learners’ gender from distance).

Use available data PAKDD’15 is provided by FPT Joint Stock Company (http://
www.fpt.com.vn) now construct dataset from existing unnormalized actual data
PAKDD’15 for a number of users, using the SVM machine learning technique in
Chap. 2, and some tool to give the rate and accuracy of sex prediction method based
on access history.

Gender determination using data from twitter messages using regression method.

(a) Introduction

Gender determination using data from Twitter messages is a method of classifying
each comment by feature based on the comment content using the regressionmethod.
In the first step, from the raw data set of Twitter comments collected by topic,
we proceed to preprocess Twitter special characters, close duplicates, acronyms,
languages, slang, emoticons, and semantic networks.

http://www.fpt.com.vn
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(b) Ideas

Reading someone’s Twitter content, in some cases, one can somewhat guess the
user’s gender. For example, can you know the gender behind the following twitter
user?

I LIKE PLAYING FOOTBALL < 3

Regression is a supervised learning method in machine learning. The main goal is
to find the relationship between the features of a certain problem. More specifically,
from a given data set, we build a model (equation, graph) that best fits the data set,
showing the trend of variation and the relationship between the features. When a
new data sample comes in, based on the model, we can predict the value of that data
sample.

For example, we need to predict the gender of a Twitter based on the content
and writing characteristics of that Twitter. Thus, we need to find the relationship
between gender depending on content and writing characteristics. Based on the
dataset (assuming collecting the content, writing characteristics, and special charac-
ters of 100 Twitter users), we build an equation y = θ0 + θ1 × 1 + 2 × 2 where
y is the dependent gender ×1 (content) and ×2 (written feature). When there is a
new sample of data for a new user, simply applying such an equation will predict the
gender of that person.

We see that the equation = θ0 + θ1 × 1 + θ2 × 2 is the equation of the plane
in 3D space. Similar models to the equation of a line, the equation of a plane is a
linear model. Linear regression is a simple model in a regression problem in which
we use lines, planes, or linear equations in general to predict trends in data. Solving
the linear regression problem is to find the parameters θ0, θ1, … to determine the
linear equation (Fig. 1).

One of the problems encountered while running a linear regression model is
overfitting. Overfitting is a problem that occurs when the model we create tries too
hard tomatch the samples in the training set. Although themodelmatches the training

Fig. 1 Example of linear regression Source Trung-Hieu Le thesis, Tran [1]
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Fig. 2 Matching process Source Trung-Hieu Le thesis, Tran [1]

samples, it does not show the trend of the data, leading to the model being true only
for the values in the training set and completely wrong for the test values (Fig. 2).

Too much problem matching usually occurs when our Twitter dataset has many
features but few data samples. For example, we want to create a model with the form
of a straight line, that is, we need two features ×1, ×2 (coordinate features in the
plane), but only one data sample is represented as a point. To define a straight line
requires at least two points, and if there is only one point, there are infinitely many
models that fit the data sample, but only one of them is really true to reality.

Implied practical meanings

Based on prediction of Internet user gender, we can know male or female prefers
which courses or educational programs, then we can adjust our course outlines and
designed program to meet their demand.

3.2 Technology Application

Technology application with accelerometer wearable sensor.
Moreover, in education and physical exercises, we can think of using accelerom-

eter wearable sensor.

(a) Wearable sensor for human activity recognition problem

Accelerometer wear sensor: Accelerometer is the most popular wearable sensor
because of its compact size, easy integration on existing devices (phones, neck-
laces, bracelets, belts, etc.) at low cost. Many studies using accelerometers have
been deployed in various fields such as healthcare (monitoring, diagnostics, rehabil-
itation assessment, care for the elderly and children), monitoring and surveillance,
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family (support for dementia patients), and sports (assessment of energy consump-
tion, performance assessment of sports players). Avci et al. [2] presented an overview
of studies using accelerometer wearable sensors.

Due to specific applications, accelerometers can be mounted in one or several
locations on the body. Common wear locations for accelerometers are thighs, hips,
chest, wrists, arms, ankles, soles of shoes, or at all major joints of the body. The
number of body-mounted accelerometers can range from 1 to 48. The activities
measured from the accelerometer can take place indoors or outdoors, from cooking
activities, personal activities (brushing teeth), walking and climbing stairs to running
activities, playing ball/sports, and climbing. For example, in an assistive study of the
elderly by Stylianos Paraschiakos shown in Fig. 3, in which accelerometers were
mounted at various locations.

The limitation in observing the human hand due to the camera’s viewing angle:
If the camera is worn on the chest or above the person’s head, the angle of view of
the hand and the scene in front of the person’s face is completely natural, almost the
same like the human eye. However, when designing to integrate wearable sensors,
the camera viewing angle is limited. It is more difficult to observe the hand wearing
device, and the viewing angle of the hand as well as the objects in front of the human
eye is not directly. Furthermore, since the human hand is always in motion even
when the person is stationary, the signal and the change in angle of view will be very
large. This is perhaps the biggest challenge of hand-mounted sensor-based gesture
recognition.

Fig. 3 Some common accelerometer installation locations Source Trung-Hieu Le thesis, Tran [1]
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Correlation between accelerometer signal and image signal: When the hand
performs a certain gesture, the image signal and the accelerometer will be collected
simultaneously to serve the recognition process. If the accelerometer measures the
movement of the forearm (where the sensor is worn), the visual signal tries to capture
the shape and movement of the hand and the front view, in which the movement of
the hand and forearm can be completely different. It is not simple tomerge amodel of
gesture representation from multimodal signals in each mode that express different
meanings.

3.3 Assessing the Impact of FDI on Industry Growth

Industry growth rate

Industrial production value in 2004 (at current prices) reached 7.7 trillion VND; by
2020, it will reach 879 trillion VND, 114 times higher than the industrial scale in
2004. In which, the processing and manufacturing industry always accounts for a
high proportion and is the driving force for growth (Fig. 4).

Compared to the whole country in 2020, the scale of industrial production value
of Thai Nguyen province ranks fourth, after Bac Ninh, Binh Duong andHoChiMinh
City. Compared with other provinces in the region, Thai Nguyen province’s industry
is the highest and always ranks first. Average annual industrial growth rate: Industrial
production value in 2004 (at 2010 constant prices) reached 10,671 billion VND; by

Fig. 4 FDI industry growth rate. SourceAuthor’s summary from Thai Nguyen Provincial Statistics
Office
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2020, industrial production value reached 783,619 billion VND, 73.4 times higher
compared with 2004. On average, in the period 2004–2020, the industrial production
value increased by 29.8%/year; period 2006–2010 increased by 15.45%/year; due to
outstanding achievements in attracting FDI investment of the province in the years
2013–2015, the period 2011–2015 achieved the highest growth rate of 72.2%/year;
period 2016–2020 reaching 15.8%/year.

4 Conclusions

Huy [3] stated E-learning solutions have changed the way of teaching methods and
learning styles of students. And inmodern education, we need innovation approaches
in teaching methods at our universities and colleges.

This study has presented two approaches: implications of technology applied
in education based on two applications: first, technology application in education
with prediction method of Internet user gender (learners’ gender from distance) and
second, technology applicationwith accelerometerwearable sensor. Based on predic-
tion of Internet user gender, we can know male or female prefer which courses or
educational programs, then we can adjust our course outlines and designed program
to meet their demand.

Next, the 4.0 technology revolution and the digital transformation context create
many advantages for attracting FDI into Vietnam. The 4.0 technology revolution will
create many challenges for the Vietnamese economy as well as attracting FDI into
Vietnam. Because the current structural status of the economy is still inadequate,
the transition is slow, and the growth is not sustainable. The efficiency of investment
capital (ICOR coefficient) of state-owned enterprises is still far behind that of the
private sector. The imbalance and lack of mechanism in policy have led to a large
difference in the ICOR coefficient of the FDI sector compared to the non-state sector.
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The ICT Impact on Bank Performance:
The Case of Vietnam

Toan Linh Vu Le and Duy Khanh Pham

Abstract Bank digital transformation boosts the development of information and
communication technology (ICT) in the banking and financial systems worldwide.
This study investigates the impact of ICT development on the performance of the
banking system in a frontier market. For the period from 2009 to 2020, the empirical
evidence is basedonbalancedpanel data of 39banks inVietnam.The result shows that
bank profitability and ICT index have a significant positive nexus. This beneficial
impact is particularly evidenced in the bank’s digital transformation. Hence, the
beneficial impact on the return on IT infrastructure investment surpasses the original
installation expenses. The findings suggest that ICT advances help the banks perform
better when transforming from traditional to digital systems.

Keywords ICT · Banking · Performance · Financial stability

1 Introduction

Banking and finance are the backbones of any country and play a vital role in
economic growth [1]. The main reason for the countries’ slow social, economic,
and even cultural progress is their inability to recognize or develop appropriate
technology and use it in productive activities. The effects of ICT (information and
communications technology) are to improve productivity and economic growth at
both firmand country levels [2–4]. The coverage of the ICT term is vast, including any
communication means (such as radio, television, mobile devices, computer, laptop,
and satellite systems) and various internet services and applications that go along
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with them (such as Web conferencing and online learning) [5]. ICT is suitable for
different sectors of the economy. In particular, the banking system has widely applied
technology innovation since the 2000s when the Internet grew popular after nearly
ten-year development. At that moment, the booming of electronic banking was one
of the most significant marks [6]. It is not hard to find an example of ICT products
used in the banking sector, must be mentioned as automated teller machines (ATMs),
chip cards, phone banking, magnetic ink character recognition (MICR), electronic
funds transfer (EFT), electronic data interchange (EDI), and online banking. For
the banking business, ICT applications brought up new markets, new goods, new
services, andmore effective delivery platforms, includingonline,mobile, and Internet
banking [7]. Thus, we can observe considerable efforts from various banks to keep in
track with modern technology application trends to enhance their products’ features,
utilities, and quality, aiming to not only to create a more significant competitive
advantage but also to save labor and delivery costs, then grow banking profitability.
Digital transformation has provided banks with plenty of opportunities to reach and
offer services to many customers, promoting comprehensive financial development
[8].

In this study, we looked at the function of the ICT index in the banking system.
More specifically, we want to see if ICT is associated with bank performance or
improves information distribution. Research results indicate that bank profitability
and ICT index have a positive nexus. This beneficial impact is typical in the banking
system’s technological endowment. As a result, the favorable impact on the return
of IT infrastructure investment surpasses the initial installation costs. The findings
suggest that ICT advances help the banking system perform better when transitioning
from traditional to digital systems.

The following sections review previous literature about the ICT and its value and
importance, methodology, result discussion, and conclusion.

2 Literature Review

The adoption of ICT has altered the content and quality of banking activities.
According to all indications, ICT has much promise for re-engineering the banks’
business processes. Investment in information and communication technology should
be a key component of banking operators’ overall strategy tomaintain optimal perfor-
mance. It is critical for bank executives to increase their investment in ICT goods
to provide faster, more convenient, and accurate services, or they will lose ground
to their competitors. The banking business provides a massive potential for ICT
companies to sell their advances [9]. However, success in this field is contingent on
their ability to adapt their offerings to appeal to the ready minds of various industry
stakeholders.

The overhead cost reduction is the most significant advantage of ICT innovation
in the commercial banks’ operations and activities. Typically, maintaining physical
branches, marketing, and labor are appreciably becoming more and more affordable
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[10]. Kozak [11] investigates the ICT evolution’s influence on the banking system’s
profit and cost-effectiveness over the stipulated period of 1992–2003 and finds a
significant impact of the ICT execution on banking performance and cost-efficiency.
Research by Bitler et al. [12] shows a significant difference in the business perfor-
mance between banks with and without ICT innovation. In this line of research,
Leckson-Leckey et al. [13] documented that ICT investment in higher-ICT-level
banks has more advantage in improving banking profitability (ROA and ROE) than
that in lower-ICT-level banks. Agu and Aguegboh [14] on 35 African banks in the
2013–2015 period by generalized method of moment (GMM) suggested that ICT
had mainly affected short-term banking profitability. However, in the long term, ICT
investment was making significant benefits for banking performance.

Meanwhile, some other studies do not support the overemphasis on technology
investment when considering the theory of efficiency and cost. The acquisition of
technology does not increase the efficiency of the banking business because of the
weakness in operating technology and not optimally exploiting the benefits of tech-
nology for organizational purposes [15]. The study highlighted technology as not
the critical factor. In order to increase business efficiency, banks should comprehen-
sively combine the system of technical and social factors within the organization.
Similarly, the combination of technology and human factors will make the organiza-
tionmore complex, challenging to formcompetitive advantage, andgradually lose the
inimitable characteristics of the bank. As a result, bank profitability is significantly
affected [16].

In general, the impact of ICT on bank performance is positive as ICT boosts
productivity. However, the results may not be the same between different markets or
regions. The banking system is the backbone of the economy, and hence, examining
factors that affect bank performance is essential. To the best of our knowledge,
the number of previous studies on the nexus between ICT development and bank
performance is insufficient. This study aims to answer a research question: Is there
a significant and positive nexus between ICT development and bank performance in
Vietnam, a frontier bank-based economy.

3 Research Methodology and Result Discussion

3.1 Research Models

Based on the aforementioned theoretical study, ICT innovation offers commercial
banks opportunities to improve their traditional business model more efficiently
with lower operational costs and more qualified products. Moreover, ICT investment
supports banks to enhance their risk control andmanagement ability. In consequence,
banks create more competitive advantages and attract more customers. The research
model is presented as follows:
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Table 1 Variable notes

Type variable Name Definition Expected sign

Dependent variables ROA Profit after tax/total assets

ROE Profit after tax/equity

Independent variables ICT index Collected from the Ministry of Information
and Communication

(+)

SIZE The log value of a bank’s total assets (+)

ETA Equity/total assets (−)

DLR Customer’s deposits/loans (+)

LLP Provision of loss loans/total loans (−)

GDP GDP growth (+)

INF Inflation rate (−)

Performanceit = β0 + β1ICTit + β2Sizeit + β3ETAit + β4DLRit

+ β5LLPit + β6GDPit + β7INF+ εit

In the regression equation, a commercial bank’s performance is measured by
ROE, ROA. The key explanatory variable, ICT Index, measures the readiness for IT
development and application. The variables group of bank characteristics includes
total asset (size), equity to assets (ETA), deposit loan ratio (DLR), and loan loss
provision (LLP) [17]. Macroeconomic variables such as economic growth (GDP
growth) and inflation (INF) play the role of additional controls [18]. Table 1 provides
research model variable descriptions.

3.2 Data

Research data is collected from the annual financial statements of 39 commercial
banks, accounting for approximately 90%of themarket share of the banking industry
in Vietnam from 2009 to 2020. ICT Index is obtained from the Ministry of Informa-
tion and Communication data for commercial banks in the same period. A balanced
panel data of 203 observations were synthesized, processed, and designed using Stata
software. Descriptions of the data are shown in Table 2.
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Table 2 Descriptive statistics of data

Variable Obs Mean Std. Dev Min Max

ROA 203 0.00653 0.00133 0.00319 0.00965

ROE 203 0.07721 0.02355 0.03533 0.21043

ICT index 203 0.62940 0.06480 0.37280 0.81140

SIZE 203 19.00689 1.13980 16.20776 21.17315

ETA 203 0.08144 0.03338 0.02621 0.25539

DLR 203 1.14427 0.20032 0.71859 1.73678

LLP 203 0.01349 0.00540 0.00513 0.03979

GDP 203 0.02195 0.01278 0.00250 0.03540

INF 203 0.05994 0.01296 0.02910 0.07080

4 Results and Discussions

The correlation coefficient matrix between the variables (Table 3) shows the ICT
Index variable has a strong positive correlation for ROA and ROE, showing a signif-
icant impact of information and communication technology investment on bank effi-
ciency. The independent variables have a relatively low correlation with each other,
so we can predict that there is no multicollinearity in the regression model.

Verification of multicollinearity phenomenon: The result is VIF < 3. Therefore,
the variables in the model do not have the multicollinearity phenomenon (Table 4).

The research continues to perform a regression analysis to measure the trend and
impact level of the independent variables on the dependent variables by methods
such as Pooled OLS, FEM, and REM. Regression results according to Pooled OLS
method with dependent variables ROA (1) and ROE (2), FEMmethod with variables

Table 3 Correlation coefficients between variables

ROA ROE ICT
index

SIZE ETA DLR LLP GDP INF

ROA 1.0000

ROE 0.7532 1.0000

ICT
index

0.4096 0.6181 1.0000

SIZE 0.4599 0.5035 0.6989 1.0000

ETA −0.2435 −0.3085 −0.3731 −0.5778 1.0000

DLR 0.0801 −0.0988 −0.2033 −0.1363 −0.0303 1.0000

LLP 0.0207 0.0793 0.2242 0.3230 −0.1896 0.1049 1.0000

GDP 0.1298 0.0413 −0.0215 0.1163 −0.2200 −0.1559 −0.2137 1.0000

INF −0.1946 −0.1564 −0.0571 −0.0723 −0.0540 0.0085 −0.0388 0.0337 1.0000
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Table 4 Multicollinearity
test

Variable VIF 1/VIF

ICT index 2.74 0.365458

SIZE 2.06 0.484893

ETA 1.62 0.615889

DLR 1.22 0.816740

LLP 1.19 0.840061

GDP 1.12 0.894474

INF 1.02 0.980275

Mean VIF 1.57

ROA (3) and ROE (4), REM method with variables ROA (5) and ROE (6), all of
which are presented in Table 8.

F-test results of two models: Prob > F = 0.0000 < α (α = 1%): Hypothesis H0
is rejected: FEM will be more suitable than Pooled OLS.

Next, we perform the Hausman test for bothmodels to obtain the following results
(Table 5):

After finding a suitablemethod, REM,we test themodel’s defects such as variable
variance and autocorrelation in Tables 6, 7 and 8 below.

Table 5 Hausman test result H0: difference in coefficients not systematic

Model (1): ROA Model (2): ROE

Chi2 (11) 11.26 Chi2 (7) 7.32

Prob > chi2 0.4568 Prob > chi2 0.3962

Hypothesis H0 is accepted: REM will be more suitable than FEM

Table 6 Result of
LM—Breusch and pagan
Lagrangian multiplier test

Model (1): ROA Model (2): ROE

chibar2(01) 69.90 chibar2(01) 422.68

Prob > chibar2 0.0000 Prob > chibar2 0.0000

Hypothesis H0 is rejected. Both models have variable variance
phenomena

Table 7 Result of
Wooldridge test for
autocorrelation in panel data

H0: no first-order autocorrelation

Model (1): ROA Model (2): ROE

F (1,25) 0.751 F (1,25) 1.028

Prob > F 0.3944 Prob > F 0.3204

Hypothesis H0 is accepted. Both models have no autocorrelation
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After fixing the defects of the two models, the results are presented in Table 6,
with (7) being model 1 and (8) being model 2.

According to the REM, regression results after overcoming the defects of the two
models: the regression coefficient of the variable ICT index with the two models 1
and 2 is 0.005 and 0.104, respectively, along with the 99% confidence level, showing
that the level of readiness for IT development and application has a positive impact
on the performance of banks.

5 Conclusions and Recommendations

In Vietnam, the legal mechanism for digital banking development still has many
limits and constraints. In particular, there is no standard regulation and guideline
for data connection and sharing among Vietnamese commercial banks. All current
activities of connecting and sharing banking data are mainly bilateral with various
forms of agreement, consuming more time and effort depending on different organi-
zations. Besides, as the National Identity Database system for citizens is still devel-
oping, banks have many difficulties comparing and verifying customers’ online (e-
KYC). Therefore, the State Bank of Vietnam needs to develop laws to overcome
the above shortcomings to support the Vietnamese banking system comprehensively
approaching and developing ICT.

Along with the widespread application of technology, Vietnam’s trend of high-
tech financial and banking crime is on the rise both in sophistication and complexity,
with many consequences leading to severe results. Currently, in the world, even
developed countries with the most advanced technology have not found a perfect
solution to ensure network safety and security. Therefore, the Vietnamese banking
system needs to make efforts to update advanced security software suitable for the
infrastructure, and at the same time, regularly warn customers about pretending to
be a bank and appropriation of assets of the customer.

Investment in IT must be associated with training people to use in order to exploit
technology effectively fully. To do this, banks should first standardize the recruit-
ment conditions for entry. At the same time, it is recommended to organize classes
to improve skills in using IT, especially the bank’s IT department staff, because the
current development speed in the world is rapid. This training must focus on oper-
ating and managing e-banking operations and responding and promptly handling
customer incidents and vulnerabilities in technology. In addition, it is necessary to
train professional sales staff. With the application of IT, more and more products and
services are diverse in quality and geographical location. Therefore, bank staff needs
to understand the product and online operation process fully and quickly process
electronic documents to bring customers a sense of security, trust, and convenience.

Banksmust focus on investing in IT infrastructurewith their potential. The regular
increase in total assetswill help the bank strengthen its capacity, create a strong poten-
tial for further development of IT, modernize banking operations, help cut costs, and
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help bank profits grow every day. In developing the digital economy, payment inter-
mediaries are banks and FinTech companies, telecommunications, electronics, and
information technology carriers. Therefore, the cooperation between the banking
system and FinTech companies will bring high efficiency to the parties. This cooper-
ation enriches products and services that are safe and convenient for users and solves
the problem of excessive investment in the technology of the banking system. Social
networks such as Facebook, Instagram, and Zalo are platforms with many visitors, a
place to reach customers widely with low costs indirectly. Therefore, banks should
promote propaganda through these platforms, encouraging customers to access more
and more electronic products and services of the bank.
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Technology Devices in Sport Education,
Technology Applications with Wearable
Sensor and Accelerometer in Physical
Exercises—And Ho Chi Minh and Lenin
Ideologies on Physical Exercise
for the Youth

Nguyen Dinh Trung, Dinh Tran Ngoc Huy, Pham Thi Bich Thao,
Trung-Hieu Le, and Dinh Thi Hien

Abstract Together with technology applications in sports such as wearable sensors
and accelerometer and digital technology applying in coaching athletes, the young
generation will be future owners of the nation, therefore they need to practice and
do physical exercises to have a strong body and good mind and spirit. The objective
of this paper is to find out what kinds of technical applications (such as wearable
sensors) and how they can be applied in sports games as well as in physical exercises.
In reality, up to now there are many researches and interests in the field of robotics
interaction (this is new trend) with the meanings to recognize athletes or human
activity, i.e., identifying type of activity of human, from the received signal stream
(image, accelerometer, etc.). In this field there are at least two various methods to
classify problem of activity recognition. And this is depending on whether machine
learning models with recognition or the type of sensor is used to collect signals of
activity. Study showed that to observe humanor athletes activities to increase recogni-
tion efficiency, people are simultaneously observed by environmental cameras while
still wearing accelerometers. Digital technology can also be applied for coaching
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athletes. Moreover, the camera could be worn in several different locations on the
body such as on the chest, wrists, and head. The combination of wearing multiple
sensors has also been conducted for specific applications (care and monitoring of
health progress and assessment of recovery) which can be used in sport games.
Last but not least, regarding physical education for school youth, President Ho Chi
Minh identified as an important part of the national education of an independent and
democratic Vietnam: “An education will train children to become useful citizens for
Vietnam, an education that fully develops their existing capacities.”

Keywords Technology devices · Tech applications · Sport training ·Wearable
sensor · Accelerometer · Ho Chi Minh ideologies · Young generation · Vietnam

1 Overview

According to the sensor-based classification, there are two commonly used types of
sensors: image sensors and accelerometers. Previous studies often used image sensors
mounted in the environment to observe and acquire images of human activities. The
use of sensors (cameras) mounted in the environment is often suitable for moni-
toring applications to monitor crowds in public places (building corridors, hospitals,
airports, workplaces). This method does not require people to carry any equipment,
but it is limited by the camera’s field of view. The approach using accelerometer
wear sensors is an option that allows to overcome this limitation. However, the
signal received from the accelerometer is often quite ambiguous, making it difficult
to identify and interpret the recognition results when necessary.

Under the socialist regime, science is the common property of the whole people.
Therefore, the contingent of scientific and technical cadres must make every effort
to spread their knowledge widely among the working people, so that the people can
step up the emulation of producing more, quickly, well, and cheaply. Only then will
the country be rich, the people will be strong, and the people’s life will be improved
in all aspects. That was President Ho Chi Minh’s teaching to the national team of
scientific and technical cadres exactly 57 years ago at the 1st National Congress of
the Vietnam Association for the Dissemination of Science and Technology (Date
May 18, 1963).

Uncle Ho’s teachings emphasized the role and significance of science and tech-
nology in the cause of building socialism, so that the people could be rich, the country
would be strong, and compete with the great powers of the five continents.

In summary, there is technology applications of wearable sensors for athlete
coaches to record results of athletes in various sports: running, walking, jogging,
mountain climbing, biking, etc.

On the other hand, digital technology also has applications in sports games
as we presented in following section. And this sector received many financial
support [1–9], and there are risks need to be managed [10, 11].
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Research questions:

What are technology devices and applications in sports game and for athletes?

2 Research Approach and Methods

The article conducts an overview of the research works of domestic and foreign
scholars, synthesize collected and searched documents to systematize theories related
to technology applications, combined with survey, synthesis and inductive methods.
Authors use observations and experiences, together with dialectical materialism,
synthesis and inductive methods.

Santos et al. [12] mentioned effects of the skills4Genius sports-based training
program in creative behavior. Then Stylianos et al. investigated activity recognition
using wearable sensors for tracking the elderly. Beside, Tran et al. [13] stated a
multimodal multi-view dataset for human fall analysis. Wearable Inertial sensors
have revolutionized the way kinematics analysis is performed in sports. Therefore,
this study differs from previous studies in a sense that it will identify supporting roles
of digital tech for sports coaching and athletes. Also, athletes activities are recorded to
increase recognition efficiency, they are simultaneously observed by environmental
cameras while still wearing accelerometers. So there will come the novel of this
paper.

In summary, Digital technology can be applied for coaching athletes.

3 Main Findings

3.1 Technology Devices and Applications in Sports

Haake [14] stated that with the help of simple equipment such as the pole vault
or javelin considered as technological developments, which influence the index by
around 30%, whereas one-hour record index with aerodynamic improvements is
about 100%. Then, they come to conclusion that if distance or time is used as a perfor-
mancemeasure, there is index of performance improvement extended to amateur and
elite sport.

Next, Giblin et al. [15] mentioned there is a wide spread of applications of tech-
nology in many kinds of major sports and this will help to gain what they called
competitive advantage in elite sports and this is important feature. There is inno-
vation on information between athletes and their coaches, or method in which they
collect and process data, so this has influenced greatly on how athletes are trained
and monitored in training per day as well as competition environments.

Then, Kenttunen et al. [16] specified that there is increasing in demand of well-
ness technology for athletes for both the purpose of improving life and improving
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Fig. 1 Volley ball as favorite sport. (Source authors collection from Vietnamese universities)

training quality, for instance, reducing injury risk. Besides, it is recognized that there
is growing demand of information personalized going with the increasing sports
interests (and wellness tech mentioned). There is also increase in digital coaching
(with valuable training and guides) as it showed helpful for athletes’ knowledge
related to their techniques, for example in skiing technique perceived.

Figure 1 shows that volley ball as favorite sport which is collected from
Vietnamese universities.

3.2 Technology Applications in Sports and Physical Exercises

3.2.1 Wearable Sensor and Accelerometer

With progress in technology, compared to whiteboards and reviews of post-practices,
advanced technologyhas helped to increase potential of athletics as these tech became
more resilient and smaller, more resilient, as well as less burdensome in recent
years, For instance, wearable sensors can help to transfer to coach’s tablet and GPS
accurately pinpoints motion (with real time information conveyed), with support of
smart phones and wearable tech help to prevent injuries. Compared to whiteboards
and post-practice reviews, technology has substantially increased athletic potential.

Hence, training of sports are revolutionized with advanced technology through
live-tracking performances, perfecting movements of athletic, as well as eliminating
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injuries virtually. (source: https://onlinemasters.ohio.edu/blog/how-technology-is-
revolutionizing-sports-training/, access date 9/21/2021).

In a few recent studies, to observe human activities to increase recognition effi-
ciency, people are simultaneously observed by environmental cameras while still
wearing accelerometers as studied by Tran et al. [13]. Even so, such a multimodal
information acquisition system still faces difficulties such as installation cost, field
of view and the difference between viewing angles. Recently, image sensors have
been widely used to track the journey/daily activities of people in a number of sports
and health monitoring applications. In these studies, the camera could be worn in
several different locations on the body such as on the chest, wrists, and head. The
combination of wearing multiple sensors has also been conducted by a number of
research groups, but currently the methods are not geared toward user convenience
(each sensor is worn in one position) so it is only suitable for specific applications
(care and monitoring of health progress and assessment of recovery) that are not yet
aimed at general users.

Wearable image sensor: In the past few years, there have been many studies
using wearable image sensors to identify people’s activities. Bearing image sensors
generate large volumes of first-person image data, opening up new possibilities in
gesture-based human–machine interaction (HCI) applications, activity logging, and
gestures/sign language recognition. Usually, the camera is worn on the head or in
front of the chest and neck to create a field of view similar to the human eye as shown
in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 Some common image sensor installation locations (Source Trung-Hieu Le thesis [17])

https://onlinemasters.ohio.edu/blog/how-technology-is-revolutionizing-sports-training/
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3.3 Ho Chi Minh and V. I Lenin Ideologies on Physical
Exercises

“…Everyweak citizenmeans thewhole country is weak, every healthy citizenmeans
the whole country is healthy.

… If the people are strong, the country is prosperous. I hope my compatriots all
try to exercise. I practice every day by myself” are the sentences in Uncle Ho’s “Call
to exercise” posted on March 27, 1946. Talking about the goal, the people are strong
and the country is prosperous are the two noble goals of the regime. This means that
people’s health is one of the great factors determining the development of the country
toward “rich people and strong country”. The people’s health also contributes to the
defense and construction of the country.

Therefore, other views of Ho Chi Minh are consistent with the orientation of
strong development of sport for the health of the people. Through serving the people’s
health, serving the health of everyone, sport contributes to all activities of economic,
cultural, social, and educational development… that is, to the cause of striving for
“Rich people, strong country”.

Ho Chi Minh’s views on the development of mass sport President Ho Chi Minh
pointed out that: “Under democracy, Sports and Physical Education must become
common activities of the masses, aiming to enhance the people’s health. If the people
are healthy, everything can be done well.” He encouraged: “So exercising, improving
health is the duty of every patriotic citizen”. Since then, Ho Chi Minh has advocated
“We should develop the sports movement widely”. Those are the general views of
Ho Chi Minh about mass sport and sport for everyone. Regarding physical education
for school youth, Ho Chi Minh identified this as an important part of the national
education of an independent and democratic Vietnam: “An education will train chil-
dren to be useful citizens for Vietnam, an education that fully develops their existing
capacities”. (source: baoquangbinh.vn, access date 9/20/2021).

V. I Lenin preferred to challenge himself (like many other sportsmen), which
means physically, and he derived certain pleasure from being close touchwith nature.

Elwood [18] stated during in Western Europe in his long years Lenin continued
to pursue some sports, in that time he has become a mountain climber and a long
distance cyclist.

In summary, the need of sports games and physical education are emphasized
more by V. I Lenin and Ho Chi Minh and there are wide applications of devices
including Wearable sensor and accelerometer in these sport activities.

4 Conclusions

In our modern society, science and technology can be applied in physical exercises
and sport games as well as into other industries.
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Technology applications and devices and wearable sensors have been applied into
many sport games and has helped many athletes to reduce injuries (so, the camera
could be worn in several different locations on the body such as on the chest, wrists,
and head).

Beside, athletes activities are recorded to increase recognition efficiency, they are
simultaneously observed by environmental cameras while still wearing accelerome-
ters. Digital technology can also be applied for coaching athletes.

Diehl et al. [19] said physical activity among students is essential for compli-
menting sedentary behavior and for individuals’ future health.

President Ho Chi Minh attaches great importance to physical education for the
young generation, because the young generation will be future owner of the nation.
On March 31, 1960, President Ho Chi Minh wrote “Letter to the Conference of
Sports Officers in the North”, the teacher: “If you want to have good productive
labor, good work and study, you need strength strong. If you want to stay healthy,
you should develop a widespread sport movement”. The person advised: “Sports
and physical training officials must study politics, conduct professional research and
work enthusiastically to serve the people’s health.” (source: Ho Chi Minh: Complete
Volume, Publishing House. National politics, Hanoi, vol. 12, p. 542).

Fig. 3 Ho Chi Minh paid attention to physical exercise. (Source authors collection from tuyen-
giao.vn)
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Figure 3 shows that how Ho Chi Minh paid attention to physical exercise which
is collected from tuyengiao.vn.

Research Limitation
We need to make detailed analysis for each sport games training.
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Applications of Statistic Softwares, IT
and Artificial Intelligence—A Research
Case on ByPass Behavior of Patients
at Vietnam Hospitals

Pham Van Tuan and Dinh Tran Ngoc Huy

Abstract Nowadays, in industry 4.0, Artificial intelligence, information technology
and statistic softwares such as AMOS and SPSS has influenced the researches
conducted in medical sector and hospitals. The increasing number of patients by
pass at hospitals in Vietnam caused by their self-transfer recently which increase
costs (financial) and time and cross-infection risk at hospitals. FromNovember 2019
to February 2020, authors conduct a Quantitative research with a survey sample of
315 patients in the Northern provinces of Vietnam. Next authors have used soft-
ware (IT statistics software), in our survey taking place at populous provinces, such
as AMOS 22.0 for analyzing CFA affirmation component and then analyzing EFA
discovery component with SPSS (also IT software), based on interviews conducted
for medical doctors and expert group and data of patients features and their reasons
to overtaking. Our research findings show that among factors that impact (positively)
on the intention to bypass to higher-level hospital including Reference group (less
impact than others 0.249 and influence positively on attitude 0.177), Awareness, and
Attitude. We will explore gap of research in a sense that effect of the reference group
on attitudes and behaviors bypassing of patients in Northern Vietnam.

Keywords Statistic softwares · AMOS · Applications · Reference group ·
Attitudes · Behaviors · Hospital self-transferring

1 Introduction

In this study, we will use information technology and statistic softwares such as
AMOS22.0 andSPSS in order to address one of the urgentmedical problems in recent
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years in Vietnam is hospital overcrowding due to a large number of patient bypassing
to high-tier hospitals. Bypassing patients, or patients’ hospital self-transferring, is
a behavior in which patients receive health care from more distant providers than
the health care provider closest to their place of residence. In 2018, according to the
practical data fromMinistry of Health more than 35% of patients come to the central
level (Level I) for treatment but can be treated at the provincial level (Level II). At the
provincial level, up to 41.5% of patients could be treated at the district level (Level
III) and 11% could be treated at the commune health station (Level IV).

Comparing to other statistics software such as R, Stata, or SPSS AMOS (which
help us to perform structural equation modeling (SEM) to build models with more
accuracy) advantages of SPSS include first, applications for investigation of socio-
logical and econometric fields; second, its friendly user-interface, and third, non-
parametric tests (Chi-square, Phi, lambda…) performance, and fourth, power in
analyzing linear regression simple and multiple, mean test (T-test),descriptive statis-
tics, “reliability testing of the scale” or, cognitive mapping (used in marketing) or use
using price variables, etc. This cannot be done if only using SPSS software in case
the model has many dependent and intermediate variables. With SPSS Amos, you
can define, estimate, evaluate, and present your model in an intuitive interface that
shows the relationships between hypothesized variables. SPSS Amos also provides a
non-graphical method for model definition. SPSS Amos is the perfect tool for many
purposes, in addition to allowing VB# or C# programming to be used to design
models. The operating system supports Windows. The data format for Amos usually
uses the input file format of SPSS. CFA analysis, SEM test, bootstrap analysis, multi-
group analysis, impact analysis of regulatory variables, intermediate variables were
performed with this AMOS software.

The more the local economy develop and grow, the more patients and overload at
hospitals.

Moreover, the lower-tier hospitals have not fulfilled the task as “the gate guard”
which monitor chronic non-communicable diseases, manage primary health care,
and educate people about health prevention and promotion [1]. Doctors also do not
have many conditions to scrutinize difficult cases so their medical professionalism
might fade away. Also, the weakness of the lower-level hospital makes people only
go to see the doctor until their illness gets worse, and then they will go straight to
the provincial and central levels.

Previous studies havenot fully examined factors affecting theVietnamesepatient’s
intention to bypass. In addition, little is known about the application of the TPB
behavioral intent theory to the issue of hospital overcrowding in Vietnam. Our
research goal was to test elements associated with the choice of hospital bypass
from lower to higher-level hospitals. Findings from the study can help the govern-
ment improve and utilize lower-tier hospitals as well as implement suitable health
strategies.
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2 Theoretical Framework

2.1 Relationship Between Reference Group and Perceived
Behavioral Controls

Sherif’s Autokinetic Effect Experiments (1935) proves that people’s perceptions are
affected by the community. From the research, Sherif found that in a situation which
things are ambiguous, people will adapt to the group’s denominator, which is a
testament to the informational influence. In addition, Levy’s research, Lee describes
the decisions of family members have a strong influence on the individual.

We have several hypotheses as follows:

Name Content Description

H1 The reference group effects the perceived
behavioral control

Our attitudes and behaviors can be strongly
shaped and often inadvertently shaped by
those around us

H2 The strong effect of the reference groups
toward the attitude

Adams et al. (2008) [2] found that hospital
characteristics such as distance between
hospital and place of residence are the
negative factors to patient’s intention to
self-transfer to higher-hospitals, beds
positively impacting bypassing intention

H3 The elements of hospital also influence the
intention of bypass to the higher-hospitals

In the research from Werner de Cruppé
et al. most patients choose to be treated at
the health facilities which they know the
most, meaning they have lots of perceived
behavioral control about them. These
include perceived behavioral control of past
experience (more than 50%), perceived
behavioral control of the advice of the
reference group, and awareness of the
distance between the treatment site and
their home

H4 The effect of perceived behavioral control
is strong

With 4,232 outpatients referred to
examination, Birk et al. (2011) [3] found
that 22% of outpatients consider their past
personal experience influenced their
hospital choice in the future, while 7% were
influenced by your experience. Friends and
5% by family experience. Only 3% refer to
the media

(continued)
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(continued)

Name Content Description

H5 The reference groups persuade patients to
self-transfer to a higher-hospital

Attitude will reflects personal positive or
negative assessment on behavior
performing, and reflect his or her feeling
about target behavior. Ajzen [4] specified
that if individual has positive assessment of
behavior performing, the intention to
perform a behavior will be higher

H6 The intention of bypassing can be created
by the affection of attitude

2.2 Relationship Between Peripheral Factors (Ngoa. i Biến)
and Self-transfer to Higher-Hospitals

2.2.1 Demography

Buczko (1992,1994) [5, 6] surveyed 670 patients who used medical services in
Delaware in 1987 and found that age, sex, length of stay and severity of the disease
are factors that influence the health facilities selection. Goldsteen et al. used the
discharge data of 2171 inpatient in rural Illinois who found that age, payment source,
and per capita income are significant determinants of hospital options.

2.2.2 Geography: Vietnamese North Region

The North has complicated terrain, and building the large hospitals in the mountains
is difficult to constructed. According to General Statistics Office Of Vietnam (2018)
[7], if counting the North alone, the Red River Delta has 74,014 beds, while the
NorthernMidlands andMountains region has only 38,755.However, theGovernment
of Vietnam has come up with many solutions to bring medicine closer to the people,
namely, building a tighter health network and stronger grassroots health system. In
2017, the Ministry of Health surveyed and selected 26 health stations in 8 provinces
and cities, according to 3 regions to deploy and timely adjust in the replication
process. The commune health stations follow the Instruction No. 1383/HD-BYT [4]
on December 19, 2017 of theMinistry of Health. In particular, mainly renovating the
operation of the Health Station according to the principle of family medicine. This
can help reduce the hospital overcrowding when the number of beds is not evenly
distributed.

In addition, higher-level hospitals can open the second facilities or extend the size
so that they can help patients avoid risks during treatment. The rational distribution
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of the health facilities network is a factor that influences the intention to self–transfer
of the people in general and the North of Vietnam in particular.

2.2.3 Policy

The way of classification and ranking of hospitals is still inadequate and has not
created an appropriate motivation for hospitals to improve the quality of medical
examination and treatment. It can be seen that the current ranking of hospitals gives
patients absolute confidence in high-class hospitals and ignores lower-level hospitals
in local. This makes the upper level always under pressure despite the facilities and
medical capacity of the lower-level is improving.

According to Clause 3, Article 22 of the Law on Health Insurance 2008 (amended
and supplemented in 2014) [8], cases of medical examination and treatment not in
line with the right conditions will have little or no benefit from insurance. However,
with the current situation in Vietnam, patients still need to seek medical treatment at
hospitals at higher levels.

Then, Authors use framework TRA and in the context of slicing variables such
as geography, patients, and policies. This model has variables that are considered in
different impacts:

3 Research Methods

Authors use preliminary research and formal research. In details, the official research
questionnaire was put into a quantitative survey in Northern Vietnam. The survey
sample includes patients who have been and will be intentionally crossing the line.
From cities and provinces, the author chose an appropriate research sample. The
author conducted patient interviews in Northern Vietnam according to a reasonable
proportion of the population. Specifically, respondents in the profile were as follows:
women accounted for 61.59% of men and women; 4 age groups (under 18, 18–30,
31–50, over 50). In our research, authors collected samples on a scale of 321 respon-
dents (n = 321) and actual answer was 315 (questionnaire). After screening invalid
questionnaires then removing, we used 315 valid responses for formal analysis.
Then authors used SEM for testing scale and research model, the (Model equation
structure). Detailed data checking is performed through the following steps: first
step is evaluating (preliminary) scale and variables reliability with analysis of EFA
discovery factor and Cronbach’s Alpha coefficient; then second step is examining
the uniqueness, aggregate reliability and value, with support of SPSS 22.0, AMOS
software in SEM analysis and using confirmatory factor analysis (CFA).

The sample size includes 315 patients, of which 61.59% are female and 38.41%
are male. The age of these subjects is mainly in the age group of 18–31 (40.31%),
31–50 (36.51%) and >50 (19.05%), the rest are aged <18 (4.13%). The patients using
medical services, accounting for 46.35%, surgical services, accounting for 32.06%,
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obstetric services accounting for 6.03%, pediatric services accounted for 3.49% and
other services accounted for 12.06%. The current living regions of respondents are
mainly highland (53.02%) and countryside (26.03%), the remaining is city under the
province (19.68%) and central cities (1.27%).

4 Research Results

4.1 Artificial Intelligence and Information Technology
Applying in Hospitals

The overload at hospitals might come from many reasons: the economic growth,
and the shortage of hospitals and doctors and nurses, as well as imbalance between
medical services in rural and urban regions.

Artificial intelligence, the English term is Artificial intelligence—AI, is a rapidly
growing computer technology that has begun to be widely used in the medical field
to improve professional qualifications and efficiency in clinical work. In developing
countries around the world, there are still inequalities between urban and rural health
services, of which the shortage of doctors is the main cause.

Nowadays, because of big data and information in medical services, doctors may
need AI to help them to assess patients’ documents, profiles, and support making
treatment decisions.

The prospects of AI technology can help healthcare providers collect, store,
reformat, and track clinical data, as well as personalized plans and assessments.

AI technologyhas beenused to improvediagnostic quality, especially in radiology.
AIbasedondata sourceof clinical images to diagnose skindiseases, the results proved
that this system can classify skin cancer at the same level as dermatologists.

SPSS is widely used by researchers for research in the following areas:

• Psychology, criminology
• Sociological investigation: Assess the quality of public services, identify factors

affecting people’s perception, etc.
• Business research: Intention to buy a product, tendency to accept a product or

service. Brand positioning on product and service attributes
• Research in biomedicine: Effects of drugs on a group of diseases, analysis of

factors affecting agricultural pests…

SPSS, together withAMOS, also allows researchers to use high-order quantitative
analysis techniques such as structural equation modeling (SEM) analysis to measure
and test many theoretical models. Customer satisfaction: Use SERVQUAL models.
Gronroos (Nordic Model), ROPMIS, etc. and variations from these models.
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Acceptance Assessment of Information Systems: Using Technology Acceptance
Model (TAM), Information Systems Success (ISS), TRA Model, TPB (Ajzen), E-
Cam, etc.—Trend Assessment transformation direction, conversion barriers in the
field of e-commerce and telecommunications.

4.2 Positive Factor Analysis (CFA) Testing Models

4.2.1 Compare Market Segments by Demographic Criteria

The NPar test shows that the age of patients who have the highest level of hospital
bypass is between 31 and 50 years old (186.48 [MOU1]).

Similarly, when applying the NPar test to geographic areas, including moun-
tainous, rural, provincial cities, and central cities. The results show that patients in
rural areas have the highest intention to bypass local hospital (199.32).

Age N Mean rank Area of resident N Mean rank

tbINT Under 18 13 135.96 bINT Highland 167 146.38

18–30 127 156.16 Rural area 82 199.32

31–50 115 186.48 Provincial cities 62 136.63

Over 50 60 112.08 Central cities 4 127.38

Total 315 Total 315

In addition, the research team continued to use the NPar test with the medical
examination and treatment services used by the patient when bypassing hospitals.
Among the internal medicine, surgery, obstetrics, pediatrics, and other services (geri-
atric, ophthalmic, psychiatric, infectious …) patients have the most desire to bypass
when using the internal medicine service (171.64). In addition, patients who want to
use surgical services also have much higher bypass intention (164.20) than patients
who need to use obstetrics, pediatrics, and other services.

Medical services used when bypass N Mean rank

tbINT Medical 146 171.64

Surgery 101 164.20

Obstetric 19 116.71

Pediatrics 11 122.14

Other 38 120.16

Total 315
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5 Discussion

5.1 Research Results Discussion

The research results and discussion has proved the intention to cross the line is influ-
enced by many factors, both objective and subjective. To minimize the situation of
bypassing, it is necessary to call the actions of departments, unions, and stakeholders.

This study mainly use statistics softwares such as AMOS 22.0 and SPSS and
address roles of information technology and artificial intelligence in hospitals and
medical sector.

First of all, the government needs to have policies related to health insurance, the
budget for all levels of health and the need for more strict regulations on medical
examination and treatment for out-of-line to manage over-route in the health system.
In parallel with the above measures, the government needs to monitor the level
of service improvement in urban and rural hospitals, especially grassroots health
care, and primary health care. Regarding the quality of examination at lower-level
hospitals, it is necessary to have policies to attract talents, or regularly organize
seminars to improve the skills of physicians.

5.2 Limitations and Future Research Recommendations

Firstly, the authors’ research sample is concentrated in Northern highlands, Nam
Dinh province and scattered in some other Northern cities and provinces. In the
meantime, due to the COVID-19 pandemic during the survey period, the number
of samples was still modest. Although these are densely populated provinces and
the sample size is considerably larger than the minimum, it is difficult to confirm
whether the results would represent for people in other areas or not.

Secondly, although the article has attempted to concretize and express the research
scales clearly, it might have led to difficulties in understanding and incorrect
responses due to the limited medical knowledge of respondents. Future research
studies would examine other factors affecting patients’ behaviors and find suitable
implement to reduce bypassing rate.
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Applications of IOTS, Internet Data, and
Artificial Intelligence in Building Better
Management Information System (MIS)
in Banking Activities in Vietnam

Nguyen Van Thuy

Abstract In the context of digital transformation, first, the author emphasized the
roles of Internet of Things and reliable Internet data which have become valuable
for banking sustainability via building suitable regression model with support of
statistics softwares such as Eview and SPSS serving for better management infor-
mation system of banks. Without Internet technology, banks are harder to win more
market share and expand marketing strategies. Using IT software (Eview), it uses
practical bank cases: big listed banks in our country and take advantage of synthesis
and inductive qualitative methods for analyzing. Besides, this study also presents
concepts of applications of digital technology to organize online database for banks
and cybersecurity for online bank database. Then, it will give out risks recommen-
dations during Industry 4.0. Lastly, we suggest enhancing better MIS-management
information system for improving bank sustainability in Vietnam economy. We will
use IT softwares such as Eview, SPSS, or Stata in order to analyze risk factors step
by step.

Keywords IoTs · Internet data ·MIS · AI · Digital transformation · Vietnam
JEL Classification M21 · G30 · G32 · G38

1 Introduction

First of all, we recognize that Vietnam banks can take advantage of Internet tech-
nology together with Internet data in order to contribute for better bank MIS
system.

Anh et al. [1] stated Vietnam banking sector has been developing fast over years
and need better MIS system for risk data, and this is also confirmed by Thach et al.
[2]; Huy et al. [3], Ngu et al. [4], Hue et al. [5], Anh et al. [1].
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In this paper, we mainly focus on taking Internet data that is reliable with IT
software support (EViews) in comparing and evaluating macro-factors that affect
market risk of Vietnam banks.

2 Literature Review

2.1 Previous Studies

Applications of digital technology to organize online database for banks:
Other modern technology such as cloud technology, storing data on cloud and

Internet of Things (IoT) and AI has transformed banks activities into more digital
approach.

Huy et al. also stated Vietnam banks need better risk models for riskMIS. Eugene
[8] stated CAPM model related to risks.

And Huy [3] also specified that better governance in banking need better MIS and
risk models. Dinh et al. [6] stated FDI investment also function and has vital role.

Next, we summarize as Table 1.

3 Methodology

Description.
We use EView software to make OLS regression.
1st step we use EView to make scatter charts.
2nd step we use EView to run OLS regression.
3rd step we discuss results.
4th step we generate policy implications.
Data we use from online Web sites that reliable such as SBV—State Bank of

Vietnam, Bureau of Statistics, and bank sector.

4 Main Findings

4.1 Overview of Results

We look at below figures a examples of using EView to make scatter charts of
correlation between macro-factors and stock price of Vietnam banks:

Next, we run OLS regression with IT software EView as follows:
Step 1: Use EView software to run equation (OLS)—case of macro-elements
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Table 1 Summary of previous studies

Authors Year Contents, results

Avegrou, C 2008 We can improve information system or IS
with social relations transformation

Dinh Tran Ngoc Huy, Dinh Tran Ngoc
Hien

2010 Risk management is a vital component of
corporate governance

Huy, Dinh T.N 2012 Risk also appear in construction sector

Gunaratha 2016 Note that risk (financial) is affected
negatively by firm size and positively by
leverage

Hami 2017 In survey and chosen period, inflation
affects negatively on financial depth in
case of Iran

Giebe et al. 2019 In bank sector, we need take advantage of
“Big Data & Analytics” for improving
customer-oriented services

Feitosa et al. 2019 Using disruptive technologies can support
change in labor skills, relations, and
communication

Kantos and Batolomeo 2020 Market index benchmark can be supported
with “alpha” superior to smart beta

Dinh Tran Ngoc Huy, Nguyen Thi Thuy,
Le Thi My Phuong, Pham Minh Dat, Vu
Trung Dung, Phan Tien Manh

2020 Risk management need to be improved in
listed firms

Pham Minh Dat, Nguyen Duy Mau, Bui
Thi Thu Loan, Dinh Tran Ngoc Huy

2020 Risk governance is vital to firms

Dinh Tran Ngoc Huy, Pham Ngoc Van,
Nguyen Thi Thu Ha

2021 Better research skills need to be trained in
universities

Huy, D.T.N., Trung-Hieu, L., Hang, N.T.,
Sylwia, G., Trung, N.D., & Tuan, P.V

2021 Technology also may cause risks

Fan Yong-Yan, Jalil Manafian, Syed
Maqsood Zia, Dinh Tran Ngoc Huy,
Trung-Hieu Le, 2021; Nguyen Thi Huong
Lan, Dinh Tran Ngoc Huy, 2021

2021 Mathematical model can be applied in
suitable situation

Huong, D.T et al. 2021 Economic case can be taught in classroom
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(source: author generate from Eview)

Step 2:

Analysis: We recognize from above tables (Table 2) that Ex_rate and tradebalance
have positive effects on market risk, whereas SP500 has negative effect on beta of
bank.

Table 2 Obtain OLS results Variable Co-efficient Std. Error

Ex_rate 0.0001 0.0002

SP500 −0.0002 0.0003

Tradebalance 0.0003 0.0004

C −2.2 5.7

R-squared 0.04

SER 0.67

Akaike info criteria 2.2

source Author run from Eview
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5 Discussion and Conclusion

In case of Vietinbank (previously SOE): For external risk factors, trade balance has
more positive effect on market risk, compared to exchange rate. This can lead to
policy implications.

In case of Vietcombank (VCB): From scatter charts above, we see elements such
as IM, Rf has negative effect on beta (market risk) as well as negative relation with
its stock price (see Charts 1 and 2).

These risks information and risk analysis can be produced under a risk report so
that banks can deliver to investors via suitable MIS with access available online for
suitable shareholders and investors.

Chart 1 Stock price of VCB versus exchange rate, SP500
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Chart 2 Beta CAPM of VCB versus exchange rate, SP500

6 Recommendations for Better MIS

Weneed to organize better online data forMIS, esp.We need to focus on cyberthreats
and implement practices to defend threats and risks for computer, software, and
hardware and avoid hackers to access our database.

Even our network and database in the banks also need to be protected against
hackers. In recent years, there are some database stolen by hackers and harmful for
banks and its clients. Thats why this study will suggest cybersecurity solutions.

Acknowledgments Authors send warm thanks to friends, editors, and co-workers.
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COVID-19 Regulation Analysis Using
Deep Learning

P. Baskaran, R. Rengarajan, S. Naveen Kumar, and V. Vijay

Abstract Due to ongoing worldwide pandemic, an approach for detecting social
distance amongneighbors is essential one. So, thisworkmakes use of deep learning to
calculate the position between individuals with the goal of reducing adverse impacts
of the coronavirus epidemic. By analyzing a camera feed or video, we created a
detection tool to alert people to keep a safe distance from each other. The camera’s
live footage or video was fed into an open-source object detection algorithm, which
converted the video into a two-dimensional top view and calculated the distance
between the people, giving us a rough estimate of their distance. The developed
technique has the potential to be used in real-time implementation. Social distancing
has proven to be a highly effective strategy for slowing the spread of virus. The main
objective of this approach is to introduce automatic monitoring of social distance
among human people and to alert them whenever there is violation of social distance
among crowded people. This tool can be integrated into any security camera system
to guarantee that the social distancing protocol is followed and tracked in civic places
and workplaces.

Keywords Deep learning · Social distancing · Coronavirus · Pandemic · Safe
distance · Alert

1 Introduction

To prevent the spread of a contagious virus is to practice social distancing. For
several generations, it has been known that keeping a safe distance from an infected
patient can help prevent the spread of an infectious, spreading virus. By delaying the
spreading of virus, the probability of spreading the virus, hence, reduces the pressure
on the health care system. In the fight against the virus, social distancing had already
been known to be an efficient method of limiting disease spread. People are being
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told to limit their social interaction with one another in order to reduce the likelihood
of the virus spreading through bodily or close contact.

According to the World Health Organization, virus is transferred via drops and
feces during nearer unsecured interactionwith an infector and an infected person.As a
result, staying away from people and touching infected patients’ belongings are often
used to avoid infection transmission. AI/deep learning has previously demonstrated
positive results on awide range of lifestyle issues. This developed schemewill include
a detailed description of how we will utilize the available technologies to monitor
social distance in public areas and work spaces.

To make sure that the social distance and all other protocols are being followed, it
is necessary to monitor the people if they are following or not. This tool can be used
in such scenarios to avoid human monitoring (which is not advised in this pandemic
situation). This camera live video or the already taken video can be fed to the tool,
the tool analyzes the video and monitors the people and check if social distancing
is being followed or not. This tool can be integrated to any sort of monitoring or
security system.

The pandemic is not over yet, and many countries (like India, South Korea,
Australia) are experiencing multiple waves of virus spreading. This is highly due
to the lethargicness of people not following the protocols and country’s economy.
Although the vaccines can reduce the probability of getting affected, the availability
is rare since there is a huge demand and the production of the vaccine is slower. To
minimize these risks, it is recommended that people stop any contact, such as holding
hands, and keep a minimum distance of 1 m between themselves.

It is risky to get out and shop for the necessary items during this pandemic as
we will expose ourselves to the public which will increase the chance of getting
affected by the virus. However, it is advised to follow some strict protocols and to
implement monitoring tools to check. So, once you exit during the pandemic, follow
social distancing together from the only essential safety rules at shopping malls. You
will notice that even the security at the malls would ask you to maintain distance,
even if you are going with someone you know or are close to. Points that summarize
the important components of this approach are: DL has gained prominence in object
recognition that has been used for image processing; a tool that has been developed
to compute the distance between the people and alert accordingly; live video analysis
and categorization of objects; importance of maintaining the distance.

2 Literature Survey

Accurate localization may be a critical requirement for synchronized localization
and mapping (SLAM). SLAM is a mapping technique which is used to classify the
objects in the immovable or static environment [1]. It is not possible to process the
movable or dynamic environment using this technique. Although there are a variety
of SLAM [2] frameworks, they also perform poorly due to low localization accuracy.
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Here, a new SLAM named RGB—D SLAM [3] which stands for red, green, blue—
depth simultaneous localization and mapping is created to improve the localization
accuracy.

Shirmohammadi and Ferrero [4], we continue to have access to modern tech-
nologies as both hardware and software components in image sensor and processing
platforms progress at a fast rate. Scientists and professionals are increasingly being
used as clichéd tools to continue living and supervise physical phenomena, among
other things. This article examines this growing trend, as well as how sensors and
sight are being used for instrumentation and measurement. The business process
unit receives the visual sensor’s image and carries out the basic ops to attain the
given metrics. This unit can be enacted in any software or hardware; for example,
it can be coded into a clichéd microchip system, such as the processing system of
a camera sensor, or it is frequently put into practice in devoted hardware, such as
field programmable gate array (FPGA)or application-specificmicrocircuitry (ASIC).
Furthermore, it would not be in the format required by subsequent operations.

Sun et al. [3], SLAM is a mapping technique which is used to classify the objects
in the immovable or static environment. It is not possible to process the movable or
dynamic environment using this technique. Although there are a variety of SLAM
frameworks, they also perform poorly due to low localization accuracy. SLAM is an
open-source mapping technique. The suggested technique functioned as which was
before stage, filtering data involved in moving objects. We put our method to the
test using a publicly available RGB-D dataset [5]. The simulation results reveal that
our policy was capable of significantly improving RGB-D SLAM efficiency. This
work is an expanded adaptation that attempts to work out the RGB-D classification
problems in dynamic environments.

Mur-Artal et al. [1], ORB-SLAM is an app monocular SLAM process to manage
in real time in undersized and outsized indoor and outdoor. The arrangement is resis-
tant to stern movement clutter, has a broad benchmark recursion and delocalization
capability, and embraces complete usual initialization. We created a one-of-a-kind
system which uses equivalent features for all SLAM tasks. The best approach for
selecting the reconstruction’s points suggests that the current results in excellent
reliability and creates a compressed and findable map which only develops if the
episode changes, allowing for lifelong operation. ORB-SLAM outperforms other
modern monocular SLAM advances in terms of performance. Our previous work is
supported by the loop closing and delocalizationmethods presented at this point. The
system’s preliminary version was unveiled. This paper introduced the preprocessing
of live video, monitoring, and social distance analysis together. It also clearly depicts
collection of how the social distance is measured in real time through experimental
scheme. Also, the best part of this anticipated model is that the attributes used for
mapping and tracking are used for position identification in order to perform frame
rate re-localization and loop avoidance. This improves the efficiency of our scheme
and eliminates the necessity to interpose the depth of popular characteristics from
nearby SLAM features, as in prior efforts. Here, from themost of the surveyedworks,
it is evident that it does not concentrate on moving object detection [6] and alerting
in a dynamic environment. So, for the urge of handling and controlling over the
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pandemic situation, it is essential to propose an automatic social distance regulating
and alerting system [7] for helping the mankind.

3 Proposed System

The figure shows the functional architecture of the system. It tells about the complete
flow of the system. Right from the preprocessing to sending, an alarm is designed
in the functional architecture itself. There are three modules in the system, and it is
well explained and much needed for the system to work flawlessly. It is a modular
design so that the module can be re-structured or re-used for similar systems like
this. In the first module, that is, the preprocessing module, the frame conversion and
background subtraction take place [8], and further, the human objects are detected
in the initial module itself. In the second phase, the detected human objects [9] are
tracked and boxes are bound around them. In the third and final phase, the distance
between the boxes is calculated, and if the distance is lower than the threshold, that
is, high risk [10], the alarm is raised and a number of high risk people is calculated
and displayed on the screen. If the distance calculated is higher than the threshold,
that is, low risk, nothing has to be done. The proposed system as shown in the below
Fig. 1 is a modular design so that the components of the system can be separated and
joined if needed. Modular design always proposes a positive impact due to agility in
developing and maintaining the system in the long run [11].

Fig. 1 Proposed architecture
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Fig. 2 Preprocessing

The system consists of the following modules.

3.1 Preprocessing

Based on the flow in Fig. 2, the camera is fixed at an angle to capture the video
which is feeded to the system. For pre-captured video: The video is directly feeded
to the system. Captured video frames are input to the system and convert the videos
into frames at 0.5 s. Moving object is detected using you only look once (YOLO)
algorithm.

3.2 Tracking and Monitoring

The following steps as shown in Fig. 3 will happen for drawing a box over each
individual. To reduce the risk of over fitting, we use deep learning and various
norm heuristic—based to clean up the output bounding boxes. Bounding boxes are
constantly tracked and monitored [12].
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Fig. 3 Tracking and
monitoring

3.3 Distance Calculation

Each and every frame is then converted into bird’s eye view (Fig. 4), i.e., two-
dimensional top view using Python OpenCV2 library. Then, distance is calculated
using the centroid point of every human individual. If the calculated distance between
every individual is higher than the threshold (6 feet), NO alarm is raised. If the
distance between the individuals is lower than the threshold, then they are considered
as a high risk individual and alarm is raised.

4 Results

This implementation is developed with the help of Python with deep learning
approach using OpenCV, and below pictures in Figs. 5 and 6 show the working
screenshot of the proposed system.
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Fig. 4 Distance calculation

Fig. 5 Sample for consideration and preprocessing stage
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Fig. 6 Distance analysis phase and risk identification

5 Conclusion and Future Enhancement

The proposed system can be used to reduce the risk in spreading the virus by moni-
toring with a computer-based system. As there are already surveillance systems
available in every public place, this tool can easily be integrated to the existing
system thus reducing the extra cost. Also, this reduces work of manpower by auto-
matically doing the task on its own. These types of tools can be implemented in all
types of places with basic hardware and software. As this system or tool can have
every corner covered up for the searching andmonitoring, the accuracy is a bit higher
than some of the other tools. This tool uses some powerful background subtraction
method to differentiate human objects from similar human objects like chimpanzees.
The result from the experimental test shows that the tool can produce better results
when used in a real-world testing environment. Further, in the future, a variety of
datasets ranging from mid-large to large size can be used for training to improve the
accuracy. And, many modules like sanitizer switch (to check if the people have used
sanitizer before entering), face mask detection can be implemented in the same tool
as it is a modular tool.
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Critical Data Capturing of Dual Mobile
Data Collectors in WSN

Sunita S. Patil and T. Senthil Kumaran

Abstract Data gathering infrastructure is greatly necessitated once significant infor-
mation from big data systems are discovered. Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are
regarded as powerful data sources, i.e., huge data generation is done by several nodes
in large-scale networks amid various feasible data sources. Conversely,WSNs suffers
from severe deficits pertaining to data reliability and communication due to nodes
restricted abilities. Furthermore, in the deployment of enormous nodes during a dense
manner, the quantity of sensed data is not considered. Sensor nodes in network
may need to communicate the gathered info by stipulated time, but it is delayed
due to gather or communication, hence, degrade the performance. This is routine
problem, to encounter the improper energy efficiency, the mobile data collectors are
performed. The proposed used two mobile data collectors, one for essential info
collector and second one of normal info collector. Hence, the couple of nodes will
not schedule in data collection from collector trajectory as their stipulated timewhich
is decreased than the entire travel time of the data aggregator, therefore such cluster
heads are isolated of the trail, this should cause a greater number of cluster heads
to remain in path in future iterations, also it must have very little effect on the tour
time. It is thereby validated that suggested methodologies attain the necessitated
reliability along with network lifetime maximization by means of simulation output
when compared with prevailing methodologies.

Keywords Data collector · Sink · Critical data collector

1 Introduction

Recently, Wireless Sensor Network plays a serious role within the information
gathering paradigm [1]. There is no pre-configured infrastructure for sensor nodes
deployed in large-scale sensing field. The nearby nodes are identified for orga-
nizing themselves into a network once the environment is monitored. On the
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other hand, network lifetime is especially determined by an information gathering
plan [2]. A standard feature is shared generally by them, albeit sensor applica-
tions could additionally be relatively unique: The total of their information packets is
completed at some information sink. Detecting primarily depends on rate regardless
of being hooked in to sensor area/network topology, it is reasonably constant. Addi-
tionally, information gathering procedure has a prominent part in characterizing
the organization lifetime [2]. Thus, fizzling of sensors may cause difficulty in
achieving the collector and subsequently the network gets disengaged, even the vast
majority of the hubs may calm endure for an extended period. Within the case of an
enormous scope information driven sensor network, one static information sink is
not efficient for information gathering from all sensors. Be that as it may, in couple
of utilization, sensor deployment is completed for observing separate regions. In
each territory, sensor thick organizations are associated, yet sensor sending having a
place with divergent areas could likewise be disconnected. As like completely asso-
ciated networks, certain sensors are unable in information sending to information
sink through remote connections. A portable information gatherer is easily fitting
to those applications. A versatile information collector is a portable “information
carrier” which helps in moving by means of every local area other than connecting
all disconnected sub-networks together. The portable information authority moving
path is virtual joins in the midst of isolates sub-organizations. Different chains of
command to networks are introduced in before work [3, 4] due to flat geography limi-
tations. In those organizations, sensor hubs organization is completed into bunches
which comprise the organization lower layer. At the upper layer, detecting informa-
tion from sensors are gathered through bunch heads, and information forwarding is
completed to the surface data sink.The equivalent capability and energy at the start are
controlled by all nodes during a homogeneous network during which few hubs are
picked to proceed as bunch heads [5]. Yet, nearly higher energy is devoured by
group heads than other sensor nodes. So as to moderate the bunch head fizzling
problem before other hubs, sensor nodes are often utilized as group heads during
a rotational way [6]. In such a network, thanks to the likelihood of each sensor hub
being a group head, each sensor hub is adequately solid for dealing with approaching
and active traffic and reserve detecting data, which can increase the whole sensor
organization’s general expense. Also, group head selection during a dynamic way
may cause high overhead due to recurrent data trade in the midst of sensor hubs.
The critical weakness of homogeneous networks is often enhanced by presenting a
little number of asset rich hubs. As opposed to homogeneous organizations, a hetero-
geneous sensor network envelops not many asset rich nodes alongside an enor-
mous number of asset restricted fundamental sensor nodes. There is only limited
correspondence capability andmostly accentuationon climate detecting, thoughasset
rich hubs equipment is completedwith all themore impressive handsets and batteries.
Therewill be two sorts ofmobile authorities, one for basic information collection and
accordingly the other for non—basic information collection. It would be conceivable
that a couple of nodes will not slot in the versatile gatherer way as their cutoff time is
lesser than the entire tour-season of the portable gatherer, thus such bunch heads are
isolated from the trail, this could cause more number of group heads to stay within
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the path in future cycles, likewise it must have little or no effect on the visit time
[7, 8].

2 Literature Survey

There are various existing energy protocols that are analyzed are often explained
below.

2.1 LEACH Protocol

Low Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy this convention was proposed by Hein
Zelman. During this convention, the sensor hubs during an organization are assem-
bled under bunches. Each group is allocated a bunch head that assembles the data
from its bunch prior to sending it to the base station. It is been suggested that lone 5%
of thewhole hubs should become group sets out towardmore prominent effectiveness
[8, 9].

2.2 Mobile Data Collectors in WSN

The portable information authorities visit each bunch head and accumulate infor-
mation from them and visits back to put together station. This manner the overhead
with respect to the group sets out toward sending information to the bottom station
is removed leading to these hubs to survive for extended. The exploration was
distributed while improving the productivity as expected for information assortment
by coordinating different reception apparatuses onto the portable authority. The loca-
tions are precluded from the list leading to the rundown of surveying focuses where
versatile authority would stop to collect the information [1, 2].

Figure 1 shows a representation of the LBC-DDU (Load adjusted grouping and
double information transferring) system.

Layer—1: This layer depicts the trail taken by the portable gatherers among the
varied polling focuses accessible.

Layer—2: This layer portrays the group heads, at the most two bunch heads are
often appointed by each limits framed by the groups.

Layer—3: This portrays the actual layer where all the hubs are sent, it like-
wise portrays in the very paper the creators have broken down the assortment of
information with time requirement (i.e., basic or postponement sensitive).
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Fig. 1 Illustration of
LBC-DDU framework

2.3 Tour Planning for Mobile Data Collector

This algorithm is aimed to identify the tour through single hop polling points, the
neighbor set of, neighbor set is defined as a primed device which transfer aggregation
directly to the mobile aggregator deprived of any relay, denotes set of uncovered
neighbors as defined as the cost of reaching the neighbor set from any previously
covered neighbor set [8].

2.4 Dynamic Deadline in WSN Was also Investigated Upon

Table 1 summarizes briefly the literature survey for the work and subsequently by
examining the currentmethodologies; the explorationwork commitment contains the
resulting factors. The helpful information assortment issue by versatile authorities
is planned as coordinating issue in the midst of portable gatherers and significant
level bunch heads. Their advantage positioning networks are developed dependent
on portable authorities’ inclinations and recommended a coordinated coordinating
calculation [9].

3 Proposed Methodology

The proposed system employs two mobile collectors. The mobile aggregator for
collecting the information of cluster heads be classified as censorious and the other
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Table 1 Summary of literature survey

Title Objective Advantage Drawbacks

Time orient
LEAD-based polling
point selection
algorithm for efficient
data aggregation in
wireless sensor
networks [10]

This paper presents a
time orient location
energy availability
data rate
(LEAD)-based
scheduling algorithm

TLEAD outperforms
MSPR by 46%
regarding delay, by
16% for delivery ratio,
by 50% for packet
drop and by 7% for
residual energy

Improvements
regarding critical data
and security model

An optimal data
gathering method for
mobile sinks in WSNs
[9]

K—means algorithm
is used for clustering

The network lifetime is
increased to 20% when
sensor nodes are
divided into from 4 to
15 clusters

Does not mention
about the critical data
and the path for data
collection is not
optimal

Mobile data gathering
with load balanced
clustering and dual
data uploading in
wireless sensor
networks [1]

Uses MU-MIMO
data collector and
collects the data from
the cluster heads
formed

In theory, with
MU-MIMO the data
collection can be
reduced to almost half

Improvements is
polling point selection
was suggested

Tour planning for
mobile data gathering
mechanisms in
wireless sensor [8]

An M-collector
gathers data form
static sensors at the
polling points, it also
proposes deployment
of multiple
M-collectors

Considers the obstacles
in data transmission at
polling points and
checks the same during
initialization

Overlapping of sensor
nodes is ignored and
delay sensitive WSN
topology is not
considered

mobile aggregator is engaged to gather from the cluster heads be categorized as
noncensorious.

3.1 Network Model and Assumptions

In Fig. 2 uncovers the organization model considered in this exploration. The
succeeding are the speculations in this exploration: An occasional information gath-
ering application is considered in which detected occasion bundles are sent by sensor
hubs intermittently to their closest DCs through multi-bounce correspondence. Each
DC contains sensor hubs group answering to it. All sensor nodes are considered as
static and positioned consistently in the specified terrain. All DCs are said to have
development capacities and are more intense than sensor hubs relating to battery
energy, correspondence, calculation, and memory assets. Afterward, this supposi-
tion that is loosened up that all the DCs are portable, i.e., few are static. Similarly,
it is accepted that no obstruction obstacles are available for DCs development. The
occasion parcels are collected byDCgot from the unmistakable sensor hubs and these
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Fig. 2 An example of network model

total occasion bundles are accounted for to BS through multi-jump correspondence
over different DCs. The DCs should be static nearly and travel from one situation to
the next simply after a choice.

3.2 Proposed Data Collection

The grouping of the organization into basic and non-basic should be possible depen-
dent on the cutoff time and the precession required, the method is talked about in
detail in the outcomes and conversation area underneath. In the proposed framework
the bunch head gathers cutoff time data from all its part hubs other than registers
the normal of the equivalent. Consequently, registered normal is sent to base station
which will run calculation just as bunches division into two classes is done: basic
and non-basic. Any of the bunch heads whose cutoff time is lesser than the absolute
visit season of the versatile hub is taken out from the way and will currently be
classified as non-basic despites of its being basic. Just such bunch heads should be
eliminated which would cause the recovery of more number of group heads in the
visit during future emphases, likewise the absolute visit time (the visit through the
portable gatherer is acquired by the calculation Traveling Sales Person—branch and
bound) of the versatile authority can be diminished by just a little which can help in
accounting for more group heads to stay in way during future cycle (more modest
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the decrease in visit time—more is number of bunch heads that can stay in visit).
The methodology is proceeded as long as there are bunch heads that do not consent
to the visit. Therefore toward the end just such group heads stay in the visit whose
request to satisfy the cutoff time is conceivable. The group heads eliminated from
this rundown are appointed to another portable gatherer who gathers from non-basic
bunch heads.

The above method is recreated without fail while taking out the group heads indi-
vidually until just 4 bunch heads are left in the rundown, in this way gotten conse-
quence which is dissected, hence a choice about the order is ready-made dependent
connected to the prepossession and the concealment needed.

Algorithm:
While (true){

# identify the clusters and the respective cluster heads as CH
CH = identify_clusters(Network_Topology);
#identify delay sensitive cluster heads (DSCH)
# assign to MC-1 the poling points “CH-DSCH,” that is non-prominent CHs
MC-1 = {CH-DSCH};
Flag = true;
While(flag) {
#find such that the deadline (&&deadline is least of all deadlines that are identified

so far.
List_DSCH = all where (deadline(holds;
If(list_DSCH = = null) {
Flag = false;
Continue;
}
To_remove_cluster_i = one_with_least Random_deadline(list_DSCH);
#the unqualified multi-hops its data directly to BS
MC-1 = {to_remove_cluster_i} or multihop_to_BS(to_remove_cluster_i);
DSCH = DSCH-to_remove_cluster_i;
#compute the new TOUR_TIME
TOUR_TIME = new_TOUR_TIME(Dsch);
}
#thus computed list is assigned to MC-2
MC-2 = {list_DSCH};
# commence and complete the tour
}.
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4 Results and Discussion

Following outcomes are determined on running the above calculation for around
15 bunch heads. The exploratory outcomes are reproduced utilizing Ns-2 SIMU-
LATOR. Three distinct assortments of the outcomes are examined. As referenced in
the framework outline segment where it is referenced that any of the group heads
which do not consent to the visit time is taken out from the way, the expulsion of
the hub can be founded on after measures: (1) irregular bunch head (2) cluster head
with greatest cutoff time first, and (3) bunch head with least cutoff time first. From
the acquired outcomes portrayed in Figs. 3, 4, and 5 it is hence obvious that the
evacuation of group heads dependent on maximum cutoff time first when not agree-
able yields better outcomes by arriving at 100% a lot speedier than the previous
two expulsion strategies. It is conceivable that other two techniques can be useful
during different situations (i.e., least cutoff time first and irregular expulsion strate-
gies can likewise yield better outcomes in different situations). To characterize the
groups as either basic or non-basic is done dependent on the exactness and the cover
required, assume for the accuracy of 100% one may get a front of 7 bunch heads
under basic versatile authority. The above chart Fig. 6 portrays the effectiveness of
the current framework, where the second any infringement of the cutoff time happens
the versatile authority stops the visit and returns back to base station for basic infor-
mation conveyance, it at that point returns to similar position and continues the visit
there onwards, the disadvantage of the framework is that it neglects to convey 100%
productivity for quite a few supporting bunch heads, it delivers a proficiency of at
max 83% just when number of group heads is 12, not normal for which proposed

Fig. 3 Random cluster
heads which are
incompatible with the tour
time are being removed
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Fig. 4 Cluster heads with
least deadline first being
removed

Fig. 5 Cluster heads with
maximum deadline first
being removed

framework yields a 100% cover in any event once in any situation as obvious from
the above demonstrated diagrams. Figure 7 shows the diagram portrays the time
utilization of both existing and proposed framework, obviously the current frame-
work devours somewhat lesser time in contrast with proposed framework, the red
line demonstrates the time devoured by proposed calculation which is 1.25 for 14
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Fig. 6 Outcome of earliest
deadline first algorithm

Fig. 7 Time consumption
versus number of cluster
heads

no. of group heads and the blue is for existing framework devours additional season
of 2.00 for 14 no. of group heads.

It is interested to see that current framework accomplishes better once number of
bunch heads are more noteworthy, whereas the proposed framework accomplishes
better similarly number of group heads are tallied downwards, it is to see that the
proposed framework has beated existing framework in lion’s share of the cases as
we lessen the tally of number of bunch heads.
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5 Conclusion

There had consistently been a surprising advancement in remote sensor network space
about the boundaries of energy and group development however barely a couple of
papers are devoted to a similarly significant boundary which is basic information.
The creators of article is likewise quick for seeing whether a couple of the bunch
heads by exceptionally basic forward node information in multi-jump to the base
station straightforwardly non-trusting that any versatile authority will meeting it for
information assortment. For example, the time devoured by proposed calculation
which is 1.25 for 14 no. of bunch heads and the blue is for existing framework
devours additional season of 2.00 for 14 no. of bunch heads. The creators additionally
recommend that in the event that insight could be fused into the organization, at that
point the basic information regardless of whether dynamic can be better taken care of
despite this paper recommending an ideal calculation to deal with basic information
the creators urge the endeavors to expand a similar when the criticalness is dynamic
in future.
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Improved Congestion Control in Wireless
Sensor Networks Using Meta-Heuristic
Approach

Kavita K. Patil, T. Senthil Kumaran, and A. Y. Prasad

Abstract The wireless sensor network facilitates a wide range of sensor nodes and
allows various real-time applications. The problem of routing is a very important
in wireless sensor networks that need to be taken into consideration to maximize
network life. As the network is grows, routing becomemore complex. A new conges-
tion control system is proposed at optimised rate in order to provide energy-efficient
transmissions. This involves the rate-based cluster routing congestion management
algorithm to reduce energy use across the entire network. The rate control method
reduces end-to-end time for the wider simulation cycle, to increase the lifetime of
the network. Initially, the nodes are clustered with the K-means, with optimization
of Bee Swarm for high packet delivery ratio and Particle Swarm Optimization-based
routing for packets with maximum throughput. The experimental results shows that
the proposedmethod achieves higher rate of throughput and reduced control overhead
than other methods.

Keywords K-means clustering · Particle swarm optimisation · Bees swarm
optimisation · Congestion control

1 Introduction

Thewireless sensor network consists of a variety of powerful andmeaningful sensors,
which capture and relay information from your neighbour. Sensor networks, for
example bandwidth, battery capacity, availablememory and data speeds, are reserved
for various resource reservations. Different sensing and monitoring systems such as
defence, industry output and traffic management can be used by the sensor function
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[1]. Dependent on the request, full, unexpected and related information signals will
yield effects that can be transmitted to a minimum number of sinks. The effect is
packet crash or overflowed buffer in the channel [2]. This causes congestion. Some
methods ofWSNmanagement are based on the following conditions [3–5]: quantity,
feedback sort, deployment power, efficiency and fairness. The followingmethods can
be used to control the congestion.

In addition, one of the key limitations forWSN is its energy consumption. Several
methods are being applied to increase energy consumption to eliminate data errors
when transmitting network life with improvement [3]. A congestion-prevention
approach known as hierarchical congestion management uses lower adjacent hier-
archy nodes to transfer data. Next, the congestionmanagement queue length is calcu-
lated [4]. It did not dwell on energy consumption at lower hierarchical nodes as the
downside of this strategy. Congested nodes based on Relative Success Rate (RSR)
values [5–8] are avoided by choosing the next hop node.

2 Related Work

6LoWPAN structures have been seen here a basic congest management mecha-
nism called an IEEE 802.15.4 game theory-based congestion control application.
It supports application scenarios dependent on goals for the node and applica-
tion. This approach determines the suitable propagation rate for all leaf nodes.
In additive-increase–decrease congestion management, the delivery rate of cogni-
tive radio sensors is modelled with the distribution by a semi-Markov chain of a
cognitive radio node by assigning functions of the transmission of sensors and input
speeds. The key impacts of the device include consumer versatility in the allocation
of transmission speeds [8].

The paper focuses on developing a high-life energy-efficient network system. In
this article, we establish a newmechanism to avoid the congestion of the adaptive rate
and its consequent problems in the WSN, which are still present in prior methods. It
means that the end-to-end delay and the loss rate between the sensors and the sink
node are reduced.

Zhuang et al. [9] has proposed different techniques to reduce to a network conges-
tion in the minimum path can be different and different classifications used for
MANET routing algorithms: proactive routing against request or rispetto single
routing multipoint routing in proactive protocols, paths are between nodes due in
early, though transmission and transmission is not required. Appropriate approach
for non-large dimensions nets, becausemany tracks not to be used yet, theymust keep
up and regularly update an overwhelming suv in head treatment and communication.
The more efficient approach to what discovered travel track only when needed for
transmission and transmission is released when it is no longer happening. Table 1
show the Comparison of Congestion Control Techniques based on Priority.
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Table 1 Comparison of congestion control techniques based on priority

Protocols Congestion Methods Performance
metricsDetection Notification Avoidance

PCCP [11] Intelligent
Congestion
Detection
(ICD)

Indirect Packet rate
readjustment

Introduced
node priority

Regularized
throughput,
buffersize and
weighted
fairness

Quality of
Service
Adaptive
Congestion
Control [12]

Congestion
scale

Indirect Packet rate
readjustment,
with alternate
route

Adaptive cross
layer approach
to QoS

Average
buffer
occupancy,
Average
leftover
energy

PHTCCP [13] Packet service
ratio

Indirect Packet rate
readjustment

Inter and intra-
queue
priorities

Regularized
throughput,
delay, energy
efficiency

Priority based
rate control for
service
differentiation
[14]

Congestion
index

Indirect Packet rate
readjustment

Differentiate
between
real-time and
non-real-time
traffic and
serve them
accordingly

regularized
throughput,
loss
probability,
delay

ECODA [15] Buffer,
Weighted
buffer
difference

Indirect Packet rate
readjustment,
multiple route

Priority is set
dynamically

Throughput,
delay and
queue
occupancy

Priority based
congestion
control for
multipath [16]

Packet service
ratio

Indirect Packet rate
readjustment,
multiple route

Considered in
multipath
circumstances

Regularized
throughput
using fairness

PNBCC [17] Ratio of
current buffer
length and
current queue
length

Indirect Packet rate
readjustment

Identify
priority node
by length of
queue

Throughput,
packet loss,
channel
occupancy
time, average
delay time

3 Proposed Methodology and Description

The new rate regulation based on greedy clustering and colony routing is the subject
of the proposed process. It has used many sources and a drain. Network nodes are
initially grouped using the clustering algorithm of K-means. Each node dispenses its
distance from another node and energy over the whole community of nodes. For the
efficiency of the device, the sum of residual energy and retransmission is important.
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Fig. 1 ACO routing

Tracking packet flow from several outlets to sink node is the basis for network
congestion. The queue length is an important parameter here for tracking congestion.
The queue length size is spread throughout the system. During this process. Data
packet networks are used to path the window size and queuing size (using ACO). The
buffer size is checked as the packet sends from the source to another node: reaching
the buffer size means transmitting it as zero. The packet rate is reduced by the BSO
if the accreditation is zero. Each node sends data to another cluster node. The routing
table must be updated by the continuous queue size of other knots. The key principle
here is to maximise the rate in order to collect full data at the recipient (Figs. 1 and
2).

Clustering phase: Transmission consists of transmission of packets between
nodes andheads of clusters.Weadd the clustering nodesK-means algorithm. Initially,
this algorithm finds the middle and measures the distance between each node. A
cluster is finally formed from this.

Packet rate reduction: Indicator of congestion is submitted by means of an
acknowledgement. In the case of a positive affirmation, the packet rate must not
be limited to a minimum. In a second example, the BSO algorithm reduces packet
speed. The key goal is to minimise the rate of the packet.

Enhancing the throughput: The PSO routing improves performance by updating
pheromonevalues by the objective feature in any routing direction.Anarbitrary direc-
tion to update smaller distances is chosen on the basis of a pheromone to minimise
processing time. The lowest direction for transmitting informationmust be sought by
PSO. It was simulated from one point to another using knowledge from the adjacent
ants and a number of the ants. An ant follows its precedent ant-pheromone set in the
algorithm and acceptable path predictions are based on the pheromone values.
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Fig. 2 BSO optimisation

4 Results and Discussion

The proposed BSO–PSO is compared with other existing methods that includes
hybrid multi-objective optimization (HMOO) algorithm [10], accuracy-aware
congestion control (AACC) [9], Hierarchical Tree Alternative Path (HTAP) [5] and
Heuristic Path Search (HPS) [4].

4.1 PerformanceMetrics

The analysis is calculated by separate calculations between the methods proposed
and present. The dimensions include overhead control, energy usage, end-to-end
latency and the distribution relationship for packets. The length of lifespan of the
network is defined as the time in which the sensor network is broken into two or more
networks. The control packets for path utilisation, implementation and maintenance
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that specifically affect network lifetime are shared from the network layer point
of view. This is overhead routing. A comprehensive simulation set based on the
parameter is performed with the help of an NS2 simulator.

4.1.1 Average Control Packet Overhead

The sensor node sends the driving packets in the clustering region to construct and
administer versatility. The total power consumption of various control packet proto-
cols at varying sinking rate as shown in Fig. 3. As the figure shows, the control
package overhead is slightly less in the planned HPS relative to the other proto-
cols. An inline node in HTAP protects the information from the reference node. The
information is sent to the pool when the request is sent to this inline node. There is
an overhead control packet that floods the sink into the grouping area. The AACC
protocol gives a special approach to planning trains and constructing stations. Never-
theless for metadata processing on a station and recovery from a drain, a controlling
packet exchange is required. Both ring nodes preserve the position of the sink in
HMOO. This makes it easy to extract the sink position. However as a result of the
network service, the ring must be repaired by swapping control packets. This raises
the ring length and the distance from the source or sink contributes to a higher energy
consumption. The suggested BSO–PSO shall maintain the tree in the clustering field
for data transmission. The controller packets are important to set the connection to the
sink location. However, overhead power would be minimised in the proposed HPS.
This is because the average distance between the cluster regions from the source or
sink is lower than the other protocols.

Fig. 3 Average control overhead
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Fig. 4 Average energy consumption

4.1.2 Average Energy Consumption

Figure 4 demonstrates each node’s overall energy usage of the numerous protocols.
The increased overhead management kit has shown that the energy consumption of
HTAP is greatest. The source node data is processed and the sink request is clustered
in the region.

As the rate of fall increases, theHTAP’s power usage can rise single-handedly. The
proposed BSO–PSO does not need a drain, but has a mean distance longer than the
proposedAACC,HMOOandHPS. This also reduces the overall energy consumption
and relies on the lowered pace. The average distance between the origin and the
expected HPS sink is approximately the same as the AACC and HMOO. However
with the lower overhead command kit, the latest HPS improves existing protocols.

4.1.3 Average End-to-End Latency

Figure 5 displays the mean latency of various protocols at varying drop rates. It
depends on the time it takes for the sink to be located and the information distributed to
the sink. The recommended BSO–PSO transmits information directly to the backend
tree. The tree transfers the data to the sink, because the sink is still connected. As a
result, the lag is at the end of the day considerably lower. However when the HTAP
module is reached, the inline node transmits the data. The suggested HPS needs less
time to supply the data compared with AACC and HMOO. There is a shorter path
between the clustering region and the root node.
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Fig. 5 Average end-to-end latency

4.1.4 Packet Delivery Ratio

Figure 6 indicates the packet distribution ratio of different protocols. The progress
rate of reception of data on the sink is indicated. The proposed BSO–PSO retains

Fig. 6 Packet delivery ratio
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the relationship between tree and drain. The transmission rate thus compares to that
of other protocols. In HTAP, when the locale is reached, the data is saved and sent
to the sink node. Consequently, data leakage is less common than most protocols. In
contrast with the suggested HPS, the time required to hit the sink is higher in AACC
and HMOO. The latency is minimised in data transfer. This would result in leakage
of data from the sink to the new location.

5 Conclusion

This paper seeks to minimise energy usage and boost the stability of the network
and the QoS. The suggested solution uses a modern congestion management based
on prices to optimise the WSN network challenge. By optimising BSO optimization
technologies, resources could be used. A QoS clustering over a hierarchical wireless
sensor network providing the K-means algorithm. This technique achieves energy-
efficient transmission. The results of the simulation showed that the new BSO–PSO
performed the existing protocol for the purposes of end-to-end latency and transmis-
sion ratio. HPS is significantly less than the actual BSO–PSO energy consumption.
In future work, the proposed protocol can be extended further to enhance energy effi-
ciency in MAC layer with the routing protocol. Adopting the concepts of improved
fault tolerance, safety and mobility in communication will be performed. Some error
such as network coding or a forward error fix can be used to recover packet lost due
to a failure in multipath routing.
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Financial Technology Development
Around the World and Lessons
for Emerging Markets

Toan Linh Vu Le and Duy Khanh Pham

Abstract Fintech has always been a “hot” keyword for the banking and finance
sector in theworld. TheUS andChina are theworld leaders in fintechwith a complete
fintech ecosystem. Singapore and Indonesia are the two leading countries in Fintech
in Southeast Asia. Looking at the current situation of the Fintech market in other
countries and comparing it with the situation inVietnam, it is possible to draw lessons
from experience and make suggestions for parties to develop the Vietnamese fintech
market.

Keywords Fintech · Blockchain · Startup

1 Introduction

Advantages for Fintech in Vietnam

The Internet growth rate in Vietnam is higher than the regional average and is gradu-
ally setting foot in the top of the world’s leading countries in this field. As of January
2021, the proportion of mobile subscribers using smartphones and tablets accounted
for 96.9 and 31.9%, respectively, is higher than the world average. Vietnam’s Internet
penetration rate has reached 70% of the population, with a population of 68.72
million Internet users. Banking-finance applications account for 40.1% of popular
applications installed on smartphones [11].
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Challenges for Fintech in Vietnam

Mechanisms, policies, and legal frameworks are incomplete and synchronous for
fintech activities. The unclear law makes businesses in the industry extremely
cautious. Mr. Nguyen Ba Diep, Deputy General Director of MoMo company, said
that current regulations force users to have a bank account—which causes difficul-
ties. There is no small obstacle to the development of fintech because this new field
was created to ensure that everyone who is “forgotten” by banks also has access to
finance.

Cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin are not considered a legal means of payment in
Vietnam, nor are they recognized as property in the Vietnamese legal system. The
Ministry of Industry and Trade does not currently recognize Bitcoin as a good or
service and denies its authority over Bitcoin, abolishing the basis for tax collection.
Bitcoin exchanges are still taking place but are “not protected by law.”

Technology infrastructure, the financial market has not met the requirements.
Vietnam’s security technology still has many limitations. The development speed
does not keep up with the scale development of fintech [12].

2 Methodology

Authors mainly use qualitative analysis based on descriptive statistics and charts
related to fintech development in USA, China, Singapore, and Vietnam.

3 Main Findings

Fintech development around the world

The United States of America

Currently, the US is considered the largest and oldest fintech hub with the resources
to establish some of the world’s leading fintech ecosystems from the presence of the
world’s top universities, great tech talent pool for financial expertise. The leading
US fintech cities, the world’s leading fintech hubs, are San Francisco and Silicon
Valley. According to CB insights, some of the world’s biggest fintech companies
are from here, including Stripe, specializing in online payment processing for small
businesses, the most valuable fintech company at $95 billion, Chime ($14.5 billion),
and Plaid Technologies ($13.5 billion). According to the Startup Genome report,
Silicon Valley ranks first in most of the startup sub-sector rankings fromAI, robotics,
to life sciences and is the main unicorn factory in the world, producing more than 96
toDecember 2019. The top sevenAI investors globally, includingGoogle, Facebook,
and Apple, are based here [4].
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Fig. 1 Total value of mobile
payments in China Source
Financial Times

China

Among three areas of fintech growth, the first is mobile payments [17]. The number
shows that China experienced about 50% of the world’s digital payments in 2017.
Cashless transactions take into account of one-third of consumer payments, while
comparing to a quarter of US users, three-quarters of users’ Chinese smartphone
performed mobile point-of-sale purchase in that year. Alipay, the payments division
of Alibaba, has quickly become the mobile wallet of choice for many. Tencent also
introduced a payment function in its popular mobile app WeChat, which has 500
million users. AliPay and WeChatPay control 93% of the mobile payment segment.
Mobile payments with QR codes on the WeChat and Alipay reached 38 trillion yuan
($5.5 trillion) in 2016, more than five times the size of the US market [3]. Figure 1
shows the total value of mobile payments in China in 2018 reached about 40 trillion
USD, double that of 2017, an outstanding growth.

Next, China developed online loans which takes three-quarters of the world
market. For instance, Alibaba and JD.com, China’s two largest e-commerce portals,
easily lend small amounts.

The third area is an investment. In the past, Chinese savers could only choose to
deposit money in a bank with a low but safe interest rate or pour money into the stock
market; the return can be higher, but it is risky. “There is no middle ground,” said
Huang Hao, vice president of Ant Financial. Moreover, that gap has been opened
by fintech. In 2013, it experienced the hottest that is Alibaba’s launch of the Yu’e
Bao online fund. In 2014, Tencent launched Licaitong, an online fund platform that
connects to WeChat [17].

Currently, blockchain and cryptocurrency are two prominent fintech sectors in
Singapore. In Singapore, the nation experienced 19% (among 430 startups fintech)
is active in blockchain and crypto, making it the largest segment, pre-payments with
16%, investment and financial technology with 14%, and regtech with 11% (see
Fig. 2).

Singapore also developed in fintech very much, for instance, a project to link
PayNow system of the nation with PayPromt system Thailand in order to facilitate
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Fig. 2 Breakdown of the
Singapore fintech ecosystem
Source Singapore Fintech
Report 2021, Fintech News
Singapore

cross-border payments cheaper and faster. There are more than 1000 startups (in
fintech field—online lending and personal finance) in Singapore the island with
5.7 m people living, and the country is trying to become a hub fintech [6].

4 Discussion and Conclusion

Fintech development in Vietnam

Fintech activities in Vietnam also developed quickly, and it ranks just after Singapore
and as the 2nd in ASEAN (as with 51% fintech funding, accounting 36% of all of
the region’s fintech investment) [7].

Figure 3 shows Vietnam currently has about 123 fintech startups coming from
many segments such as digital payments, alternative finance, wealth management,
blockchain. During 2017–2020, the country has experienced an increasing ratio up
to 180% for fintech startups.

Payment with 31% of all fintech startups remains the largest segment. Second
place is P2P lendingwith 17%. The top five sectors, included Payments, P2P lending,
blockchain, POS, wealth management, have taken 76% of the total number (Fig. 4).
Vietnam has 39 licensed non-bank payment service providers as of October 2020.
Fintech companies in the payment segment attract up to 98% of the total funding
for the Vietnamese fintech market. Momo, Payoo, Moca, ZaloPay, VietelPay are the
most commonly used e-wallets in Vietnam today.

According to statistics from the State Bank of Vietnam, as of 2019, out of a total of
nearly 100 million people, 4.2 million people use e-wallets. The above figure shows
that payment is a highly competitive field with many development opportunities.

P2P and blockchain are two areas that attract great interest from investors. The
number of startups in these two segments increased from 2017 (less than 5 firms) to
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Fig. 3 Situation of fintech over years Source Report 2020-Vietnam Fintech, Fintech News
Singapore

Fig. 4 Vietnam’s fintech
players in 2020 Source
Vietnam Fintech Report
2020, Fintech News
Singapore
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2020 (over 15 firms). In the last 3 years, the nation experienced the digital banking
and Insurtech emergence, as well as SMEs financing.

Proposals for banks

Banks are suggested to cooperate with fintech companies regarding information
exchange and technological advances to take advantage of the technology infrastruc-
ture provided by fintech companies instead of spending time and money to build it.
Cooperationwith fintech companies supports banks to expand, diversify and enhance
products and services. Partnerships with universities in banking, finance, and infor-
mation technology help banks recruit talented personnel. Last but not least, banks are
to organize training programs to provide employees with new technical knowledge
[11].
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Performance Comparison of Brain
Tumor Segmentation Algorithms

Divya Mohan, V. Ulagamuthalvi, and Nisha Joseph

Abstract In the medical field history, the phenomenon of image segmentation plays
an important role. The proper segmentation algorithm will help very much to reduce
the time taken for diagnosis. This paper intends to compare the performance of
various algorithms used to segment tumor-affected voxels present inMagnetic Reso-
nance Imaging (MRI) of brain tumors. As a brain tumor is a dangerous and life-
threatening disease that may affect persons in any age span, early diagnosis will
help clinicians make the correct decisions regarding the treatment method and save
a precious life. The automation of brain tumor detection from an MR image is
very much important. The MR images give good detail of brain tumors compared
to other medical imaging modalities. Comparison of different algorithms imple-
mented to separate brain tumor cells from normal brain cells using different perfor-
mancemetrics. The performance parameters under consideration are accuracy, preci-
sion, recall, sensitivity, specificity, F1 score, Dice similarity coefficients. The paper
concludes that the algorithm Fuzzy C Means combined with Graph cut provided
99.66% of acuracy on the dataset ISBR compared with other algorithms. So it is able
to say that Fuzzy C means with Graph Cut is the best out of all algorithms under
consideration.

Keywords Magnetic resonance imaging · Brain tumor · Performance metrics ·
Segmentation
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1 Introduction

Cancer is a life-threatening disease these days and can appear anywhere in the human
body. The brain tumor is especially very dangerous as it may appear in any age group
of humans. There are different kinds of brain tumors:-Benign andMalignant tumors.
World Health Organization (WHO) categorized tumors into four grades. Grade I and
II are Benign types with a standardized structure, low risk as it does not produce
cancer cells and is very tedious to remove from normal brain tissues through surgery
or radiation. Grade III and IV aremalignant tumors which are non-uniform, high-risk
tumors since it contains cancer cells.

There exist different modalities for medical imaging like X-Ray, CT-Scan, and
MRI. There exist different MRI methods to better the information taken from MR
images. These are named T1, T2, T1c, T2flair. They are as follows T1-weighted
spin–lattice relaxation (T1), T2-weighted spin–spin relaxation (T2), T1-weighted
MRI with contrast improvement (T1c), and T2-weighted MRI with fluid attenuation
inversion recovery (T2flair), where each modality provides different kinds of data
regarding tumor pixels [6] (Fig. 1).

Because of the patients’ less exposure to the ionized environment like radiations,
MR Imaging is more likely advised. Also, MRI is providing more detail of the tumor
[10].

Fig. 1 a T1 weighted MRI: b T2 weighted MRI: c FLAIR d FLAIR with contrast enhancement
[10]
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The primary process involved in automated tumor separation from normal tissues
is as follows. The first step is to preprocess captured MR images like skull striping,
patching, denoising, etc. The second step is applying the image to segmentation to
separate tumors from normal tissues.

Various performance parameters selected to compare different segmentation
algorithms’ efficiency are accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity.

Accuracy quantifies the efficiency of the segmentation algorithm [1].
It is calculated by

Accuracy =
(

TP + FN

TP + TN + FP + FN

)
∗ 100 (1)

TP is calculated by the number of samples properly divided using the process
from the normal brain cells, TN is the number of samples correctly separated by the
process as normal brain tissues, FP is the number of samples separated by the tumor.
In contrast, the samples are standard, and FN is the number of samples incorrectly
separated by the process as usual.

Sensitivity represents how well an algorithm segment the tumor region from a
specific brain region.

Sensitivity =
(

TP

TP + FN

)
∗ 100 (2)

Specificity denotes the performance of an algorithm in segmenting normal tissue
in an MR image.

Specificity =
(

TN

TN + FP

)
∗ 100 (3)

Dice Score =
(

2 ∗ TP

2 ∗ TP + FN + FP

)
∗ 100 (4)

Positive Predictive Value [2] is the ratio of no samples correctly segmented as
tumor cells on a total number of samples segmented as tumor cells.

PPV =
(

TP

TP + FP

)
∗ 100 (5)

Jackard Index =
(

TP

TP + FP + TN + FN

)
∗ 100 (6)

Recall =
(

TP

TP + FN

)
∗ 100 (7)
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2 Analysis of Various Segmentation Techniques

A. Random Forest classifier for segmentation
This work utilized four sequences of MR Images T1, T1c, T2, Flair as

input images. Range of Histogram, Center Symmetric Local Binary Pattern
(CSLBP), and Mean/Average is extracted from uniting all the four sequences.
In the Segmentation phase, theRandomForest (RF) classifier is used to separate
all the tumor-affected areas [2].

B. Brain Tumor Segmentation Using K-Means Clustering and Fuzzy C-Means
Algorithms

This work was implemented in the segmentation phase using two different
simple clustering algorithms –K Means and Fuzzy C Means. The clustering
process is an unsupervised task. The K Means algorithm’s segmentation
accuracy was 99%, whereas FCM was 95% [3].

C. Segmenting brain tumor using the modified watershed algorithm in MRI
image

This work segmented the 2DMR images of brain tumors into two steps. First
edge detection was performed using a canny edge detector, and then segmen-
tation was implemented using a modified watershed algorithm to get better
performance over the watershed algorithm [4].

D. Brain Tumor Segmentation in MR Images Using Deep Learning
proposed a hybrid Convolutional Neural Network containing nine convolu-

tional layers that combined two path and three path networks to extract local
and contextual features in the input. The computation time is significantly less
than individual two paths and three path convolutional neural Networks [5].

E. Brain Tumor Segmentation Based on Hybrid Clustering and Morphological
Operations

As far as K-means++ clustering is concerned, it is employed with the Gaus-
sian kernel-based fuzzy C-means algorithm for segmenting images to improve
the algorithm’s stability by reducing the clustering parameters’ sensitivity [7].

In cs-FCM, the idea is to apply an accommodating result to the auxiliary
variables correlating to each pixel to reduce the algorithm’s reactivity to noise
and intensity diverseness concerning MRI data [8].

In spatial information for infrared ship segmentation (sFCM), improved the
FCM in two areas (1) general spatial accession information formulated on ship
targets (2); refining of the local space curtailment via the Markov random field
using the of the ship’s target contour spatial shape information[9].

F. Hybrid fuzzy brain-storm optimization algorithm (FBSO)
The average brain storm optimization was using k means clustering. But the

proposed algorithm combined with fuzzy c means clustering with a Brainstorm
optimization algorithm to get robust segmentation results [10].

G. Modified morphological-based Fuzzy-C-Means (M- FCM) algorithm
(GAPBFC M)
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This work implementedM-FCM to separate cancer cells from noncancerous
brain cells. The membership function value of each cluster point was revised
to implement M-FCM [11].

H. hybridmodel ofFuzzyC-Means (FCM) clustering integratedwith theGenetic
Algorithm (GAPBFC M)

This work combined initial genetic algorithm stages with probability-based
fuzzy c Means to eliminate over-segmentation [12].

I. Fuzzy C Means with Graph Cut

Grouping Fuzzy C Means and Graph cut method eliminates cluster center
initialization highlight edges and provides faster segmentation [1].

3 Result and Discussion

Most of the algorithms were tested using the BRATS dataset. Table 1 brief the
performance of all the above-discussed algorithms in terms of various performance
metrics.

Table 1 Performance of segmentation algorithms in terms of various performancemetrics (approx)

Algorithm Accuracy/ DiceScore Data set Specificity/Jackard
Index/PPV

Sensitivity

KFCM 96.66% IBSR 96% 95.5

Fuzzy C means
with graph cut

99.66% IBSR 94% 96.5

FCM 92.4% IBSR 90% 90.5

Random forest
classifier

89(DiceScore) BRATS 2015 90(PPV) 92

Modified watershed
algorithm with
FPGA

98.81(Modified
watershed algorithm)

Private data 84.9 99.39

96.72(Watershed) Private data 80.1 95.37

Deep learning 86(DiceScore) BRATS 2013 91 86

GAPBFC M[12] 97.07/91.47 Dice
Score

Private data 95.4(JackardIndex)

M-FCM 97.89 Private data 100 97.75

FBSO 93.85 BRATS 2018 88.96 94.39

Hybrid clustering
and morphological
operations

90.45(s-FCM) BRATS 2012 99.32 90.97

88.9(Cs-FCM) BRATS 2012 99.16 90.63

92.56(K Means ++
and Gaussian
kernel-based fuzzy C
means clustering)

BRATS 2012 99.41 96.6
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KFCM offered the accuracy 96.66% on the ISBR dataset. Fuzzy C means and
Graph Cut had an accuracy 99.66% on the same dataset. FCM provided 92.4% on
ISBR dataset. Random forest classifier offered 89% dice score. Modified watershed
with FPGA provided 98.81% accuracy and watershed provided 96.72% accuracy on
tested private dataset. The deep learningmethod provided 86% dice score on BRATS
2013 dataset. GAPBFCM guaranteed 97.07% accuracy on tested private data. M-
FCM offered 97.89% accuracy on tested private data. FBSO provided 93.85% accu-
racy on BRATS 2018 dataset. Hybrid clustering and morphological operation gave
90.45%, 88.9% and 92.56% using s-FCM, CS-FCM and K-Means with Gaussian
kernel based fuzzy C means respectively on dataset Brats 2012 data set. Analyzing
various brain tumor segmentation algorithms using dataset IBSR, it is found that,
Fuzzy C Means with Graph Cut Algorithm [1] shows the best performance in terms
of accuracy with specificity 94% and sensitivity of 96.5%. While using BRATS
Dataset, the FBSO algorithm was superior in terms of accuracy.

4 Conclusion

This paper evaluates the performance of different segmentation algorithms on MRI
of brain tumors. This paper also studies the impact of various performance metrics
to select an algorithm for brain tumor segmentation. Brain tumor separation from
normal tissue has a vital role in the early stages of tumor diagnosis. For clinical
purposes, the tumor separation from MR Images is done manually. This paper
compares different segmentation techniques on MR Images of brain tumors to
conclude with the best-implemented segmentation approach in terms of the listed
performance metrics. In this comparison, Fuzzy C Means with Graph Cut algorithm
[1] yields better accuracy under consideration. This paper only discussed segmenta-
tion techniques based on soft computing, machine learning and a hybrid of both. As
a future enhancement step, more deep learning-based segmentation techniques can
be considered for performance comparison using the same metrics.
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AROSTEV: A Unified Framework
to Enhance Secure Routing in IoT
Environment
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Abstract The Internet of Things (IoT) is a global network which collects, process,
and analyzes the data. IoT sensors and devices are limited to low memory, power,
and processing capabilities. The RPL is a proactive routing protocol which is
mainly intended for the IoT. There is a possibility of routing vulnerabilities, which
masquerade the data in IoT environment. In order to overcome this problem, a frame-
work called AROSTEV is proposed which comprises of three techniques such as
RDAID, RIAIDRPL, and E2V. The primary objective of AROSTEV framework is
to detect and mitigate the routing attacks such as rank decreased attack (RDA), rank
increased attack (RIA), and rank inconsistency attack (RInA), respectively. Each
technique takes the responsibility to progress its activity against the internal routing
attacks. This framework can be used to implement the smart city environment.
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1 Introduction

The Internet of Things (IoT) is a global networkwhich collects, process, and analyzes
the data. The IoT technologies are used in various application domains. But, deploy-
ment of IoT applications is a challenge in the context of security issues. So, the
different types of security threats tend to rise among IoT applications. Thus, providing
a secure routing among IoT sensor nodes is a fundamental factor to be considered
in the IoT environment. IoT has self-configuring and unique characteristics which
require security from different routing attacks. The IoT networks employ IP-based
lowpower and lossy networks (LLNs) inwhich heterogeneous devices are connected.
For example, the sensors gather data from the environment (temperature, weather
condition), hospital management (patient’s details), and exchange this sensitive data
between devices. During data transmission between IoT sensor nodes, this sensitive
data may be hacked and become invalid due to the network routing attacks. Hence,
the IoT systems need a secure routing framework to protect the sensor data.

Many security mechanisms were proposed by various researchers. These mech-
anisms hold important space in protecting the protocol from attacks like man-in-
the-middle and denial of service. The SVELTE [1] is a real-time intrusion detection
system (IDS) for secure routing in IoT. But, this IDS module was not deployed into
any application domains. The INTI [2] is an IDSmodule against the sinkhole attacks.
The INTI only considered the sinkhole attacks, but not the other attacks. This module
was not implemented in any applications. The InDRes module was proposed by the
authors [3] for detecting sinkhole attacks and not implemented in any applications.

The technique, called RDAID [4], is proposed to identify and mitigate the rank
decreased attack which is illegally decreased its rank value. The RDAID is also eval-
uated with various parameters such as detection accuracy, control message, delivery
ratio, and packet loss. The author in [5] proposed a technique called RIAIDRPL
against rank increased attack which creates a loop in the RPL network. The author in
[6] proposed architecture called E2V that consists of three phases. DvirAmit et al. [7]
prevented an internal attacker to publish decreased rank value. GuoJianlin et al. [8]
provided an innovative rank computation scheme and a loop-free local route repair
mechanism which eliminated routing loops in RPL. SehgalAnuj et al. [9] proposed
the approachbasedon afixed threshold againstDODAGinconsistency attacks such as
DoS and black hole attacks. This paper presented a mitigation approach that allowed
nodes to dynamically adjust adjacent to DODAG inconsistency attack. PerreyHeiner
et al. [11] focused on routing security of RPL. The authors proposed authentication
security service to RPL topology called trust anchor interconnection loop (TRAIL).

From the literature, it is observed that a secured framework for IoT environment
is the need of hour. Many researchers proposed the security mechanisms, but they
have not provided a full-fledged framework. This proposed framework AROSTEV
consists of three different techniques for protecting the data in IoT environment.
These techniques are proposed to evaluate rank consistency for RPL protocol, where
rank and energy (RE) play a vital role. The proposed techniquesRDAID,RIAIDRPL,
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Fig. 1 Structure of the AROSTEV framework for IoT framework

and E2V are integrated into a novel framework. The aim is to offer secure routing
for IoT data and also to avoid loops in the network topology.

2 Structure of AROSTEV Framework

The AROSTEV framework consists of three techniques which perform rank consis-
tency in RPL-based IoT environment to enhance secured routing. The three tech-
niques are RDAID, RDAIDRPL, and E2V are developed for different scenarios. The
techniques are proposed as part of the RPL protocol for IoT (RPL-IoT).

The structure of the framework AROSTEV and components is shown in Fig. 1.
Each proposed technique has three procedures, and each procedure is developed for
a specific purpose. The aim is to offer secure routing in the IoT network.

3 Components of the AROSTEV Framework

The three techniques are incorporated into a framework calledAROSTEV.Each tech-
nique has three procedureswhich are considered as the components of theAROSTEV
framework. The components are listed below:

3.1 RDAID

The first component of the framework is called as rank decreased attack identification
(RDAID). The RPL allows nodes to self-configure themselves, in which the RDA
attacker node changes the rank by decreasing the rank value and creates more traffic
in the network. RDAID consists of the following three procedures:
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DODAG-RC. DODAG rank calculation (DODAG-RC) procedure is executed from
border router (Root). After rank calculation, the source node selects a preferred parent
node (Intermediate node) to route the data packets.

PN-PDR. During the parent selection, the child node considers the parent node’s
packet delivery ratio (PN-PDR) to send DIO_ACK (Acknowledgment message).

PN-SEL. This procedure parent node selection (PN-SEL) is executed from existing
child nodes. The RDAID technique is deployed in the source nodes. These nodes
scrutinize the PDR ratio before selecting a preferred parent node. The PDR ratio is
calculated for each transmission.

3.2 RIAIDRPL

The second component of the framework is called as RIAIDRPL which detects
RIA and performs secured routing by avoiding RPL loop. In RPL DODAG, the
intruder illegitimately increases the rank value and creates a loop between parent
and child nodes. So, it is important to detect and mitigate the loop in the DODAG.
The RIAIDRPL traverses through each node to find the loop occurrence. It consists
of the following three procedures:

BL.Before traversing the RIAIDRPL, it places all the nodes in the blocked list (BL),
which represents the unvisited nodes. This procedure is deployed in the root node
(BR) to handle this list.

UBL. The RIAIDRPL places the visited nodes in the Un_Blocked List (UBL) and
also deletes the visited nodes from the blocked list. This procedure is also deployed
in the root node.

PN-MAP. This procedure is done at the root node. The parent mapping (PN-MAP)
is an important process than others. This process is done simultaneously with the
UBL procedure. During the RIAIDRPL traversing, it analyzes the node’s parent list.
If any parent node’s DIO message is inconsistent, it creates loop and considered to
be a RIA type of attacker node. The proposed RIAIDRPL technique detects the RIA
attacker node by using PN-MAP.

3.3 E2V

The third component is E2V technique which is deployed in the root node. The E2V
receives all the nodes updated DIOmessage and ensures the rank consistency of each
node. Different procedures are executed for performing rank consistency.
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RE-VAL.Rank and energy validation (RE-VAL) is executed throughDIOmessages.
After receiving the DIO messages, it validates the information to check whether it is
consistent or not.

RE-VER. After validating the rank and energy, this procedure rank and energy
verification (RE-VER) is used to verify the RE metrics of each node. The node’s
rank value is calculated through any one of the objective functions.

SUB-RInA. The procedure called substantiation of rank inconsistency attack (SUB-
RInA) identifies the malicious node by the evidences collected through RE-VAL and
RE-VER procedures. The malicious node will then be eliminated from the network
using any one of the repair mechanisms.

3.4 RPL-REPAIR

Repair mechanisms are important procedures of RPL routing protocols. The RPL-
REPAIR procedure works dynamically in the context of the node or link failure.
When a root node detects rank inconsistency between two nodes, it uses either local
repair mechanism or global repair mechanism.

4 Components of the AROSTEV Framework

The proposed framework AROSTEV is developed to provide secured routing for
IoT environment. It detects and mitigates the major attacks such as rank decreased
attack (RDA), rank increased attack (RIA), and rank inconsistency attack (RInA)
which are similar to selective forwarding, sinkhole, and blackhole attacks. Also,
AROSTEV framework enhances the PDR and reduces packet transmission delay.
Here, the attacker node progresses with its malicious activities to disrupt the commu-
nication. This type of change in the system makes the network vulnerable. So, the
data packets do not reach the destination properly. The root node uses AROSTEV
framework to handle these types of issues (Table 1).

So, as to recognize the rank inconsistency and to ensure that the hub’s rank is
steady over the organization, the 6BR checks every node’s position, energy, and
compares the data with its neighbor hub’s data and distinguish the inconsistencies.
The 6BR can raise a false alert when the discovery of hub’s rank is conflicting. The
calculation utilizes the acknowledge of energy as a boundary to discover the attacker
hub which has bogus data. The calculation depends on two conditions: (i) checks
the revealed estimation of individual hub’s position and energy, (ii) contrasts similar
detailed worth and its neighbor hubs.

Figure 2 depicts the simulation of AROSTEV framework. The 6BR acts as a
gateway between the connected devices or sensors and the Internet. The major role
is to connect devices with the Internet. In Fig. 2, the sensor nodes are connected,
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Table 1 Algorithm for finding rank inconsistencies

Require: N- A list of nodes
for node in N do
if 

Rank (Node) = Rank (Parent)+ MinHopRankIncrease
Rank (Node) > Rank (Parent)

Require PDR (Set of nodes)
then

Select the preferred parent node
end if
end for
for node in N do

if
Rank (node) < Rank (parent)

Rank inconsistency occur
then 

Require repair mechanisms
end if

end for

Fig. 2 Simulation on AROSTEV in the 6BR

represented as S1, S2, S3…S10. These nodes sense the data, process, and finally
deliver it to the centralized device or gateway; in which, the attacker node can capture
the data by using different types of attacks. The AROSTEV framework is deployed
on the centralized device (6BR) to identify the attacker nodes’ progress andmitigates
them.

The AROSTEV framework is based on the attacker nodes’ events such as RDA,
RIA, andRInAattacks. Similarly, it also has the ability to identify and correct the loop
in the network. Consequently, AROSTEV ensures the secure routing in RPL-based
IoT.
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5 Simulation Results

Here, the experimental setup and the assessment of AROSTEV framework are
presented based on the various network parameters which are given below in (Table
2).

Figure 3 shows the process of RIA attack with 13 nodes. The attacker node’s ID
as well as rank increment process are displayed in the motes output screen.

Figure 4 shows the identification of RIA attack and the loop. The proposed sink
node traverses the entire network and identifies the RIA attacker node and loop

Table 2 Parameters for
simulation

Simulation parameters Description

Total number of nodes/hubs 50,100,150,200

Simulation range 1000 m × 1000 m

Node arrangement Random, grid

Radio medium UDGM-distance loss

Operating system Contiki

Fig. 3 Process of RIA attack

Fig. 4 Identification of RIA attack and loop
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Fig. 5 Identification rate of malicious node

location. Each node has a unique ID in the network. So, the proposed sink node
easily identifies the RIA attacker node as well as the loop with the ID.

The RIAIDRPL measured the identification rate of malicious nodes among 100
nodes. This measurement uses the different ratio of malicious nodes, also compared
with existing systems such as LRPL and InDRes. Figure 5 shows the RIAIDRPL
better performances than the existing systems.

The proposed method measures RIA detection accuracy with various numbers of
nodes. The AROSTEV achieved almost 95% of the RIA detection accuracy. This
accuracy is evaluated with different ratios (10, 25, 50%) of RIA with 10, 50, 100
number of nodes which is shown in Fig. 6.

The AROSTEV checks the packet delivery rate (PDR) in milliseconds (ms).
It achieved almost 90% of packet delivery rate at 2000 ms. This measurement
is compared with the existing system LRPL. From this result, it is clear that the
AROSTEV gives better performance in PDR ratio as shown in Fig. 7.

The AROSTEV measures the packet transmission delay with various attacker
ratios such as 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1%. It measures the delay in seconds. Here,
the AROSTEV reduces the packet transmission delay compared with the existing
system LRPL. Figure 8 shows the evaluationof AROSTEV with existing LRPL by
keep on changing the ratio of attacker node.

Fig. 6 RIA detection accuracy
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Fig. 7 Packet delivery rate

Fig. 8 Packet delay: AROSTEV with LRPL

6 AROSTEV: Deploying in Smart City Application

The IoT applications are becoming widely used in day-to-day life. The proposed
framework AROSTEV meets the requirements of IoT applications. This framework
is specifically designed for IoT network. The MSP430 is used as a tool for formu-
lating the real-time applications which integrate IPv6 connectivity and 6LoWPAN.
It integrates sensor and software development kit (SDK) to test routing attacks. This
section employs the AROSTEV framework in the real-world IoT application using
MSP430 node. The MSP430 has the capability to communicate with other entities
through Wi-Fi module and CC2420 radio.

The nodes are fortified with sensors CC2420 radio, and a battery to bring together
data and transmit them to the gateway. The gateway then sends data to the server
by using IPv6 interface. The AROSTEV framework is implemented in MSP430
platform and used in the root node for detectingmalicious behaviors. Figure 9 depicts
the deployment of the AROSTEV framework in the smart city network.

In Fig. 9, various types of sensors are deployed which is used to sense the real-
time environment. For instance, noise maps sense the acoustic levels in the city;
air quality detects the particulates and dust in the air; structural health monitoring
senses the crack detection and propagation; wastemanagementmeasures the garbage
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Fig. 9 Deploying AROSTEV in smart city application

levels, and transportation system senses the road condition or traffic. The sensors can
communicate and share their sensed data together.

Finally, all the data are reached to the gateway through the intermediate nodes or
router. The gateway 6BR acted as a bridge between the connected sensors and the
Internet [10]. The AROSTEV framework is deployed in the 6BR node to analyze
the behavior of sensor nodes in the 6LoWPAN network. The AROSTEV framework
consists of RDAID, RIAIDRPL, and E2V techniques. Therefore, the AROSTEV
framework makes the network secured.

7 Conclusion

A framework AROSTEV has been developed to provide secure routing to the RPL-
IoT environment. The framework AROSTEV integrates the proposed three tech-
niques, namely RDAID, RIAIDRPL, and E2V. Each technique takes the responsi-
bility to progress its activity against the internal routing attacks. The AROSTEV
framework is executed during the RPL DODAG rank inconsistency. AROSTEV
enables two types of repair mechanisms based on the level of inconsistency found in
the RPL DODAG.
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Early Prediction of Hydrocephalus Using
Data Mining Techniques

S. V. Rajiga and M. Gunasekaran

Abstract Hydrocephalus is a condition which is characterized by head enlargement
in infants due to enlargement of brain ventricles. An excess of fluid secretion and
collection of fluid within the brain cavities are treated as Hydrocephalus. The extra
fluid puts stress on the brain and can damage the brain. Hence, the increase in the
fluid level in the brain’s cavities may increase intracranial pressure and lead to brain
damage. It is most usual in infants on children and rarely in the adult age group. Chil-
dren often have a full life span if hydrocephalus is early detected and treated. This
paper presents various data mining techniques and used to find out the disease in an
earlymanner.Magnetic resonance imaging is one of the detection tools which is used
to predict the disease properly. This approach includes the basic four data mining
processes, namely preprocessing, segmentation, feature extraction, and classifica-
tion as stage-by-stage manner using MRI dataset. Along with this process, the tree
augmented Naïve Bayes nearest neighbor (TANNN) algorithm is also implemented
to improve the accuracy in detecting the disease and also gave the best detection
rate. The TANNN algorithm may provide the best results in diplomatic, uniqueness,
perfection, and overall running time. The first stage in the data mining technique is
preprocessing, which converts the original data into a useful format. The second stage
is a key technique, and it groups the original data into possible divisions according
to its category. The third stage is feature extraction, which is used to extract the
needed data from the source. The fourth stage is the classification that appoints data
in a collection to destination categories or data groups. This paper also concentrates
on image mining, which includes experiments in image elements such as texture,
shape, and size. Image classification is an important task in the field of medicine and
technology. This helps the radiologist in the process of diagnosing hydrocephalus.
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1 Introduction

Early detection of hydrocephalus is most important in clinical practice. “Hydro”
meanswater, and “Cephalus”means head.Hence, hydrocephalusmeans incremented
cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) in the brain. The common treatment in hydrocephalus is
the surgical placement of ventriculo peretonial shunt (VP shunt).

It is a long flexible tube used to expel excess cerebrospinal fluid from the brain
into the peritoneal cavity. One end of the tube is put down in one of the brain’s
ventricles, the other end into the peritoneal cavity [1].

Hydrocephalus is a chronic condition. If properly monitored means, it can
be controlled but not completely cured. Classification of hydrocephalus is based
on the abstraction of CSF flow. That is communicating and non-communicating
hydrocephalus and abstractive non-communicating hydrocephalus. Causes of hydro-
cephalus in children include spina bifida, sludge I and II deficiencies, arachnoid cysts,
and generally hydrocephalus stenosis.

It is easy to diagnose hydrocephalus, but the aim should be to find out the exact
lesion. This article aims to analyze the uses of data mining techniques in detecting
hydrocephalus for achieving high accuracy. The four data mining methods used
are preprocessing, segmentation, feature extraction, and classification as shown in
Fig. 1. The tree augment Naive Bayes classification technique is being implemented
to diagnose and classify hydrocephalus in children [2].

In the hydrocephalus prognosis and detection step, the hydrocephalus area is
calculated using the binarization method, which converts the dark pixel into dark and
white pixel whiter. Input coding system, each transformation coefficient is compared
to a threshold; if it is less than the threshold value, it is considered zero or other-
wise one. In the rational phase, the hydrocephalus fraction is calculated using the
binarization method. This is also identified and analyzed.

Fig. 1 Block diagram
depicts the data mining
techniques in hydrocephalus
detection
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2 Methodology

According to the need for diagnosis, four basic data mining techniques with one
algorithm help increase the accuracy in diagnosing the disease. The algorithmmakes
several classifications based on the learning theory to determine the probability that
one algorithm belongs to certain [3]. At the diagnostic and classification stage, the
tumor area is calculated using the darker pixel and white pixel brightening method.
The feature is the cluster’s extraction, which shows the predicted disease and is
delivered to the extracted cluster gate process. It uses a binary mask for the whole
image. It is an image with only two values, black or white (0 or 1).

The exact methodology as shown in Fig. 2 explains four basic data mining
methods, one algorithm, and its usages in detecting dangerous diseases like
hydrocephalus.

2.1 Image Preprocessing

Image preprocessing is a technique for improving image data before computational
processing. Preprocessing aims to improve the image data, which suppresses unnec-
essary distortion or further enhances certain image features that are important for
processing [4]. The following steps are shown in Fig. 3.

The original image MRI scan is taken for the preprocessing process. Finally, the
image without noise is taken for the next process.

Fig. 2 Block diagram of the proposed hydrocephalus system
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Fig. 3 Block diagram of preprocessing steps

2.2 Segmentation

Segmentation refers to the process of separating information according to its category.
It is the process of splitting a digital picture into several parts. It is commonly used in
images to find objects and boundaries. The image section is the result of a collection
of sections covering the whole image collectively as in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4 Block diagram of segmentation steps
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Fig. 5 Block diagram of feature extraction

The image segment’s goal is to divide an image into a set of homogeneous and
non-foldable areas that have meaningful properties such as intensity, depth, color, or
texture [5].

2.3 Feature Extraction

Feature extraction reduces the size, thereby reducing the initial set of raw data into
manageable groups for processing as hown below in Fig. 5.

The purpose of the extraction of features is to reduce the original data bymeasuring
certain features or characteristics that distinguish one input format [6]. The following
features of the system are extracted as shape, intensity, and texture features.

2.4 Classification

Classification is a datamining function that targets the categories or classes of objects
in a package. The objective is to accurately predict the target class in the data for
each case. In image classification, image classes should clearly define the purpose
and characteristics of the image [7]. The purpose of the classification is to identify
and portray a unique entity.

In this classification module as shown above in Fig. 6, it is analyzed that whether
the disease is because of picture achieving and communicating system (PACS),
lacunar stroke (LACS), total anterior circulation stroke (TACS), etc.
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Fig. 6 Block diagram of classification

3 Discussions and Experimental Results

In the above section, the results obtained using MRI scan are presented. All the four
basic data mining techniques are applied one by one onMRI scan image. Finally, the
TANNN algorithm is implemented to improve its accuracy in detecting the disease
(Fig. 7).

The most popular medical imaging diagnosis in the medical field is called MRI.
MRI is a method of medical imaging used in radiology to create an image of the
body’s anatomy and physiological processes [8]. To create images of organs in the
body, MRI scanners use strong magnetic fields, magnetic field gradients, and radio
waves.

(a)Normal Brain Image                            (b)Hydrocephalus Brain Image 

Fig. 7 The figure depicts the structure of the normal brain and hydrocephalus
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(a)Brain Image                      (b)After Noise Removal         (c)After Smoothening 

Fig. 8 Two-steps noise removal and smoothening represented

3.1 Preprocessing

The first module preprocessing is applied to MRI scan images, and the result is
presented. Each brain image represents each step of preprocessing. Here, two steps
are noise removal, and smoothening is applied as shown in Fig. 8.

3.2 Segmentation

The second module segmentation is applied to MRI scans. The result presented is
divided the brain image into its segments of particles as shown in Fig. 9.

The first image was detected. It is divided into three categories as white matter,
gray matter, and cerebrospinal fluid [9]. The final CSF level will only diagnose
hydrocephalus.

(a)Brain Image (b)After Segmentation

Fig. 9 Segmentation process
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(a)Hydrocephalus  Brain Image (b)Extracted Portions Identified 

Fig.10 Feature extraction process

3.3 Feature Extraction

The third module feature extraction extracts the needed portion from the abnormal
brain image and identifies the problematic cells as shown below in Fig. 10.

In the above figure, the first one depicts the hydrocephalus brain image. The
second one depicts the identified portions indicated with labels A, B, C, D, E, and F.
This is how the portions are extracted with the help of the feature extraction process
in the data mining technique.

3.4 Classification

The fourth module and the important module are used to identify the exact disease
in the brain and the exact portion affected in the brain (Fig. 11). The exact disease
diagnose is happened here. The classification system consists of a database, and pre-
defined shapes compared to the object found to be classified as the correct type [10].
Image classification is an important and challenging task in various applications,
especially in the medical field.

In this section, only tree augmentedNaïveBayes nearest algorithm is used to bring
the multi-classification concept. It is very easy and is used to find the probability of
an image belonging to a particular class. Its purpose is to categorize the image
with minimal time difficulty. After this process, the neighboring neighbor is used to
classify the brain’s normal and abnormal part.
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(a)Hydrocephalus Brain (b)CS Fluid excess level indication

Fig. 11 Classification process

4 Conclusion

In this paper, it is analyzed howvarious datamining concepts are used to detect hydro-
cephalus in the step-by-step manner. It is studied that how the TANNN algorithm is
used in the early detection of hydrocephalus under the classification concept. This
paper provides a brief overviewof imagemining,which is an extension of datamining
in image processing. This study preprocesses an important and fundamental role in
predicting the right disease in the right manner using MRI of the brain; it also exam-
ines how brain tissue such as white matter, gray matter, and cerebrospinal fluid can
be separated. The purpose of this study was to investigate whether features extracted
from MRI in predicting the disease. The final process of classification analyzes the
place of the disease and the occurrence of the disease. Understandably, these basic
methods of data mining are very much useful in predicting dangerous diseases like
hydrocephalus. The method mainly includes preprocessing, segmentation, feature
extraction, classification with TANNN, and image mining.
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An Insight View on Denial of Service
Attacks in Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks

Naramalli Jaya Krishna and Narayanan Prasanth

Abstract Vehicular ad hoc network (VANET) is a modern communication design
that allows the interpretation between vehicles to move at high speeds on the roads. It
has started the opportunity to design various new administrations like traffic admin-
istration, distribution of emergency data to avoid dangerous conditions, traffic engi-
neering, and other user records. VANETs are a close relation of MANETs but with
recognizing features like action at high speeds, processing power, moving controlled,
sufficient storage, variable node consistency, and challenging communication posi-
tion with precise link existence. Various security issues are usually identified in
vehicular ad hoc networks, like authentication and authorization issues, and it gets
problems from frequent attacks that survive for MANET. As VANETs are exten-
sively used in various critical applications, much investigation has been done to
determine effective solutions against these DoS attacks that can work for multiple
routing protocols. This paper presents a brief survey on DoS attack on network avail-
ability and its extremity stage in theVANETatmosphere.Also, the paper discusses on
various existing techniques to detect and prevent the DoS attack. A detailed compar-
ative statement is made between these techniques to understand its effectiveness in
VANET.

Keywords Vehicular ad hoc networks · Distributed denial of service attack ·
Security · VANET routing

1 Introduction

Vehicular ad hoc network (VANET) is a kind of network where the vehicle nodes
can speak in a mode of crossover with each other on the road [1]. VANET packages
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are widely marked in security and non-security programs. Safety packs are essential,
as they relate to users and their lives without delay. These packages provide records
related to drivers’ warnings, including block notification on a particular street. But
merely, VANET challenges to protect human lifestyles, even when these humans
move on the roads. Unprotected packages are the convenience of drivers and passen-
gers, enhancing the visitor’s device. Examples of these packages include travel map,
parking availability, and weather data.

Generally, both types of programs are intended to provide accurate statistics to
clients/drivers on the road. However, for protection applications, the information that
is no longer effective must be accurate but is also safely transferred from source to
vacation location. Therefore, security is a significant problem as small interruptions,
along with intermittent disconnection, can create problems for customers. It was
particularly necessary if the constant presence of data was communicated between
both communication peoples. To this, network availability was an essential element.
As identified in [2], accessibility is a significant security element. It was described
as if any node wants to gain acceptance of the alternate node within the network or
access to the structure, and the center should be helpful to the communication nodes.
Inaccessibility can provide to any failure or any harm, such as a DoS attack.

Security issues in VANET are critical capabilities in today’s scenario due to the
rapid boom and growth of the VANET app. The most extreme attacks in VANET are
a DoS attack. Because it attacks network availability causing an effect threatening,
the presence of motorists must be identified to prevent such attacks as quickly as
possible since the attacker’s primary goal is to disable the communication channel
or confuse car offers available from unique customers. The attack makes the device
useless, and the device’s uselessness in vehicle networks in real-time, even for a
diminutive time, is risky.

VANET implementation is involved in the development of network protocols that
can ensure safe and effective V2V and V2I interactions. VANET is sensitive to a
variety of factors from one visitor to another, traffic jams, and frequency deviations
from time to time on the corresponding routes. Thus, VANETnetwork protocolsmust
be scalable to maintain large networks. VANET has excellent features that require
new problems in community production and maintenance when paired with regular
MANETs. Unlike traditional systems, where nodes are idle or pass one after another
at low speeds, the nodes in VANET transfer are at very excessive speeds, resulting
in the segmentation of the community and rapid changes in the network structure.
Moreover, the development of the vehicle’s contract is subject to the control of the
driving force and conversation with nearby cars.

The VANET timeline is designed to provide a systematic way of meditating with
tools and equipment close to EE. The USA is a piece of important equipment for
near and permanent opportunity problems in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1 Traditional VANET architecture [2]

1.1 Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) Communication

If the communication infrastructure ismissing, it allows cars to communicate directly
between new vehicles. Only onboard units (OBUs) are essential. OBUs are a vehicle-
mounted project for data exchange that connects to adjacent spare cars, from V2V or
between vehicles or between permanent devices (known as roadside units (RSUs)),
i.e., powered vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I).

1.2 Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I) Communication

It allows the viewer to communicate only via road units. The RSU is a device that is
mounted on specific roads and serves as an information center. Roadside units (RSUs)
are responsible for offering safety and insecurity tasks to onboard nits (OBUs) and
roadside units (RSUs) only.

1.3 Hybrid Architecture (V2V–V2I)

It is a mixture of two procedures, especially from V2I and V2V. The vehicle can
match between road infrastructures and vice versa in this approach, with single hop or
multiple hopmoves. The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has approved
a wireless protocol called as a dedicated short-range communication (DSRC). The
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term DSRC is known as a 5.8 GHz frequency band with a full bandwidth of 75 MHz
for intelligent transport system (ITS) [3].

The organization of the paper is as follows: Sect. 2 provides the related works on
VANET security. Section 3 discusses on DoS attacks in VANET environment, and
Sect. 4 discusses on various solutions for DoS attacks and also compares it. Section 5
concludes the paper.

2 Literature Survey

VANETworks in a challenging communication environment,which has so far limited
sensitive generation deployment. VANETs are particularly vulnerable to hidden node
difficulties. Moreover, they must deal with limited spectral bandwidth and an imag-
inative variable channel affected by the continuous cellular interruption and sources
of interference, and infrastructure-based networks have a significant advantage over
ad hoc networks. In such a situation getting access to factors, access allows for the
scheduling and distribution of network resources to the maximum extent in a simple
way. Someone needs to be posted responsible for the needy. To get several infrastruc-
ture benefits in the first place without infrastructure, researchers studied clustering in
VANET, as some clustering algorithms distribute the entire device. There are many
works done in the past to protect vehicle ad networks. Some diagrams are described
below,

Bariah et al. [4] have investigated the newly implemented safety arrangements
for VANET. As their investigation includes many threats (disclaim, puncture, spam,
re-modeling, jamming, black hole attack, DoS, DDoS attack, etc.) and provided
solutions, their research showed that threats could be classified according to the
V2V and V2I scenario. Also, authors were compared various simulation tools like
NS-2, NS-3, NCTUns, and Qualnet, GrooveNet, TraNs.

Singh et al. [5] presented various algorithms to find a DoS attack on VANET; it
was called enhanced attacked packet detection (EAPD). In this algorithm, the authors
used threshold values and intervals. Their simulation results showed that improved
network performance and not provided false notifications.

Saranya et al. [6] studied on the wormhole attack, DDoS attack especially. They
compared between various modern attack prevention implementations. One of the
studied provided a technique called as FireCol method could reduce the hardness
of network damage like a traffic matrix, and it could be used to show peer-to-peer-
based area aggregates to site visitors sufficiently. Also, they used bloom filters to
preserve routing data. Their survey also included a simulation evaluation of suggested
methods.

Mejri et al. [7] investigated the importance ofDoS attack inVANET and provided
a mechanism based on game theory algorithm. In their works, a game theory algo-
rithm that was employed to the protection of VANETs could be an excellent method
to perform. The proposed algorithmwatches the board disadvantages of each vehicle
found within the evolving network and tries to enhance its performance.
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Kumaresan et al. [8] implemented a group key authenticationmethod for authen-
tication to support cluster communication in VANET. The keys were produced with
w.r.t. today’s openings, and information was confirmed and verified to obtain sure
the events increase. Interruption could be identified based on time and proximity
updates. The simulation results confirmed that could be operated under a state of
perception and could enhance overall network performance using PDR resources.

Jamil et al. [9] provided an overview of the communication exchange in VANET
as their research discussed network coding methodology for data processing. The
process covers indications for network coding, configuration, and modeling mobile
environmentmodeling, object coding, and real-time recording across networksMAC
layer present. The authors also considered some security problems described to rule
implementation and helpful guidance.

Faghihniya et al. [10] have developed technology for convenient routing through
VANET using the AODV protocol which is a reactive routing protocol. Also, it is a
topology-based routing protocol adapted to be used in a multi-hop environment. The
recommended protocol showedRREQquantities in the network. The use of broadcast
packets within a quick AODV route detection environment is very vulnerable against
DoS and DDoS flood attacks.

Ibrahim et al. [11] have proposed a scheme to alleviate the lexical message
communication of V2V and V2I. Many researchers provided security provided
message exchange mechanisms in vehicles. The proposed system presented unique
strategies, i.e., the service-oriented architecture (SOA) infrastructure. It could be a
new choice to provide all security requirements. Their experimental showed that
their proposed infrastructure was better than the previous provided models.

Dong et al. [12] states the DDoS attack against controller is one of the safety
threat of software-defined networking. In the scenario of DDoS attacking, the
attackers could make substantial new low traffic flows to the network to disturb
the system. Here, the intruder detects the notion of monitoring and employs seri-
alization ability test to compute false/real frequent errors. Their results showed the
overall performance in inaccurate terms and can advance multiple transmissions.

Rehman et al. [13] presented rule-based mechanism to find out the DoS attack
for that they deployed a way to support Internet Protocol version (IPv6). The console
uses IP tables and temporary logging to analyze upcoming site visitors. Database
usage has been tested on all IP addresses, and if any of the IP addresses is abnormal,
it is very far from the network. Their results showed overall performance in terms of
accuracy and precision.

3 Denial of Service Attack (DoS)

The attacker frequently disturbs the communication network in the VANET environ-
ment by jamming or creates nodes issues to approach the system. The primary goal
was to limit real nodes from obtaining network services or using network assets due
to this node, unable to receive or send essential information in the network. Finally,
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Fig. 2 Example of DoS
attack [6]

Fig. 3 V2V communication
at DoS attack [14]

the network is not available for a long time for customers. DoS cannot be permitted to
appear on VANET because having relevant information needs to get to your vacation
place safely and on time. There are three ways the accused can also get DoS attacks:
talk channel interference, overhead network assistance, and packet loss. An example
of a DoS attack is shown below (Figs. 2 and 3).

Case 1: V2V Communication suffers by DoS attack:

According to the third figure, the attacker sends a “fate of prevention in Z” alert.
The statistics behind the attacking node will receive these statistics. The attacking
node will send this identical message again and again to the suffering node, making
it busier and denying you access to the network [14].

Case 2: DoS attack in Vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) communication.

At this level of attack, the attacker launches attacks on the road unit. When RSU is
busy reviewing messages, no other node that wants to change facts with RSU will
receive any reply. Therefore, network services are not available for this node (Fig. 4).

Anotherworse case in aDoSattack is called a distributed denial of service (DDoS).
Here, there are more than one attacker. Therefore, this attack is widespread and
difficult to protect. The attacker uses different locations/geographical locations to
launch this attack [15]. Two cases of this assault are:

Case 1: Here, attackers attack from many locations with many times. Therefore, the
shape of the sent message and the time interval may differ from one node to another
(Fig. 5).
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Fig. 4 DoS attack in V2I
communication [7]

Fig. 5 DDoS attack in V2V
communication [8]

Case 2: In Case 2, the attacker intimates the VANET (RSU) infrastructure. In Fig. 6,
it appears that three attackers are posing a security risk to the VANET infrastruc-
ture with different locations. When the node tries to speak to RSU, it is seen to be
overloaded.

4 Various Solutions for DoS Attack in VANET

Nowadays, there are various solutions suggested to provide security fromDoS attack
in previous.

4.1 Quick Response Tables (QRT)

The scheme changed to a proposal to make VANET comfortable with DoS, using
quick response tables (QRTs) to check frequent updates in routing data and benefit
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Fig. 6 DDoS in V2I
communication [9]

from the reference table. All routing data is recorded according to activities carried
out over the network. If there is a decrease in the beam in one cycle and its purpose
is unknown, its reduction depends mechanically. After reaching the threshold rate,
the present route is isolated from society, if the node drops the beam, without good
reason. During the route update section, the use of recognized QRTs, paths, and
nodes is ignored and cannot be considered for routing reasons.

4.2 ReCAPTCHA Controller Mechanism

In this mechanism, the legitimate users are restrained from obtaining useful sugges-
tions or devices on the network. The primary objective of the attack is to create the
requested destination node destroy or to spread the information across the network
affecting accessibility. The proposed reCAPTCHAcontrolmechanismprevents auto-
matic attacks in addition to zombie robots. The reCAPTCHA driver is used to check
and limit automated DDoS attacks as possible. To enforce this technique, the entire
standardized reporting principle is used to investigate deviation in entropy user
demand. Entropy and frequency are the measures used to determine the vulnera-
bility of an attack. A random-copy reCAPTCHA program is used as a safeguard for
attackers who rely on giant robots.
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4.3 Spoofed IP Addresses (SIPA)

This technique takes advantage of the fact that two nodes will talk for a short time.
In the case of the malignant node and the victim, it may be for an unlimited period.
Therefore, the statement may extend abnormally long. The author provides the
distinction between the attacker nodes and the normal node in the hypothesis of
variance in its communication period with the threshold time. Since a DDoS attack
almost jumps the offering into exhaustion by sending an abnormally huge group of
packets, why not the attacker reflects by testing the increase of packets sent over a
node or a skilled blow. In our proposed scheme, we are thinking of making better use
of battery resistance assistance, since the nodes in this example are cars. Therefore,
we can use the fast and challenging OBU guidelines that can be executed online with
the vehicle always to locate the attacker. Consider a random car in VANET, which
receives request messages from an IP pair (unique units) at the same time. In a set of
rules designed, OBU receives these order messages sent by two sellers and records
associated with these senders, for example. Their IP addresses and the packets that
they send will be sent to the counter unit.

4.4 Prediction-Based Authentication (PBA)

It is an effective broadcast authentication scheme to protect DoS based primarily on
the account due to signature dumping and supporting packet loss in a lost situation.
In addition to minimizing signature verification delays, it improves authentication
efficiency withMerkle hash tree (MHT) for quick verification of messages, while the
targeted guide and TESLA are waiting to protect from abuse adequately. Memory-
based DoS, hidden via storage, local puzzle key. To send a poster safely, the sender
creates non-public serial keys, waits for the role of vehicles, using web page predic-
tion, and creates a Merkle hash tree to create personal and public keys whose use
offers signs and symptoms for the message. If the built-in MAC has identical MAC
memories, then the receiver authenticates the guide immediately. To tackle resistance
to ray loss, PBA uses the premium TESLA system.

4.5 Ant Colony Optimization

The ant colony optimization algorithm has been suggested to present a realistic,
streamlined, and practical method for the convenience of guidance technology by
separating a malicious attacker on the way to the vacation spot. Defense against the
black hole attack, a form of DoS attack, is competing for an ACO-based directive
that is set confidently and at the price of the evil pheromone knot. The inexpensive
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node to believe and pheromones are identified as dangerous, and any way to adapt
through the node is removed.

4.6 IP Check

Arobust and distributed defense technique againstDoS attack using IP addressing has
been proposed with the attendee in the periodic message sent, which suggests DoS
detection while facing related IP processing. The IP address maintained to decrease
memory requirement and decreases the detection time that used bloom filter, new
information structure.

4.7 FastAuth and SelAuth

This technique proposed two green transmission authentication strategies as a
counter-flow to signatures. Fast authentication (FastAuth) secures unpaired beacon
messages by predicting destination using (HST) Huffman hash trees. These are used
to create a unique signature-based mechanism where the testing time is 50 times
more active and generation time 20 times faster than elliptic curve digital signature.
Selective authentication algorithm preserves messages from various transfers using
nearby data. In wireless loss environments, increased communications and public
accounts arise as a final result of packet loss management.

5 Comparison Between Various Solutions for DoS
in VANET

The relative comparisons of different solutions for DoS in VANET are discussed in
Table 1.

6 Conclusion

Security is the primary aspect of regular road users. The security specifications can
be adequately maintained by many protection applications, such as traffic reports
generation and accident notification release. The use of VANET can provide such
security requirements. Essential messages must be sent from one node to another
on the VANET in a reliable and timely manner. Secure communication and network
availabilitymust be guaranteedonVANET; however, inmost of the cases, the vehicles
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Table 1 Comparative study of VANET methodologies

Authors with
year

Methodology Achievement Pros Cons

Ying Gao et al.
(2019)

A distributed
DDoS network
intrusion
detection system
(NIDS) based on
big data
technology

It gets 0.01%
lower FAR rate
with the help of
ensemble methods
use, which is
limited in the
accuracy

Got the
appropriate effects
on accuracy and
false positive rate
(FPR) in detecting
DDoS attacks

Unable to
implement the
real environment
for the proposed
NIDS. System
performance
decreases

Charu Guleria
et al. (2018)

Greedy approach Detected and
mitigated the
DDoS attack

Better throughput,
less packet loss,
and less routing
overhead

In a low-density
environment, the
most
straightforward
signatures that
lead to a DoS
account are used

Paramjit Singh
et al. (2017)

Quick response
tables (QRTs)

Frequent updates
to routing
statistics were
analyzed and used
a reference table

No computational
overhead and
memory-based
burden

Not support for
non-reputation,
multi-hop
conversations,
and packet loss
no longer help

Poongodi et al.
(2016)

reCAPTCHA
controller
mechanism
(reCCM)

It avoids the
automated attacks
in the same way
like botnet
zombies

It excluded most
of the automated
DDoS attacks

Security in low
level with DoS
attacker

Munazza et al.
(2016)

Spoofed IP
addresses (SIPA)

SIPA has been
suggested to them
to distinguish
between an
attacker and a
normal node over
the idea of
variance in their
contact time with
threshold time

Protects against IP
addresses spoofing
and maintains
bandwidth

It only detects
DoS

Chen Lyu et al.
(2015)

Prediction-based
authentication
(PBA)

Fast verification
of beacon
messages

It basically resists
computing based
on memories and
is also able to
withstand packet
loss in a loss
environment
within the lost
environment

In a lost
environment, the
primary signature
of computational
costs needs to be
addressed

(continued)
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Table 1 (continued)

Authors with
year

Methodology Achievement Pros Cons

Kishan et al.
(2015)

Ant colony
optimization
(ACO)

Chooses optimal
path which has no
malevolent
vehicles

Choose the
optimal route for
safe performance
of the message

Updating of trust
and pheromone is
overhead

Karan Verma
et al. (2013)

IP check Become aware of
DoS by means of
analyzing the IP
address

Preserve on the
way to IP spoofing
of content with
and preserves
bandwidth

It only detects
DoS

Hsiao et al.
(2011)

FastAuth and
SelAuth

Prevents signature
flooding

Fast
authentication
with short
signatures

In case if a packet
is misplaced,
complicated to
authenticate

are responsible for several categories of assaults in which attacks on the availability
of societal guidance are of full-scale difficulty. One of the essential security issues
that occurred in VANET is denial of service attack. Here, a brief survey is provided
on denial of service attack and also discussed the various solutions to detect and
prevent DoS attacks in vehicular ad hoc environment. Finally, the comparison is
made between the various solutions for the DoS attack in VANET.
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Cloud-Based ETL and AD Impression
Prediction and Insight Visualization
Using Tableau

G. Tamilmani and K. Rajathi

Abstract In any small-scale or large-scale business, digitalmarketing plays a crucial
role in the brand reach and success. But, the cost of digital marketing has increased
significantly over the years as Internet grew from being a luxury a few years ago
to a common commodity today. When an ad campaign is started, even though ad
targeting technologies are already available, there is a significant amount of wastage
of advertisement budget, as many users just look over the ad and never click. The
idea behind this project is to help the businesses to invest wisely in digital marketing
and target their audiences at a more personal level. This project will help businesses
to identify the proper media platform for running the campaign for specific people.
We use Google analytics to gather the data of the previous ad campaigns and develop
predictive model which predicts the probability of the user clicking on an advertise-
ment in a particular Web site. As the database contains data of several users, it is
large and difficult to perform operations using the local resources; we are relying on
cloud-based tools like snowflake for data warehousing and Talend to perform ETL
tasks.

Keywords Cloud warehousing · ETL ·Machine learning · Digital marketing

1 Introduction

This project aims to help businesses to spend their marketing budget in a more
efficient way. This project mainly relies on cloud warehousing, advanced analytics,
and machine learning.

With increasing digital marketing costs, it is high time that we not just target
specific people but also target the platform where we post advertisements. However,
conventional marketing solutions assist us in identifying the correct people, but they
do not recommend the appropriate medium in which the consumer is most likely to
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click on the advertisement and make a purchase. We started this project with a goal
to solve this problem.

2 Literature Survey

Digital channels of communication for promoting information about products in
the catalog, studies have used the term “digital marketing” as a collective term
representing all of the content-based digital platforms and device. It has already
been established that the majority of customers use digital channels while searching
and evaluating the products and services, yet the capability of digital channels in
stimulating the need of products buying largely remains unknown.

It has already been established that the majority of customers use digital channels
while searching and evaluating the products and services, yet the capability of digital
channels in stimulating the need to increases sales largely remains unknown [1]. Use
of hypothesized digital marketing communication affected the important activities
and key decision variables representing the entire buying decision process. A positive
effect was said to be made when a statistically significant higher-than-average value
was found associated with every stage.

Widely varying retailing formats have emerged to satisfy the demands of
consumers across diverse physical, geographical, purchase, and need situations. In
most instances, these retail formats take the three formof physical stationary retailers,
with the result that the division of labor between providers of consumer goods (manu-
facturers), and those engaged in distribution and sales (wholesalers and retailers) has
been rather stable over a longhistory [2–4].Online retail platformshave been success-
fully established pivot end to claim the primary customer interface in the retailing
value chain. Examples are Amazon marketplace, Alibaba, eBay, and JD. These plat-
forms employ digital technologies as intermediaries in the exchange of products and
services between buyers and sellers digital technologies simplify customers’ access
to and retrieval of comprehensive product information from various sources (e.g.,
online product descriptions, reviews, prices). Further, digital technologies can facili-
tate the analysis of relevant data (e.g., through machine learning algorithms) and the
transformation of these data into insightful information.

Authors [5, 6] Establish a connection between the layout of objects in a display and
the amount of attention devoted to eachof these objects. The researchhas implications
for catalog page layout and visual merchandising. The applications, calculations,
depictions, and references to other related disseminations are all distributed using
a continuous univariate distribution [7, 8]. It is organized for easy navigation and
quick reference.

The project is basically used for finding best suitable media platform to promote
the product or new lucrative deal on new brand. It projects deal with the prediction
model to predict best media channel or online streaming about which can bring the
maximum cash flow and generate the maximum to increase the sales. In this, review
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described about the project strategy and idea behind project considering to generate
maximum cash flow for an e-commerce site.

3 Proposed System

The proposed system uses the previous ad campaign data to suggest the digital
platform for different users. This helps in effective ad campaigns, both in terms of
cost and conversion rate. This solution is economically feasible, as it is just a one-
time investment while building the predictive model. Later, the price incurred is only
for the ad campaign but not for using the solution itself.

This solution requires minimum training and could be easily operated by anyone,
as this is quite user-friendly. Hence, this solution is feasible from operations stand
point.

Figure 1 shows architecture which depicts the workflow of project. It shows the
data origin from Google analytics and its storage in snowflake warehouse. Snows
are used to interact with the warehouse. The ETL and visualization tools are used to
find the insights from within data which could be helpful in building the predictive
model.

Fig. 1 Architecture diagram
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Fig. 2 ER diagram for interconnected data

Figure 2 shows, i.e., entity-relationship diagram clearly shows how our data
are interconnected with foreign and primary keys. The data are relational, and the
necessary data are extracted by performing proper joins on the data as required.

The sequence diagram Figure 3 shows object interactions arranged in time
sequence which is used in the project. It shows how the different objects of the
project are related while interaction from preprocessing data to predict from the
data. It shows how each function in the project takes place.

Figure 4, the collaboration diagram is an illustration of the relationships and
interactions among software objects in the unified modeling language (UML). This
diagram can be used to portray the dynamic behavior of a particular use case and
define the role of each object.

In this, the output of one phase is the input for another phase. The output of the
data extraction phase is the input of the ETL phase. The output of ETL phase is the
input for insight generation phase. The output of insight generation phase is the input
of ML model building phase.

4 Result and Discussion

Efficiency of the proposed system: The efficiency of the proposed system is 8–10%
than the existing system. The prediction generated through the proposed system is
more precise and accurate about the data. Analysis of data using the visualization
technique in proposed system makes it more easier to analyze the data.
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Fig. 3 Sequence diagram

Fig. 4 Collaboration diagram
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Comparison of existing and proposed system: The proposed system uses a predic-
tion model for increasing the conversion rate based on previous ad campaign data
instead of selecting random channel based on ambiguous data. There is no guarantee
for the user to be effected by the advertisement posed by the company. Precision of
the proposed system prediction model is far better than existing system since it is
able to make prediction with 89.9% accuracy.

5 Conclusion and Future Enhancement

This project concentrates on minimizing the costs that are required for digital
marketing. This solution helps to target the ad campaigns in a more personal level
to each user, in turn increasing the conversion rate for the ad campaign. By imple-
menting this entire solution in cloud, there is now no need to worry about the local
computational power.

Future enhancements: This project is designed and developed for using a particular
prediction model for generating the results. In future enhancements, the project will
be generating its own model based on data to increase its accuracy. The project will
be using neural model for the better prediction in future.
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Object Recognition and Multiple Image
Stitching

R. Kavitha and P. Subha

Abstract Images are used in diverse engineering works and scientific research. But,
every image has a particular resolution and size. Image stitching is one such possible
way which can increase the resolution and size of image. This is a technique through
which we can join multiple images which has some common key point and can make
the image a wide-angle image. It could be one of the inexpensive ways to determine
the wide-angle view. Cases like landslides, earthquakes, or any natural disaster could
affect a wide area, but when we go for survey or estimation of damage, it can be
an expensive method to arrange helicopters and gather the view of the place. Their
image stitching ought to play an inexpensive and essential role. This report also
focuses on the improved and efficient methods of traditional image stitching and
reducing the errors. The old-style image stitching results are based on methods like
feature point extraction and it results to some extent of misrepresentation errors,
which is frequently occurred due to extended image arrangements. To provide high-
quality image, an improved algorithm is proposed. The test aftereffects of improved
algorithm have demonstrated that we can quicken the productivity of picturemerging
process, and furthermore lessen the all-encompassing distortion blunders. Lastly,
object recognition can make the stitched information more informative by labeling.
Using image stitching and object recognition, we can get multiple achievements
helping us to get high-resolution panoramic view, increasing our possibility to get a
wider view of any. These UAVs will help in getting the view from top in cases like
earthquakes and landslides loss estimation. Using Internet of Things and machine
learning, it can be achieved very efficiently.

Keywords Stitching · Object recognition · SIFT feature extraction · Panorama ·
IoT · Machine learning
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1 Introduction

1.1 Multiple Image Stitching

Getting an unobstructed and wide-angle view in all directions is called panoramic
view. Many of the times, when we need to get a wide-angle view of any place,
we choose for panoramic mode in our smartphones. But, in Internet of Things and
machine learning, image stitching is a method used to get the wide-angle view when
we deal with robotic applications and machines, or unmanned aerial vehicles. It is
used to get the wide-angle high-resolution image programmed as per requirements.

Multiple stitching of images is a procedure to connect a succession of pictures
with one another. The images have overlapping regions commonly converting into a
consistent picture. The camera has good resolution and clarity.

Image registration step is a substantial process in the multiple stitching of images.
The nature of multiple stitching of images incredibly relies upon the accuracy of
image deployment. With respect to the image registration, the multiple stitching
of images and their calculations are partitioned into two classes, namely feature
based and region related. Region-related image registration class anticipates the
relationship of the same dimension blocks between the input and the reference
image and records their equivalence value. If in any case the picture is turned or
resized, this strategy cannot not bring an ideal outcome. In any such case, the image
textureswere excessively strong orweak; the outcomewould showmassivemistakes.
Feature-based image registration strategy uses mathematical models to locate the
abstract description features of the valuable pixel data by contrasting the description
features with discover the correspondence association between the input image and
the reference image.

Numerous stitching of pictures is a huge development in the image preparing
area. The purpose of numerous picture sewing is to change different source pictures
with territories covering each other to tie together in a comparative arrange system
through change framework. Thusly, it is basic to pick a reference to organize struc-
ture. The customary consolidating measure constructs all-encompassing pictures
from requested picture groupings, sewing little by little from left to right. The prin-
cipal image of the plan is picked as the reference picture. As such, select the air
conditioner companying sewing result as the accompanying new reference picture in
the customary consolidating measure. The customary consolidating measure cumu-
lates the coordinating bungles of each sewing technique in the reference picture,
which would be really misshaped; when the course of action of picture groupings is
huge, it impacts the idea of all-encompassing result. The improved method proposed
in this report initially executes picture enlistment for each and every neighboring
picture in the progression and registers the change framework between the adjoining
pictures and subsequently took the middle picture of the gathering as the reference
picture. As shown by the change lattices of each and every close by picture, the
improved procedure can comprehend picture wherever in the progression changes
to the arrange space of the reference picture. Likewise, all photos in the plan can be
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bound together to a comparative encourage structure in the wake of encountering all
sewing structures. The exploratory results show that the improved technique lessens
the mutilation mistakes of scene and extras the hour of sewing measure; furthermore,
it redesigns the idea of the sewing result. Object recognition is an advanced mech-
anism to understand the objects present near to see. Years back if we observe, such
method could be identified as advanced virtual artificial eye, but with development
of technology, we figure out that the algorithm, machinery computation power, and
advanced datasets have made easier to devise optimized method for object detection.

Joining image stitching and object recognition in Internet of Things, with a profi-
cient and quick handling hearty processor, we can accomplish different applications
in the field of following, observation and security, and so on.

2 Literature Review

Multiple image edging is the combining of many images with overlapping fields to
produce a segmented panoramic image or high-definition image. It is used in different
type of industries based on the purpose [1, 2].

UAV imagery interpretation [3], UAV are used in soil monitoring to classify the
different types of land and calculate vegetation indices using multispectral imaging
[4].

UAV and image stitching utilizing machine learning are assuming imperative job
to assemble a brilliant strong waste location framework which utilizes the movement
of an unmanned aerial [5, 6].

Moreover, UAV fast stitching technique of remote sensing data, for disaster
prevention and mitigation departments, has become a more and more important
first-choice information source of first-hand disaster information extraction [7, 8].

Object detection is mainly based on identifying real-world objects. In this paper,
various algorithms are used for object detection such as face mask detection, iris
detection, fingerprint detection, texture detection using MATLAB to detect objects
for video surveillance applications. Skin detection algorithm fails when multiple
objects are present. Other challenges are change illumination, detecting shadows,
modeling of non-static background, and difficult to classify a fixed foreground and
background [9].

Object detection is mainly based on identifying real-world objects. Various algo-
rithms for video surveillance applications are used are discussed in this paper. Param-
eters such as detection accuracy, RGB Euclidian threshold ‘T’ in target detection,
Y, Cb, and Cr in skin detection have been simulated and implemented to improve
the efficiency of the algorithms. Individuals in upstanding position can be identified
utilizing the cardboard model. In the event that individuals are in various stances, or
are slithering and climbing, it gets testing. Skin discovery calculation bombs when
different items are available. Different difficulties are change enlightenment, identi-
fying shadows, displaying of non-static foundation, and hard to group a fixed front
ground and foundation [10].
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3 Existing Work

The traditional image stitching algorithm has proved to be slow and less efficient
with distortion errors. The traditional algorithm is based on the SIFT feature points
extraction. While compositing an all panoramic outcome utilizing a long image
sequence, the output panoramic image gets distorted.

3.1 Image Registration

As proposed by Brown and Lowe in 2004, they concocted scale-invariant highlights
extraction computation (SIFT) and reliably proposed the numerous images sewing
measure and proceeded till 2007. The SIFT computation identifies the image includes
rapidly and gives invariant propertywhen the image is rotated, resized, or enlightened
[11].

Enormous scale factors compare to the diagrams of the image features and little
scale factors relate to the details of the picture features (Fig. 1).

Each examining point is contrasted and the eight neighborhood points of a similar
scale factor and 18 area purposes of the neighboring scale factors. The recognized
outrageous focuses are chosen as the up-and-comer key focuses.

Next need to guarantee the revolution trademark, turn the arrange hub to the
direction of the central issue and afterward partition the locale around the central
issue into 474 subregions. Every subregion has 8-measurement vector of direction
data. Accordingly, there is 4 ∗ 4 ∗ 8 = 128, measurement vector in the central issue
descriptor. Finally, we standardize the central issue descriptor to wipe out the impact
of the enlightenment change.

Fig. 1 SIFT feature
extraction step
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4 Proposed Methodology

4.1 Ground Station for Distributed Processing

Ground station is a fully working and managed service that lets us to control
distributed processing ofmultiple cameras such as giving run command for executing
programs, processing of stored image data. For example, unmanned aerial vehicles
are used for a wide range of applications, like monitoring and surveillance, image
processing, surface imaging, communications, survey and rescue in natural disaster,
and video broadcasts. Ground stations form the core of swarm of UAV networks.
Jetson nano is being used as ground station in this application where all data coming
from drones are going to be stored and get stitched each other for video generation.
YOLO V3 object detection model is going to be performed for object detection in
video on ground station.

4.2 Image Acquisition

Image acquisition is the taking of images from user as input using any hardware
source such as cameras. It is the first step of any image processing application. In
proposed work, consider input using GoPro camera. GoPro cameras are the high-
definition cameras which uses image-stabilization factor to prevent the image from
producing blurred image (Fig. 2).

For unmanned aerial vehicles, it can prove itself as a successful application, when
in flight mode vibration produced upon using simple cameras could not produce clear

Fig. 2 Image acquisition using GoPro camera
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Fig. 3 Linux samba share mechanism

image. GoPro cameras are also enabled with point-of-view photography shoot. For
this application, we need a bright light condition for our image stitching algorithm
to detect the descriptors which are possible with a good quality camera with good
resolution, and this could be achieved with GoPro cameras. Installing GoPro camera
could result into a best result. However, user’s choice depends upon their use (Fig. 3).

4.3 Linux Samba Share

A Linux Samba file server allows file sharing across different operating systems
over a network. It allows you to access your desktop files from a system and share
files across cross-platform such as Windows and macOS users. It can be used for
sharing the images file taken bymultiple cameras to store in ground station for further
processing.

The Samba suite incorporates customer instruments that permit clients on a Unix
framework to get to envelopes and printers that Windows frameworks and Samba
workers offer on the organization. The Samba suite depends on Unix daemons that
give shared assets called shares or services 7 to SMB customers on the organization.
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4.4 YOLO Dataset

YOLO or You Look Only Once is a state-of-art dataset which is used for real-time
applications such as object detection system. Configuring the object recognition in
this application, this dataset was a suitable choice. It processes images at 30 FPS. It
is tremendously wild and precise. Moreover, no retraining is required for this dataset
and have tradeoff between accuracy and speed.

4.5 ImageAI

ImageAI is a Python framework which classes and functions to perform image object
detection and extraction in an easier way.

4.6 Improved Stitching Method

The proposed calculation doesn’t distinguish the component focuses for the whole
picture territory; however, it likewise uses the factual enrollment information of each
and every close by picture to deal with the grid. Subsequently, the improved system
decreases the SIFT include recognition region of the reference picture, and besides
constructs the amount of coordinating element focuses and improves the capability
of sewing time. Similarly, it fastens consecutively from left to right independently
in the customary procedure; the improved methodology picks the middle picture as
the reference picture and picks the accompanying information picture dependent on
number of planning centers and completes the image arrangement sewing measure
from focus position continuously developing to the different sides. In the proposed
sewing technique, themost outrageous assembled coordinating bumbles are resolved
from the middle picture to the various sides of the image grouping, lessened to the
half level of the customary methodology.

4.7 Algorithm

The improved image stitching process.
Input n well-ordered picture sequence S (S0, S1, S2, S3, ….Sn−1), those have

overlapping regions.

1. Perform image registrations for nearby images.

(a) Consider the images are I i and I i−1, i ∈ [1, n−1], use k-nearest neighbor
method to find matching feature points from Ii and Ii − 1 considering the
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Fig. 4 Object recognition showing labeled boxes

base Manhattan distance and afterward protect the coordinating compo-
nent focuses information. Save the pictures in an exhibit using fList and
nList.

(b) Process the network that can be moved from the pursuit space of the
picture I i−1 to the inquiry space of the picture Ii and afterward protect the
relative lattice in the exhibit HList.

(c) Repeat step (i).

2. Take Ik as the reference image. K is the middle index of the set I.
3. Process the matrix H between the new input image and the reference image.
4. The algorithm is computed to optimize the matrix array H.
5. Transform the new input image using H matrix (Fig. 4).
6. Compute the affine transformation result and process the step (5) and the

reference image.
7. Add the input image and the reference image.
8. Panoramic result is produced by repeating step 2.

Output
Panoramic image

4.8 Object Recognition Using ImageAI

Image recognition is the part of PC vision, where outwardly perceptible picture
outlines in video can be distinguished, restricted, and perceived by PCs. A solitary
static picture in a video is known as a video outline, and in the vast majority of
recordings, the scope of edge every second or fps lies between 20 and 32. With the
help of Python image library which includes ImageAI, which comes in-built with
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self-contained deep learning and computer vision capabilities. It provides classes
and functions to perform image detection and extraction.

4.9 Comparison with Other Models

In our algorithm, we are using YOLOv3 which is supported by ImageAI. This object
recognition is applied to the later part of the image sequence conversion in which the
all-stitched images are converted into a single video output, and it is fed as input, and
we get the output as the labeled video in which has all the objects are detected, and
they are labeled with boxes with their respective identity named on top of box with
their verification percentage (percentage stating the chance of the object being real
as labeled). For this object recognition, as they are a video input, primarily, they are
needed to be converted into frames. Multiple frames are processed and recognized
one after another by the algorithm.

5 Conclusion and Future Enhancement

The algorithm based on machine learning is used to stitch the images, share files
along the server, and perform object recognition using NVIDIA Jetson Nano and
GoPro cameras through Python programming language. It can be used for various
applications such as surveillance, tracking and damage estimation, producing high-
resolution images, high-definition images, estimation of damage using unmanned
aerial vehicles in earthquakes, landslides, medical imaging, video conferencing, and
manymore. It can be used for basis of producing 3D image stitching and applications.

If equipped with more powerful processors, it can produce more efficient results.
Image stitching can be improved more by adding image stabilization. And, the
program can be made more fast if executed in cloud using cloud technology and
Internet of Things.
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An Efficient Approach for Analysis
and Segmentation of Plants Diseases
Using Machine Learning

R. Umamaheswari and S. Uma

Abstract The farming assumes a predominant function in the development of the
nation’s economy. Atmosphere and other natural changes have become a significant
danger in the horticulture field. Farmers are really facing lot of loss in crop production
due to many reasons; one of the major problems for the above issue is crop diseases.
This is due to enlightenment about the disease and pesticides or insecticides available
in order to control the disease. AI (ML) is a fundamental methodology for accom-
plishing reasonable and powerful answers for this issue. Recognizable proof of sick-
ness inside the plant may be extremely basic for better cultivating outcomes. In this
paper, backpropagation neural network and neural network classifier (PatternNet)
are used for achieving the result.

Keywords Feature extraction · Segmentation process · Backpropagation neural
network · Network classifier

1 Introduction

Agriculture plays a vital role in our country. In recent years, many researches are
happening in the agriculture sector like predicting plant disease, predicting the leaf
diseases, predicting the yield. One of the key resources in efficient management of
the crop is to predict the diseases at the earlier stage and to provide accurate results
and on-time solutions to the farmers. Generally, in any sector, prediction is a very
difficult task as it includes various features. Identifying the disease present in the plant
leaf for better agricultural productivity is one of the difficult tasks. Plant diseases are
primary cause for enormous damage and economic losses in the agricultural field.
Identification of ailment inside the plant might be very useful for producing the better
farming results. It is conceivable to build up a self-governing framework for illness
characterization of yields.
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Identification of the diseases will help the farmers to identify the faults in the plant
leaves which will lead to precautionary methods for preserving the other plants. In
this paper, with the help of the image processing and pattern analysis methods,
based on the symptoms of the particular diseases, the damaged parts of the leaves
are captured through the image processing which will undergo further processing
to predict name of the diseases of that particular plants. Subsequently, after all the
process has been completed, the name of the diseases that affected the plant can be
predicted by considering all the relevant factors, and the recommendation will be
given to the farmers in order to take the corrective prevention actions.

2 Related Works

It discusses about analysis of various literature surveys. In the recent years, various
machine learning algorithms and techniques have been in the hand of the researcher
to study about the plant leaf diseases; some of the reviews on them are given below.
Author [1] presents about reorganization of powdery mildew spores diseases which
occur more often in the plants. But, it can be identified very easily since symptoms of
these diseases are more peculiar, and the diseases will often occur on upper surface
of the plants. Here, author used an intelligent spore image sequence capture device
approach to capture the damaged leaf parts. To this system, when the damaged leaf
part has been passed as input, it would be naturally started up and checks blue print,
and measures has been satisfied by the input. Finally, the output will be passed to the
pre-specified network.

This author [2] presents about exposure of diseases that can occur in the plants
with the help of remote sensing images. For creating the training datasets, images
of healthy as well as damaged or diseased leaves are collected. From the trained
samples, the maximum threshold values are extracted which are used to predict the
incoming input image. The images that are collected using the remote sensor are
often compared with the gained threshold value, by extracting the RGB values that
lie in the image.

Author [3] presented about detection of yellow vein mosaic disease in okra plants.
Yellow vein mosaic disease is viral diseases which are spread by insects. Here, the
author used the leaf vein extraction and naive Bayesian classifier in order to predict
the diseases. Author [4] used the vigilant edge identification methods in order to
recognize the infected part of the plant, and the information regarding the diseases
will be sent as an alertmessage to the farmers via themessage transferring technology
that lies in the MATLAB.
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3 Some Effects of Bacterial/Fungal/Viral Diseases in Plants

Suppose if the portion of the plant is found to be sick, the approach consists of splitting
the risk region (ROI) and deciding the illness. Throughout this question, the groups
of leaf pain, including blight spot, necrosis, and late spot are listed. Many of these
infections are triggered by fungal infections or bacterial infections. The bacterial
leaf location is also established. Such as strawberry, peach are mostly located in a
bacterial leaf spot that prevents frombeing stoned.Dark streaks or black stains appear
from this suffering on the different portion of the stems. A sign of this disorder is
often yellow halos. The scale of the place in person is anomalous. Spots may occur
on the specific item, and when such points are concentrated on some part of the vine,
the results would be obtained on destroying the process with the aid of this disease.
In fact, muddy and foul formations lead to bacterial ailment development. Bacterial
leaf spot will spread very quickly in these formations. The elderly leaves are mainly
bacterial in nature, but they may also kill the tissue of the young leaves.

Viral illness is attributable to viruses, because, since the infection is intracellular,
it occurs indoors. Viral infections become really challenging to grasp hopefully. In all
the plants such as leafs, roots, stem, and others, viruses may be successful. Abnormal
patterns are seen in the region infected by the virus in the green and yellow patterns.
The lifestyle or additives of the plant that are affected by the viral disease can be
much smaller. It affects productivity and different elements at the same time. For a
particular case, consuming a part of the blood is often the number one sign of this
disease. Different viruses may be severe in assessment to the alternative styles of
the disorder, because of the reality every virus if now not nicely cured give upward
thrust to sort of the virus, so it is crucial for well-timed of those sickness. Owing
to fungi or fungal species, fungal diseases seize the area. This grows with wind and
water, one of the properties of fungi. Gray inexperienced points are on the flora’s
leaf, and they begin to stretch out closer to the outside position of the leaf if they
are no longer properly cured. The indications, scabs, and manifestations of fungal
infection are the number one effects. The assault of fungal diseases on the leaves of
the plants prevents the yellowness of the plants.

4 Proposed System

To identify the disease present in the plant leaf for better agricultural productivity,
helping the farmers to identify the faults in the plant leaves will lead to precau-
tionary methods for preserving the other plants. After identifying the key points,
the following step is to come back up with a descriptor for the function targeted at
every key point. This descriptor is the illustration used to take a look at the talents in
specific photographs to look inside the event that they are wholesome or no longer.
Distinguishing proof of sickness inside the plant may be fundamental for better culti-
vating outcomes. The key rationale is to accurately distinguish leaf ailments with the
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utilization of neural organizations. Since the component extraction approach seems
to a basic job, here, feature extraction techniques such as the speeded up robust
features (SURF) is used for extracting the factor.

Speeded up robust features (SURF) descriptor scheme advanced by way of beetle
became designed as a green alternative to SIFT. It is a lot quicker and extra strong
as compared to SIFT. Its fundamental idea is to approximate the second one-order
Gaussian derivatives in a green manner with the assist of essential pictures for the
utilization as set off field filters. This concept uses sum of 2DHaar wavelet responses
in order to round of the focal value with the useful resource of vital picture.

• Using deep neural networks for classification purpose.
• To determine the disease location in the plant leaf using image

Then, the input image in RGB form is converted to hue saturation value (HSV)
form for the segmentation process. The leaves which have the ailment are then
classified based on the premise of their similarity with the training dataset of disease
samples formerly defined by using the feature extraction techniques. Here, the imple-
mentation is donewith backpropagation neural network, andneural network classifier
(PatternNet) is used for which results in displaying the name of the disease present
on the plant leaf (Fig. 1).

This figure shows the architecture data flowing through different stages in order
to give the output. Digital gadgets including digital camera or smart phones are
used to take pictures of plant leaf and are used for splitting up and grading the
nearby sickness. To discover the affected area efficiently, it is required that a pictures
containing impurities in order to compare other image processing techniques in the
photograph entry.

5 Methodologies

5.1 Image Acquisition

The processing of photographs is to produce those forms of sample pictures. It is
really important to use the dataset to cover the majority of the various types of inputs
and have an excellent tool for every problem. The repository contains various images.
In the collection of matching rules (with the disease leaf samples in the dataset), a
leaf may be added and its shape is understandable, and the classifier provides for the
disease prediction for this random picture (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 1 Architecture diagram

5.2 Image Preprocessing and Enhancement

Photography, it is the second segment. By rising input noise fromMATLAB, the pixel
values are graded more; there is a discount on spots and an increase in assessment.
This image planning and refinement are attributed to the fact that it is easy to segment
the hobby position, while the photograph is preprocessed. The classifier used will
implicitly functions well without any impurities for preprocessed images. Within
the preprocessed image, the pixel values are often changed. For enhancement of the
image, MATLAB offers a variety of various filters.
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Fig. 2 Flow of methodologies used in proposed work

5.3 Image Segmentation

Tomake a detailed analysis of the leaves, the subsequent steps are performed and the
codes are written in MATLAB 7.50 version. First, read the image, convert into RGB
to HSV, set image as h = hsv(1); s = hsv(2); v = hsv(3), then in order to calculate
number of pixels and plots that are present in a histogram, determine the location of
black and white pixels, to grab estimate of all pixels for each color bin. The idea of
primary colors is primarily based totally on the truth that any color can be created
through combining three colors, white, and black. However, with the resource of
reflected photograph (via paint), there are more that definition where in set of colors
are the “number one shades”. In reality, there are three units of primary hues. Hue:
A hue or “natural” color is the combination of number one colors, where one of the
primary colors is at complete depth. The speak of tinting, shading, and tones will
make this idea more clean.

5.4 RGB Color Wheel

The RGB model’s method to colors is essential due to the truth: One of the thrilling
factors of the thought’s interpretation of coloration is that it sees the relationship
among sunglasses in a round way. A shade wheel is a device that offers a visual
illustration of the relationships among all viable shades. The primary colors are
prepared round a circle at equal (one hundred twenty degree) periods. (Warning:
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Fig. 3 RGB segmentation

Color wheels regularly depict “painter’s colors” primary colors, which reason a first
rate set of colors than additive coloration (Fig. 3).

5.5 Hue Saturation Value (HSV)

This instantly mirrors the houses of the true shade (true shade) which displays HSV.
It defines colors in terms of hue, intensity, and quality (brightness). The usages of
hue are:

• The courting among tones across the shade circle is easily recognized.
• Saturation at once correlates to the definition of color in the colors basics.

Section, despite the fact that all saturation does not contain any color, whereas 0
saturation generates white, gray, or black. Depth at this moment represents the notion
of deepness in the colors basics level. The desired color position is hues and saturation
control (to convert RGB colors mapping to HSV colors or to govern color quantity).
Cmap= rgb2hsv (M) responsible for changing an RGB color mapM into HSV color
map. Color maps are usually design of three matrixes. The element of each color
map is within the variety 0–1. The column part of matrix M serves us strength of red,
inexperienced green, and blue. Output matrixes Cmap indicate hue, saturation value;
therefore, photograph = rgb2hsv (rgb image) converts the RGB photograph same
to HSV photograph. RGB is a visual sequence of m-by-three whose three planes
contain red, green, and blue. HSV is looking to a path video series, with a hue, a
contrast, and photographic speed elements on three planes (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4 HSV segmentation

5.6 BPNN and PatternNet

BPNN uses the backpropagation algorithm. It helps in identifying the underlying
disease present in the plant leaf. The classifier used is the PatternNet classifier
which is a deep neural network classifier. PatternNet takes and returns the pattern
reconnaissance neural network (hidden size).

5.7 Input and Output Model

A leaf image is taken as the input. The input goes through the preprocessing phase.
The region of interest is identified by converting the input image from RGB to HSV
and is isolated by HSV segmentation. The next phase in the process is identifying the
name of the underlying disease. This is done using neural networks. A set of images
including the ones with disease as well as the healthy ones is the dataset being the
used. The patterns detected in the input image (leaf) are matched with the images in
the dataset. The input image is classified using the PatternNet classifier (Fig. 5).

The results of the leaf are finally transformed into graphical visualizations through
that, and user/researcher can understand fromwhere, how, why the disease is entered.
So, that the user/researcher can predict the cause of the disease and take preventive
measures to solve the issue before it is too late. The output is the name of the disease
(Figs. 6 and 7).

6 Conclusion and Future Enhancement

Plant disease identification model helps in classification of the plant leaf as infected
or healthy. Themodel then further identifies the name of the disease in the leaf. This is
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Fig. 5 Damaged leaf

Fig. 6 Attainment of segmentation

preceded by finding the location of the infected region in the leaf through the feature
extraction techniques. This model can prove beneficial for farmers in identifying the
underlying disease and providing the plants with the appropriate treatment to prevent
disease from spreading.
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Fig. 7 Detection of diseases occurred

In the future enhancement, it can be donewith the help of the IoT or deep learning.
In the proposed work, only limited samples are taken, but it can extend to heteroge-
neous leafs. Also, for predicting the yield of the particular crop or for the particular
plants, also, the diseases can be taken into the account.
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Impact of Scheduling Algorithms
of Wireless Network Control System

Almas Begum and D. Hemalatha

Abstract Network control system (NCS) has become one of the most extensive
areas of research in recent years. There are wired and wireless network control
system used. Among these, wireless network control system (WNCS) plays a major
role in many applications. To make best out of limitations in NCS, WNCS is used
to reduce the cost and implementation challenges. This paper focuses on the impact
of various scheduling algorithms based on WNCS starting with NCS, evolution of
WNCS and its application and also focuses on review of various design techniques
used in WNCS including design and scheduling algorithms. Finally, we conclude by
identifying the limitations and future enhancements.

Keywords WNCS · NCS · Design techniques · IEEE standards

1 Introduction

The research that is in progress on remote networking anticipates computing to
control reforming and remodeling in a way system to control and collaborate along
techniques such as IoT, cyber-physical system (CPS), Tactile Internet. Wireless
network control system (WNCS) plays a major role stronger compared to the above
said techniques. To survive against the limitations of network cables and threads
signal fading, mobility, data rate enhancements, minimizing size and cost, user secu-
rity and quality of service (QoS), WNCS was evolved as it is simpler in design and
easy preservation.

WNCS requires innovative model for addressing in association with control and
remote frameworks for accomplishing the complete performance and effective-
ness of the system, in general, framework execution and productivity. Traditional
frameworks of control system configuration depend on the hypothesis to prompt
conveyance of sensory information and manage orders that accompany incredibly
high reliabilities. The utilization of wireless networks to transmit data recommends
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Table 1 Features of wireless
technologies

Feature IEEE 802.11 IEEE 802.15.4

Range 10 m Up to 100 m

Data transmission rate 125 kbps 30 mbps

Devices required to
make up network

5–7 Up to 40

Data transmission Yes can be
transmitted

Yes can be
transmitted

Error corrections Forward
corrections not
possible

Forward
corrections not
possible

Power utilization Low utilization Medium
utilization

non-zero deferral and feasibility of error messages. Transmission deficiency or cut-
off timemissing shall bring outcomedepravity in accomplishment of control systems.
Therefore, control system’s framework needs to incorporate the structure to endure
the loss of message problems and also to consider rigid interruption occurring and
authenticity issues [1]. The data transmissions must to be adequately dependable and
determining the inactivity for the request based on shortest time interval, contingent
for duration and limitations of the framework [2]. In addition, eliminating links during
data correspondence of detectors and selectors prompts elimination of capacity to
the nodes to gain complete adaptability. There are additional limitations that are
added-on based on energy and batteries [3].

There are standards defined by IEEE that define the operations ofwireless personal
area networks called as WPAN in IEEE 802.15.4 and 802.11 called as wireless LAN
(WLAN). Table 1 illustrates some of the features of these standards. This standard
is used to determine basic lower level network layers that concentrate on minimal
effort, low-speed gadgets that communicate everywhere. This is also a standard on
which modern, economic and residentiary applications were established being QoS
as secondary. The control on cost of the protocol is directly proportional to the
probability in loss of message, delay in message and increase in sampling period.
The IEEE 802.15.4 convention is a low rate, less cost and less power transmission
standard for remote interconnection of fixed as well as compact movable gadgets [4].
There are two types of nodes used in IEEE 802.15.4 standard such as full-function
device (FFD) and reduced-function device (RFD) [5].

The aim of the survey is to reveal the requirements and to identify the demands that
are correlated with wireless network frameworks of WNCS according to algorithms
and protocols to increase the way for effective development. The structure of this
survey paper is as follows.

Section 2—WNCS and its applications
Section 3—Design techniques and scheduling algorithm for wireless control
system
Section 4—Conclusion.
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2 WNCS and Its Applications

A spatial scattered system is in which exchange of data between sensors, actuators
and regulators happens through a shared band limited in a communication network.
NCS is a combination of control and communication theories where control theory
examines about ideal channels that are connected to dynamic systems and commu-
nication theory examines about transmission of data over incomplete channels. NCS
canbe traditionally defined as a conventional feedback loop that is closed in a commu-
nication channel and can be shared by different nodes that may be outside the control
system in real-world environment.

NCS plays a major role in research over decades and also provides analysis of
network structure necessary to implement a reliable, secured communication channel
with suitable bandwidth and improvement of data communication protocols for
control systems. There are few types of NCS such as: (i) CAN—communication
standard framework for increase in data incompleteness and rate at which data is
transferred, (ii) Ethernet which is a secondary component with less-cost network
that is influenced with the growth of NCS and (iii) WCNS emerged by the need of
mobile procedures, adaptable establishments and quick distribution of various appli-
cations. Most of control frameworks accept that the information gathered is precise,
convenient and lossless [6]. As a result of this mobile procedures, adaptable estab-
lishments and quick distribution at the same time decreasing the support cost enhance
WCNS to become predominant. The most important characteristics of NCS are to
provide an appropriate framework for acquiring the data in real-world environment.
Figure 1 illustrates design of WCNS.

For most of the applications, the majority of the congestion occurs on remote
networks comprising of certain sensory information from sensory nodes toward
at least on an individual controller. So, one of the two resides on the spine is
attainable through many spine spots. Thus, as a result of data that passes between
sensor nodes and controllers is not really symmetric in WNCS. In addition, various
sensors combined to one plant may individually communicate their estimations to
the controller [7].

A plant is a constant tangible framework to be controlled. The sources of intake
and yields of the tangible framework are constantwith timely indicators. Plants yields
that exist will be examined by fixed intervals and non-fixed duration intervals by the
remote detectors. Every bundle of data related to the framework is communicated
to the detector that accompanies a remote network. At this point, detector achieves
estimations and processes the control instructions. These instructions that are at
that point carried off to the detector appended to the framework. Thus, the circle
circuit framework consists both persistent duration and examined elements. Figure 2
illustrates WNCS plants that are in closed loop controlled remotely over a network.
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Fig. 1 Design of WCNS

Fig. 2 WNCS plants in closed loop
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2.1 Applications of WNCS

There are various types of WNCS applications that are outstanding in evolution of
wireless sensor networks with finite data transmission in computing and anticipate to
control the applications. Applications of WNCS get motivated in various fields such
as vehicular, avionics, building and industrial mechanisms. Intravehicular wireless
sensor networks (IVWSNs) consist of components such as control unit, a battery,
electronic control units, remote sensors and remote actuators. Wireless sensors are
used to transmit data to the analogous control unit as long as it gets energy fromnearby
control units. Actuators are also used to retrieve the instructions from analogous
control unitswith power on energy-searching gadgets. IVWSNexplicit remote sensor
network between the vehicle sensors and their relating electronic control unit (ECU)
conveyed with the motivation behind either dispensing with the at present existing
wires or empowering new sensor innovations that cannot be incorporated into the
vehicle utilizing wired methods. Even though there are various techniques explored
and determined, the most appropriate and accurate vehicle control system will be
energy saving with necessity of sensor nodes at less cost and the shortest distance
[8]. Among various vehicular sensor network applications, tire pressure monitoring
system (TPMS) is the first application, established on remote communication to
strengthen information against vehicle body sensors [9].

WNCS also plays a role in avionics applications that has huge possibility of
increasing the performance of aircrafts through cost-efficient operations of flight and
reducing the heaviness, cost thereby increasing safety. As there is increased require-
ment for safety and adaptability, modernized aircraft depends on a huge number
of sensors connected and actuators with large number of devices to it [10]. WNCS
also plays vital role in building automation and industrial mechanisms. Building
mechanism intents to produce ideal-level inhabitant comfort while reducing the
energymanagement. It also requires various range of anticipating facilities tomanage
temperature, humidity, pressure, etc. In industrializedmechanism,WSAN is used for
efficient framework of process controlling in industries, which is a materialized trend
followed. Moreover, in the future, various industrial mechanisms require networks
based on batteries with “n” number of sensors and actuators that broadcast data
according to access points.

3 Design Techniques and Scheduling Algorithm
for Wireless Control System

There are different techniques for design and optimization of WNCS. The construc-
tion of control system is twofold such as one that addresses framework to enhance
the network system plant and other is framework of a network system plant with
control systems [11]. Basically, remote system model, methods for control systems
are broadly classified as interactive design approach and joint design approach [11,
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Fig. 3 Techniques used in wireless network design

12]. In interactive approach, the remote networks guidelines are accommodated to
fulfill the given collective imperatives required by the control systems for execu-
tion. In joint design approach, the remote networks and control system are mutually
enhanced. Figure 3 illustrates about the techniques used inwireless design techniques
for control system.

3.1 Interactive Design Techniques

Interactive design techniques focus on MAC with network resource scheduling and
routing layer, with definite power considering physical layer framework. MAC
protocols are classified into contention-based access, schedule-based access and
physical layer extension protocols. Standards such as 802.11 and 802.15.4 are
used. Contention-based access protocols used in WNCS intent to measure criteria
according to CSMA/CA structure based on IEEE 802.15.4. Adaptive algorithm is
suggested to reduce the power usage and is implemented in joint design technique.
ExistingQoS defined in 802.11 ofMACdoes not consider the cut-off time necessities
externally leading to non-predictable efficiency of NCS.

In schedule-based access protocols, it prevents from collisions by observing the
schedule broadcast with rigid time occurrences. Sensor nodes are allotted according
to time using time-divisionmultiple access (TDMA) and frequency-divisionmultiple
access (FDMA) protocols [13]. Time slots are arranged in frames that are repeti-
tive formally. It allows external scheduling transmission with acceptable delay in
nodes according to the prioritization. IEEE 802.11 mechanism is used to support
domestic application for transmitting and retransmitting of data and also bandwidth
to increase the performance efficiently. Physical layer extension proposes scheduling
algorithm according to the assigned priority and transmission period that support
maximum level of adjustment containing information about loss of data packets in
time-triggered and event-triggered samplings.
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There are various scheduling algorithms such as dedicated scheduling algorithm,
shared scheduling algorithm, priority scheduling algorithm that suggest accurately
to designate time slots in order to experience the delay dependability [14]. These
algorithms target on packets produced with in the given sampling time and priority
that in turn reduce the occurrences of delay in transmission of data packets.

There has been expanding enthusiasm for creating effective multipath directing
that advances the system dependability and energy effectiveness of remote systems
[15]. Network routing is classified into four designs such as disjoint path routing,
graph routing, controlled flooding and energy/QoS-aware routing according to the
routing standards.Node-disjoint and link-disjoint are the types of disjoint path routing
[16]. Numerous routing path algorithms are proposed that use every node to produce
a subgraph that contains shortest path from source to destination [17].

3.2 Joint Design Techniques

The remote system criteria are collectively enhanced seeing the establishment among
the performances. They involve examining duration for time-triggered control and
level crossings for event-triggered control in the control system. They also include
communication competence in physical layer and approaches using MAC algo-
rithm [12]. Joint design technique is categorized in to time-triggered sampling and
event-triggered sampling. Time-triggered samplings are based on interactive design
techniques. Event-triggered samplings are based on MAC layer [18]. There are
some event-triggered sampling that employs CSMA protocol for allotting network
resources. Thus, joint design techniques help in assuring interaction to increase the
firmness, flexibility and fault tolerance for WNCS.

Thus, there are various commands and instructions that are used to explore how
WNCS can be used in control and communications. Though it is not easy to predict
the implications, various design techniques can be focused to determine the behavior
of WNCS surroundings.

3.3 Scheduling Algorithm

Table 2 shows comparison of different algorithms used for scheduling in WCNS
with parameters based on sampling time, priority and delay in transmission. In dedi-
cated scheduling algorithm, packet transmission is based on expected time slots. In
shared scheduling, sensors with camera are used for scheduling for controlling the
communication channel with closed loops and delay in transmission with 0.02 s.

The sampling period of scheduling algorithm can be evaluated to identify the data
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Table 2 Comparison of
scheduling algorithm

Algorithm Priority Delay in
transmission
(µs)

Packet
transmission

Dedicated
scheduling

Low 23.22 Expected time
slots

Shared
scheduling

Medium 22.67 Share expected
time slots

Priority
scheduling

High 25.88 Fixed/dynamic

transmission, acknowledgment of data frames and frame space as in Eq. 1.

Tt ≥ backoff duration + data frame + ack for time

+ frame duration + inter frame space (1)

Similarly, delay in transmission is based on closed-loop delay that is evaluated
with components such as sensors, connectors and actuators as shown in Eq. 2.

τ = τ sensor_ connector + τconnectors + τconnector_ actuators (2)

3.4 Observations

There are various standards that have been implemented for wireless control network
systems. Although there are relevant advantages, there are some characteristics that
provide less rate at which data is transmitted, less power resources utilized and
still experiences multiple challenges. Using IEEE 802.15.4, arbitrary waiting time
for packet transmission can be delayed using collision avoidance methods. Collision
can be avoided by either using closed-loop systems or by othermeans of applications.
Based on the priority of the packet transmission, interruptions can be avoided.

4 Conclusion

WNCSserves as basic technology that concentrates on safety of the control systems in
various applications such as vehicular, avionics, building and industrial mechanisms.
This study paper presents aspects of NCS andWNCSwith some of the protocols and
design techniques used. A brief review on design techniques is used inWNCS. Thus,
it enables more productivity, expandability and less cost. Simulation techniques can
be used to achieve the inferences about the failures that may influence behavior of
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WNCS. To carry forward with future directions, different independent components
such as sensors, actuators can be used to improve the efficiency of network and also
to enhance the energy resources.
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Scientific Exploration of Conceptual
and Algorithmic Terminologies
of Machine Learning

Juginder Pal Singh

Abstract At beginning, machine learning (ML) was only the endeavor of some
computer geeks who wanted a program that can learn to play games by itself and
the field of statistics which never employed any approaches based on computa-
tions. Now, it has developed into an independent field of study that has provided us
base to develop self-learning functions. ML has also developed various algorithms
for interpretation of text, email filtering, recognizing pattern, and several different
commercial aspects. It also led to a different field of research such as the field of
data mining which identifies hidden and non-hidden regularities and irregularities
in so fast-growing data and artificial intelligence which advanced machine learning
algorithm like neural networks to create a program that can closely mimic human
beings. The research proposed here throws light on explaining various conceptual
terminologies and expansion of machine learning from where it has started; among
the major popular machine learning algorithms, some are discussed here that are
being used today and for future scope of machine learning.

Keywords Learning · Human learning ·Machine learning · SVM · Cognitive
services

1 Introduction

One of the definitions of “learning” is to study past experience to improve future
performance. In machine learning, past data is analyzed to give the output, and the
accuracy of it improves as more data is inputted. The primary goal in ML is to create
automatic learning functions. ML algorithm builds a mathematical model based on
data which is inputted known as “training set”. This training set is then used for
automatic prediction and decision-making (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1 a Traditional programming bMachine learning

How this training set is used depends on whatML algorithm you are using. Today,
ML is used in various applications like Google search and email filtering where it
was almost impossible to create conventional algorithms [1, 2].

A. Machine Learning: Birth of machine learning happened when computer
science and statistics were joined together. Creation of machine that is able to
solve a particular problem is the domain of computer science, while modeling
and measuring reliability of data is domain of statistics. The idea of machine
learning takes inspiration from these two domains to create a machine that can
automatically work on modeled data. In computer science, we have to program
the whole system independently to do a task, while in ML, we have to create
just the learning algorithm, and rest is done by the algorithm itself. Machine
learning augments on statistics domain of inference and probability of data and
includes additional features like feasibility of algorithms for data processing
and compoundation of tasks and increased performance count [3, 4] (Fig. 2).

B. MachineLearning andNatural (Human)Learning: Several researches show
that there is a close relation between machine learning and human learning in
various interdisciplinary field on inter-sciences. Machine learning algorithm
learns in a sameway life that an in fact child learns, i.e., through trials and errors.
These researches have yet prove significant as algorithm design on human
learning are much weaker than statistics-based ML algorithm. The reason can

Fig. 2 Emerging areas of ML
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be traced to fact that we still long way away from uncovering the mystery of
human learning.Although, recently some strides has been taken in advancement
in these fields [5, 6].

C. Data Mining and Machine Learning: With development of data mining, the
relationship between the two has become so interrelated that it is hard to tell
when datamining is used or whenmachine learning is being implemented. Data
mining is a cross disciplinary field that excels in searching the properties of a
given data. It interprets a data and analyzes the correlation between data and
also recognizes pattern in the data. To summarize, data mining only focuses on
discovery of data not prediction which is the focus of machine learning. Data
mining can use different ML algorithms to domining. Similarly, in many cases,
it is also used to preprocess data for ML algorithm to be implemented [7].

D. AI and Machine Learning: As already mentioned in this paper, machine
learning was developed when some computer enthusiasts wanted to achieve
“artificial intelligence”. The fact that “ML is a subset of AI” is not accepted
by many researchers and scholars. ML first used symbolic methods called
“neural networks” to first create artificial intelligence. But, as human started
realizing other application ofML, the rift between the two came. AI still aims in
developing algorithm for artificial intelligence, whereas ML starts using more
probabilistic approach [8].

2 Present Research Demands of ML

Numerous researches have been already done onmachine learning in the past decade.
Following are some of scopes of improvement for machine learning where research
is still being done:

A. Use of Unlabeled Data in Supervised Learning. Supervised learning is an
algorithm that maps an input to an output with knowledge of previous input–
output pairs. This mapping is done with help of labels present in data, so super-
vised learning is mostly performed on labeled data. But practically, there is
very less labeled data in the world. Most of labeled data are building with help
of preprocessing and labeling the unlabeled data which incurs huge cost. One
way to reduce this cost is to make a supervised algorithm that works on unla-
beled data. According to research done by many institutions, there are several
cases like spam filtering where having unlabeled data for supervised learning
is actually more beneficial for the algorithm. So, supervised ML algorithms are
being developed that can handle unlabeled data [9].

B. Transferring the Learning Experience. Real-life problems are not simple
and short. ML algorithm had to be applied on large sets of data. For example:
If a company wants to collect data on various diagnostic functions all over
India, the diagnostic function built on various patient treated by the hospital
of Lucknow will be similar but not necessarily same as Delhi. So, making of
diagnostic function that applies to whole nation is very difficult. Few methods
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are used to find the similarity between two diagnostic functions. For example:
An approach given by hierarchical Bayesian assumes that learning parameters
of both Delhi and Lucknow have some common probabilities [10].

C. Linking Different ML Algorithms. There is large number of ML algorithms
used in various fields all over the world. Research has been done to find correla-
tions between existing ML algorithms. For example: Naive Bayes and logistic
regression, these two supervised algorithms approach data distinctly. But, for
a specific type of training data (i.e., when the criteria of naive Bayes classifier
are fulfilled and the number of examples in trying set tends to infinity), their
equivalence can be seen. The conceptual understanding ofML algorithms, their
convergence features, their effectiveness and limitations, and their applications
are the fields of research that need to be further studied and experimented.

D. Machine Learning Algorithm Which Collects Their Own Data. However,
good a ML is, it will not be fully automated and revolutionary if we have to
feed data in it every time manually. Several research is being done for making
a ML which collects its own data for processing and learning. Many effective
strategies are analyzed which hand over the task of collecting data to ML
algorithm. For example: an algorithm which is able to learn the success of
vaccine by monitoring the infected patients (let us assume patient suffering
from coronavirus) and vaccine injected into them. Algorithm will also analyze
any unknown side effects of the vaccine and will try to minimize it [11, 12].

E. Privacy Preserving Data Mining. As the number of cybercrime is increasing
day the day, the preservation of privacy in data mining has become very impor-
tant. Thus, the need to develop an algorithm that is able to mine the data without
exploiting the underlying information is in demand. One of such algorithm is
privacy preserving data mining (PPDM) which protects the data by changing
them by masking the original vulnerable data so that it cannot be exploited.
Then, it uses various methods to determine the original data up to a certain
level of accuracy. It is highly effective algorithm for privacy. The only tradeoff
is that it leads to loss of accuracy of data little bit, but by using large amount
of data, it can be minimized (Fig. 3).

3 Category Divergence of ML Algorithms

A. Learning Style Category

1. SupervisedLearning. As indicated by the “supervised”word in the name,
this ML algorithm takes place in the presence of a supervisor. This super-
visor is the labeled set of data which helps in building of classifier which
is then properly trained to determine the label of test data. Basically, a
supervised learning is an algorithm that maps an input to an output with
knowledge of previous input–output pairs. Classification and regression
are the most popular uses of supervised machine learning.
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Fig. 3 Flow of control to
correlate and process noisy
signal

2. Unsupervised Learning. No guidance is given in this MLAlgorithm, i.e.,
the data provided as input is not a labeled data. Algorithm sorts data with
help of differences and pattern without having knowledge of any classifier
built on prior data. Clustering and association are the most popular uses
of unsupervised machine learning [2] (Fig. 4).

3. Semi-supervised Learning. This machine learning algorithm is mash up
of both supervised and unsupervised ML algorithms. Both labeled and

Fig. 4 Classification of machine learning
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unlabeled data are used, and pattern finding is also done in the data. It coun-
ters the disadvantage of both supervised, i.e., dataset being hand labeled
and unsupervised, i.e., limited use [4].

4. Reinforcement Learning. This machine learning algorithm uses the
concept of “maximization of reward” and “learning by experience”. Here,
there is no correct answers given to machine to train the model, instead the
reinforcement coordinator decides whether the answer is right, i.e., closest
to the correct answer, the output is then fed to reinforce the algorithm
known as maximization of reward.

B. Similar Algorithm Category

1. Regression Algorithms. The co-relation between output values and vari-
ables is exploited by this algorithm. The variables are mostly independent,
but output had to have some kind of dependency on the variables. This
algorithm using this co-relation builds a model and uses it to predict values
for new inputs. Some Ml algorithms which use this regression are: linear
regression, ridge regression, polynomial regression, logistic regression,
etc.

2. Instance-BasedAlgorithms. It is also known asmemory-based algorithm
as it stores variables and the result of all the data input in the algorithm.This
variable-result pair is known as instances. To predict the result of input
in case of new data, these instances are analyzed. The algorithm works
on principle “winner takes everything”, i.e., instance can be replaced,
which other instances which are the best fit. ML algorithm which uses
this instance-based algorithm is: learning vector quantization, K-nearest
neighbor (popularly known as KNN), etc.

3. Regularization Algorithm. Rather than being a complete ML algorithm,
this technique or algorithm is a popular aid which is used along with
other ML algorithm to reduce overheating, i.e., ML starts learning from
inaccurate data entries in the dataset. The regularization algorithm reduces
the degree of polynomial function in another Ml algorithm which is a
root cause of overeating. There are many ways to reduce the degree of
polynomial, but the best way is by making the coefficient of the highest
order terms in a polynomial smaller. Examples of regularization algorithm
are: lasso regression, ridge regression, etc. [8].

4. Decision Tree Algorithms. It is a type of supervised learning algorithm
which uses a tree representation to categorize data in which each node acts
as a class label on which decision is made. Many internal node branches
of this node are representing distinct attribute set according to the class
label. These steps are continued recursively until a prediction is made.
In this process, it forms a tree-like structure which is the result of deci-
sions taken at every node, hence, named “decision tree”. It is faster than
any other algorithm for classification. A major decision tree algorithm is
classification and regression tree (CART) [9].
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5. BayesianAlgorithms. This is one of themost basic algorithms ofmachine
learning. It uses Bayes algorithm to predict the result. It is a probability-
based algorithm that assumes all the variables are independent. Exam-
ples of Bayesian algorithms are: naive Bayes, Bayesian network (BN),
Gaussian naive Bayes, etc.

6. Support Vector Machine (SVM). It is one of most popular machine
learning techniques known for producing highly accurate results with less
computing power. In SVM, our main aim is to find a hyperplane. This
plane is found in an N-dimensional space where each dimension repre-
sents a different variable given as input. Thebest fit hyperplanes are chosen,
and they help to classify the data by acting as a separator. Support vectors
(data points nearer to the hyperplane) can heavily influence hyperplanes.
Both hyperplane and support vector together build our SVM.

7. Clustering Algorithms. It is an unsupervised ML algorithm which uses
pattern present in data to group them into different group. Each group is
distinct from the other group, and elements of each group exhibit similar
properties. ML algorithm which uses this instance-based algorithm is: K-
means clustering algorithm, mean-shift clustering algorithm, DBSCAN,
etc.

8. Association Rule Learning Algorithms. It is an algorithm which is used
to find an association and relationship in large data. It uses help of certain
rules which aid in finding these relationships. These rules are based on one
general principle, i.e., to find something “interesting”. The term “interest-
ing” refers to unique associationpattern in the data. The algorithm ismostly
used in market analysis. Examples of association rule learning algorithms
is a priori algorithm, Éclat algorithm, etc.

9. Artificial Neural Network (ANN) Algorithms. ANN is inspired by the
working of human neural networks. ANN is basically a set of algorithms
which is capable of recognizing patterns. Patterns are recognized from
vectors. Vectors are numerical representations of any form of data. The
basic aim of neural network is to cluster and classify. Unlabeled data with
similarities present between them can be grouped and classified through
ANN. More complex form of neural network called deep learning can
even extract features from other ML algorithms. Examples of ANN are:
perceptron neural network, backpropagation, radial basis function network
(RBFN), etc.

4 Future Scope

A. Improved Cognitive Services. While right now with the help of machine
learning, we are able to include intelligent capabilities in our devices. These
intelligent machines can recognize vision, speech and can even distinguish
between different dialects. Apple’s Siri and Amazon Alexa are good examples
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of it. They are now capable of assisting humans to a certain limit in their daily
life. Some even more powerful AI can even converse with human to a certain
extent. In the future, these intelligent devices will be so powerful that they can
even be able to read the human’s mood just by analyzing our speech pattern
and converse with us with the same level of intellect as any other human or
even more.

B. Quantum Computing. Even prominent people like Satya Nadella, CEO of
Microsoft, and ElonMusk, CEO of Tesla, have come out and said that quantum
computing will reshape the world of computing. Traditional computer uses
binary. Even complex problems are broken in form of 0s and 1s. No doubt they
are fast, but they all have computational limits. Quantum computing will break
these limits asmuch faster and uses less resources. This allows ourML to evolve
and can even becomemore sophisticated. In the future, quantum computing can
help machine learning to resemble a network similar to our neural network.

C. Robots. Traditionally, robots were machine designed to perform a certain
specific task only. But, with the rise of machine learning, they are becoming
highly sophisticated. Robot vision, robot sense, and self-supervised learning
are great achievements in the field of robots. With their help, drones are not
capable enough to fully automate delivery, many factories have become fully
automated and need almost negligible human intervention, and cars like Tesla
are now fully automated and capable of self-driving. Soon in the near future,
humans will have our own personnel robot assisting them in their day to day
life.

5 Conclusion

Primary aim of machine learning authors and application developer along with
researchers of this field is to build and design more advanced, proficient, and time-
and space-optimized practically achievable all purpose learning mechanisms which
could generate best result over a wider domain spread. In machine learning context,
the performance realized by a method to efficiently use data resources is also a very
important paradigm. Better prediction of accuracy along with prediction rules also
plays a vital role inmachine learning. Being fully data-driven and the ability of exam-
ining a huge count of data in very little span of time, machine learning also proves
much better over manual human programming. Also, machine learning proves to
be more accurate, error-free, and lesser prone to human bias. Keeping in mind the
above scenarios, solution developed to solve tasks that uses sensors such as speech
recognition, computer vision can be easily achieved via the concepts and algorithms
of machine learning.
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Deep Learning in Human Activity
Recognition from Videos: A Survey

Neeraj Varshney

Abstract Human activity recognition is a trending area of research in current times.
It has variety of applications especially from security point of view. Recognizing
human actions from video is a tedious task in computer vision due to largely invariant
nature of scenarios that occur and also the infinite amount of data that needs to be
worked upon that too accurately and fast. Activities are classified into two major
groups. The simple activities comeunder single-layer groupwherein simple activities
like sitting, walking, running are performed by one or two subjects. Another group
is called hierarchical group that consists of much complex activities or activities in
sequence being performed by one or many subjects at a time. This paper discusses
some papers associated with human activity recognition from videos. We examined
each paper to highlight the method used for feature extraction and classification. We
also noted the method used and accuracies achieved by the authors on various public
datasets.

Keywords Deep learning · Activity recognition · Video

1 Introduction

Computer vision is a field of study that tends to develop methods and techniques
required for the computer to see and understand theworld, and the input given is being
in the form of images and videos. In these times, images and videos are abundant in
number because of cameras being available and used wide scale around the world.
Due to this reason, computer vision in recent times has seen tremendous growth.
Computer vision can be further said to be a sub-field of artificial intelligence and
machine learning. Computer vision has applications across a wide variety of fields
such as the automotive industry, health care sector, banking, agricultural sectors.

Human activity recognition is a problem of classifying data obtained from sensors
or videos into known well-defined movements performed by humans. Recognizing
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of human activities is a challenging task because there is no single and precise way
or formula to determine specific actions. Moreover, in order to get accurate result,
large volumes of data is analyzed at a given moment. Earlier, hand-crafted features
were used, but more recently, deep learning models are being developed which give
us better accuracy. In deep learning, features are set up automatically; therefore, it is
an unsupervised way of dealing with the problem. Human activity recognition can be
used to build smart health care centers, secured public places, wildlife observation
centers, and many more.

In this paper, we study and summarize the recent trends that are taking place in
human activity recognition (HAR) especially from videos. We analyzed each paper
to highlight the main advantages that each paper have. Also, we noted the input data,
feature detector, classifier, and the accuracies achieved by each paper on respective
public datasets.

2 Literature Review

Human activity recognition (HAR) is an essential technology for developing relevant
applications such as visual surveillance and human computer interaction. Usually,
atomic actions are recognized in RGB videos, but with the availability of RGBD
data, Lillo et al. [1] introduced a hierarchical compositional model that operates at
three levels of abstraction. Geometric and motion descriptors are at lowest level,
sparse compositions at intermediate level, and spatial and temporal compositions
at highest level for representing complex human activities. However, limitation of
this work is that annotated data is required at the level of action which can be an
issue for an application involving large volumes of data. This issue of limited anno-
tated data is addressed by Sarker et al. [2] in which a novel framework is proposed
that performs HAR from RGB video having limited labeled data. A similar hierar-
chical spatiotemporal has also been discussed by Xu et al. [3]. Video-based security
subtractions could be more efficient if the background noise is reduced and only the
subjects are kept into focus. This method of background subtraction is presented by
Zaidi et al. [4]. The method is able to detect objects from a recorded video. However,
it has not been applied on real-time live video. Therefore, Samir et al. [5] present a
RGB input system for recognizing different real human activities using a stationary
camera. Fine-grained action recognition is much harder to detect than general human
actions because they occupy relatively small-scale image regions. Ma et al. [6] seek
to improve fine-grained action discrimination along with general action recognition.
Advantage of the method is that it is able to reduce feature dimension at the same
time combining appearance and motion information.

Skeleton and joint-based human activity recognition is discussed by Nikolov et al.
[7] and Qi et al. [8]. Both the works used RGBD videos as inputs. Advantage of
using the above discussed methods is that complex features with spatiotemporal
configurations of subjects in video are automatically learned. Phyo et al. [9] used
deep learning for human activity recognition using motion of joints. The system is
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promising as far as real-time experimentation is considered due to fast processing
time.

Jalal et al. [10] used body silhouettes and individual skeletal points to develop
a novel framework providing robust multifeature descriptors for activity recogni-
tion. However, complex scenarios are not considered while experimentation. Amore
robust multimodal feature-level fusion method is introduced by Ehatisham-ul-Haq
et al. [11] where feature-level fusion of time-domain features and HOG features
reduces the computational complexity and improves the recognition. However, the
method fails to incorporate multiview activity recognition. Convolutional neural
networks are widely used in human activity recognition especially in classifica-
tion process. Zhou et al. [12] and Zalluhoglu and Ikizler [13] used CNN. However,
the models lack explicit modeling of sequential information other than 3D temporal
convolutions. This issue is addressed by Long et al. [14] where a model called asym-
metric residual neural network is discussed. It includes recurrent neural networks
and LSTMmemory networks. RNNs can find patterns with long-term dependencies
because it can memorize the information extracted from past data. Binary quan-
tization map (BQM) descriptors, R-transform, and Gaussian mixture models are
discussed by Gnouma et al. [15], Dhiman and Vishwakarma [16], and Najar et al.
[17], respectively.
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3 Comparative Study

We focused on papers using machine learning, deep learning, and feature-based
learning in order to recognize human activities from videos. What we have found so
far is that all the architectures vary as per the temporal dimension incorporation in the
data and also the amount of data available as input for the architecture. Dhiman and
Vishwakarma [16] used KNN and SVM separately in order to get brilliant accuracies
for an input RGBD data. This means construction of a robust feature vector in this
case by R-transform is beneficial even if the classifier used is only simple machine
learning algorithm. An architecture considering both spatial and temporal compo-
nents separately and then combining the end observation to bring out accurate human
activity recognition is shownbyXu et al. [3]. It got good results in five different public
datasets. Xu et al. [3] use 3D convolutional filter as against Zalluhoğlu and Ikizler
[13] and Ma et al. [6] which uses 2D convolutional filters to get far better accuracies
on multiple public datasets. In general, when input is in the RGB form only, it can be
seen that deep learning models perform better than conventional machine learning
models, as seen in Gnouma et al. [15] and Sarker et al. [2] where deep learning
models are used as against conventional machine learning architecture used in Ma
et al. [6] and Samir et al. [5]. However, what is to be remembered is that in all the cases
whatever be the dataset used, the datasets are built under different circumstances.
A dataset might use single view, multiview, single background, single or multiple
number of subjects under consideration.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a quantitative and theoretical analysis of various machine
learning, deep learning, and feature-based learning methodologies used previously
for recognition of human activities from videos. A successful recognition does not
only involve the classification method used but also the efficient use of feature detec-
tion techniques and correct labeling of sub-activities. Also, background noise is an
inescapable element from which the subject of interest is needed to be separated in
all the cases. It has been observed that the labeling of sub-activities and activities
as a whole is a tedious task that involves much more computation than any other
process, and deep learning methodologies are able to perform this task in an unsu-
pervised way. As a result of which, given similar input data, deep learning models
being hierarchical in nature brought out more accuracy than conventional machine
learning and feature-based learning techniques.
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Image Compression Using Vector
Quantization

Rohit Agrawal and Narendra Mohan

Abstract Pictures are changed over into computerized information by changing
over every one of the pixels in the picture. The more hues that are utilized, the more
noteworthy the measure of information that is required to store the picture. Picture
pressure is the way toward diminishing these number of bits required to speak to
a picture. The mainstream picture pressure calculation is the vector quantization,
which maps the pixel force vectors into twofold vectors ordering a predetermined
number of potential multiplications. The picture is divided into numerous squares,
and each square is considered as a vector. After quickly checking on the central
thoughts of vector quantization, we present a technique for the codebook structure
for vector quantization calculations that perform picture handling.

Keywords Image compression · Quantization (VO) · Encoder · Decoder ·
Codewords · Codebook

1 Introduction

Picture compression is the planning of an informational index into a piece stream to
diminish the quantity of bits required to speak to the informational index by disposing
of repetitive data about neighboring pixels. With information compression, one can
store more data in a given extra room and send data quicker over correspondence
channels. The two sorts of information compression are lossless and lossy [1–5].

Lossless compression has the favorable position that the first data can be recuperated
impeccably from the packed information. Short lists are appointed to high likelihood
images, and long records are doled out to low likelihood images. The compression
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proportion is restricted by the source entropy rate, a proportion of the arbitrariness
innate in the source [6–10].

Lossy compression brings blunder into the information, so the first information
cannot be entirely recouped. Vector quantization (vector quantizes) depicted in the
following segment is a calculation for the lossy compression. A picture compression
framework may fill in as a front end for a computerized picture processor. Advanced
picture handling is the preparing of a two-dimensional arrangement of information
[11–14]. It incorporates portrayal and displaying, upgrade, rebuilding, investigation,
and remaking. Pictures are regularly handled in various manners, and there are open
inquiries concerning how the picture preparing activities connect with one another.
Which activity ought to be performed first? Which activity makes another preparing
task more straightforward or more mind boggling? Two traits of vector quantizer
recommend that such shrewd compression is conceivable [15–19]. To start with,
vector quantizer structure procedures of bunching and grouping trees have a long
history of utilizations to picture preparing, including upgrade and order. Second,
since a vector quantizer framework utilizes an assortment of conceivable picture
generation hinders, a picture preparing routine can be applied to this arrangement of
squares early as opposed to the compacted picture itself [20–22]. By joining other
sign preparing objectives into the structure of vector quantized, the compression
framework can be better redone for a specific application [23].

Images often get distorted by noise during identifying image and/or transmitting
in any image application. De-noise technique thus becomes significant problem in
prior processing of images. Many image de-noise techniques have recently been
suggested to track impulse noise and seek to save information of images [1–4].
Many of those use the regular median filter, or its modifications or generalizations
because of their pleasing ability to eliminate impulse noise. Such methods, however,
typically process the entire image to change both types of pixels with and without
noise [5–9]. The switching technique was implemented in recent years to prevent the
impact on noise-free pixels. The switching median filter has of two steps: (i) impulse
detection and (ii) noise filtering [10–15]. The key benefit of flipping median filter is
that by using an impulse detector to find and filter correct noisy pixels, it can prevent
damage to noise-free pixels. Prior impulse detectors, however, also need a lot of
computations [16–19]. Many of them require duplications in their applications, and
wide computations and broad memory space are needed [19–22].

2 Vector Quantization

Vector quantization (vector quantizer) is a compression technique for loss informa-
tion, depending on the square coding guideline. This is a measure of the fixed to
fixed lengths. Due to the need for multi-dimensional joining, the design of a vector
quantizer (vector quantizer) is regarded as a difficult problem in the previous days.
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Fig. 1 1D vector quantizer

Linde, Buzo, and Gray (LBG) proposed a method for measurement of vector quan-
tizers based on a planning structure since 1980 [24]. The use of a grouping of plans
sidesteps multi-dimensional reconciliation criterion.

2.1 Preliminaries

A vector quantized is approximated and is comparable to that “rounding-off” (means
to closest integer), e.g., of a 1D vector quantizer as shown in Fig. 1.

Any number not exactly −2 here is approximated to −3. Increasing in digit from
−2 to 0 is approximate to −1. Each digit is approximated by +1 somewhere in
the range 0 and 2. Every more prominent number than 2 is approximate to +3.
Notice that exceptional 2-bits are spoken to surmised qualities. It is a quantizer of a
one-dimensional two-piece matrix. It has a 2-bit pace/measurement.

A case of a quantizer of two-dimensional vectors is shown as follows. Here, a
star linked to that district approximates each pair of numbers dropping at a particular
locale. Notice that there are 16 localities and 16 planets—each of which can be
spoken to by 4-bits exceptionally. Hence, this is a quantizer of two-dimensional
4-bit vectors. The rate is exactly 2-bits/measure.

In both examples above, that stars are known as code vectors and by borders,
encoding regions are known as regions identified. The set of all code vectors is
known as the codebook, and set is known as space partition of all encoding regions
as shown in Fig. 2.

2.2 Design Problem

Problem with plan vector quantizer can be expressed as follows. Because of vector
source with its known factual characteristics, given twisting scale, and given number
of code vectors, discover codebook (arrangement of each red star) and a parcel
(arrangement of blue lines) that causes the slightest normal distortion. We accept
that preparation grouping comprises M source vectors:

T = {x1, x2, . . . , xM }.
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Fig. 2 Two-dimensional,
4-bit vector quantizer

This arrangement for the planning can be obtained from some massive database.
For example, in case source is a discourse signal, planning succession can be obtained
at that point by recording a couple of long phone discussions. M is thought to be
adequately huge with goal that preparation arrangement would catch all observable
properties of source. We accept that k-dimensional are source vectors, e.g.,

“Xm = (
xm,1, xm,2, . . . , xm,k

)
, m = 1, 2, . . . , M.

Let N be the number of code vectors, and let C = {C1,C2, . . . ,CN } represent
the codebook. Each code vector is k-dimensional, e.g.,

cn = (
cn,1, cn,2, . . . , cn,k

)
, n = 1, 2, . . . , N .

Let Sn be encoding region associated with code vector Cn, and let P =
{S1, S2, . . . , SN } denote the partition of the space. If the source vector xm is in the
encoding region Sn, then its approximation (denoted by Q(xm)) is Cn:

Q(xm) = Cn, if Xm ∈ Sn.”

If average distortion is given, let a squared error distortion measure be

Deve = 1

Mk

M∑

m=1

||Xm − Q(Xm)||2

where

||e||2 = e21 + e22 + e2k
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Given T and N, find C and P such that Dove is minimized. Design problem can be
succinctly stated as follows.

2.3 Optimality Criteria

To the above minimization problem, if C and P are a solution, then it must satisfy
following two benchmarks.

Nearest Neighbor Condition

“Sn = {
x : ||x − Cn|| ≤ ||x − Cn′ ||2∀n′ = 1, 2, . . . , N

}
”

This condition says encoding district Sn will consist of all vectors similar to Cn

than any of various code vectors. Any tie-breaking strategy would do to those vectors
lying on top.

Centroid Condition

“cp =
∑

xm∈Sn Xm
∑

xm∈Sn 1
n = 1, 2, . . . , N”

This condition says code vector cn should be standard for each of those preparation
vectors that are in district Sn encoding. In use, one can guarantee that one preparing
vector has a position with each encoding district at any rate (thus, denominator in
above condition is rarely 0).

Quantization
A vector quantizer maps k-dimensional vectors in the Rk space into a finite set of
vectors Y = {yi: I = 1, 2, …, N}—vector yi is called a code vector or codeword, and
a codebook is called the set of all the codewords. Associated with every codeword,
yi is a competitor region called Voronoi and is denoted as

“Vi = {
x ∈ Rk : ||x − y|| ≤ ||x − y j ||, for all j �= i

}
”

The set of Voronoi regions partition the entire space R′ such that

“ ∪N
f =1 Vi = Rk”

“ ∩N
i=1 Vi = Rk”

“for all i �= j”

Or in two-dimensional cases, we take vectors without loss of all-inclusive argu-
ment. Figure 3 mentions certain space vectors. A delegate codeword is associated
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Fig. 3 Codewords in
two-dimensional space (x is
marked as input vectors,
codewords are marked with
red circles, and Voronoi
regions are separated with
boundary lines)

with each bunch of vectors. Each codeword resides in its own locality Voronoi. For
outline, these assumptions are isolated with zero lines in Fig. 3. In the light of a data
matrix, the codeword chosen to refer to it is in one in equivalent Voronoi district.

To be closest in Euclidean distance, representative codeword is determined from
input vector. Euclidean distance is denoted by

d(x, yi ) =
√√
√√

k∑

j=1

(
x j − yi j

)2

where jth component of input vector is xi and jth is component of codeword yi is Yij.

3 Vector Quantizer in Compression

The composed two undertakings are vector quantized. Encoder is the first element
in vector quantizer, and decoder is the second element in vector quantizer. Encoder
takes information from vector and yields record of codeword that opportunity most
decreased mutilation. By evaluating Euclidean partition for this circumstance, least
turning is found between information vector and every codeword in codebook. Once
closest codeword is discovered, document of that codeword is sent through a channel
(could be communications channel, computer accumulating, and so on). When
encoder gets rundown of codeword, it replaces document with related codeword.
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3.1 Search Engine Working in Encoder

In spite of certainty that as scalar quantization, vector quantizer opportunity more
compression for a comparable winding rate and PCM, yet is not as commonly
executed. As a result of two things, time is the first element as it gets to make
codebook, and speed of chase is the second element. Various algorithms have been
proposed to enhance the speed of the search. To choose codeword, some of them
reduce math utilized that offers base mutilation; various computations preprocess
codewords and experience essential structure.

The least difficulty request approach, which is similarly slowest, has the whole
interest. In whole chase, information vector is proportioned with each codeword
in codebook. On remote possibility that M is input vectors, N is codewords, and
every vector is k estimations, by then amount of increments occurs kMN, amount of
increases and reasonings become “MN((k − 1)+ k)=MN(2k − 1)”, and amount of
proportions becomes “MN(k − 1)”. This prepares whole request a costly technique.

Measure of Performance
There is nothing but bad approach to gauge the exhibition of vector quantizer. This
is because the distortion that VQ incurs will be evaluated by us humans and that
is a subjective measure. Try not to surrender! We can generally fall back on old
fashion, and the ratio between mean squared error (MSE) and peak signal-to-noise
ratio (PSNR) is obtained. MSE is characterized as follows:

MSE = 1

M

M∑

i=1

(
xi
∧ − xi

)2

where M is quantity of components in sign or picture. For instance, in event that
we needed to discover MSE between reconstructed and first picture, at that point
we would receive distinction between two pictures resolution by resolution, square
outcomes, and normal outcomes. PSNR is characterized as follows:

PSNR = 10 log10

(
(2n − 1)2

MSE

)

where n is quantity of bits per image. For instance, on off chance that we need to
discover PSNR between two 256 dim-level pictures, at that point we set n to 8-
bits. The presentations of vector quantizer are regularly given regarding the sign to
bending proportion (SDR):

SDR = 10 log10
σ 2

Dove
(in dB),

where

σ 2 variance of source and
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Dove average squared error distortion. The higher sign to bending ratio has better
performance.

4 Conclusion

Advanced picture compression is a significant strategy in computerized picture
handling. To improve its presentation, we might want to accelerate the structure
procedure and accomplish the most noteworthy compression proportion conceiv-
able. Toward this path, our objective has been to depict the major thoughts of vector
quantization and to present a fundamental codebook structure strategy dependent on
precise order and association of square examples. The recently created codebook
structure technique helps in proficient picture compression.
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Adaptive Bat Optimization Algorithm
for Efficient Load Balancing in Cloud
Computing Environment

Rakesh Kumar, Diwakar Bhardwaj, and Ranjana Joshi

Abstract Cloud computing is the new development technology where it permit
users as much as needed with its greater performance. Where the cloud computing is
a heterogeneous method where it contains huge number of various system data. With
this system tasking few data else calculating with greater systems, where it accepts
the computing that the forwarding and accessing time is very difficult with system.
In cloud environment, the load managing is the important function to get performed.
Where the load balancing permits to share various workloads through the various
nodes and it verifies by checking that there is no individual node gets over loaded. In
previous applications, where the response time is high and then the communication
cost is maximum and thereby to get out of previous declined problem, with the
discussed methods, and for capable load balancing, the adaptive bat optimization
algorithm (ABOA) is discussed. The discussed various servers huge balancing and
depending upon the independent and dependent function. The task gets at the time
of the run time through the server with different approximate gap with different
load specifications. Variation inequality (VI) issues are gets eliminated then there is
a Nash equilibrium method fixes through the calculated game. After discussing, an
iterative proximal (IP) algorithm throughABOA to get calculated aNash equilibrium
result through the various servers huge managing one. By the outcome, the discussed
ABOA gives good task than that of the previous system.

Keywords Load balancing · Adaptive bat optimization (ABOA) · Cloud
computing
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1 Introduction

With the huge area forwarding calculations, the cloud computing enters as the new
paradigm. It gets forwarded computing then the data apart through the desktop
gets transfer PCs, with the maximum data areas. Cloud computing gives the fine
IT sourcing like services and applications, and then they functions on the fine
surroundings, with the Internet areas, with pay-per-usage depending tomanage quan-
tity suddenly and comfortably. Where it functions to accompany the modifications
through manages then it promote with various industrial by ignoring the amount of
hardware and software. Hence through cloud computing method is used for operates
a apt, with the demand network manages with the partition pool through the calcu-
lating resources (e.g., servers, storage, services, network, and applications). These
cloud computing helps in de provisioned and provisioned immediately through less
handing methods else the service managing method. Thereby, it encourages capa-
bility. Because of themaximumgrowth in the cloud computing, they have beenwhole
occupied through the industry then they have quick elaboration in the data centers.

Cloud computing is the one for establishing all around, with mode demanding
and quick accessible are get transferred through the point of pool improvement in the
cloud solutions (e.g., storage, network, servers, services, and then the application)
through less management can be easily provisioned and transmitted else through the
service interaction provider. Promoting the similar resources with the cloud loads
based on the quality of service (QoS) needed by the workloads. With the higher
usages with the cloud, the cloud services have become in higher amount depending
upon the quality mainly higher problem due to various huge tasks where it gets
proposed individually and gets comparing to trust and then the possibility. Where
the cloud computing is the huge IT depending surrounding based on the usages and
has made the location where it gets served scalable based with the demand, metered
services to the users of the cloud and then the elastic. Through this one gets huge
spotted in dual individual and leveled.

Because of the capability, where it assures the users quality of services (QoS) and
finding the utilization of availability to get higher functions, how to get spaced radio
resources higher and as usual the hot topic for the upcomingwireless communication.
For getting the problem to be resolved, the resource allocation is estimated and the
issue gets solved in online with sudden instance information. Where many allotment
issues get convex, the real time the fine resultant with huge difficult one. Then the
optimal systems are allotted through facing higher QoS needs through the radio
resources, where improves the traverse through the well planned resource allotments.
It permits three important methods: It offers three primary services: infrastructure-
as-a-service (IaaS), platform-as-a-service (PaaS), and then the software-as-a-service
(SaaS). With the SaaS, greater cloud gives the sponsor software products where the
users beyond the Internet. By this application information could be processed at
whenever and at any locations within the devices. Within the PaaS, cloud user helps
in giving the surroundings to make and relay custom systems; thus, the users not to
worry regarding the infrastructural needs also have to handle through the systems and
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getting formed and created. With the IaaS, execute the functions and get saved where
they sponsor at a fee. Resources like the memory, network bandwidth, CPU, storage
are created and capable to many exchanging users. Where these sharing of polled
methods are many users called multitenancy. Where the cloud deployment model
consists of four and they are public, hybrid clouds, private, and then the community.
Where the private clouds are taken through the organization, then the only one staff
gets allotted to get handled the private cloud. Then, it as usual handled through the
in-house specialist else out-sourced to other parties.

One of the problems in the cloud execution environment is the load balancing
reason. The important aim of the load balancing is to get elaborating the higher
resource utilization, extend the utilization of resources, deprecation reaction time,
and accessible scalability, eliminating the not needed burden of any such assets and
ignoring bottlenecks. In this system, the number of loaded works in the system
counting through elaborating methods performance and the usage of the resources.
Within the cloud computing load, there will be the energy memory availability, CPU
limitations, restricted memory capacity. Hence, all over load balancing needs not be
at certain conditions where the single server else the information center is below use
and another getting loaded mode. The improvement algorithm has involved through
getting finite load balancing with the cloud environment.

In cloud environment, there are only simple works on the literature. Tsai et al.
noticed to finite task allocating and resource allocation are done through the enhanced
variation evolution algorithm (IDEA) depending on the discussed amount and time
models through cloud computing environment [1]. Vakilinia et al. proposed through
managing the optimization allocating and calculated methods; in data centers (DC),
the power consumption gets minimized. Shao et al. handle the load balancingmethod
depending on data correlation with the cloud computing [2]. Velde et al. educate
the theory load balancing algorithm utilization of fuzzy methods with in cloud
computing, where the load balancing is a average and difficult issue within cloud
computing [3]. Gupta et al. pick a meta-heuristic method of ant colony optimization
(ACO) algorithm to getting resolved the function scheduling issues in cloud envi-
ronment depends importantly with the two aspects, i.e., less the makespan/executing
time then the good load balancing [4, 5]. In [6–9], authors suggest other applications
of load balancing also.

2 Proposed Methodology

With this work, adaptive bat optimization algorithm (ABOA) is discussed to enhance
the load balancing through server accessible model efficiently through the cloud
environment.
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Fig. 1 Cloud computing
model

2.1 System Model

Getting start through the current system method within the context of the cloud
promotes through the m heterogeneous servers, where it gets joints through the
communication network. It specifies server set as M = {1, . . . ,m}, the server
processing capacity i(i ∈ M) is indicated through the service rate μi , where it is
also affected through the workload within the server. At the server, the external
request arrival rate is I (i ∈ M) has taken to start follow a Poisson system. By taking
into with every servers, the information systems are well defined asM/M/1 queuing
method [10] (Fig. 1).

2.2 Request Migration Model

By taking into consideration, the request migration model at the getting migration
profile at the server i(i ∈ M) is calculated in the below chances vector.

pi = (pi1 , . . . , pim )T (1)

Then, pi j ( j ∈ M) is the random one where it demand at the server i is moves
to the server j then it leads to some limitation

∑m
j=1 pi j = 1. Where the limitation

forwarding method set of the server i(i ∈ M) is defined as

Pi =
⎧
⎨

⎩
pi

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

m∑

j=1

pi j and pi j ≥ 0, ∀ j ∈ M

⎫
⎬

⎭
(2)
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There are approximate reached external demands with the every server.
Specified φi in the external demand reached amount with the server i(i ∈ M),

then the λij is the demand flow amount through server i to server j (i.e., calculated
amount of demands is waiting amount of demand transfer through the server i to
server j per unit of time). After,

λi j = pi jφi (3)

Then, the demand migration profile is be defined as

= (λi1 . . . λim )T (4)

Similarly, the demand migration method fix is defined as

Qi =
⎧
⎨

⎩
λi

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

m∑

j=1

λi j = φi and λi j ≥ 0, ∀ j ∈ M

⎫
⎬

⎭
(5)

Then, φi is the external demand reaching amount at server I then it mingles with
every single method and fix with each servers are defined by

Q = Q1 × · · · × QM . (6)

Specifying μ j as the execution rate with the server j( j ∈ M). After, the approxi-
mate demand at every server not be greater its executing levels, i.e., β j = ∑m

i=1 λi j <

μ j , then β j is the loaded with work of server j( j ∈ M). After, by providing the
different demand forwarding methods λ−i = (

λ j
)m
j=1, j �=i

, the demand forwarding

method λi of server i(i ∈ M) then content
∑m

i=1 λi j < μ j .

2.3 Independent and Dependent Task Using Server
Availability

With this analysis, dependent and independent functions are made through the
provided server accessible method. The structure of the discussed methods is well
organized through the load balancing through the cloud and load independent server
and load dependent server possibility. Through the supporting-based relation through
the systems gets aligned through the users in the system of the cloud computing
tasking and comes to the boosting one. Dependent functions (for example, single
work may depend with one another to attain the targeting commencement) from
users taking the dynamic needs, where it gets necessary to fine the cloud usages
through the path where the power gets occurred and attains the less one. Where the
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Fig. 2 Task scheduler

dependent task performs the task where the users make the submitted of the depen-
dent relationship with each other. When the tow functions get fixed, then there is
dependent bonding in between them, where the subtask gets pointed toward each
other with the parent task. The cost amount gets averaged and by getting gathered
with every systems of task, then the approximate estimation amount indicates the
average amount of the cost with the task server in overall server resources. With
the same executing node, the tow dependencies are transferred, then there is no
transferring costing in between on another (Fig. 2).

With the dependent function, reverses with overall system then estimates the
preference with every system, where the system gets out of in the lower to higher
order. Where it estimates the processing amount of the task with every executing
method and then appoints the interval time of the task. Searching all parent task,
then it gets solved. Replicating the parent task then it gets estimated system and
then appoints the waiting time to get proceeded. At the end, by estimating the entire
time of the task and then upgrade the sudden time. Server accessibility and it gets
related with randomly where the server noticed that the server has noticed with the
executing state and the providing point with the time. Also it gets explained and
the calculation of the time where the executing is providing the same time gap. The
bonding in between the approximate load intensity and get defected amount not
permitted. Where the workload intensity gets maximized, then higher defects are
noticed. Based on the present load index, the current load executions with overall
systems are transferred through the cloud server machines.
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2.4 Load Balancing Using ABOA Algorithm (LB-ABOA)

Using ABOA algorithm, the load balancing is done. With this area, where it gets
calculated the inquirymigration issues in themany servers aswell as non-cooperative
game. Through different not equality (VI) theory, it finds the presence of Nash equi-
librium results to set through calculated game. It gets discussed through variation
proximal algorithm to calculate a Nash equilibrium results.

Where the load balancing has importantly played with its task in cloud computing
where it load balancing and targeting to elaborate resource capturing, by gettingmore
output, limit response time, then ignores overload of various individual resource.
Good load balancing helps cloud execution higher capability and enhances user
needs. Thereby, it is the system of promising the same distribution of work load
with the pool of method of nodes else the operator; hence, the functioning systems
are evenly transmitted of work load with the pool of method node else the system;
hence, the functioning system gets accomplished not by any troubling. The aim of
load balancing has to attain the stable of system, enhance the improvement, create
the method, where it get defected and providing differentiation with the function like
safety up gradation, exhibit the customers resource, and time through upcoming func-
tion system. Cloud load is one type of load balancing system where it is processed
with the cloud execution where it gets fulfilled separately based on the cluster
dependencies (Fig. 3).

Bats are attractive animals with their approach ability of echolocation has been
fascinated to pay of various researchers through various areas. Through the old age
data of cloud user’s methods, the bats can execute how much distance they are from.
They can able to get variations like selected benefits (food) and the non-selected
benefits (obstacle) through its fabulous orientation systems. By this method, they are
get created to respond as numerous bats following good benefits of old data through
the ability of echolocation. Below one are the overall diagrammatic representation
and shown in Fig. 4.

1. For capturing location andhowmuchdistance area bats utilizes the echolocation,
as well as they also know the variations through the olden data with the cloud
allocation in different extraordinary methods;

2. The bat bi flew approximately through the velocity vi with its location xi at
the point of frequency fmin, different wavelength λ, then the loudness A0 helps
to finding the good benefits of olden data. Through that they independently
manages the wavelength (else the frequency) with their leasing pulses then
alters the amount of pulse exhibited r ∈ [0, 1], based on the random with the
classification;

3. Even though the frequency might differentiate with various methods, Yang [11]
considering the high frequency differs through the huge (positive) A0 by less
number of same amount with Amin.

Algorithm 1 describes bat algorithm (taken through [11]):
Primarily, starting point xi , velocity vi then the frequency fi operates through

every bat bi . With every time count t is get T with the higher amount of variations,
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Fig. 3 Load balancing

the virtual bats motions are overloading through its position and the velocity through
the Eqs. 7, 8, and 9, as below:

fi = fmin + ( fmin − fmax)β, (7)

v
j
i (t) = v

j
i (t − 1) +

[
x̂ j − x j

i (t − 1)
]
fi , (8)

x j
i (t) = x j

i (t − 1) + v
j
i (t), (9)

By β specifies the variation created amount through the meantime [0, 1]. Calling
x j
i (t) specifies through indicating the amount of considering changing the values j
the bat i with its time count t. The output fi (Eq. 2) helps in handling the range and
pace with the rotations of in the bats. The changing x̂ j presents the present global
good chosen benefits of location (solution) through taking decided variable j gets
attained through distinguish with every choosing benefits of the resultant by givenm
bats. The good resultant gets formed with the new local resultant which gets formed.
Where these resultants get formed through the variable walk through the below
method: Exploitation and the exploration are gets balanced, Instead of making the
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Fig. 4 Overall block
diagram of the proposed
system

variable walk, the adaptive repetition step size is utilized to create new resultant.
By enhancing the varieties of the chances of choosing the benefit of the resultant,
it helps to employ variable walks. Importantly, single choosing benefits resultant id
picked through the present good benefits resultant, then the approximate walk gets
implemented by creating the new benefits picking resultant picking solution through
every bat where it agrees the restrictions on the Line 5 of Algorithm 1:

xnew = xold + εA(t) (10)

where the A(t) specifies the approximate loudness among every bats with the time t,
then the ε ∈ [−1, 1] targeting to the strength and direction with the oscillation walk.
For every repetitions of the algorithm, loudness Ai then the transmitting pulse rate
ri gets uploaded, as below one:
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Ai (t + 1) = αAi (t) (11)

Then,

ri (t + 1) = ri (0)
[
1 − exp(−γ t)

]
, (12)

The ad hoc stability is the α and γ . In the algorithm first count, the transmission
rate ri (0) then the loudness Ai (0) gets usual approximate picked one. In general,
Ai (0) ∈ [1, 2] then the ri (0) ∈ [0, 1]. In the new bat methodology, the Gaussian
distribution is used. Gaussian distribution specifically creates the fewer amounts but
randomly creates higher amount too. Two methods are described in the distribution:
mean μ then the steady deviation σ . The degree with the minimum amount through
the maximum ones gets handled through easy modification with fixed deviation σ in
the distribution. Thereby, the fresh bat algorithm handles the approximate walk count
size through the difference of Gaussian/normal distribution. The changing equation
is below:

xnew = xold + εA(t)N (0, σ ) (13)

Algorithm 1 Load Balancing-Adaptive Bat Optimization Algorithm
(LB-ABOA)

Objective function f (x), x = (x1, . . . , xn).
Starting the bat counting xi in the benefits then the vi , i = 1, 2, . . . ,m.
Explain pulse frequency fi at xi , ∀i = 1, 2, . . . ,m.
Starting pulse rates ri then the loudness Ai , i = 1, 2, . . . ,m.

1. Where t < T
2. With every bat bi , as the attribute do
3. Create new resultant with the Eqs. (7), (8), and (9).
4. If rand > ri , then
5. Choose features through the good resultant.
6. Create a local solution over the good resultant.
7. If rand > Ai and f (xi ) < f

(
x̂
)
, then

8. Takes the new choosing benefit resultant.
9. Implement adaptive bats through enhancing comeback with the cost and

the time through (13).
10. Raising ri and limiting Ai .
11. Rank bats then choose present good features x̂ .
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3 Experimental Result

With these work, central point gets variable than that of the experimental setup,
the discussed system enhances with a not cooperative surroundings and then in the
well developed through the distributed ones. The response time is taken through the
tasking metrics, interlinking amount then all over time issues. The previous methods
like ACO and SVM algorithms have distinguished through the discussed LB-ABOA
algorithm.

Through Fig. 5, we can notice the variations of reacting time through the previous
ACO, SVM, and discussed LB-ABOAmethod. The system gets marked through the
x axis then the response time gets marked with the y axis. It displays the previous
ACO and SVM system to get maximum responding time though the discussed LB-
ABOA gives less reacting time. Thereby, the output shows the discussed method is
good improvement with the system of enhanced load balancing through LB-ABOA
method on cloud computing.

Through the graphical representation in Fig. 6 can be noticed the difference of
communication amount through the previous ACO, IPA, then the discussed LB-
ABOA methods. The system is marked with the x axis then the information amount

Fig. 5 Response time                        Response time 
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Fig. 7 Overall execution
time
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gets allocated with the y axis. Where it gets displays that the previous ACO and
SVM systems give the maximum information amount though the discussed LB-
ABOA gives the less communication amount. Thereby, the output gives that the
discussed method that is in good improvement through the terms of enhancing load
balancing through the LB-ABOA method on cloud computing.

In Fig. 7, it can notice the variation in all over processing time through the previous
ACO, SVM, and discussed LB-ABOA methods. The system is allocated with the x
axis then all over the calculating amount is allocated on the y axis. Where it gets
displayed in the previous ACO and SVM system gives maximum processing time
discussed LB-ABO gives the less all over processing time. Thereby, the output gives
the discussedmethods have been in good improvement through the terms of enhanced
load balancing through LB-ABOA with the cloud computing.

4 Conclusion

In the business, the cloud computing has been welcomed in higher amount, even
though there might be many issues such as load balancing, consolidation, virtual
machine migration, and so on. This problem gets problem through load balancing,
where it gets needed through transferring and gets usable dynamic local workload
easy to all hubs by whole cloud to access a maximum utilized by improvement and
at the portion. Through the ABOA algorithm to the multi-servers load balancing is
done with the multi-heuristic methods then gets executed within this research. The
discussed many servers load maintained is tasked depending on the dependent as
well as the independent task. Through the LB-ABOA algorithm, the load balancing
is made with higher power within the cloud computing. Thereby, the output gives the
discussed methods are in good reacting amount and then the maximum improvement
than that of the previous SVM and the ACO systems.
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Modified Gabor Filter with Enhanced
Naïve Bayes Algorithm for Facial
Expression Recognition in Image
Processing

Renu Prasad, Rohit Agrawal, and Himanshu Sharma

Abstract Face recognition is a subdomain of computational biometrics, which is an
automated technique for verifying an identity of a human based on some parameters
like the pattern in iris and face dimensions. It is a multi-faceted process as there are
only a limited images available for the purpose of training, and different images are
obtained through various conditions and surroundings. There is a constant challenge
that researchers face which is as hoe to efficiently handle the sensitivity of the clas-
sifier under illumination, expressions, and performing under low resolution images.
Conventionalmethods of face recognition have a lower accuracy on the classification,
and hence, this paper proposes a modified Gabor filtering technique based on NB
classifier (MGF + ENBA) for overcoming the issue. The MGF technique extracts
only the most important features from the available data in an efficient manner. The
ENBA algorithm is then used for the classification of facial expression in a more
accurate way with the emotion detection such as sad, happy, angry, fear, and neutral
emotional features. The experiments were performed using the Cohn-Kanade data
and the JAFFE database. The results prove that the proposed technique performs
better than the other methods in terms of precision, recall, and F-measure which
prove improved accuracy.
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1 Introduction

Facial expression detection systems are largely being researched in the AI domain.
A lot of facial expression recognition (FER) applies traditional ML methods for the
feature extraction, and these traditional methods have a overhead of poor accuracy
when new images are tested. Many artificial intelligence-based systems are being
developed for the detection of facial expressions for improving business domains
such as in customer attention marketing, health monitoring, and other intelligent
systems based on emotions. Owing to a large demand and lack of supply, the facial
recognition systems with emotional intelligence have attracted a large volume of
research community toward the computer vision domain [1, 2].

Human emotions often facilitate more meaning rather than words. Thus, the
importance of understanding the emotions is very crucial in context to the social
communications. Many techniques are available for the detection of emotions such
as the voice recognition, NLP, and complex techniques include EEGs. However, a
much easier and stronger way for the emotion detection are through the facial expres-
sions. The common facial expressions include anger, happiness, fear, surprise, and
disgust, more complex expressions which have the combination of basic emotions
are still under investigation [3, 4]. Hence, a utility which can detect the motions from
facial expressions is in great demand.

The conventional method has used feature selection based on hand-crafted tech-
niques. These include techniques such as the local binary patterns (LBPs), the non-
negative factorization (NMF), and spatial learning [5, 6]. In the year 2013, various
competitions on FER [7] and emotions detections are conducted which have largely
collected enough training data in real-time [8, 9]. Owing to the great advancements
in chip level technologies and well architected networks, various researches have
commenced in the usage of deep learning methods that have achieved a lot in the
accurate detection of emotions [10, 11]. Also, given the more effectiveness in the
training of data, deep learning has shown a dramatic efficiency for handling the most
challenging issues in the emotional detection. Authors in [12–14] suggest application
areas where facial recognition is utilizes in most promising way.

In any image processing technique, feature selection plays a vital role in the
classification part. If there are no sufficient features, the performance of the classifier
will be poor. In most of the cases of facial expression classification, large number of
features will be generated and fromwhich only the significant features will be in need
for the classification which is done through optimization techniques [15, 16]. Among
the famous techniques, the Gabor wavelet feature extraction has attracted many
researchers owing to its performance. Although widely adopted, the computational
cost is very high for the coevolving of facial images with multi bank filters for
extracting the scalar and orientation parameters. Further, this technique suffers from
couple of major hindrance such as the bandwidth of the GF is always limited to a
single octave and the filters are not optimized. These needs the intervention of log
form in GF filters for an efficient feature extraction.
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In order to overcome this hindrance, this paper proposes amodifiedGabor filtering
technique based on NB classifier (MGF + ENBA) for overcoming the issue. The
MGF technique extracts only the most important features from the available data in
an efficient manner. The ENBA algorithm is then used for the classification of facial
expression in a more accurate way with the emotion detection such as sad, happy,
angry, fear, and neutral emotional features. The rest of the paper is organized in the
following manner. Section 2 provides the gist of important works in the literature
in the emotion detection, Sect. 3 explains the proposed method in detail, Sect. 4
elaborates about the experimental result and discussion. The conclusion is presented
in Sect. 5.

2 Related Work

Kim et al. [17] gave special attention for the utilization of contrast representation
which can embed a distinct feature factor for a discriminative intend. The contrast
representation that embed a deep neural network is used for the comparison of the
given imagewith that of a reference. The authors attempted to use a generic reference
which are estimated from the given image. As a consequence, the DNN is deployed
which can combine to form an iterative model that has an end-end training. In the
proposed network, an attempt to disintegrate the expressive factor in a couple of steps
which includes the learning development framework is carried out. The experiments
were carried out using public datasets available and it is seen that the propose method
has high detection accuracy.

Dewi et al. [18] performed a critical review on the introduction of facial emotions
and developed the LGBP-TOP combined with SVM which tend to focus on the
images of faces and lips alone. A novel algorithm was developed for extracting the
features of lips and eyes using the 3D blocks which are then used as the input for
LGBP-TOP technique. Later, the results are classified by using the SVM technique.
The experimental results proved an overall accuracy of 82% and found to perform
better than the entire face and also specific areas such as eyes and lips.

Luo et al. [19] presented the PCAmethodwhich is based on statistical analysis that
is extracted from the gray scales of the full image. The gray scaled features are highly
sensitive toward the environment, and hence, a hybridmethod that combines the PCA
and LBP was proposed. The LBP is determined to extract the locally available gray
features on the regions surrounding the month and eyes. The SVMmethods are used
for the detection of facial emotions. The experimental results prove that the proposed
method can able to classify the various expressions in a more effective manner and
can get more rate of recognition than the present traditional methods.

Krestinkaya and James [20] used the simplest method for the feature selection
which is also effective. The authors have proposed an straight forward technique
for the recognition of emotions for reducing the issue of the inter-class mismatch
among the pixels during the process of classification. The proposed method uses the
application of normalizing the pixels for the removal of offsets cause due to intensity
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followed by the Min–Max metrics in an nearest classifier that are competent for the
outlier suppression of features which forms the outliers. The experimental results
indicate that there is a significant improvement in the performance of 18% when the
min_max classification process is tested on the JAFFE base. The proposed technique
outperforms all the other existing methods that are based on template matching.

3 Proposed Methodology

The main objective of the proposed modified Gabor filter with NB algorithm (MGF
+ ENBA) is to improve the FER performance.

3.1 Image Dataset

All the facial emotion classification sets that are used in the proposed method are
from couple of databases, the JAFFE [21], and Cohn-Kanade [22]. The former data
base contains 239 images of 7 basic facial expressions. These images are taken from
the female models belonging to japan. The emotions expressed in each of the picture
are tested for its subjectivity on 60 different volunteers. The sample set of images is
shown in Fig. 1.

3.2 Image Acquisition

The images that are used in the proposed method are static in nature. In order to
capture the images of various expressions, a Panasonic model of camera with a focal
length of 7 mm is made used. The JPEG format is used for the images with 24-bit
coloring. The resolution was fixed as 4320 * 3240 pixels. The maximum distance
between the camera and the person was kept as 4 feet and the images of seven basic
expressions of each of the persons are taken. The image sequence is shown as in
Fig. 2.

3.3 Image Preprocessing

The preprocessing is an important step in the image processing and not exemption in
case of facial expression detection. The aim of preprocessing is to pick out the images
that have normal intensity with uniform shapes and size and are represented only the
face that has emotion. The preprocessing helps in reducing the effect of illumination
and as well as lighting. The representation of the expression can be difficult for
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Fig. 1 Sample static images from JAFFE database

Fig. 2 Image sequences from Cohn-Kanade database

translating and rotation. To overcome these hindrances of the pointless changes, the
facial images are geometrically processed before entering into classification. The
preprocessing technique becomes more important in the FER task. The objective of
preprocessing is to gather images that have normal intensity and uniform size and
shape and depicts only the face expressions.
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The preprocessing is also expected to remove the effect of lighting. The area
pertaining to the face of a given image is detected using theViola-Jonesmethod using
theAdaBoost algorithm. Themethod uses an object detection technique that provides
a comprehensive detection of objects in a real-time. It is initially designed for the issue
of face detection. The significant features that are used by the viola are obtained from
the pixels that are selected from a rectangular area which is imposed over the picture
and shows high level of sensitivity for the vertical and the horizontal lines. AdaBoost
has an adaptive learningmechanismwhich can be used as a conjunctionwith all other
learning methods for performance improvement. AdaBoost is considered as adaptive
as the subsequent classifiers are built iteratively and are made to fix the instances that
are misclassified by the former classifiers. At every iteration, a distributed weight is
updated in such a way that the weights of every incorrect classification are increases
which enables the new classification to be focused.

The last step in the preprocessing phase is the detection of facial picture that has
emotion within the max intensity level of a given emotion. The mutual information-
basedmethod is used for the face detection. For every frame, this information presents
in-between the present frame and the initial one is computed and the particular frame
which has the mutual kind of information is then selected as the one which represents
a particular emotion with maximum level of intensity. At last, the images are brought
back to the initial size. Figure 3 shows images after the preprocessing.

Fig. 3 Images after preprocessing step
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3.4 Feature Extraction Using Modified Gabor Filters (MGFs)

The Gabor filters (GFs) are generally considered as one among the best choice for
getting a local frequency information. However, they commonly suffer from couple
of important limitations. The total bandwidth in case of a GF is limited to a single
octave and also these filters are not optimal if one of them seeks spectral information
that has more localization. Log-based GFs help to overcome this limitation. The DC
component is nullified here and can be built with an approximate bandwidth that can
be able to produce the filter that has minimal spatial extends. Log-based filters in the
frequency issue are defined in terms of polar bi-coordinates using H(f , θ ) = Hf ×
Hθ, where Hf depicts the radial item and Hθ, the angular component.

H( f, θ) = exp
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{−(θ − θ0)
2

2σ 2
θ

}

(1)

Here, the f () is the frequency at the center of the filter and θ0 represents the direction
of the filter. �f is the constant value that defines the bandwidth (B) of the octaves.
The co-efficient of the MGF is then calculated in an off-line speedup. The GF filters
are with different orientations and are employed through the co-efficient that are
calculated, respectively. This gives a variety of filters (Figs. 4 and 5).

Fig. 4 Eye images used for training and testing
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Fig. 5 Mouth images used for training and testing

3.5 FER Classification Using Enhanced Naïve Bayes
Algorithm (ENBA)

The NB classifier is based on the probability that has displayed effectiveness in
many problems of classification [7]. The NB classifiers are simple but are effective
in classification which are based on Bayes theorem. The Navie Bayes theorem is
trained by using the images that are captured in a supervised learning environment.
It is assumed that the present of a given feature in a class is not related with the
presence of any other feature. If c represents the class variable, then the features are
represented using the set {f 1, f 2, …, f k}, the decision of the classifier is made by
using the formula

C = argmax
c

⎧
⎨

⎩
p(c)

k∏

j=1

p( fi |c)
⎫
⎬

⎭
(2)

where the p(c) represents the total samples in the set {c}/the total no. of samples
are the conditional table which are learnt in the example and k represents the feature
vector length. Although there is an existence of independent assumptions, the NB
has proven to be a good choice for classification for real-time data in par with many
complex classifiers. The overall architecture of the proposed scheme is given in
Fig. 6.
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Fig. 6 Overall block
diagram of the proposed
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4 Experimental Result

The JAFFE repository has a total of 596 images’ sequence ranging to 124 subjects
in the age range between 18 and 35. The DB includes faces that show the basic 7
emotions for which there were {45, 98, 56, 58, 78, 35, 142} images, respectively.
The proposed method is compared with that of the nearest neighbor classification
and SVM for evaluating the JAFFE database along the MMSNN algorithm. The
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Fig. 7 Precision comparison
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performance metrics chosen are precision, recall, and F-measure for as the measure
of accuracy.

Precision
The precision can be viewed as the computational parameter of accuracy or a quality
and is calculated using the formula,

Precision = True positive

True positive+ False positive
(3)

The recall is the measure of the completeness or in other words, it is a quality
parameter. Usually, the high value of precision indicates that the algorithm has given
back more relevant results. In the classification problem, the precision of a given
class is the total count of true positives divided by the total elements that belong to
positive class.

From Fig. 7, it is observed that the plot is drawn taking the existing and the
proposed method and compared for its precision. In the X axis, the methods are
assigned and in the Y axis, the values of precision are plotted. It is observed that
the proposed method has more precision than the other popular methods such as the
HMM and SVM. This conclude that the proposed method can increase the facial
expressions.

Recall
Recall is generally defined as the no. of appropriate documents received by a given
search divided by the total count of existing such documents and is calculated as

Recall = True positive

True positive+ False negative
(4)

From Fig. 8, it is seen that the comparative metric is evaluated between the
proposed and the existing method. In the X axis, the methods are assigned and
in the Y axis, the values of recall are plotted. It is observed that the proposed method
has more precision than the other popular methods such as the HMM and SVM.
This conclude that the proposed method MGF + ENBA can increase the detection
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Fig. 8 Recall
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performance of the facial expressions such as sad, happy, anger, fear, neutral, and
surprise expressions accurately for the given databases.

F-Measure
F1-score calculated as

F1-score = 2× precision× recall

precision+ recall
(5)

From Fig. 9, it is seen that the comparative metric is evaluated between the
proposed and the existing method. In the X axis, the methods are assigned and in the
Y axis, the values of F-Measure are plotted. It is observed that the proposed method
has more precision than the other popular methods such as the HMM and SVM.
This conclude that the proposed method MGF + ENBA can increase the detection
performance of the facial expressions such as sad, happy, anger, fear, neutral, and
surprise expressions accurately for the given databases.

Accuracy
Accuracy is the correctness of a given model and it is calculated as the total count of
actual parameters (Tp + Tn) of classification that are segregated by the sum of all of
the classification’s parameter (Tp + Tn + Fp + Fn), the same is computed as

Fig. 9 F-measure
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Fig. 10 Accuracy
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Accuracy = Tp + Tn
(
Tp + Tn + Fp + Fn

) (6)

From Fig. 10, it is seen that the comparative metric is evaluated between the
proposed and the existing method. In the X axis, the methods are assigned and in the
Y axis, the values of accuracy are plotted. It is observed that the proposed method
has more precision than the other popular methods such as the HMM and SVM.
This conclude that the proposed method MGF + ENBA can increase the detection
performance of the facial expressions such as sad, happy, anger, fear, neutral, and
surprise expressions accurately for the given databases.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, an efficient method for the calculation of accurate FER rate using the
MGF + ENBA technique. The FERs are based on the hybrid facial regions which
are taken for investigation. The part of the face that shows the most discriminative
information on the facial emotional expression classification. The vector representing
the features are extracted from original image. Then, the significant features are alone
selected based on the mutual information. These are classified using the ENBA
classifier. The experiments are carried out using the JAFFE database images and it
is found that the proposed MGF+ ENBA algorithm gives more accuracy and better
performance than other competitive methods such as HMM and SVM algorithms.
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A Deep Neural Network (DNN)
Approach for Recommendation Systems

Shashi Shekhar, Anshy Singh, and Avadhesh Kumar Gupta

Abstract In different commercial platforms, Recommendation System (RS) is
widely used for providing recommendations to users. In various areas, RS is utilized
broadly and in E-Commerce sites, product recommendations are discovered during
an active user interaction byRS. In recent decades, some key challenges are faced due
to tremendous growth in user as well as products. Moreover, in RS, computation of
right product and active user is a major task. User inclination and socio-demographic
behavior are considered in existing works for recommending a product. In recom-
mendation systems, one of the major algorithm used is Collaborative Filtering (CF)
algorithms. This algorithm is simple as well as effective. However, further enhance-
ment of recommendation result’s quality is limited by data sparsity and scalability of
this technique. Previous technique’s problems are addressed effectively in proposed
technique and user preference on balance feature analysis and products are evalu-
ated. Therefore, proposed amodel using the combination of deep learning technology
and CF recommendation algorithm with three major stages, namely, preprocessing,
representation of features and rating score prediction using DNN. At first, from
log files, redundant and unnecessary data are removed in preprocessing module.
There is an unwanted files like repeated tags, repeated similar products, removing
invalid values, last visit and elapsed time. In feature representation stage, Quadric
Polynomial Regression—QPR-based feature representation technique is used. The
traditional matrix factorization algorithm is enhanced for obtaining accurate latent
features. At last, DNN model is fed using these latent features as input data, which
is a second stage of proposed model. Rating scores are predicted using this. From
Amazon dataset, user data based on behavior is obtained and used in experimentation.
There are 18,501 product reviews in Amazon product dataset. From Amazon web
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services, collected the dataset information that joins with administrative services.
Based on metrics like F1-measure, Recall (R) and Precision (P) proposed Deep
Neural Network (DNN) method is evaluated experimentally and highest value of
those metrics are produced when compared with state-of-the art techniques like
K-Nearest Neighbor (K-NN), Artificial Neural Networks (ANN).

Keywords Recommendation system (RS) · Collaborative filtering (CF) · Quadric
polynomial regression (QPR) · Deep neural network (DNN)

1 Introduction

In daily life, more intelligent products are being applied increasingly due to artificial
intelligence technology’s development. For people in various aspects, convenience
is provided by this. Frommassive Internet data, valuable information are provided to
users effectively using personalized recommendation system’s intelligent recommen-
dation function. So, in various network platforms like shopping, music and movie,
it is used widely. Online commercial centers make their very own benefit dependent
on their notices while business metric has business enthusiasm for ranking higher on
suggestions to draw in more users [1]. Only popular products are presented in tradi-
tion retail, while variety of products are presented in online. It is highly difficult for
users for comprehending the accuracy of items given by recommender frameworks,
because of tremendous web information [2]. From related dataset, user interest are
extracted using recommender system and for big dataset, quality recommendations
are provided using this. In E-commerce, recommender system is a significant part,
data mining and machine learning techniques are used in this [3] for filtering unseen
information for predicting items of user interest. A special recommender system type
is an intelligent system, used for exploiting historical user ratings [4–9]. In order to
engage users and satisfying themwith personalized recommendations in information
explosion age, Recommendation systems are vital. Inmodern socialmedia, entertain-
ment and E-commerce platform, personalized content are expected by users. But,
available model capacity and user-item interactions, limits the recommendations
effectiveness.

The sparsity problem can be alleviated by leveraging the ability of higher order
reasoning. From past interactions like purchases, ratings and clicks, relevance
between items and users are established in Collaborative Filtering (CF), where
consumption of similar items by similar users are assumed. It is a successful and
popular technique [10, 11].

In a recommendation system, highly important part is recommendation algorithm
and recommendation result’s quality and system’s performance are defined directly
by this [12]. There are two classes of commonly utilized algorithms. They are, collab-
orative filtering techniques and content-based techniques. Through the extra infor-
mation like items attributes, user profiles, document content, user and item’s portraits
are constructed in content-based techniques for making recommendations [13].
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In many situation, information utilized for constructing portraits are difficult to
obtain or sometimes, it may be fake one. From significant limitations, its application
and performance are suffered.

In recommendation systems,most widely used algorithm is Collaborative filtering
algorithms [14, 15]. Information regarding items or user are not required in this algo-
rithm, which makes the difference from content-based techniques. Based on interac-
tion information between items and users like rating, browsing and clicks, they make
recommendations accurately. It is an effective as well as simple technique. Algo-
rithm performance is limited by data sparsity and Internet’s rapid development. So,
for enhancing recommendation performance, some other techniques are developed
by researchers [16, 17].

In various research areas like machine translation, learning programs, question
answering, computer vision and many other domains, state of art performance are
obtained using deep learning. Over traditional linear models, complex nonlinear
transformation’s noticeable advantages are demonstrated by successful integration
techniques in recommendation systems [18, 19]. In various fields like language
processing, speech recognition, computer vision, great success is achieved by Deep
Neural Networks (DNNs) in recent years. However, on recommendation systems,
there exist some studies with these technologies.

Following are the steps of proposed work:

1. From log files, redundant and unnecessary data are removed using preprocessing
module. There are some unwanted files like repeated tags, repeated similar
products, removing invalid values, elapsed time since last visit.

2. Traditional matrix factorization algorithm is improved to obtain highly accurate
latent features in QPR-based feature representation module in second stage.
Items and user features are obtained using user-item rating matrix, which is
elaborated in Sect. 3.

3. Then, in proposed model’s second part, DNN model is fed with these latent
features as input data and rating scores are predicted using this. Probability
values representing scores probability are obtained in output layer and scores
having highest probability is used as the result of prediction.

The rest of paper is organized as follows: proposed methodology on RS system
using deep learning algorithm in Sect. 2. In Sect. 3, results and discussion of this
study are presented. In Sect. 4, conclusions and future work are provided.

2 Proposed Methodology

For assessing gathered information, over dataset, applied the proposed DNN as input
and for framing sorted out data, explicit feedback are processed. Data having user
information attributes are integrated with user behavior ranking of various products.
In original database, all information are valid, so they are extracted and pre-processed
the large amount of significant data.
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Fig. 1 The proposed recommendation model

From log files, redundant and unnecessary data are removed using preprocessing
module. There are some unwanted files like repeated tags, repeated similar products,
removing invalid values, elapsed time since last visit. Traditional matrix factorization
algorithm is improved to obtain highly accurate latent features in QPR-based feature
representation module in second stage. At last, DNNmodel is given with these latent
features as input, which is a proposed model’s second part and rating scores are
predicted using this. Figure 1 shows the proposed recommendation model.

2.1 Recommendation Service Process

Three main phases are included in this process, namely, Recommendation Engine,
Data Preprocessing and Data Collection.

2.1.1 Data Collection

From Amazon dataset, obtained user’s data based on behavior in this component
[20]. There are product list file and user’s behavioral file in principle records of
collected dataset. Personal background like user’s browsing modules, dwell time,
click stream are there in user’s behavioral file. From E-commerce site, collected data
type includes, time category, product ID, clicks count, purchases, session ID, product
name like electronics, dresses, books, etc. Within the user requests, collected data is
repeatedly scheduled according to user data.
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2.1.2 Data Preprocessing

From log files, redundant and unnecessary data are removed using preprocessing
module. There are some unwanted files like repeated tags, repeated similar prod-
ucts, removing invalid values, elapsed time since last visit. In general, this work is
performed using rating matrix, where user feedback are represented as ratings. In
behavior database, user behavior matrix is used for various behavior types for serving
as an every user’s implicit ratings of various products.

This matrix’s scarcity (S) is computed as,

S = Nnon−zero∗N
Ntotal

where non-zero values count is represented as Nnon−zero, recommendation system’s
required value is represented as N and in matrix, total count values are represented
as Ntotal.

2.1.3 Recommendation Engine

See Fig. 2.

2.2 Feature Representation

Based on rating matrix, items and user’s features needs to be obtained as shown in
Fig. 2. Assume ∈ R

n×m as n user’s user-item rating matrix to m items, jth item’s
ith user’s rating score is represented as Ri j , Ri j = 0, if there is no rating record.
Moreover, assume U ∈ R

n×a, as latent feature matrix of user, ith user’s features are
represented using ith row of vector Ui and features dimension are represented as a.
Ratings as Features (RaF): A type of feature representation technique is RaF. In this,
user’s rating data are regarded directly as user feature. In specific, U = R and items
features are V = RT . An effective and simple technique is RaF, which has some
drawbacks too. Highly sparse nature is exhibited by rating matrix. There exist a huge
amount of missing data.

There will be a uniqueness among user ID or item. So, it is assumed as a required
feature. As, ID is a categorical variable, it cannot be summed or compared or used
with other mathematical operations.

Ui = NN(OneHot(i)),

Vj = NN(OneHot( j)),
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Fig. 2 The framework of DNN model

where usage of onehot technique for encoding IDi is represented as OneHot(i), with
a specified dimension, a zero vector is generated by this and value of 1 is assigned
to vector’s ith position. With x as input, neural network’s output is represented as
NN(x).

Singular Value Decomposition (SVD): With decreased feature representations
and dimensions, a strong performance can be achieved using matrix factorization
technique. So, from a matrix, features can be learnt easily using this.

The SVD is expressed as follows:

R = U.S.V T

where S ∈ R
n×m represents diagonal matrix and matrix R’s eigenvalues are

represented in main diagonal elements.
Quadric Polynomial Regression (QPR): QPR-based new feature representation

technique is proposed in this paper by considering above-listed NCF and RaF’s
disadvantages. Inaccurate results produced due to missing values preprocessing is
avoided in this technique and between features, correlation are considered.

For feature vector x in traditional Quadric Polynomial Regression model,
following expression is used for fitting corresponding supervised value y.

ŷ = z +
l∑

i=1

wi xi +
l−1∑

i=1

l∑

j=i+1

Wi j xi x j

where vector x’s dimension is represented using a parameter l, constant term coeffi-
cient is represented as Z, first-order coefficients are represented as w, second order
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coefficients are represented as W ∈ R
l×l. So, in proposed technique, there are

x = (Uu, Vv)andy = Ruv .

R̂uv =z +
a∑

i=1

wiUui +
b∑

j=1

w j+aVv j +
a−1∑

i=1

a∑

j=i+1

Wi jUuiUu j

+
b−1∑

i=1

b∑

j=i+1

Wi+a, j+aVvi Vv j +
a∑

i=1

b∑

j=1

Wi, j+aUui Vv j

pu =
a∑

i=1

wiUui +
a−1∑

i=1

a∑

j=i+1

Wi jUuiUu j

qv =
b∑

j=1

w j+aVv j +
b−1∑

i=1

b∑

j=i+1

Wi+a, j+aVui Vv j

2.3 Deep Neural Network (DNN)

Figure 2 shows the model of DNN, where items and user’s latent features are given
as inputs and rating scores are predicted using forward propagation algorithm [21].
Items and user’s latent features are used for concatenating input vector x0 and input
layer based on this model. So, for any record Ri j ,

x0 = concatenate
(
Ui , Vj

)

where two vectors are concatenated using a function called concatenate(). Following
expression is used for obtaining first hidden layer output during x0 passing through
it.

x1 = activation(W1x0 + b1)

where between first hidden layer and input layer, weight matrix is represented as
W1, bias vector is represented as b1, activation function is indicated as activation(),
nonlinear neural network model are made by designing this and multilayer neural
networks have added advantages.

In DNN model, ReLU, tanh and sigmoid functions are included as an activation
function.

x1 = Relu(Wlxl−1 + bl)
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Prediction of user’s rating score Ri j is training goal in output layer. Supervised
value y = OneHot

(
Ri j

)
is obtained using a hot encoding technique. So, for obtaining

y’s corresponding position’s prediction value, output results are transformed using
softmax technique and it is given by,

ŷ = softmax(Woutxh + bout)

where hidden layers are represented as h, last hidden layer’s output is represented as
xh , output layer’s weight value is represented as Wout and bias value is represented
as bout.

2.4 Training Model

At first, features are obtained usingQPR. Following gives every parameter’s updating
rule.

z = z − η
∑

u,v

�uv

pu = pu − η
∑

v

�uv

qv = qv − η
∑

u

�uv

Wi j = Wi j − η
∑

u,v

�uvUuiVv j

Uui = Uui − η
∑

v

⎛

⎝�uv

b∑

j=1

Wi j Vv j

⎞

⎠

Vv j = Vv j − η
∑

u

(
�uv

a∑

i=1

Wi jUui

)

Bias vector b and weight matrix W ’s learning form base for DNN training.
Between i th neuron in lth layer and jth neuron in (l − 1)th layer, connection weight
is represented by defining Wl,i, j . In specific, input layer represents 0th layer. In lth
layer, on ith neuron bias value is represented as bl,i .
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3 Results and Discussion

The proposed RS based on DNN’s estimated results, metrics and dataset is explained
in this. With respect to metrics like Recall, F1 measure and Precision, proposed
techniques effectiveness is estimated. Baseline models like K-NN and ANN are
used for making comparison. Amazon product dataset is used in DNN.

There are 18,501 product reviews about category, brand name, item ID and item in
Amazon product dataset [20] and subfields like response number, view, pct purchase,
bytes, change quantity, add to cart and action type are included in purchase’smetadata
information.

Also referenced the information like URL address, Timestamp, Rstat, Rbytes,
Session ID, Server IP and Client IP. From Amazon web services, collected the
dataset information that joins with administrative services. Proposed DNN approach
produces better results when compared with K-NN and ANN as revealed in
experimentation results.

Precision (P): It is defined as a fraction of total recommended items count from
relevant recommended items for target user. This measures for computing values
whether higher values specify better performance and it is given by,

P = nrs
ns

Recall (R): It states that proportion of all relevant recommended items from
various products for target user. As like precision, recall measures for computing
values whether higher values specify better performance and it is given by,

R = nrs
ns

where products count favored by target user is represented as nr .
F1-measure: It is defined by precision and recall, it is expressed as (Table 1),

F1 = 2 ∗ P ∗ R

P + R

Figure 3 shows the precision value comparison of three classification techniques.
Amazon dataset is used for achieving precision value. Increase in neighborhood

Table 1 Performance
comparison metrics versus
various recommendation
systems

Methods Precision (P)
(%)

Metrics recall
(R) (%)

F1-measure (%)

ANN 80 78 75

K-NN 85 83 78

DNN 87 85 82
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Fig. 3 The comparison of
precision (p) measures for
various methods
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increases DNN techniques precision value. When compared with traditional tech-
niques like K-NN and ANN, better precision values are produced by DNN. Around
87% of precision results are produced by proposed DNN as indicated in that figure
and it is a higher value when compared with 80% precision results of ANN and 85%
precision results of K-NN.

Figure 4 shows the recall value comparison of three classification techniques.
Amazon dataset is used for achieving recall value. Increase in neighborhood increases
DNN techniques recall value.When comparedwith traditional techniques like K-NN
and ANN, better recall values are produced by DNN. Around 85% of recall results
are produced by proposed DNN as indicated in that figure and it is a higher value
when compared with 78% recall results of ANN and 83% recall results of K-NN.

Figure 5 shows the F1-measure comparison of three classification techniques.
Amazon dataset is used for achieving F1-measure value. Increase in F1 value
increases size of neighborhood. Increase in proposed DNN’s F1 value increases
recommendation list with neighborhood size. Around 82% of F1-measure results
are produced by proposed DNN as indicated in that figure and it is a higher value
when compared with 75% F1 measure results of ANN and 78% F1 measure results
of K-NN.
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Fig. 5 The comparison of
F1-measure for various
methods
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4 Conclusion and Future Work

User data behaviors like views count, purchased product, clicks and purchase histo-
ries are used for proposing DNN model. Therefore, proposed a model using the
combination of deep learning technology and CF recommendation algorithm with
threemajor stages, namely, preprocessing, representation of features and rating score
prediction using DNN. At first, from log files, redundant and unnecessary data are
removed. In feature representation stage, QPR-based feature representation tech-
nique is used. The traditionalmatrix factorization algorithm is enhanced for obtaining
accurate latent features. At last, DNN model is fed using these latent features as
input data, which is a second stage of proposed model. Rating scores are predicted
using this. User behavior matrix is constructed in proposed technique and purchased
product’s frequency is pre-processed for predicting users via feature vectors of every
product and neighbor. FromAmazon dataset, user data based on behavior is obtained
and used in experimentation. Based on metrics like F1-measure, Recall (R) and
Precision (P) proposed method is evaluated experimentally and highest value of
those metrics are produced when compared with state-of-the art techniques. In RS,
multi-dimensionality concept should be incorporated in future.
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Improved Ant Colony Optimization
for Optimal Resource Utilization
in Cloud Computing

Diwakar Bhardwaj, Avadhesh Kumar Gupta, and Ashish Sharma

Abstract Recently, cloud computing is an evolving research field deployed for
computing by many researchers. The computing is offered as a service in cloud
which is regarded as novel technology. In order tomeet customer necessitates, various
services are offered on the basis of customer dynamic request continuously in cloud
computing, and it is the foremost task of cloud computing for providing the desired
services to every consumer. The challenge lies in servicing all the customers with the
limited existing resource, and it has been tricky to meet all the demanded services by
the cloud providers. The allotment of perspective cloud resources through the cloud
providers is yet another endeavor which should be done in reasonable way. Hence,
cloud consumers’ quality of service and fulfillment are the most noteworthy factors
to be considered. The prevailing research discussed about the challenges, techniques,
key performance issues etc., encompassed in cloud computing resource sharing. Ant
colony optimization algorithm is greatly utilized for optimizer analysis of load on
physical machine on the basis of local migration agent which aids in migrated VMs
load computation and for choosing proper physical server. Conversely, trapping of
local optimamay happen at certain timewhich in turn impacts on performance degra-
dation pertaining to global search. The search diversity enhancing is one among the
possible solutions for evading the trapping into local optima in ACO. Mutation-
based improved ant colony optimization (IACO) is greatly deployed in this research
work for analysis of physical machine load VMmigration besides effectual resource
exploitation.
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1 Introduction

In the domain of cloud computing, the sustainment of service-level agreement (SLA)
has assured to the customers to facilitate them with resources either as service or as
per their requirements or both. Besides, it enables the customers to access their
resources according to their requirements. However, there is a possibility of inap-
propriate resource distribution that leads to squandering of resources, as the cloud
computing resources are openly accessible. Whereas, the dynamic resource alloca-
tion has employed in the cloud services of infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS) through
the system of parallel data processing [1, 2]. In the processes of cloud, this system
shows its adequacy to efficiently parallelize the receiving tasks through large data.
Moreover, the Virtualization has primarily intended to empower the solutions based
on “Computing-as-a-Service” vision of cloud. The associated features of VM (i.e.,
flexible resource provisioning and migration) enhance the effectiveness of VM in
the dynamic resource provisioning and the resource usage. During the scenarios of
overload, the “state” of VM has transmitted by the live VM, from a physical machine
to another machine [2–8].

A controller handles a set of host machines regarding to the allocation of VM
with energy efficiency deprived of SLA violation. For every VM, the historical data
has fragmented to a defined length, which has involved constructing the forecast
systems. In general, the migration has processed in two methods, i.e., the temporary
suspension of VM before transference and live migration process, where the VM
has solely stopped for a split second. The recent study confers the significant issues
of performance, the practical difficulties, and the appropriate resource allocation
methodologies for cloud computing. Here, the physical machine’s load has been
assessed by the optimizer with the help of ant colony optimization algorithm, through
which a load of VMs has been estimated by the local migration agent for being
migrated and choosing a proper physical server. Nonetheless, this process may be
trapped by the local optima in such scenarios. Besides, this work presents enhanced
ant colony optimization based onmutation, which assesses the load over the physical
machine in terms of evading the trap of local optima in ACO, through which the VM
has migrated; besides, the resource has been utilized in an efficient way.

Basu et al. [9] tend to diminish the usage of power and the VM scheduling by
proposing an enhanced genetic algorithm that enables the nodes to maintain their
load, i.e., the loading of nodes will not exceed or decrease their capacity. Here, the
consideration for a node can be each chromosome of the population. Subsequently,
each VM has been assigned to a node, which is associated with the genes of a
chromosome. Post processing of crossover and mutation, the optimization strategies
have been applied as regards the accomplishment of further allocation processes. The
suggested method shows its proficiency to surpass the previous methods in balancing
the load and in the utilization of resource.

Khan et al. [10] contemplated several methodologies for scheduling of VM,
besides introduced many approaches for resource allocation. To furnish the hassle-
free implementation, and enable the availability of cloud-related datasets in VM, this
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study proposes the method that deliberates numerous resource management units.
So, this strategy incorporates several workloads; moreover, the usage of servers has
been expanded in an effective manner.

Jain et al. [11] intended to investigate a few cloud consolidation and migration
approaches, like ant colony optimization, and K-means regression, and furnished the
summary on obtained results, for which they proposed an approach that allocates
VMs to physical machines (PMs) by employing initial allocation algorithm. Post
optimization of physicalmachines, themigration has processed throughACO, during
which the VM has migrated to nearby PM. So, the bandwidth and time have been
preserved.

2 Proposed Methodology

In this segment, the proposed framework has been comprehensively conferred, in
which the prediction of user’s trust value has been performed by improved ACO. In
Fig. 1, the typical representation of the proposed framework has been demonstrated.

Following steps are significantly involved in the process of the proposed frame-
work. The structural design of cloud consists of numerous physical hosts with the
ability to add maximum VMs whichever is running over it. Hence, the reciprocal
correlation of physical host, and VM has sustained during the migration of VM
processing through one PM to other PM. On the basis of proposed modules, the VM
migration has been processed. Subsequently, the live VM migration has started by
the derived output of the proposed module. At the PM of server in the cloud, the
proposed modules have executed. In the logical phases of VM migration, its safety
and handling of failures have to be ensured, for which some necessary steps have to
be done as follows:

 

User’s 
Requirement 

Resource 
monitoring 

Capacity distribution  

Task allocation 

OptimizerMigration 
Orchestration 

VM migration 

Fig. 1 Overall architecture of the proposed model
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Phase 1. Pre-migration:At the time of VM running on the physical machine, this
phase begins, during which the destination PM has identified, then it has selected
for minimizing the time for overall migration.
Phase 2. Reservation: Triggering of migration request from Physical Machine-
A to Physical Machine-B is performed; at that time, availability of necessary
resources has ensured to accomplish the VM. If available, the resources will be
preserved, or else VM remains to run on Physical Machine-A.
Phase 3. Iterative pre-copy: Here, the overall memory pages have been trans-
mitted from PM-A to PM-B at the first iteration. From the further iterations, the
remaining pages have been transferred from previous iterations.
Phase 4. Stop-and-copy:VM from source Physical Machine-A has stopped, and
its network traffic has shifted to destination PhysicalMachine-B. Then, remaining
memory pages besides CPU state have been diverted to host B. Though, the VM
has been suspended from host A, yet it reflects its primary copy in the scenarios
of failure.
Phase 5. Commitment: During this phase, host B acknowledges host A with
the successful reception of VM, through which the achievement of migration has
been assured. Post reception of successful acknowledgment from host B, the copy
of VMs have been removed from host A. Thus, host B turns out to be Primary
Machine for VM.
Phase 6. Activation: During this phase, consequent to aforementioned phases,
the VM shows its successful run on host B; besides, the VMs directly migrated
from overloaded PM to under-loaded PM through the modules of the proposed
method.

2.1 Resource Monitoring

The assortment of cloud resources CPU as well as memory usage profile is mainly
accomplished through the resource monitoring module. The physical machine’s
hypervisor communication aswell as resource usage collection is greatly achieved by
psutillibrary (python system and process utilities) and psutil.cpu_percent is exploited
for assessment of CPU deployment of all virtual machine plus physical machine in
direct approach. The aggregation of CPU usages of its virtual machines is done for
CPU usage profile assessment for physical machine. The cloud resources memory
utilization is achieved by process. Memory_info() and saving is done on behalf of
future database.
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2.2 Capacity Distribution

The distribution of capacity amid the physical machines is attained through capacity
distribution which aids in fixing the upper threshold and lower threshold values for
the physical machines, and it also supports for load detection in optimizer module.

2.3 Task Allocation

The allotment ofmachine task is accomplished bymeans of computation of execution
time besides memory required for the next task which is the aim of task allocation.
This might greatly support for migration phase on the basis of task calculations
distribution and thereby diminishing the migration time.

2.4 Optimizer

Resource monitor is primarily deployed for receiving the resource usage profiles
through the optimizer. The physical machine load amounts which are in active state is
mainly determined by accomplishingACOalgorithm.A fresh list of virtualmachines
allocation for physicalmachines is obtained by effective execution of enhancedACO-
based VM distribution list algorithm. With local migration agent support, ensuing
VM redistribution message on PM is communicated to the migration orchestration.

2.5 Optimizer Analyses Load on Physical Machine Using
Improved Ant Colony Optimization

2.5.1 Graph Representation

After completing the reformulation of feature selection issue into an ACO-suitable
problem, the ACO necessitates the problematic representation in terms of graph.
At this time nodes denote features, with the edges amid them representing the next
feature choice. An ant traversal through the graph where a lowest number of nodes
are visited satisfying traversal stopping criterion leads for searching the optimal
feature subset. There is no full connection of nodes for permitting a few features to
be designated later. The ant is presently at node f 1 and besides has an option of which
feature to be added next to its path (dotted lines). The feature f 2 is chosen next on
the basis of transition rule, then f 3 plus then f 4. Upon arrival at f 4, the assessment of
current subset {f 1, f 2, f 3, f 4} is done for substantial the traversal stopping criterion
(e.g., appropriately enhanced classification accuracy has been attained expending
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this subset). The ant ends its traversal and yields this feature subset as a candidate
for data reduction.

The graph representation reformulation forms the basis for transition rules and
pheromone update standard ACO algorithms rules which might be applied. Here,
there is no link amid pheromone and heuristic value, and instead, every feature
possess its specific pheromone value besides heuristic value [12–14].

2.5.2 Heuristic Desirability

ACO algorithm is generally regarded as constructive heuristic for probabilistically
constructing elucidations. An element sequences obtained from the solution compo-
nents which is of finite set are assembled by means of constructive heuristic. The
commencement of solution construction is done with an empty partial solution. A
feasible solution component inclusion is performed through extension of present
partial solution at every construction step. A precise heuristic interest of traversing
amid features may perhaps be a few subset assessment function, for instance, an
entropy-based measure otherwise rough set dependency measure. The heuristic
information for feature selection is chiefly referred to the classifier performance
in this algorithm. The amalgamation of heuristic desirability of traversal and node
pheromone levels is termed as probabilistic transition rule, signifying the probability
that ant k will take account of feature i in its solution at time step t:

Pk
i (t) =

{
[τi (t)]x .[ηi ]β∑
u∈ j

k[τu (t)]x .[ηu ]β
if i ∈ j k

0 otherwise
(1)

where Jk represents set of feasible features that might be included to the partial
solution; si as well as gi are correspondingly the pheromone value and heuristic
desirability accompanying with feature i. a and b are two factors signifying the
relative prominence of the pheromone value and heuristic information.

(A) Real ants follow a path amid nest besides food source.
(B) An obstacle appears on the path: Ants choose whether to turn left or right with

identical probability.
(C) Rapid deposition of pheromone is done on the shorter path.
(D) The shorter path is selected by every ant.

The balance amid pheromone intensity (i.e., previous successful moves history),
si, besides heuristic information (expressingdesirability of themove), gi is attainedby
transition probability used by ACO. Thereby, achieving the exploitation–exploration
trade-off in an effectual way. Utilizing the previous search process favors actions
which are regarded as an effective one for manipulating information attained about
the search space. The examination of previously unseen actions during the search
for identifying such actions is also performed for search space exploration. The right
assortment of the parameters a and b is chiefly utilized for improved balancing amid
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exploitation and exploration. The previous search experience is made negligible
whenever is a = 0, referring no pheromone information is exploited and degradation
of search to stochastic greedy search happens. When b = 0, the attractiveness (or
potential benefit) of moves is made negligible.

2.5.3 Pheromone Update Rule

The pheromone evaporation on all nodes triggering is accomplished once entire ant
solutions are concluded and based on Eq. (3),pheromone depositing by each ant k is
performed, �τ k

i (t), on all the used nodes

�τ k
i (t) =

{
∅.γ

(
sk(t)

) + ϕ.(n−|sk (t)|)
n if i ∈ sk(t)

0 otherwise
(2)

where Sk(t) denotes feature subset determined by ant k at iteration t, and
∣∣sk(t)∣∣

represents its length. On the basis of classifier performance measure, γ
(
sk(t)

)
along

with feature subset length ∅ updating of pheromone is done. Also, the relative weight
of classifier performance and feature subset length ∅ ∈ [0, 1] and ϕ = 1 − ∅ are
controlled by utilizing the parameters ∅ and u ϕ. The feature selection task tends
to exhibit dissimilar impact on classifier performance, and besides, feature subset is
inferred through formula. It is presumed that classifier performance is more note-
worthy than subset length in this experimentation, hence fix/= 0.8, u= 0.2. The rule
for pheromone evaporation implementation and new pheromone inclusion by ants is
practically given by

τi (t + 1) = (1 − ρ)τi (t) +
m∑

k=1

�τ k
i (t) + �τ

g
i (t) (3)

where m represents number of ants at every iteration and q2 (0,1) notates the
pheromone trail decay coefficient. Stagnation is main objective of performing
pheromone evaporation stating that all ants building the same solution. g indicates
the best ant at every iteration, during which updating of pheromone based on all
ants is given in Eq. 4 as well as the deposition of best ant for further pheromone is
done on best solution nodes. The exploration of ants around the optimum solution
in subsequent iterations is achieved thereby.

2.5.4 Solution Construction

ACO feature selection along with the complete process is revealed in Fig. 2 which
starts through generation of number of ants as well as positioning arbitrarily on
the graph which possess distinct random feature. On the other hand, there exists
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Fig. 2 ACO working procedure

identical number of ants on the graph along with the number of features contained
via data. The path creation is accomplished by the ant utilizing various dissimilar
features. They start traversing nodes probabilistic manner from primary position till a
traversal stopping criterion ismet. The assessment is done on the basis of congregated
subsets. The process termination takes place whenever an optimal subset exist or else
execution of algorithm happens definite number of times and besides yields the best
feature subset. The updating of pheromone is done and if not even a single conditions
is met, the iteration of process reinitiates after the creation of new set of ants.

2.5.5 Improved ACO

Ant colony optimization algorithmwithmutation bymeans of self-adaptive approach
is greatly utilized in this research work. The notion of mutation is utilized for algo-
rithm improvement through local optima escaping. ACO is mainly involved for all
VM visiting through making a tour T (i, j). Through utilizing new mutation rate
created via self-adaptive methodology, generation of new tour T new (i, j) is done
through application of supplementary mutation operator on the tour T (i, j). The
comparison of new tour T new (i, j) with T (i, j) is accomplished thereby and followed
by substitution of T (i, j) using T new (i, j) takes place when cost of new tour is not as
much than the cost of T (i, j). The repetition of this procedure is done till maximum
iteration is not attained (Fig. 3).

The key steps of the commended algorithm are stated below:

1. Activation.

• Obtain ant population.
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Fig. 3 Mutation-based ant
colony optimization

• Define the pheromone trial intensity allied to any feature.
• Estimate the highest number of permitted iterations

2. Generation of solution and assessment of ants.

• Designate any ant arbitrarily to a single feature alongside visiting features,
through which each ant enables to construct over all solutions. During this
phase, the classifier’s mean square error (MSE) has known to be the assess-
ment factor. If an ant is incapable of decreasing the classifier MSE within
ten consecutive attempts, it will depart once after completing its task.

3. Assessment of the selected subsets.

• Categorize selected subsets on the basis of classifier performance as well as
their length. At that point, choose the optimal subset.

4. Verify the stop criterion.

• Exit, if the iteration count exceeds the highest number of permitted iterations,
else resume the steps.

5. Carry out local trail update;
If mutation criteria has encountered, then choose random VM from present

tour T (i, t) for mutation operator. Involve mutation operation for obtaining new
VM new tour T new (i, t) created from the mutation outcome.

6. Generation of new ants.

• Proceed to remove the preceding ants and generate new ants.

7. Proceed and continue from step 2.

2.5.6 Local Migration Agent

All VMs are rearranged through the local migration agent from PM instance on the
basis of their moderate load, as soon as an instance load condition of the physical
server machine exceeds the value of upper threshold.
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As expressed by the following equation, this load assessment has accomplished,
in which the higher loaded VM has significantly prioritized.

Vi( j, T ) = 1

T

n∑
k=1

vi( j, k)(tk − tk − 1) (4)

In the time period K, the jth instance of VMon the ith instance of PM obtains the
resource, which has denoted by Vi (j, k).

The VM migration has organized by the migration orchestration, which has
employed to directly process the actual VMs migration.

3 Result and Discussions

The evaluation of the recommendedmethod is accomplished on the basis ofmodeling
random workload through experimentation by utilizing four physical machines
whose specification are 8 GB RAM and Core i5-6200U. These physical machines
are utilized for creation of three ESXi virtual machines whose specification are 4 GB
RAM and amid which one physical machine serves as V center Server appliance, other
for NAS storage installation. The generation of CPU consumption is done stochas-
tically for demonstration of proposed technique preeminence. The various perfor-
mance metrics such as time, throughput and resource utilization are contrasted for
the proposed IACO with that of the prevailing IGA and ACO approaches (Table 1).

The various classification approaches with their throughput is contrasted for the
suggested IACO with that of the prevailing IGA and ACO approaches for validating
the performance which is shown in Fig. 4. It is inferred that superior throughput
results of 550 (kbps) are obtained for suggested IACO, while the prevailing IGA and
ACO approaches give only 400 (kbps) and 500 (kbps), respectively.

The various classification approaches with their migration time is contrasted for
the suggested IACO with that of the prevailing IGA and ACO approaches for vali-
dating the performance which is shown in Fig. 5. It is inferred that lower time of 320
(sec) is utilized for suggested IACO while the prevailing IGA and ACO approaches
takes 600 (sec) and 500 (sec), respectively.

The various classification approaches with their resource utilization is contrasted
for the suggested IACO with that of the prevailing IGA and ACO approaches for
validating the performancewhich is shown inFig. 6. It is inferred that greater resource

Table 1 Performance
comparison results

Metrics Methods IGA ACO IACO

Throughput (Kbps) 400 (Kbps) 500 (Kbps) 550 (Kbps)

Migration time (sec) 600 (sec) 500 (sec) 320 (sec)

Resource utilization 0.7 0.8 0.9
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Fig. 4 Throughput results
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utilization of 0.9 is obtained, while the prevailing IGA and ACO approaches yield
0.7 and 0.8, respectively.

4 Conclusion and Future Work

Cloud computing is one among the evolving research fields deployed for computing.
In order to meet customer necessitates, various services are offered on the basis
of customer dynamic request continuously in cloud computing, and it is the fore-
most task of cloud computing for providing the desired services to every consumer.
The challenge lies in servicing all the customers with the limited existing resource,
and it has been tricky to meet all the demanded services by the cloud providers.
The allotment of perspective cloud resources through the cloud providers is yet
another endeavor which should be done in reasonable way. In this work, improved
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ant colony optimization is exploited for mitigating the resource allotment issues
in cloud computing environment. Nonetheless, a security issue in cloud is another
eminent challenge and ought to be concentrated in future work through utilization
of some frame work.
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An Improved K-Means Clustering
with Convolutional Neural Network
for Financial Crisis Prediction

Aruna Dhamija, Deepika Pandoi, Krishanveer Singh, and Sachin Malhotra

Abstract A great interest is shown by financial firms and institutions in predicting
organization’s financial failures in recent days. Taking proper decisions by finan-
cial organizations at right time are assisted using an important area called finan-
cial crisis prediction (FCP). In companies, wrong decision-making may lead to
bankruptcy or financial crisis and clients, vendors, and investors may be affected.
In statistical techniques, various works applied for solving FCP problem to review
earlier techniques. However, highly intelligent and automated prediction alone is not
enough. For better classification performance, an effective prediction model should
be developed and if should be able adapt various datasets. So, for predicting financial
crisis, an improvedK-means clustering and convolutional neural network (CNN) are
designed in proposed system. There are two stages in designed system, namely clas-
sification stage based on convolutional neural network (CNN) and clustering based
on improved K-means. Wrongly clustered data are eliminated using a proposed an
improved K-means algorithm. In second stage, financial data instances are classified
using convolutional neural network (CNN) for identifying whether the financial firm
will undergo failure or not. Three benchmark datasets, namely Polish, Weislaw, and
bankruptcy, are used in experimentation for validating proposed algorithm’s perfor-
mance. With respect to F-measure, false positive rate (FPR), and accuracy, better
performance is attained using proposed technique as shown in experimental results.

Keywords False positive rate (FPR) · Convolutional neural network (CNN) ·
Improved K-means clustering · Financial crisis prediction (FCP)
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1 Introduction

Financial crisis prediction (FCP) has attracted much attention in the past decade due
to raise in companies financial crisis in every part of the world [1]. For financial
firms, it is highly essential to have financial crisis prediction (FCP), where possible
risk is computed for reducing upcoming losses and if a default risk is greater than
predefined acceptance level, then new credit proposals should be avoided [2, 3].

This process is also termed as credit default classification process, in which
customer is referred as “non-default,” if he pays back the loan, otherwise he is
referred as “default.” In computing profitability and productivity of financial firm,
an important role is played by FCP’s accuracy [4]. For example, organization’s huge
future loss can be minimized by a small accuracy level adjustment of potential user
using default credit.

Using intelligent models or statistical techniques or mathematics theory, based
on current financial condition, financial crisis of a firm is predicted using FCP.
A type of binary classification is performed in this FCP, where crisis and healthy
firms are distinguished. For a model, in real-world life, model validity is reflected
using an important factor called prediction accuracy. Models having good prediction
accuracy will possess practical application value. So, model’s prediction accuracy
enhancement is a major problem of FCP.

Bankruptcy and credit-related properties debt rating’s degradation causes financial
crisis. In past years, default techniques are used, but financial crisis in 2007/2008
leads to requirement of effective FCP models with utmost priority. For corporate
FCP, there is no standard models or theories as suggested in [5]. The theoretical
model absence for investigatingfinancial crisis to exploratory actions for discriminant
features identification and prediction models using trial and error [6, 7].

Using intelligent models or statistical techniques or mathematics theory, based on
current financial condition, financial crisis of a firm is predicted using FCP. A type
of binary classification is performed in this FCP, where crisis and healthy firms are
distinguished. For a model, in real-world life, model validity is reflected using an
important factor called prediction accuracy.Models having good prediction accuracy
will possess practical application value. So, model’s prediction accuracy enhance-
ment is a major problem of FCP. For a model, in real-world life, model validity is
reflected using an important factor called prediction accuracy. Models having good
prediction accuracy will possess practical application value. So, model’s prediction
accuracy enhancement is a major problem of FCP. A type of binary classification
is performed in this FCP, where crisis and healthy firms are distinguished. Models
having better prediction accuracy will only possess practical application. So, the
major concern is that how to enhance FCPmodels prediction accuracywhether a firm
will face financial crisis or not according to current financial condition using math-
ematics theory. Various quantitative models are used by professional and academi-
cians for enhancing FCP performance. Two novel kernels are developed by Reddy
andRavi [8] using soft computing techniques for data classification [8]. For FCP, effi-
cient results are produced by presented technique as shown in experimental results.
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Nelder–Mead simplex and ant colony optimization (ACO) are used by Sharma et al.
[9] to present a hybrid technique for training NN with an FPC application [9]. A
new combination model is presented byWang andWu [10], where PNN is combined
with back-propagation (BP) based on adaptive boosting algorithm for financial crisis
prediction. Financial crisis can be predicted in an excellent manner using this new
combination model [10]. Sample data collected from 100 listed Taiwan compa-
nies are used by Chen [11] for performing corporate FCP. Along various classifiers
like logistic regression (LR), decision tree (DT), appropriate variables are filtered
using principal component analysis (PCA) [11]. For FCP, introduced kernel principal
component neural network (KPCNN) byRavisankar andRavi [12], where significant
results are obtained using KPCNN in bank reports [12].

Heo and Yang [13] stated that highly excellent accuracy can be obtained using
AdaBoost technique in predicting Korean construction companies financial risk [13].
For performing multivariate diagnosis and forecasting Taiwan companies financial
risk, a Mahalanobis-Taguchi system (MTS) is implemented by Lee and Teng [14].
For identifying better FCP mode, a comparison is made with neural network (NN),
logistic regression (LR) results [14].

2 Related Work

A classification model based on clustering is introduced in proposed FCP model.
It has two stages, namely clustering based on improved K-means and classification
based on convolutional neural network (CNN). At first, Weislaw, Polish, and qualita-
tive bankruptcy datasets are given as an input. Wrongly clustered data are eliminated
using a proposed an improved K-means algorithm. Then, designed a model to fit
with specified dataset by selecting a rule-based model. At last, rule-based model’s
optimum parameters are computed using a CNN.

2.1 Improved K-Means Clustering

Observations are partitioned into various clusters using clustering techniques. So,
there will be high correlation among observations in same cluster when compared
with observation is different clusters. A based clustering technique based on distance
called K-means is used for clustering, where similarity is computed using distance.
High similarity values are shown by objects that are close to each other. Process of
K-means clustering is described as

1. At first, input is derived from dataset. From available N value, K is selected and
it indicates primary cluster centers. Here, K = 2.

2. Distance between every object and cluster centers is computed. According to
expression (1), objects are joined with nearby cluster.
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3. For ensuring change in cluster center, every cluster center is recomputed as

m(t+1)
i = 1

S(t)
i

∑

X j∈S(t)
i

X j (2)

4. Above two steps are repeated till getting a new cluster center identical to original
one.

As there are 2 values in class variables, the K value is selected as 2 in this work.
Classification is done using a pre-processed data. In K-means technique, a major
problem is in WEKA tool, where cluster performance is straightly influenced by
seed values. Some steps are included for eliminating changes due to seed value’s
random nature in simulation. At first, a program for storing and arranging value
known as “within cluster sum of squared errors” in an ascending order.

In every experimentation, “within cluster sum of squared errors” represents a seed
value. Effective results are obtained with small value of this. In order to represent 1
to 10,000 seed values, we have stored 10,000 values. In second step, employed the
good quality seed values. So, value of 100 is assigned as initial value of seed. Then,
mis-clustered data are removed by inserting a loop and rate is determined. It will be
shifted to subsequent level, if rate exceeds 75%.

Else, it tries to enter into other seed value by existing from this group. If there is no
proper seed to produce a rate value more than 75% after 10,000 or 60,000 iterations,
employ, a most proximate rate and corresponding seed are moved to consequent
level. Figure 1 shows the improved K-means clustering’s flow diagram.

Rate = Remaining data

Sum
(3)

2.2 Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) for Financial
Crisis Prediction

Financial data instances are classified using convolutional neural network (CNN)
model in this proposed research work for identifying whether financial firm by
affected by failure or not. Take a classification problemwith c classes inn dimensional
pattern space and with p vectors Xi = [xi1, xi2,.,xin,].

Convolutional neural network (CNN) is a highly powerful deep networks, which
include multiple hidden layers. From input data, low to high level features are
extracted by performing subsampling and convolution operation. There are three
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Fig. 1 Flow diagram of improved K-means clustering

kind of layers in this networks in general, namely output, input, and hidden layer.
Trained output is produced at output layer, and hidden layer is intermediate layer.
Figure 2 illustrates the architecture of this CNN.

2.2.1 Convolution Layer

In this layer, input corresponds to clustered attributes and with a kernel (filter), it is
convolved. With kernel, input matrix’s every block is convolved independently and
in output attributes are generated. Output attribute maps are generated using kernel
and input attribute’s convolution results. In general, filter corresponds to convolu-
tion matrix kernel and attribute maps with i ∗ i size corresponds to output attribute
computing using convolution of input and kernel.

Multiple convolutional layers are included in CNN, and attributes are produced
as next convolutional layers input and outputs. Every convolution layer has bunch of
n filters. Input is convolved with these filters and in convolution operation, applied
filters count will equalize the generated attribute maps (n ∗ ) depth.

The C (l)
j represents lth convolution layer’s output and it has attributes maps. It is

given by
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Fig. 2 Convolutional neural network

C (l)
i = B(l)

i +
a(l−1)
i∑

j=1

K (l−1)
i, j ∗ C (l)

j (4)

where bias matrix is represented as B(l)
i and kernel or convolution filter is represented

as K (l−1)
i, j and it has a ∗ a size and jth feature map in layer (l− 1) and ith attribute map

in same layer is connected using this. Attributemapswill be there in outputC (l)
i layer.

In expression (5), first convolutional layer C (l−1)
i is input space, that is, C (0)

i = Xi .
Attribute maps are generated by kernels. After convolution layer, for convolution

layer’s output’s nonlinear transformation, applied the activation function.

Y (l)
i = Y

(

C (l)
i

)

(5)

where activation function output is represented as Y (l)
i and input is represented as

C (l)
i .
Rectified linear units (ReLUs), tanh, and sigmoid are the commonly used activa-

tion functions. This work utilizes ReLUs activation function, which is represented

as Y (l)
i = max

(

0,Y (l)
i

)

. Because of its minimized nonlinear effects and interaction,
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this function has wide use in deep learning models. For a positive input value, same
value is returned by ReLU and for a negative input value, it produces 0 as output.

Faster training is a major advantage of this activation function due to error deriva-
tive, when compared with other functions. In saturating region, it has very small error
derivative value and there will be a vanishing of weights. This is termed as vanishing
gradient problem.

2.2.2 Subsampling Layer

After convolutional layer, subsampling layer is formed. The attribute maps which are
extracted from the previous convolution layer’s dimensionality are reduced spatially
using this subsampling layer. Selected a mask with b ∗ b size for the same and
between attributes map and mask, performed the subsampling operation.

Xl
j = f

(

βl
jdown

(

Xl−1
j

)

+ blj
)

(6)

where subsampling function is represented as down (·). In input dataset, over every
distinct n-by-n attributes, this function will some over. So, n-times smaller output
along both spatial dimension is produced. An additive bias b and multiplicative bias
β are provided by every output.

2.2.3 Full Connection

Softmax activation function is used in output layer.

Y (l)
i = f

(

z(l)
i

)

, where z(l)
i =

m(l−1)
i∑

i=1

wH y
(l−1)
i (7)

Where attributesweight values are represented aswH , complete fully connected layer
is used for tuning this values for forming every class representation and a transfer
function is represented as f , nonlinearity is represented using this transfer function.
Financial data’s clustered attributes instances are classified using proposed system
for identifying, whether financial firm will be effected by failure or not.

3 Experimental Results

With respect to F-measure, accuracy, and false positive rate (FPR), compar-
ison between existing improved K-means with FSCGACA, fitness-scaling chaotic
genetic ant colony algorithm (FSCGACA), genetic ant colony algorithm (GACA),
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and proposed improved K-means with CNN is made for showing effectiveness
of presented FCP model. Using Weislaw dataset, Polish dataset, and qualitative
bankruptcy dataset [15, 16], tested the proposed FCPmodel, for validating consistent
performance and showing its adaptability to various datasets.

Table 1 shows the dataset details. From various financial institutions, own dataset
is collected for qualitative analysis and benchmark by UCI repository. From Kim
and Han (2003), parameters which are used to collect qualitative dataset are derived
with attributes like operating risk, competitiveness, credibility, financial flexibility,
management risk, and industrial risk. There are 25 instances in qualitative bankruptcy
dataset, which includes 107 failed firms and 143 non-failed firms.

There are 43,405 instances in Polish company dataset, which includes 2091 failed
firms and 41,314 non-failed firms. Bankrupt Polish companies’ details are described
in this dataset. During 2000–2012-time period, these companies are investigated and
during 2007–2013, validated the operating companies. All5 years data are combined
for carry out this study. There are 240 instances in Weislaw dataset, which includes
112 failed firms and 128 non-failed firms.

Removed the incorrectly clustered data by employing improved K-means tech-
nique and for classifier algorithm, this optimized data are given as an input. Table
2 specified the optimized dataset details. Figure 3 shows the output of improved
K-means clustering algorithm for applied dataset. Table 3 represents performance
comparison.

FPR metric comparison between existing improved K-means with FSCGACA,
FSCGACA, and GACA, proposed improved K-means with CNN is shown in Fig. 4.
Datasets are represented in x-axis and in y-axis, FPR values are represented. Lower
FPR values are produced by proposed K-means with CNN when compared with
existing techniques for all datasets as indicated in experimental results.

Table 1 Dataset description

Dataset Source # of
instance

# of
attribute

# of
classes

Failed/non-failed

Qualitative UCI 250 6 2 107/143

Polish
companies

UCI 43,405 64 2 2091/41,314

Weislaw Pietruszkiewicz 240 30 2 112/128

Table 2 Result of K-means cluster of initial dataset

Dataset Source # of instance # of attribute # of classes Failed/non
failed

Qualitative UCI 242 6 2 107/135

Polish
companies

UCI 36,219 64 2 1759/34,460

Weislaw Pietruszkiewicz 204 30 2 108/96
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b. Polish bankruptcy dataset 

c. Weislaw dataset 

a. Qualitative bankruptcy dataset

Fig. 3 Clustered data from improved K-means algorithm
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Fig. 4 FPR comparison
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Accuracy metric comparison between existing improved K-means with
FSCGACA, FSCGACA, and GACA, proposed improved K-means with CNN is
shown in Fig. 5. Datasets are represented in x-axis and in y-axis, accuracy value is
represented. High accuracy values are produced by proposed K-means with CNN
when compared with existing techniques for all datasets as indicated in experimental
results.

F-measure metric comparison between existing improved K-means with
FSCGACA, FSCGACA, and GACA, proposed improved K-means with CNN is
shown in Fig. 6. Datasets are represented in x-axis and in y-axis, F-measure is
represented. High F-measure values are produced by proposed K-means with CNN
when compared with existing techniques for all datasets as indicated in experimental
results.
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Fig. 6 F-measure
comparison
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4 Conclusion

For effectively predicting financial crisis, an improved K-means clustering with
convolutional neural network (CNN) is proposed in this work. At first, datasets
are given as input and data points are grouped into clusters by employing improved
K-means clustering technique. Financial data instance is classified using the convolu-
tional neural network (CNN) for identifying, whether financial firm will face failure
or not.

The accuracy of classification is enhanced by integrating improved K-means
technique with classification. This makes precise classification of financial data.
InWeislaw dataset, Polish dataset, and qualitative bankruptcy dataset, high accuracy
is produced by proposed FCPmodel when compared with the previous techniques as
shown in experimental results. Ensemble techniques can be used in future for further
enhancing proposed FCP model’s performance.
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An Empirical Analysis of Multilayer
Perceptron Based on Neural Network
using Image Segment Dataset

Nidhi Kanwar, Anil Kumar Goswami, and Sachin Malhotra

Abstract Artificial neural network (ANN) is inspired by the biological neurons.
Since 1943, it has been unfolded as a favorable system for solving different problems
of real-world. ANN consists of many neurons connected in systematic way in input
layer, hidden layers, and output layer (Sazli in A brief review of feedforward neural
networks. Communications, Faculty of Science, University of Ankara 50(1):1–17,
2006). It learns pattern from the given training data to solve user problems in a similar
way as human does. It has the capability of adaptation, generalization, and fault-
tolerance (Sharma et al. in International Journal of Advanced research in computer
science and software engineering 2(10), 2012). This paper focuses on examining
of ANN architectures for data classification and finding optimal model parameters
with respect to training and testing accuracy. Thus, the empirical investigation tends
to achieve the optimal network architecture and model parameters with minimized
training and testing error in multilayer perceptron (MLP) ANN.

Keywords Back propagation algorithm · Artificial neural network (ANN) ·
Multilayer perceptron (MLP)

1 Introduction

In today’s world, with increase in advanced technologies and digitization of the
services, the data production (in the form of images, video, and texts) is increasing
day by day,which is quite difficult to handle and visualize by a human. Theremight be
some important information in the large amount of data which can bemissed from the
sight of a humanbeing. There could be someplaces on earthwhich human cannot visit
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to get information, but this can be done by capturing images of those places and can be
further classified. Scientists have devised various data classification approaches and
methods whereas every method has different prerequisites and produces output with
different level of accuracy [3]. Error can be considered as one of themajor constraints
for the selection of data classification method, this means selected method must
minimize the error to the possible extent. Selection of the classification approach
may affect the accuracy of classification; hence, suitable classification method must
be selected for the specific study [3]. Due to the raise in highly capable computers
and availability of different sources for capturing high quality video sand image
sand textsen forced an interest in developing different data classification approaches
[4].This study has contributed by empirically examine the ANN architecture for data
classification and finding optimal model parameters.

2 Literature Survey

Machine learning (ML) is a subset of artificial intelligence (AI), which is a developed
technology that creates, expands, and extends human like intelligence so as to learn,
receive, perceive, and process the input data like the human does. “Machine learning
is the science of getting computers to learn and act like humans do, and improve their
learning over time in autonomous fashion, by feeding them data and information
in the form of observations and real-world interactions” [5]. According to Arthur
Samuel, ML can be defined as a field of study that gives computers the ability to
learn without being explicitly programmed. Machines learn with the help of learning
algorithms which are fed with some training data to generate the rules based on the
knowledge deduction from the given data. It also produces the predictive model for
the future use.

Neural network learning is done to make it capable to adapt itself to the changes
or stimuli and produce the desired response. Learning is a continuous process which
updates its parameters like synaptic weights, bias so that response or output becomes
equal to desired output. There are different learning approaches available to train the
network like supervised learning, unsupervised learning, reinforcement learning,
competitive learning, etc.

“A multilayer perceptron (MLP) is a feedforward artificial neural network model
that maps sets of input data onto a set of appropriate output” [6]. In multilayer feed-
forward neural network, there should be at least one hidden layer between the other
two types of layers, i.e., input layer and the output layer [1]. Different architecture
may produce different accuracy for the same data, so the architecture of the network
plays a very important role in the accuracy of generalization [7].

In this paper, performance of multilayer perceptron is evaluated using different
architectures of the network. There are parameters of the networkwhich can influence
its performance like activation function, learning rate, number of hidden layers,
number of nodes in each hidden layer, etc. So, this paper shows that how network
accuracy increases or decreases with different architectures of the network and it
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has been observed that accuracy of the network changes with change in values of
parameters.

Many researchers have worked on data classification using different classification
approaches. Ertam and Aydin classified the MNIST data using CNN implemented
using TensorFlow library [8]. In their experiment, they selected different activation
functions in each trial like rectified linear unit (ReLU), exponential linear unit, tanh,
sigmoid, softplus, softsign, etc., and found different accuracies using different activa-
tion functions. They concluded that highest accuracy, i.e., 98.43% is achieved using
ReLU activation function. Campos et al., 2004 implemented the MLP using Object
Pascal andDelphi 5.0 as the software implementation tool [9]. The projected network
permits the user to give information about the number of processing units in input,
hidden, and output layer, the activation function, the output function, the interval
required for the random initialization of weights between the layers (the maximum
between −1 and 1), the learning rate, the momentum term, and whether bias will
be used. The lowest error rate they achieved in their implementation was 3.61 for
training dataset and 3.95 for testing dataset which is quite high.

3 Methodology

The proposedmethod utilizedMLPwith backpropagation for classification for image
segment data.MLP is a supervised algorithmwhich has targets alongwith its training
data. Initially, the weight parameters of the network initialized randomly to train the
network, but these initialized parameters might not give the accurate results as per
the user requirements so these parameters need to be updated by some small fraction
value to minimize the error.

Accuracy of the network can be calculated by comparing the desired output and
the actual output value. This algorithm has a drawback of slow learning which may
dominate the learning time of the MLP network.

3.1 Back Propagation Algorithm

The step wise mathematical progress of this algorithm including the updation
of weights and calculation of gradient to achieve the optimal network has been
illustrated below (Fig. 1).

Step 1: Build a neural network consisting input layer, hidden, and output layer.
Step 2: Provide training file to the network including weight file.
Step 3: Feedforward Pass: Apply this formula to compute the net input of ith
layer.

v j i = (i = 0 ton)w j i xi (1)
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Start 

Minimized Error

Compute Accuracy (%) by testing all the patterns oftesting file 

Calculate Gradient for each preceding layer & backpropagate to

Training the Network by feed- forward pass and calculating the instantaneouserror 

Input Data (Testing File), Initialize its free parameters

End 

Optimized Network 

Fig. 1 Flowchart of backpropagation algorithm

Step 4: Apply sigmoid function to the net input to get the output of neuron j

yi = ϕ j
(
v j

)
(2)

Step 5:Calculate squared error function (difference of target output and calculated
output)

SEF = 1

2
Target− Output (3)

Step 6: If SEF<= Minimum error then go to step 2 else continue with step7.
Step 7: Back-Forward Pass: Compute gradient at output layer L

δ = η 1− output joutput jerror j (4)

where η is learning rate
Step 8: Compute gradient at hidden layers l

δ = η1− outputioutputi w jk × xk (5)
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j= neuron at i − 1th layer, k= neuron at ith layer
Step 9: Update weights

wnew = wold + η × δ × output (6)

Step 10: Repeat steps 3–9

4 Results

MLP is implemented on the following datasets, and their corresponding results have
been mentioned below.

4.1 Image Segment Dataset

The dataset with details of feature vectors and their corresponding labels has been
described below. The instances were drawn randomly from a database of 7 outdoor
images [10]. The images were hand segmented to create a classification for every
pixel. Each instance is a 3× 3 region. This image segment data have 19 features and
7 class labels. Feature information is shown in Table 1 [10].

Class labels of image segment data are brick face, sky, foliage, cement, window,
path, and grass [10]. The training dataset contains 210 samples for training whereas
testing dataset contains 2100 samples for the testing of the network. 30 instances per
class are taken for training data and 300 instances per class for test data. The file for
feature vectors in the form of csv format used for training (Fig. 2).

As we have mentioned above that feature vectors have their corresponding labels
which have been shown in Fig. 3.

Training: Initially,training option will be chosen by the user to perform feed-
forward pass in order to train the network first. After choosing the first option, it
will ask user to give values of design parameters such as learning rate, number of
hidden layers, and number of nodes in each hidden layer. If feature vectors and their
corresponding labels are given in the single csv file then there are two ways to extract
features and labels separately. Either user gives the number of inputs and classes or
this information is provided in the csv file along with the training data. After giving
all this information to the system, it will start training the network and accuracy is
also being computed in each iteration.

The training of the network will be continued until the network achieves the
minimized error. After the training, updated weight parameters will be displayed on
the screen and will be saved in the meta file for testing and generalization.

Results have been shown in the Table 2. The network has been trained by using
different architecture and different values for different design parameters. As we
have described above about the initialization of design parameters of the network
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Table 1 Details of features in dataset

Feature Feature information

1 Region-ceutroid-col: the column of the center pixel of the region

2 Region-centreid-row: the row of the center pixel of the region

3 Region-pixel-count: the number of pixels in a region = 9

4 Short-line-density-5: the results of a line extraction algorithm that counts how many
hues of length 5 (any orientation) with low contrast, less than or equal to 5, go through
the region

5 Short-line-density-2: same as short-line-density-5 but counts lines of high contrast,
greater than 5

6 Vedge-mean: measure the contrast of horizontally adjacent pixels in the region. There
are 6, the mean and standard deviation are given. This attribute is used as a vertical
edge detector

7 Vegde-sd: (see 6)

8 Hedge-mean: measures the contrast of vertically adjacent pixels. Used for horizontal
hue detection

9 Hedge-sd: (see 8)

10 Intensity-mean: the average over the region of (R + G + B)/3

11 Rawred-niean: the average over the region of the R value

12 Rawblue-mean: the average over the region of the B value

13 Rawgreen-mean: the average over the region of the G value

14 Exred-mean: measure the excess red: (2R − (G + B))

15 Exblue-mean: measure the excess blue: (2B − (G + R))

16 Exgreen-mean: measure the excess green: (2G − (R + B))

17 Value-me an: 3D nonlinear transformation of RGB. (Algorithm can be found in Foley
and Van Dam, Fundamentals of Interactive Computer Graphics’)

Fig. 2 Image segment dataset
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Fig. 3 Labels for the training of MLP

Table 2 Results of image segment data

Learning
rate

Number of
hidden layers

Number of
nodes in each
hidden layer

Epochs Minimized
cost

Training
accuracy
(%)

Testing
accuracy
(%)

0.1 1 20 2000 0.0025937 80.95 73.59

0.1 1 25 2000 0.0023456 83.34 76.76

0.1 1 30 2000 0.0018143 87.14 81.45

0.1 1 35 2000 0.002401 82.85 76.45

0.1 1 50 2000 0.001156 94.28 87.43

0.1 1 60 2000 0.001652 89.52 82.45

0.1 1 70 2000 0.000799 96.19 89.76

0.1 1 80 2000 0.000908 96.20 87.12

0.1 1 90 2000 0.000899 96.23 87.34

0.1 1 100 2000 0.000697 96.34 89.67

0.1 1 100 1000 0.000676 96.34 89.78

that there are no generalized rules for initializing the design parameters with the right
values. So, hit and trial method has been used to find the optimized architecture for
the given problem. But according to the results, it can be assumed that increasing the
number of hidden neutrons may increase the accuracy of data classification. As it
can be seen that highest accuracy had been achieved with 100 neutrons in the hidden
layer. And there is no big change between accuracy achieved with 100 and 70 hidden
neurons but 100 neurons are giving good accuracy in less iterations.
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Loss 

Number of Iterations 

Fig. 4 Plot of loss with respect to number of iterations

If the user wants to retrain the network even after terminating the training of the
network, then that option can also be chosen, i.e., retraining which will ask the user
to give the name of the file where updated weights were already saved in the last
training. After fetching the training data and updated weight parameters from the
saved file, it will start retraining the network.

Generalization: After training of the network, it can be used for generaliza-
tion where an unknown data or feature vector will be fed to the trained network.
The desired class label will be produced using updated weight parameters. In
generalization, new data will be fed which is not known to the trained network
(Fig. 4).

5 Discussion and Conclusion

Literature consists of variants or different architectures of the same model. The
paper presents the experiments performed on the different architecture with different
variants like learning rate, number of hidden neurons number of epochs. Various
observations were made while training MLP and CNN. Here, this paper tends to
provide the insights of the results produced while evaluating our model on different
architectures.

In the case of MLP, the design parameters like learning rate, weights, bias, and
network topology are initialized. Weights and bias can be randomly initialized. Hit
and trial method has been used to find the architecture with minimized cost. If the
output of the architecture converges to the global minima, that architecture will be
considered as the optimized architecture for the given problem. But if it stuck therein
local minima thereupon the hit and trial method will be followed again by updating
the design parameters of the network. Using Table 2, it has been interpreted that the
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architecture with 0.1 learning rate and 100 nodes in the hidden layer gives minimized
cost equals to 0.000676 with 89.78% testing accuracy, so this architecture can be
considered as the optimized architecture in case of specific problem dataset.

The limitation of MLP is that these networks face overfitting problem oftentimes
which over fits the network and misclassify the testing data but this problem can be
solved by using regularization technique such as dropout. Sometimes, it also faces
gradient vanishing problem which can be solved by using deep learning algorithms.
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Brain Tumor Classification
into High-Grade and Low-Grade
Gliomas Using Adaboost
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Abstract Brain is recognized as one of the complex organs of the human body.
Abnormal formation of cells may affect the normal functioning of the brain. These
abnormal cells may belong to category of benign cells resulting in low-grade glioma
ormalignant cells resulting in high-grade glioma. The treatment plans vary according
to grade of glioma detected. This results in need of precise glioma grading. As
per World Health Organization, biopsy is considered to be gold standard in glioma
grading. Biopsy is an invasive procedure which may contain sampling errors. Biopsy
may also contain subjectivity errors. This motivated the clinician to look for other
methods which may overcome the limitations of biopsy reports. Machine learning
and deep learning approaches using MRI is considered to be the most promising
alternative approach reported by scientist in literature. The presented work were
based on the concept of AdaBoost approach which is an ensemble learning approach.
The developed model was optimized w.r.t to two hyper parameters, i.e., number of
estimators and learning rate keeping the base model fixed. The decision tree was
used as a base model. The proposed developed model was trained and validated on
BraTS 2018 dataset. The developed optimized model achieves reasonable accuracy
in carrying out classification task, i.e., high-grade glioma vs. low-grade glioma.
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1 Introduction

Brain is considered to be one of the complex organs of the body. If occurrence of
uncontrolled division of cell takes place within the brain due to which abnormal
formation of group of cells results in brain tumor. Tumor is considered to be
life-threatening disease. This abnormal growth of the cell may affects the normal
functioning (Fig. 1).

Brain tumors were majorly classified in low-grade tumor and high-grade tumor.
Grade I and Grade II tumors are considered to be low-grade tumors, and Grade III
and Grade IV tumors are considered to be high-grade tumor [2]. Low-grade tumor
are considered to be non-cancerous or in other words, less aggressive in compar-
ison to high-grade tumor. Exact causes of brain tumors are unknown till date, and
researchers are conducting research to know the causes of brain tumor [3–7]. Some
of the symptoms of brain tumor includes headache, difficulty in speaking, loss of
movement etc. Interesting thing about brain tumor is that sometimes it does not shows
the above-mentioned symptoms and can discovered accidently.

In order to detect the tumor, doctor may conduct investigations whichmay include
imaging scans or biopsy or combination of both. Once tumor presence is confirmed,
doctor may plan treatment and follow-required in process.

Magnetic resonance imaging is considered to be one of the favorite choice of inves-
tigation [2–5, 8–18]. Figure 2 shows the some of the conventional MRI sequences
such as T2, FLAIR and T1 CE, respectively, with tumor.

Once tumor presence is confirmed in the MRI, clinician may plan biopsy to know
the type and grade of the tumor. Sometimes repeated biopsies may be performed
by the clinicians when tumor tissues were not enough to define the type or grade
of tumor or if there was any confusions. Biopsy is an invasive procedure and may
involve subjective and sampling errors. Errors in investigation procedure may affects
the clinical treatment planning and follow-ups [2–5, 8–12].

Researchers were worked and still are working in the direction to address on
questions like can invasive biopsies be replaced, can sampling errors may be reduced

Fig. 1 Figure showing healthy brain and brain with tumor [1]
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Fig. 2 Row-1 show MRI images (FLAIR). a T1-weighted. b Post-contrast T1-weighted. c T2-
weighted. d Brain with tumor [8–10]

etc. Clinicians, scientist and engineers from cross-disciplinary areas are working in
this direction. MRI investigations is considered to be non-invasive procedure [5, 11–
13]. Quantitative features which were extracted from MRI were investigated as it is
or with the help of machine leaning or deep leaning or transfer learning or any other
procedure to identify the type and the grade of glioma. Positive results which were
obtained with the help of machine learning or deep learning motivates the researcher
to further investigate and improve the results in this direction. Some of the challenges
which were mentioned by researchers in their findings were limited dataset, class
imbalance error, subjectivity involve in tumor segmentation, cost and time.

In the proposed work, a hypothesis was presented which tries to differentiate the
low-grade gliomas from high-grade glioma using the conventional MRI sequences
using the texture features. AdaBoost algorithmwas used to perform this classification
task. Pearson correlation coefficientwas used to select the features thatwill contribute
in the classification task. Finally, a tenfold cross-validation was used to validate
the trained model. Developed model is tested against the out of sample errors for
recording the accuracy.

The rest of the paper was organized as follows: Sect. 2 discusses related work.
Section 3 discusses the proposed classification approach. Section 4 discusses the
obtained results on MATLAB 2020b platform, and Sect. 5 concludes the paper.

2 Related Work

This section describes the available literature work in the area of gliomas classifi-
cation, i.e., HGG vs LGG. Faten et al. in their work used advanced sequences, i.e.,
diffusion tensor, perfusion etc., along with convention imaging in making differenti-
ation between LGG and HGG [5]. Authors in their work [11] used the conventional
MRI sequences along with advanced MRI sequences such as diffusion weighted
imaging in classifying gliomas into LGG vs. HGG. The reported accuracy in their
findings were 94.5%. Shoaib et al. in their work carried out the similar task and
reported the accuracy equal to 80.65%[12].AVamvakas et al. in their studies reported
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the classification accuracy equal to 95.5% [13]. They have used MRI conventional
sequences, advanced sequences plus spectroscopy findings in their carried out study.
Y. Yang et al. in their study used the concept of transfer learning in carrying out
the classification task. They used MRI conventional sequences in their study. Their
reported accuracy was 86.7% [14]. W. Chen et al. in their study investigated the role
of radiomics in classification task, i.e., LGG vs. HGG [15]. Zurfi et al. [16] in their
studies used 3D texture analysis in gliomas grading task with the help of machine
learning. Authors [17, 18] in their work used the radiomics features which when fed
as input to machine leaning algorithms to carry or gliomas grading task.

Although, several authors worked in this area and still research is going on. The
major challenges mentioned by these authors in their manuscript were small dataset,
reproducibility of results, globalized medical data, different acquisition protocols
across different vendors, cost, subjectivity error etc. To address some of these issues,
a globally publically available BraTS 2018 dataset has been used [8–10]. To reduce
the cost in acquisition of advanced sequences, only conventional MRI sequences
were used to carry out the desired classification task.

3 Proposed Work

This section explains the proposed work. BraTS 2018 dataset was used for carrying
out the classification task. The dataset contains 210 high-grade glioma cases and 75
low-grade glioma cases. For every case, the dataset contains T1, post-contrast T1,
T2, fluid attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) sequences. The dataset belongs to
19 different centers. The dataset was annotated into four labels:

Label-0 otherwise.
Label-1 Non-enhancing tumor and necrotic region.
Label-2 Edema.
Label-4 Enhancing tumor.

Every sequence in BraTS 2018 dataset co-registered and interpolated. Texture
features were extracted from region of interest (ROI) with the help of pyradiomics
using python [6, 7]. Label 1 and label 4 were combined to form ROI. A total 104
features were computed which belongs to seven different classes, i.e., shape-based
(2D), gray-levelmatrix (co-occurrence, run length, dependence and size zonematrix)
and neighboring gray tone difference matrix. Feature selection were made with the
help of Pearson correlation coefficient method. Features were normalized using the
concept of z-score. Finally, 49 features were selected out of 104 computed features.

AdaBoost algorithm was used for carrying out the classification task. AdaBoost
algorithm combines variousweak learners to form a strong learner based on ensemble
concept [19]. A tenfold cross validation were performed to finally validate themodel.
Themean accuracywas calculated across the tenfolds by developing differentmodels
by varying the number of estimators and learning rate (0.001–1). Decision tree was
used as base estimator.
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Fig. 3 Figures shows the systematic diagram of proposed concept (classification model develop-
ment)

4 Results

Learning rate was varied from 0.001 to 1 and number of estimators were varied
from 10 to 400. It was noted further increasing in number of estimates shows no
improvement in accuracy and hence not shown in Fig. 4. From Fig. 4, it was observed
thatmodel performs betterwhen number of estimatorswere equal to 150. FromFig. 5,
it was observed that model performs well when learning rate was equal to 0.1. Final
model was developed keeping the hyper parameters, i.e., learning rate equals to 0.1
and number of estimators equals to 150. Developed model achieves the accuracy
equals to 86.3% in classifying the tumor into high grade vs. low grade (Fig. 3; Table
1).

5 Conclusion

The whole paper was organized in four major sections: introduction, related work,
proposed work and simulation results. Introduction section briefly explains the need
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Table 1 Showing the optimized classifier performance

Base classifier Number of estimator Learning rate Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity

Decision tree 150 0.1 86.3 84.2 90.1

of brain tumor diagnosis. This section also explains the limitation of biopsy procedure
and hence establishes need of precise glioma classification. Sect. 2, i.e., related
work discusses some of the recent work carried out by clinician and scientist in
the area of glioma classification. In Sect. 3, proposed work has been discussed.
AdaBoost was used as an underlying concept to develop the model to carry out the
designated task.Hyperparameterswere optimized and cross validated. Finally,model
was developed over these optimized hyperparameters keeping the base estimator
same. In result section, only the final optimized model accuracy were reported along
with sensitivity and specificity. The results show the model achieved the reasonable
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accuracy in classifying high-grade glioma from low-grade glioma. Hence, concludes
the presented paper.
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